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Foreword

POEROTRIVICROGM FRSERIER EOLEROTHOSPEROVS E LIER ICP IDSERIERURIEEIGLERIELOGLELPELEGRERSERERRELIELI®

Frederiek de Vlaming

At a time when the indivisibility of human rights receives frequent
emphasis, debates in the international human rights arena are still
focused on political and civil rights. Without ignoring the political
background,it can been argued thatthis is partly owing to the fact that
the ‘core’ contents of economic, social and cultural rights have not yet

reached the same level of common knowledgeas is the case with the so-
called ‘first generation’ rights.

This book, the fourth in a now well-established series of annual

publications, raises the profile of economic,social and cultural rights by

addressing the fundamental issue of education, while at the same time
recognizing the need to view this human right as imbedded in all the
others.

Education is increasingly considered as a precondition for the exer-
cise of other human rights, such as the rights related to work or those
importantfor the conservation of indigenouscultures. This book reports
on the situation in those countries where this fundamental right of
education is under pressure, where governments do not comply with inter-
national obligations concerning the right to education, where members
of the academic community do not have freedom ofexpression and where
teachers, students and scientists becomevictims of governmentabuses.

The book also considers the root causes of the crisis in education
from a human rights perspective. Country reports show thatit is not a
lack of resources alone that causes an infringement of the educational
rights of certain parts of the population. In a number of countries dis-
crimination onthebasis ofrace, sex, religion or ethnic origin leads to the
withholding of educational provision. The reports thus illustrate in a
vivid way the meaning of the interrelationship betweenpolitical andcivil
rights, on one hand, and economic, social and cultural rights, on the

other, in the specific area of education.
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FOREWORD

Striking a balance between thestate’s obligation to provide and the
individual’s right to chooseis a challenge facing all those whose concern
is human rights in the educational field. The right to education as laid
down in different international instruments requires concrete and positive
state action to provide education through the establishment of a system
of schools thatis accessible to all and free of charge. At the same time,
the state is obliged to respect parents’ rights to choose an education that
fits the religious and cultural background of their children. This also
implies the freedom ofindividuals and groups to establish educational
institutions. A number ofreports from countries with various economic
and religious backgrounds confirm that the phenomenon ofprivate
educational institutions is on the increase.

The level of common knowledge thatwill permit non-state actors to
measure therealization of educational rights is unimaginable without the
developmentofindicators which can be used to monitor progress towards
these rights on a universal basis. It is hoped that both the general articles
and the country chapters in this book will assist in this process by
facilitating the comparison of a wide range of regional experiences and
thusclarifying the obligationsofall states in the educational field.

Humanrights activists increasingly seek out issues that go beyond
traditional humanrights paradigms. Educators, meanwhile, seek to inte-
grate humanrights with educationalactivities. In this way, concepts of
development and human rights are moving towards each other and with
each other: the indivisibility of humanrights is beginning to speak, and
to exert an unmistakable influence. The compilers of this book express
the hope that it will contribute to the process that is bringing together

those who work in humanrights, development and education.





 



Core Contents

of the Right to Education
   

Fons Coomans

Education as a Fundamental Right

Theright to education has solid basis in the international law on human
rights. It has been laid down in several universal and regional documents.

Examples are the Universal Declaration on Human Rights (Art. 26), the
European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms(Art. 2
of the First Protocol), the UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in

Education and the International Covenant on Economic,Social and Cultural
Rights (Arts.13 and 14).! The right to education can be characterized as an
‘empowermentright. Such a right provides‘the individual with control over
the course ofhis or herlife, and in particular, control over ... the state’. In

other words, exercising an empowermentright enables a person to experience
the benefit of otherrights. It is an empowermentright, because ofits links

with other rights: ‘the key to social action in defense of rights ... is an
educated citizenry, able to spread its ideas and to organizein defenseofits

rights’.’ Civil and political rights such as freedom of expression, freedom of
association or the right to political participation only obtain substance and

meaning when a personis educated. ‘The sameholds truefor the right to take
part in cultural life. For ethnic andlinguistic minorities, the right to education

is an essential means to preserve and strengthen their cultural identity.

Education enhancessocial mobility and freedom from discrimination based
‘on social status. Furthermore, education promotes therealization of other
social and economic rights such asthe right to work, the right to food or the
right to health: an educated person will have a greater chance offinding a

job, will be better equipped to secure his or her own food supply, and is
mote aware of public health dangers. In general, the right to education
promotes the fulfilment of the right to an adequate standard ofliving; it
guarantees people access to the skills and knowledge needed for full
membership in society. In short, the right to education contributes in an

important way to the essence of promoting humanrights: living in dignity.



PART 1 © Perspectives

Throughits links with other rights, the right to education accentuates the
unity and interdependence ofall human rights.

Characteristics of the Right to Education

‘Theright to educationis a universal right, grantedto every person,regardless
ofage, language,social or ethnic origin, or other status. With respectto this
right as laid down in international documents, two aspects can be dis-

tinguished. On one hand,realization of the right to education demands an

effort on the part ofthe state to make education available and accessible. In
this sense, this right can be defined as right ofaccess to theexisting edu-
cationalinstitutions in a country. It implies positive state obligations. This is
the social aspect. On the other hand, there is the personal freedom of
individuals to choose between state-organized and private education, which
can be translated, for example, in parents’ freedom to ensuretheir children’s

moral andreligious education according to their own beliefs. From this stems
the freedom of natural personsorlegal entities to establish their own cdu-
cational institutions. This is the aspect of freedom. It requires the state to
follow a policy of non-interference in private matters. It implies negative
state obligations. Both aspects can be foundin Article 13 ofthe International

Covenant on Economic,Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR).Article 13 (2)

and Article 14 cover the social aspect, while Article 13 (3 and 4) embodies
the freedom of education.It should berecalled thatthe right to education is
oneofthe few humanrights for which a corresponding duty has always been
recognized universally: primary education must be compulsory.‘

The Core Contents

THE TERM ‘CORE CONTENT’

Economic,social and cultural rights have long been neglected in the human
rights debate. This is partly due to the fact that their promotion and
realization require skills and expertise that are alien to lawyers, diplomatic
representatives, national policy makers, officials of international organi-
zations and NGOrepresentatives, who have focused mainly on civil and

political rights.’ Generally speaking, proper discussion of the core contentof
individual rights has yet to get under way. The term ‘core content’ is to be
regarded as a useful means in helping to analyse the normative content of
economic, social and cultural rights, which are often described as vague and
open-ended, with a view to assessing the conduct ofstates in this field in
general and identifying violations in particular. Within the Committee on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the body which supervises the



Core Contents of the Right to Education

implementation of the ICESCR bystate parties, there seems to be fairly
general agreementonthe use of the term ‘core content’. The Committee has

made explicit reference to the term on a numberof occasions.‘ During the
ninth session of the Committee in December 1993, a general discussion was
to be held on the right to health, with particular emphasis on the idea that
‘there is a minimum core content of each right which constitutes a “floor”

below which conditions should not be permitted to fall in any State Party’.’
Likewise, the Committee refers to the term in its General Comment on

Article 2 (1):

the Committee is of the view that a minimum core obligation to ensure
the satisfaction of, at the very least, minimum essential levels of each of

the rights is incumbent upon every State Party. Thus, for example, a State
Party in which any significant number of individuals is deprived of
essential foodstuffs, or essential primary health care, of basic shelter and
housing, or of the most basic forms of educationis, primafacie, failing to

discharge its obligations under the Covenant. If the Covenant were to be
read in such a way as not to establish such a minimum coreobligation,it
would be largely deprived ofits raison d’étre.*

Resolution 1993/14 of the Commission on HumanRights calls uponstates
‘to consider identifying special national benchmarks designed to give effect

to the minimum core obligation to ensure the satisfaction of minimum:
essential levels of each of the rights’ (para. 7). In the literature, Alston argues
for the use of the term ‘core content’, postulating that ‘each right must...

give rise to an absolute minimum entitlement,in the absence of whicha state

party is to be considered to be in violation of its obligations’.’

Perhaps Article 4 ICESCR can be used to render the term ‘core content’

usable in practice. This Article provides for limitations to the enjoyment of
the rights conferred, but imposescriteria for such limitations. They may not,

for example, conflict with the nature of a right. In my view, the nature of a

right must be construed as meaningits core or essence, that essential element

‘without which a right loses its substantive significance as a humanright." In

fact, therefore, the core content embodiesthe intrinsic value of each human

right. The elements of a right which cannot be regarded as part of its core
content(the ‘peripherals’) are no less important, but constitute — as it were —
a derivative or consequence of the core content. The character of these
elements is such that generally they can be realized only gradually; they
impose on governments considerable financial obligations, which for many
states are not currently achievable.

ELEMENTS OF THE CORE CONTENT

In my view, some of the elements which make up the core content of the
right to education may be inferred from Article 13 ICESCR. First, the
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essence ofthe right to education meansthat nooneshall be denied a right
to education. In practice, this meansan individual right of access to available
education or, in more concrete terms, the right of access to the existing

public educational institutions in a non-discriminatory way.” The available
primary education must be compulsory and free. Primary education is so
fundamental for the developmentof a person’sabilities that it can be defined

rightfully as a minimum claim. A second element ofthe core content of the

right to education is free choice of education withoutinterference by the

state or a third person, particularly but not exclusively with regard to religious
ot philosophical convictions. These elements undoubtedly constitute the
very essence oftheright to education as a humanright, Violation of one or

more ofthese elements by the state would entail thatthe right wouldloseits

material and intrinsic value. An example of such a violation is restricting

access to existing public educational institutions to people belonging to a
specific ethnic, linguistic or religious group. Another example is the arbitrary

closure of existing public educational institutions without justification as
prescribed by Article 4 ICESCR. A final example refers to a state that fails
to respect the free choice of parents with regard to thereligious instruction

of their children.” This means, in practice, that a state must ensure an

objective and pluralist curriculum and avoid indoctrination.” This is impor-

tant, because public education entails the dangerof political goals: that the
mostinfluential ‘philosophy oflife’ will be promoted by the state." In
addition,it should berealized that in many countries there is only limited or

no opportunity to follow education of one’s own choice: either there is only
state-controlled education or, in a mixed system,private education is too

expensive forparents.
A more delicate question is whether the right to be educated in the

language of one’s own choice is part of the core content of the right to
education. In the Belgian Linguistic Case, the courtstated that ‘the right to
education would be meaningless if it did not imply, in favourofits bene-
ficiaties, the right to be educated in the national language or in one of the
national languages, as the case may be’."* This meansthatit is the state that
determines whether a specific language is to be a national or official language
as a medium ofinstruction in education. Furthermore, the court observed

thatto interpret the European Convention ‘as conferring on everyone within
the jurisdiction of a State a right to obtain education in the language ofhis
own choice would lead to absurd results, for it would be open to anyone to

claim any language ofinstructionin any ofthe territories of the Contracting
Parties’."* This means that, in the court’s opinion, an individual cannot claim

a right to state-funded education in the language of his own choice. The
courtrejectedpositive state action for rewarding such a claim.”

Ontheother hand,it is submitted that a state must respect the freedom

ofindividuals to teach, for instance, a minority languagein private schools
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established and directed by members of that minority. This does not imply,

however, that a state must allow the use of this language as a medium of
instruction; this would be dependent on the educational policy of the state.

As a minimum, however, states must notfrustrate the right of individuals to
be taughtin their mother tongueat institutionsoutside the official system of
public education. However, there is no state obligation to fund these insti-
tutions. The essence of this minimum entitlement has been laid down in

Article 5 (1c) of the UNESCO Convention Against Discrimination in Educa-
tion, although in that context such right is restricted to members of national
minorities. I submit that members of ethnic or linguistic minorities are also
entitled to that right. This right is solidly established in international law." It
used to be a cornerstone of the minority protection system established under
the auspices of the League of Nations. Moreover, the right of minorities to

establish, on their own account, educational institutions in which they are

entitled to use their own language wascharacterized by the Permanent Court
of International Justice as ‘indispensable to enable the minority to enjoy the

same treatment as the majority, not only in law butalso in fact’. The court

considered these institutions as ‘suitable means for the preservation oftheir
racial peculiarities, their traditions and their national characteristics’.”’ It is in

this sense that the right to be educated in the language of one’s own choice
belongs to the core content of the right to education. It is one of the
elements of a state’s obligation to respect thatright.

Notes

1 See also, the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women

(Art.10), the Convention on the Rights of the Child (Arts. 28 and 29), the African Charter

on Human Rights and Peoples’ Rights (Art. 17) and the Protocol of San Salvador to the

American Convention on Human Rights (Art. 13).
2 J. Donnelly and R. E. Howard, ‘Assessing national human rights performance: a theoretical

framework’, Human Rights Quarterly, Vol. 10 (1988), pp. 214-48, at pp. 234, 235.
3 Donnelly and Howardat p. 215.
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Monitoring the
Right to Education:
A ‘Violations Approach’

ORFELORTETAED PELE GLODOELEERECIRGOYLE DOCSIS PERHB POR EER ILHERF LL AE RECS HRERD EOP EROES ULES LON OOOESD

Audrey R. Chapman

Although several international human rights instruments recognize a
right to education, among them the Universal Declaration of Human

Rights, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights, and the Convention on the Rights of the Child, not all govern-
ments comply with this standard. Judging from the experience of the past
thirty years, the decision to ratify, and thus become a state party to a
human rights convention, does not automatically result in the implemen-
tation ofthe rights enumerated therein. Many countries appear to ratify
various of these instruments without a strong commitment to human
rights. Ratification or accession may be motivated instead by domestic
political considerations or by the desire of a particular country to be
considered as a full member of the United Nations system. Someofthe
countries which becomestate parties to the International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights or the Convention on the Rights
of the Child may not understandthe full nature of the obligations assumed
by countries which do so, or may not have the requisite resources to fulfil
these obligations. Given the division of responsibilities typical of most
countries, in which ministries of educationare rarely cognizantof foreign
treaties, educational policy in manystate parties is likely to be formulated
in a human rights vacuum.

If the right to education is to be taken seriously, therefore, it is
necessary to develop effective monitoring strategies. Systematic collection
and analysis of appropriate data on educational performancerelative to

each componentoftheright to education can serve several functions.It
enables countries which haveratified relevant human rights instruments
to evaluate their own implementation,identify deficiencies, and formulate

educational policies more consistent with the right to education. Moni-
toring, with appropriate disclosureof the findings, permits public scrutiny
of progress and problems. Effective monitoring by non-governmental
organizations and by international oversight bodies is also essential if
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 state parties are to be held accountable for compliance or be madeliable
for violations oftheserights.

  

Requirements of Monitoring Positive Implementation

Monitoring is 2 complex and exacting process with both political and
methodological prerequisites. Apart from the political commitment and
will to abide byparticular humanrights norms, systematic monitoring of
the implementation of particular economic, social, and cultural rights has
atleast five methodological preconditions. Thefirst of these is translating
the abstract legal norms in which the humanrights covenants are framed

into operational standards. To operationalize the right toeducation, cach
componentofArticles 13 and 14 ofthe International Covenant on Eco-

nomic, Social and Cultural Rights (hereafter referred to as the Covenant),
which provides the most comprehensive enumeration of this right, needs
to be adequately conceptualized along with the concomitant obligations
of state parties. A secondstep is the delineation ofperformance standards
related to cach of these components, with the identification of relevant

indicators. Thirdly, appropriate data must be collected. Because national
averages reveal little about the situation of specific communities, par-
ticularlyofvulnerable and disadvantagedgroups,it is particularly important
that these data be disaggregated. Relevant categories for disaggregation
include gender, ethnicity, race, region, religion, socio-economic groups,
linguistic group, disabilities, and urban/ruraldivisions Fourthly, given the

   

complexity and volume of the resultant data sets, analysis will requite a
computerized information management system with relevant database
programmes. Finally, the evaluation of the data to determine patterns and
trends involves analytical andstatistical skills.

It should be noted that the methodology for monitoring educational

developmentin a country is quite different from monitoring the right to
education. Educational developmentis generally measuredrelative to the
formation of humancapabilities or humancapital. Typicalstandardsinclude
inputs, such as financial investment in education, often calculated as a

percentage of the total budget or gross domestic product, and therelative
investment in various levels and types of schooling. Outputs are also
assessed, including the percentageofliteracyin the adult population,the

 

 

percentage ofcligible school-age children in primary, secondary, and
tertiary level education, and school completion rates at various levels.
Frequently these dataare pre:

 

ented and comparedat an aggregate national
level for assessment byinternational agencies, sometimes with gender
differentiated on some variables, although many countries have the
capability of doing more disaggregated analysis.
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In contrast, human rights monitoring entails a far more complex

analysis. According to the United Nations Committee on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights, the expert monitoring body for the Covenant
(hereafter referred to as the Committee), consideration of performance
within a genuine human rights framework requires more than traditional
analysis of the factual situation relating, for example, to literacy or edu-
cational attainment, that might be undertaken by development agencies
such as UNDP and the World Bank. According to the Committee, what
is required is ‘a clear emphasis on the obligations contained in the
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the identification of
appropriate benchmarksin the State concernedfor the realization of those
rights, and the identification of appropriate means of monitoring and
vindication of the rights in question’.' Otherwise, a purported analysis of
human rights performance is likely to be more appropriate for an
assessment of educational development. The reporting requirements for
the Committee also underscore the need to undertake disaggregated
analysis for the reasons cited above.’

The right to education, for example, incorporates but goes beyond
access to specific levels or types of schooling. As enumerated in the
Covenant, the right entails an education that is directed to the full
development of the human personality, the sense of its dignity, the
strengthening of respect for human rights, and the promotion oftolerance
and understanding (Article 13 (1)). Several components ofthe right to
education in the Covenant involve respect for freedom. According to
Article 13 (3), state parties undertake to have respect for the liberty of

parents or legal guardians to choose other than public schools in order to
ensure religious and moral education for their children in conformity with
their convictions. Article 13 (4) establishes the liberty of individuals and
bodies to establish and direct educational institutions. In addition, state
parties undertake a series of commitments related to the way access to
education is provided: primary education is to be compulsory andavailable
free to all (Article 13 (2a)); all forms of education are to be provided
without discrimination of any kind as to race, colour, sex, language,
religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property,
birth or other status (Article 2 (3)); and the equal rights of men and
women in the enjoyment of the right to education must be ensured
(Article 3).

Thatsaid, the dilemmais that neither the Committee nor any other
international body has identified appropriate benchmarks forthe realization
of the right to education, established monitoring methodologies, or
delineated the specific obligation of state parties in relation to the com-
ponents ofthe right to education. Thus far, the Committee has developed
only one General Commentsetting forth the scope ofa specific right and
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the resultantobligations ofstate parties, General Comment4 ontheright
to adequate housing, which is subsumed within Article 11, the right of
everyoneto an adequate standardofliving for himself and his family. The
one expert seminar held by the United Nations Centre for HumanRights

on indicators to measure achievements in the progressive realization of
economic, social and cultural rights, for which this author served as the

rapporteur, met for only one week, and was unable to go beyond some

general methodological parameters. The seminar therefore recommended
that the Commission on Human Rights convene follow-up seminars to
develop the conceptual content and appropriate indicators for each of the
rights enumerated in the Covenant.’ Although the Commission enacted
resolutions in 1994 and 1995 approving the expert seminar’s report and
affirming the call for rights-specific seminars,‘ these recommendations
for follow-up action haveyet to be implemented.

Further complicating matters, an evaluation ofthe performanceofstate
parties in implementing the rights set forth in the Covenantis required to
assess ‘progressive realization’. Article 2 (1) of the Covenant ‘mandates
state parties ‘to take steps individually and through international assis-
tance and cooperation, especially economic andtechnical, to the maximum
ofits available resources, with a view to achieving progressively the full
realization of the rights recognized’. This differs considerably from the
standard set out in Article 2 of the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights, which specifies an immediate obligation to respect and
ensure all enumerated rights.

Monitoring progressive realization of the right to education within the
context of ‘the maximum available resources’ complicates the methodo-
logical requirements. First it requires operationalizing what it means to
take steps ‘to the maximum ofits available resources’ and ‘achieving pro-
gressively the full realization of the rights’. It assumesthat valid expecta-
tions and concomitantobligationsofstate parties under the Covenantare
neither uniform nor universal, but instead relative to levels of develop-
mentandavailable resources. This necessitates the formulation of a multi-
plicity of performance standards for each enumeratedrightin relation to
the varied social, developmental, and resource contexts of specific
countries.

Second, monitoring of progressive realization requires comparable
data from several periodsso as to be able to assess trends. The collection
and analysis of time series data is obviously far more complicated and
difficult than making determinationsfora single pointin time. Moreover,
the methodology forcollection, types ofdata disaggregation, and indicators
would have to be consistent for each of the periods used for the results

to be valid.
Additionally, the standard ofprogressive realization cannot be used as
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a measuring tool for evaluating compliance withoutgaining clarity as to
what the phrase ‘maximum ofits available resources’ entails in specific
circumstances. In a recentarticle in the Human Rights Quarterly, Robert E.

Robertson observes that the resources issue is so complex that universal
agreement on standards seems unattainable. According to Robertson,

‘maximum ofits available resources’is a difficult phrase — two warring
adjectives describing an undefined noun. ‘Maximum’ stands for
idealism; ‘available’ stands for reality. ‘Maximum’ is the sword of
humanrights rhetoric; ‘available’ is the wiggle room for the state.’

Despite his considerable efforts, Robertson is unable to resolve this

dilemma. He concludes that a comprehensive method would itself require
significant resources and constant fine-tuning to keep pace with new
thinking in human rights, economics, and otherfields.*

A ‘Violations Approach’

Given the problems outlined above, there is a need for a new approach
to monitoring economic,social and cultural rights in general, and the right
to education in particular. Instead of attempting to evaluate the degree of
implementation consistent with some notion ofprogressiverealization,it
seems motefruitful to focus on identifying violations. What is advocated
here is the open and explicit adoption of a review process for evaluating
compliance which parallels the monitoring of other international instru-
ments. As this author argues elsewhere, the Committee charged with

oversight of the Covenant does not even attempt to assess progressive
realization and instead utilizes something akin to the violations approach
advocated here.’ It may also be argued that the identification of violations
in order to end and rectify abuses constitutes a higher priority than the
promotionof progressive realization ofthe right to education.
A violations approach is both more feasible and more manageable

than the monitoring of progressive realization or the degree of imple-
mentation of a positive standard ofthe right to education. Violations are
more easily defined and identified, particularly for non-governmental
organizations and perhaps for governments and international bodies as
well. The work of the Cornmittee attests to the fact thatit is possible to
assess violations without first conceptualizing the full scope of a given
right and the concomitant obligations of state parties. Moreover, a vio-
lations approach does not necessarily require access to or analysis of
extensive statistical data.

The Limburg Principles on the nature and scope of the obligations of
state parties to the Covenant define a violation of the Covenant as a
failure by a state party to comply with an obligation articulated therein.
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These failures may be acts or policies of commission or omission." To
make it more feasible to identify violations ofthe right to education, this
chapter employs the classification the author developed in an earlier
article’ which distinguishes betweenthree typesofviolations:(1) violations
resulting from actions and policies on the part of governments; (2)
violationsrelated to patterns of discrimination; and (3) violations related
to a state’s failure to fulfil the minimum core obligations of enumerated
rights.

Violations resulting from state actions (type 1) comprise the type of
violation most comparableto violations ofcivil and political rights. Many
are acts of commission,oractivities of states or governments which con-
travene standardsset in the Covenant. Others are policies or laws which
create conditions inimical to the realization of recognized rights. In
categorizing these failures of state policy as violations of the Covenant,
the language of Article 5 should be borne in mind. Article 5 states that
‘nothing in the present Covenant may be interpreted as implying for any

State, group or person any right to engage in anyactivity or to perform
any act aimed at the destruction of anyofthe rights or freedoms recog-
nized herein’.

Violations related to patterns of discrimination (type 2) also represent
a fundamental breach of the Covenant. According to the Covenant,state
parties have the immediate obligation to ensure non-discrimination.
Article 2 (2) calls on state parties to guarantee thatthe rights enumerated
in the Covenant‘will be exercised withoutdiscrimination of any kind as
to race, color, sex, language,religion, political or other opinion, national
orsocial origin, property, birth or otherstatus’, Article 3 further amplifies
that state parties are required ‘to undertake to ensure the equal rights of
men and womento the enjoymentofall economic, social, and cultural
rights set forth in the present Covenant’. Obligations under Articles 2 (2)
and 3 ensure that non-disctimination is not subject to progressive reali-
zation. These provisions have been interpreted as requiring both
negative measures to prevent discrimination and positive ‘affirmative
action’ type initiatives to compensate for past discrimination."” More-
over, the Committee hasindicated thatthe positive measures needed to
give effect to Article 2 (2) go beyond the mere enactmentoflegislation."

The third category ofviolations consists of those resulting from the
failure to fulfil minimum core obligations. In its third General Comment,
the Committee declaresitself to be ‘of the view that a minimum core
obligation to ensure the satisfaction of, at the very least, minimum
essential levels of each ofthe rights is incumbent uponevery state party’.'*
According to the General Comment, ‘a State party in which anysig-
nificant number of individuals is deprived of essential foodstuffs, of
essential primary health care, of basic shelter and housing, or of the most
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basic forms of educationis, primafacie, failing to discharge its obligations
under the Covenant’.” While recognizing that resource constraints impose
limitations, the Committee emphasizes that the obligation remains for
each state party to strive to ensure the widest possible enjoyment of the
relevant rights. ‘Moreover, the obligations to monitor the extent of the
realization, or more especially of the non-realization, of economic, social
and cultural rights, and to devise strategies and programsfor their promo-
tion, are not in any way eliminated as a result of resource constraints.”
Similarly, the Committee underscores that, even in times of severe
resource constraints, the vulnerable members of society ‘can and indeed
must be protected by the adoption of relatively low-cost targeted
programs’.””

Atthis point, the Committee has neither defined the core minimum

obligations of state parties related to specific rights, nor delineated the
minimum core content of each enumerated right. It could be anticipated,
therefore, that identifying violations of omission (type 3) would be
especially problematic. Nevertheless, the Committee’s concluding obser-
vations usually include a list of enumerated rights which a given state
party is not implementing, as well as advice on how to improve com-
pliance with the Covenant’s standardsin relationship to specific rights.
An alternative way to construe this third category of violations is to

identify majorfailures of progressiverealization. The optimistic assumption
of the drafters that state parties would gradually, if not immediately,
implement provisions of the Covenant has often not been the pattern.
Confronted with budgetary constraints resulting from changes in the
domestic or global economy and/or with demandsfor austerity in social
spending as a condition for receiving loans from the International
Monetary Fund, some countries have reduced investments in social
infrastructure. The resultant decline in access produces a pattern more
akin to general regression or declinein fulfilment of many economic and
social rights, including the right to education.

Common Violations

Compiling an inventory of specific examples of each of the three types
of violations of the right to education is a useful step toward developing
improved monitoring capabilities. By anticipating the kinds ofviolations
that monitorsare likely to encounter, an inventory can provide a basis for
formulating instructions and guidelines as to what monitors should
consider. The preliminary list of types of violations which follows is
drawn from a variety of sources: (1) this author’s educational research in

several African countries; (2) analysis of the official records of the
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Committee's assessmentofstate parties’ performancefromits sixth to its
eleventh session; and (3) review ofWorld University Service’s publications,
particularly the country reports in Academic Freedom 1990," Academic
Freedom 2”and Academic Freedom 3." The appendix describes violations of
the right to education in several countries based on data in these
publications.

TYPE1: VIOLATIONS DERIVING FROM GOVERNMENTALACTIONS, LAWS, AND POLICIES

* Many state parties to the Covenant and to the Convention on the
Rights of the Child do notexplicitly recognize a right to education in
their constitutions or through legislation. In a number of countries,
the Covenant does not have full legal status under domestic legis-
lation. Despite their ratification of the Covenant, more than a few
state parties argue that the rights in the Covenant are ‘different in
nature’ from civil and political rights and treat these rights, including
the right to education, more like policy objectives or goals than as
fondamental human rights. Few governments explicitly base education
plans on efforts to achieve the various components ofthe right to
education.

* Although the Covenantrequires that primary education be compulsory
and available on a free basis to all, many countries have not achieved
this goal. Nor have most of these governments complied with the
mandate contained in Article 14 that each state party which has not
been able to secure compulsory primary education, free of charge,
withinits jurisdiction undertake to work out and adopta detailed plan
of action for the progressive implementation within two years of
ratification. Further, somestate parties disproportionately invest in
post-primary levels of education.

* Numerousstates have closed schools and universities for extended
periodsoftime dueto the perceived role of educational institutions in
fostering political dissent. This deprives many students of the ability
to attend school and often shortensthe schoolyear to the point where
effective education is not possible in the time remaining. In extreme
casesparticular institutionsorlevels of schooling have been closed for
several years.

+ In countries in which there are minority or indigenous populations, a
lack of mother-tongue education is common. In some cases in which
minotity groups have soughtto establish their own schools in order to
remedythis deficiency, the governmenthas blocked these attempts, or
subjected the schools to discrimination orpressure.
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Violations of academic freedom and censorship can be found in many
state parties. At the primary and secondary levels of school, curricula
and texts ate often required to conform to established government
dogma. In higher education the publications of professors and some-
times their lectures are reviewed, and the individuals and/or their

institutions penalized for views which are critical of government
ideology or policies. Penalties range from harassment, loss of tenure
and dismissal from jobs to incarceration, torture, and even dis-

appearance or execution.

Some countries do not respect the provisions for freedom of edu-
cational choice and freedom to establish private schools set forth in
the Covenant. As may be anticipated, repressive governments are
generally reluctant to loosen controls over the educational sector.

TYPE 2: VIOLATIONS BASED ON ACTS OR POLICIES REFLECTING DISCRIMINATION

Manystate parties do not give equal priority to or invest comparable
resources in the education of girls and women. In countries where
there is single-sex schooling, it is common for there to be greater
investment in infrastructure in boys’ education, with the result that
there are more schools and places, better facilities, and a greater range
of subjects available for boys to study than girls. Coeducation does not
necessarily eliminate sex segregation by type of curriculum or subject,
differential opportunities for access to higher levels of education, or
greater investments in programmesfor the male child and young men.

In several state parties there are restrictions on the subjects that women

are permitted to study which ostensibly derive from cultural or religious
norms. This is particularly the case in several Muslim countries.

Some minority groups face overt discrimination in the schools. In
other countries there is a disproportionate lack of educational oppor-
tunities in minority areas, particularly at the post-primary level. In a
few countries members ofparticular ethnic or religious minorities are
notallowed to attend university.

Thereare significant regional disparities in the quality and/or availa-
bility of education in many countries. These differentials may reflect
levels of economic developmentor ethnic/racial distinctions.

The access of lower-income groups to education may be deterred by
direct or indirect costs. This is particularly the case at higher levels of
education.
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TYPE 3: VIOLATIONS RESULTING FROM THE FAILURE TO IMPLEMENT CORE MINIMUM.
OBLIGATIONS OR ACHIEVE PROGRESSIVE REALIZATION

Despite high overall enrolmentlevels, disadvantaged groups in many
countries do notattend school. Even some industrialized statesfail to
enable personswith disabilities to enjoy fully their rights to education.

During the past decade, educational opportunities have been regressing

in a number ofcountries as governments reduce educational invest-
ments. In some cases reductions in school attendance and completion
rates reflect austerity programmes imposed byinternational financial
institutions as a condition for extending loans. In others they result
from governmentpolicies to shift priorities and/or increase school
fees. Progress in moving toward universal primary education has been
particularly affected.

A number ofcountries do not undertake sufficient measures to deal
with the problems of homeless, street, and abandonedchildren so as
to assure their access to education.
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Appendix
Countries in Violation of the Right to Education

(Compiled by Guy Stevens,
Research Assistant, American Associationfor the Advancement ofScience)

BURMA/MYANMAR

Direct violations
Directviolationsofthe right to education in Burma/Myanmar havearisen
from conflicts between the State Law and Order Restoration Council
(SLORC)and various dissident and insurgent groups. Following student

protest against the circumstances surrounding SLORC’srise to powerin
1988, the governmentclosed all colleges and universities for most of
1988-90. Primary and secondary schools were similarly restricted. After
being reopened briefly in 1991, the schools were again closed following
student celebrations at the award of the Nobel Peace Prize to Aung San
Suu Kyi. These closures resulted not only in the denial of the right to

educationto nearly all students during the period in question butalso in
a massive backlog of students awaiting college admission after the
schools were reopened. Among those awaiting college entrance in 1994
were some who had graduated from high school in 1988 (Academic
Freedom 3 (1995), hereafter cited as AF3, pp. 99-100).

Another direct violation of the right to education occurs in areas in
which there is active conflict between the government and armed
opposition groups. For several years, insurgent organizations such as the

Karen National Union and the Kachin Independence Organization have
maintained their own networks of schools. These schools have often
been burnt or destroyed and, according to some reports, have been

targeted in air raids by the Burmese air force. In addition, children in

these areas are regularly recruited by the Burmese army to serve as
porters, forcing them to abandon their studies and frequently putting
their lives in danger. There have been some reports of orphans being
trained in ‘quasi-educational academies’ to join the army after graduation

(Academic Freedom 2 (1993), cited hereafter as AF2, p. 27; AF3, pp.
103-4).

Discrimination
Discrimination in the Burmese education system manifests itself in three
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ways.First, the system of university admission discriminates against poor
and rural individuals. Qualification for university admission is dependent
upon performance in a nation-wide exam. Because university seats are
limited, only a limited numberof high scorers gain admission. Wealthy
students frequently retain private tutors to prepare them for these exams
and are able to bribe exam administrators to supply copies of questions
in advance. Thoughthis practice is technically illegal, thereis little govern-

ment enforcement of the law (4F2, p. 26). In addition, the entrance
examinations are held exclusively in urban areas, making it difficult for
the rural poorto attend (4F2, p. 28).

Second, the Ministry of Education requires that university entrants be
Burmese nationals, ‘be of good character’, and be in ‘good health’. The
‘good character’ clause has been used to ban students whom officials
disapproveof. The ‘good health’clause constitutes potential discrimination
against the physically disabled. The requirement of Burmesecitizenship
constitutes direct government discrimination not only against aliens and
refugees but also against several ethnic groups which, while Burman,
aren’t considered to be Burmese nationals because oflocal ethnic prejudice
(AF2, p. 28; AF3, pp. 104-5).

Finally, even though Burma is made up of numerousdistinct ethnic

groups, no minority languages are permitted in governmentschools after
the fourth grade. Higher-level texts written in minority languages are
reported to be subjected to extra-government censorship (AF%3,p. 102).

Violations ofprogressive implementation

Very few vocational education programmesare in existence, and none are
knownto be in the planning stages (AF2, p. 26).

COLOMBIA

Discrimination

Higher educationis prohibitively expensive, causing very few low-income
students to attend universities. These costs stem both from extremely
high tuition fees even in public universities, and from the fact that universi-
ties are located primarily in urban areas, where living, transport and
housingcosts are high. For those who can afford to attend public univer-
sities, the number of places open at these schools is very limited. In
addition, there are no minority culture or language programmesat the
higher levels (Academic Freedom 1990, cited hereafter as AF90, pp. 27, 32).

Progressive implementation
Primary education is neither free nor compulsory (AF90, p. 24).
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EL SALVADOR

Direct violations
The governmenthas closed the University of El Salvador for political

reasons numerous times (4F90, pp. 59-60). War between government

and armed opposition groups has resulted in numerous primary and

secondary schoolclosings due both to government-imposedclosings and

to the destructon of physical facilities during combat. In 1990, approxi-

mately 730 basic education centres had been closed because ofpolitical

conflict, causing about 600,000 of 2 million school-age children to go

without schooling. In addition, 40 per cent of the 200,000 children
displaced by fighting no longer attend school. War is also blamed for the

high drop-out rate and low quality of teaching (AF90, pp. 52-3).

Discrimination
According to the World University Service, ‘[t]he Salvadoran educational

system ... is by nature élitist. The lower the individual’s income bracket

the fewer the opportunities for access to education, to the point where

access to higherlevels ... almost disappears’ (4F90, p. 55). “There are ...

cases of discrimination against women which prevent them from occupy-

ing certain [academic] posts’ (4F90, p. 60). Little evidence is offered to

illustrate these claims or to indicate the role of the Salvadoran govern-

mentin this discrimination.

IRAN

Direct violations
Asa part of the Islamic Cultural Revolution, the government has attempt-

ed to transform the educational system into an ‘active pro-state institution’.

This has involved the replacement of the faculty with Islamic clerics, and

the institution of a mandatory Islamic curriculum. Education is viewed

solely as a meansoftransmitting state/religious dogma (4F3, pp. 148-50).

Discrimination
In the early 1980s, university students were required by the government
Islamicization programmeto submitto political and religious screening in
order to register. Students were questioned abouttheir religious beliefs
and their political loyalties and activities. Only those who passed were
allowed to register. In the case of women, this screening involved con-
tacting each applicant’s local mosque to determineif she was veiled and

modest (4F%3, pp. 149-50).
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One goal of the Islamic Cultural Revolution is to push women, who
were experiencing a greater degree ofliberation prior to the revolution,
back into traditional female roles. As a part of this programme, women
are barred from certain fields of traditionally male study, such as law and
agriculture (AF3, pp. 154-5).

Although Iran is a multicultural and multinational state, there are very
few educational programmes which include minority-culture education
and native-tongue instruction (4F%3, pp. 150-1).

LEBANON

Direct violations
The presence of numerous armedfactions in Lebanon has caused several
violations ofthe right to education. Lebanese governmentforces, foreign
military forces and various independent armed groups have closed off
parts of the country, making it difficult or impossible for teachers and
students to reach their schools. Numerous schools have been destroyed
by fighting, and many others have either been looted by foreign troops
or militias, or appropriated for military uses. The level of enrolment has
dropped considerably as the war has continued, due to displacement,
emigration and recruitmentof children into the militias (4F2, pp. 49-50).

Discrimination
The government denies access to public schooling to stateless persons,
foreigners and people who cannotestablish their identity for lack of
personal documents. This constitutes discrimination against several groups
of people, particularly refugees (AF2, p. 53).

Progressive implementation
While free education is guaranteed by the constitution, this is not
generally realized in practice. Public schools are few and underfunded,
and the numberoffree private schools has decreased radically because of
war. The declining numberof schools overall has also damagedthe right
ofparents to choosethe type of education that their children will receive
(AF2, pp. 48-9).

MALAWI

Discrimination
The serious tension between the Northern, Central and Southern regions
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of Malawi has resulted in numerousviolations of the right to education.

While the Northern region has been economically the least developed

part of the country,its élites have enjoyed a better standard of education

due to the presence ofprivate European schools. They have, therefore,

been disproportionately represented amongcivil servants, causing great

resentment in the politically dominant Central region. As a result,

regional quotas for secondary schools which benefit the Central region at

the expense of the North were instituted by the governmentin 1965.

Thus, Northerners must achieve higher test scores than those from the

Central region in order to attend secondary school. Similar quotasare in

effect for higher education (AF2, pp. 63-4; AF3, 30, 32). In addition, by

governmentstatute all classes must be taught in English or Chewa, the

language of the Central region. None are taught in Tumbuka, the language

of the North (AF2, p. 65; AF3, p. 31). In 1989, because of a fear that

Northern teachers were teaching Northern propaganda to students in

other regions, President Banda ordered that all teachers return to their

region oforigin. Because the majority of teachers are from the North,

this resulted in an overabundanceofteachers in the North and a shortage

of teachers in all other areas (AF3, p. 30; AF2, p. 64).

Thehigh cost of education in Malawi constitutes defacto discrimination

against the poor. All government and government-assisted schools

charge a high annual fee. The high rate of poverty in the country

therefore makesit very difficult for many individuals to attend schoolat

any level. Some contend thatthis also constitutes discrimination against

the lesser-developed Northern and Southern regions (AF2, pp. 62-3).

There have also been allegations of discrimination against Muslim

schools. The government-sponsored school system is heavily Christian,

and while a few independent Muslim schools have been established, at

least one has been forced to close by the government (4F%, p. 31).

PALESTINE/ISRAELI-OCCUPIED TERRITORIES

Direct violations
The Israeli military frequently closes Palestinian schools and universities

as retaliation for the suspected actions of some ofthe students. These

closures, which have continued in spite of the peace accords, vary in

length from days to months. By decreasing the number of days in a

schoolyear and interrupting the continuity of regular classes, the closures

severely undermine the quality of education in these areas (4F2, p. 81;

AF90, p. 78; AF3, 163). The continued imposition of curfews andtravel

restrictions, which makeit difficult for teachers and studentsto travel to
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and from their schools, have had a similar effect (AF3, pp. 167-9).

Discrimination
There have beenallegations that the Israeli government has used military
raids, school closings and the banningof booksto attempt to impede the
development of independentPalestinian schools (AF90, pp. 90-1).

PARAGUAY

Direct violations
The independence of private universities is hindered by government
regulations which require that all study plans and programmes be equal
in number and content to those in the National University (AF2, p. 92).

Discrimination
Although Guarani is the native tongue of nearly 90 per cent of Para-
guayans, Spanish is the predominant teaching language (4F2, p. 90).
Higher education is extremely expensive in both public and private uni-
versities, causing attendance tobelimited primarily to the wealthy (AF2,
p. 96). The government is not knownto have taken any steps to remedy
these problems.

PERU

Discrimination
Poor and indigenous peoples suffer defacto discrimination because of the
high cost of higher education and the lack of teachers who speak their
native tongue. In addition, curricula do not address these students’
cultural heritage (4F90, pp. 112-13, 116). While this does not seem to
stem from deliberate policies on the part of the government, it is
indicative of a general lack of concern for the needs oftribal and indi-
genous people.

Progressive implementation
Curricula do not include any discussion of human rights (4F90, p. 113).

SRI LANKA

Direct violations

Universities in the southern half of Sri Lanka were closed by the
government for nearly three years (1987-90) to punish the political
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activities of their students. When the schools reopened, many students

were expelled for ‘disruptive behaviour’ (AF2, p. 101; AF3,p. 115).

SUDAN

Discrimination
The Sudanese governmenthasinstituted a programmeof‘Islamicization’

of the educational system. The aim of education has becometo ‘impart

Islamic values and personalities’. Many schools now have compulsory

Islamic education courses and all classes are taught in Arabic. The heavy

concentration on Islamic studies has left little time to focus on other

subjects, and vocational and technical programmes have often been

cancelled. This policy has been instituted in spite of the fact that large

portions of the country, particularly the South, are not Islamic, and

Arabic is not the native tongue. Asa result of these policies, non-Muslims

now havea very low enrolmentrate in higher education (4F2, pp. 123-5;

AF3, pp. 70-1, 75).
The Islamicization programmealso involves the returning of women

to traditional female roles. All women are required to conform to an

Islamic dress code. Some women, usually non-Muslims, are subject to

special education programmesaimed at instructing them in Muslim law.

There has been somediscussion aboutlimiting women’sright to higher

education (AF2, p. 120; AF3, pp. 71, 77).
Private schools, which might offer an alternative to the Islamicization

programme, have largely been closed by the Sudanese government.

Egyptian schools were closed in 1992 andtheir staffs forced to leave the

country. Catholic schools have been threatened with closure if they do

not adopt some Islamic elements, particularly an Islamic dress code.

Manyother schools have been closed until they are able to reopen and

conductall classes in Arabic (AF2, p. 124; AF3, pp. 75-6).

Progressive implementation
Primary education is neither free nor compulsory, nor is there any

opportunity for free higher education (AF3, pp. 73, 79).

SWAZILAND

Progressive implementation
Education is not free at any level. Primary education is not compulsory

(AF2, p. 144).
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TIBET

Discrimination
The deliberate programme ofSinicization imposed by the Chinese occu-
pational government means that there is very little instruction in the
Tibetan language. All upper-level tests, including university qualifying
exams, are in Chinese or English. While there are a few native Tibetan
schools, they have been told by the Chinese governmentthatby the high
schoollevel all classes should be taught in Chinese. These policies have
put native Tibetansat an extreme disadvantage with regard to gaining entry
into universities, and very few are able to do so (AF3, pp. 125, 127, 132-3).
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Gerd Oberlettner

The African Regional HumanRights System

With the adoption in 1981 of the African Charter on Human and
Peoples’ Rights (ACHPR), which entered into force in 1986, Africa
gave itself a regional system for the protection and promotion of
humanrights. The Charter, which is modelled on UN humanrights
conventions, seeks to combine universal humanrights standards and
regional African particularities. Different from the approach taken on
the universal level to separate civil and political rights from social,
economic andcultural rights (with the adoption of the two Covenants

on Civil and Political Rights and on Social, Economic and Cultural
Rights in 1966), the African Charter contains both categories ofrights
as well as ‘third generation rights’ such as the right to development.
Under the Charter the same methods of supervision are applied for
all these categories by its supervisory organ, the African Commission
on Human and Peoples’ Rights. An inter-state and individual com-
plaints system' and a state reporting mechanism have been created
for this purpose, neither of which can be described as functioning
satisfactorily at present. The Charter imposes duties on individuals,
an approach different from that of other human rights conventions.
Together with continued reference throughout the ACHPR to
traditional African practices and values, this has lead to the question
whether such an approach could endanger the universality of human
rights. The practice of the Commission, which began its work in 1987,
has beencriticized repeatedly by observers. Dueto its scarce resources
and less than dynamic interpretation of the Charter, it has had hardly
any positive impact on humanrights in Africa.
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The Concepts of the Right to Education and Academic Freedom

The right to education is a human right embodied in various inter-

national instruments.” In the concept of the right to education, aspects

ofcivil and political rights as well as economic,social and cultural rights

can be found. The right to education shows a double nature,asit entitles

everybody to have access to and receive adequate education provided by

the state, but at the same timeis intended to prevent interference by the

state and to protect the members of the educational sector from infringe-

ments like ideological indoctrination.’ The right to education is not

limited to free and compulsory access to primary education and to access

to secondary education and professional and vocational training, but also

covers higher education.’
Academic freedom,by contrast, is not yet an internationally accepted

human right and is not enshrined explicitly in any international con-

vention. Since members of the academic community are frequently

victims of human rights violations, however, their cause has to be

addressed by the human rights community. Academic freedom is linked

to higher education and covers the rights of academics in relation not

only to teaching butalso to their research: the choice of research subject,

the method used, the theoretical analysis employed and the dis-

semination of research results. It touches the question of the autonomy

of universities as a precondition for academic research, and the protec-

tion of members of the academic sector from interference by the state

and other groups in society. Academic freedom thus covers a broad

range of legal positions, including freedom of opinion, freedom of

thought, freedom of expression and freedom to disseminate and receive

information, as well as freedom of association and assembly ofstudents,

teachers andresearchers.’ The right to education and academic freedom

are closely linked; no higher education is possible without primary and

secondary education.

Taken together, these various aspects of the concepts of the right to

education and academic freedom, as set out in the Lima Declaration on

Academic Freedom and Autonomyof Institutions of Higher Education

(adopted by the World University Service General Assembly in 1988),

are a convincing proof that human rights in general and educational

rights in particular are interdependent andindivisible.

The Right to Education and Academic Freedom underthe African

Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights

The ACHPRinits multi-dimensional approach to humanrights seems

well framed to cover the right to education and academic freedomin all
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its forms, from the conceptual side and also with regard to implementa-
tion and supervision. Indeed, the Charter explicitly guarantees the right to
education in the form of a very short paragraph. Article 17 (1) of the
ACHPRstates that ‘every individual shall have the right to education’.
Unlike the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International
Covenant on Economic and Social Rights and the Convention on the
Rights of the Child, which have much moreelaborate provisions on the
right to education,’ the ACHPR doesnotspecify what could be covered
bythis right.

The conceptofthe right to education is an open one, and this is how
it is used in the conventions mentioned. The African Charter follows this
approach and doesnotrestrict educational rights to any level of education
or to specific aspects of the concept.It has been argued that the minimum
duties imposed onstates through Article 17 (1) of the ACHPR would be
to eradicateilliteracy and ensure primary education andaccessto existing
educational institutionsforall.’ Considering the broad range of sources
ofinterpretation the Charter offers in its Articles 60 and 61 — not only
UN conventions and other instruments adopted by the United Nations
and African countries in the field of human rights, but also general prin-
ciples of law accepted by African states and by legal precedence and
doctrine — a broaderinterpretation ofArticle 17 (1) seems possible. Thus
the far-reaching conceptof the right to education, established in UN con-

ventions and documents as well as in those of other inter-governmental
organizations," can beusedto clarify the meaning and extent of educational
rights in the African humanrights system.’

Like other human rights instruments, the Charter does not provide
explicitly for academic freedom. Considering the fact that the relevant
provisions contained in other human rights instrumentsestablish a link
between primary and secondary education on one hand and higher
education on the other hand,”there is no reason to excludethe right to
higher education and academic freedom from the African Charter. No
indication can be found that the Charter intends to do so and to limit
the right to education to fundamental primary and secondary education;
thus it can be said that a broad interpretation of Article 17 (1) of the
ACHPRalso guarantees the right to higher education and academic
freedom.

Furthermore, certain other aspects of the concept of educational
rights in general and academic freedom in particular, as described above,
are specified in other provisions of the African Charter such as the right
to receive information,” the right to expression and to disseminate
opinions,” and the right to associate and assemble freely.'? A general
non-discriminationclause" and the prohibition ofdiscrimination against
women,” though phrased in general terms, may be seen as provisions
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complementing the right to education, but no provision explicitly

regulates the question of education for girls and women, or opens the

door for affirmative action for women or vulnerable groups.

The right to education laid down in Article 17 (1) of the ACHPRhas

to be respected, protected andfulfilled by state parties to the Charter."®

They have to respect parental choice for the system of education for

their children, for example, and to abstain from any form of discrimi-

nation against pupils or students; they have to prevent other groups of

society from violating educational rights; and they have to take positive

action to implement the right to education and to ensure academic

freedom.”

The Charter, though heavily criticized for its many ‘clawbackclauses’,

does not explicitly limit the right to education and academic freedom

through such clauses. As stated above, however, the Charter contains

two distinctive features which have to be taken into account when

discussing the right to education and academic freedom. First, Articles
27 to 29 impose duties on the individual, among which is the duty to
serve the national community by placing one’s physical andintellectual

abilities at its service.'* A comparison of this provision with the Lima

Declaration and the Poznan Declaration on Academic Freedom,” which

both try to clarify the meaning and extent of academic freedom, reveals

difficulties. Articles 6 and 7 of the Lima Declaration and Articles 2 (1)

and 3 (1) of the Poznan Declaration state that all members of the

academic community with research functions have the right freely to

determine the subject and methodsoftheir research or instruction, and

that they may carry out their research or instruction without any inter-

ference. Article 3 (2) of the Poznan Declaration adds that no teacher
may be forced to instruct against his own best knowledge and con-

science. If a researcher files a communication to the Commission
accusing his governmentofinterfering in his research work, will the state

concerned then be able to argue that such interference is unavoidable

because the research carried out does not serve the national community?

And whatpointofview would the Commission take on this matter? The

same question arises with regard to another provision of the ACHPR
which prescribes the duty of nationals or residents not to compromise

the security of the state.”
Second, the Charter repeatedly refers to ‘African traditions and

values’ to emphasize its identity as an instrumentsensitive to regional

particularities. Article 17 (3) imposes the duty on thestate to ‘promote

and protect morals and traditional values recognized by the community’.

This provision, asserted in the same paragraphas the right to education

and thus systematically linked to it,” is intended to preserve morals and

traditions, andit has to be feared that it may be used to restrict academic
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freedom and freedom of research, which by their nature tend to trans-
cend traditions and break new ground” — something recognized by the
Lima Declaration when in its preamble it calls education ‘an instrument
of positive social change’. The practice of female genital mutilation, part
of the ‘tradition’ of some African societies but nevertheless a violation
of women’s humanrights needing to be overcome through education,
may serve as an example.

Protecting Educational Rights

Considering what has been said above, there can be no doubtthat the

Charter obliges all state parties to ensure the right to education in its
broadest possible interpretation. Consequently, every violation of the
right to education can also be brought to the attention of the
Commission, which is called upon to supervise states’ compliance with
the Charter. Under the Charter, economic, social and cultural rights are

subject to the same methods ofsupervision ascivil and political rights;
both can be invoked through a complaints procedure and both are the
subject of periodic state reports. The argument advanced by some
authors,” namely that economic, social and cultural rights under the
Charter would be supervised exclusively through the reporting procedure,
and that the communications mechanism would bereserved forcivil and
political rights, finds no basis in the Charteritself. The ACHPR provides
for an individual complaints procedure, to which victims of alleged
violations of human rights can resort.” It is worth noting that such
communications can also be filed by NGOs on behalf of the victim, a
procedural aspect of some importance to NGOsactivein thefield ofthe
right to education and academic freedom.

From the information available it must be concluded that so far none
of the communications submitted to the Commission have been based
on alleged violations of the right to education or academic freedom, so
that no jurisprudence of the Commissionin this area is available. Accord-
ing to the text of the Charter,* the Commission may only draw the
attention of the Assembly of Heads of State and Government of the
OAUto the information contained in the communications if examination
reveals a series of serious large-scale violations of human rights, so that
individual cases of violation of educational rights would not reach this
stage atall. In practice, however, the Commission seems to be willing to
consider individual cases not revealing a pattern of massive humanrights
violations;it will examine communicationson their merits as soon as they
meet the admissibility criteria laid down in the Charter.” These criteria
include the exhaustion of local remedies before referring a case to the
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Commission, if such remedies are available and if this does not unduly

prolong the procedure,” a provision which mightposedifficulties for the
victim in cases of violation of educational rights or academic freedom.

The ultimate means to which the Commission can resort is to seck

approval from the Assembly of Heads of State and Government to

conduct an in-depth study and to prepare a report. No communication

has so far reached this level. Africa trails the other regional systems in

the establishment of a Human Rights Court, although a committee of

experts of the OAUis presently drafting an additional protocol for the

creation of such a court.” At present, the information released on com-

munications is insufficient to evaluate the background and thelegal
problemsin question.” It will take time for the African NGOsactive in
the field of educational rights to become familiar enough with the
African Charter and its Commission to file substantial communications
on violationsof the right to education and academic freedom,so that the

Commission, in turn, can establish a consistent approach tothis issue.

Under Article 62 of the Charter, states are also obliged to submit, at
two-yearly intervals, reports on the measures they have taken to give

effect to the provisions of the Charter. These reports should indicate and

describe all laws, regulations and administrative practices affecting

humanrights, and should give a picture of the humanrights situation in

the country. With regard to educational rights, these reports should

provide information on the government’s educationpolicy, the structure

of the private and governmental school systems, the extent to which
primary and secondary education, technical and vocational training and
tertiary education are available, fellowship systems, gender distribution,

the educational situation in urban and rural areas, the percentage of

GNPspent on education, the working conditions of teachers and their
right to organize.” The information contained in these reports and
additional information provided informally by NGOsshould enable the

Commission to decide whether a state is complying with the provisions

of the Charter or not, and to determine suitable remedies. As a result of

ignorance and neglect of the Charter, demonstrated by many state
parties, only 17 initial reports have been submitted to the Commission
so far, of which 13 could be examined in public sessions, whereas 32

such initial reports are overdue. The reports submitted vary in quality,
and only a few of them deal significantly with educational rights.”
Nevertheless, in principle they could be used as a source of information
on national educational systems, states’ practice, problems and setbacks
encountered, and dejure or de facto actions taken to ensure the right to

education. NGOscan try to contribute to the work of the Commission
in this field by providing additional information to complete or correct
governmental data and propose remedies.
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Promoting Educational Rights

The Commission considers one of its most important tasks to be the
promotion of humanrights in Africa in accordance with Article 45 of
the ACHPR, which calls upon the Commission to undertake studies and
research, organize seminars and conferences, disseminate information,
and cooperate with African and international organizationsactive in the
field of human rights. Indeed, the Commission’s attitude towards such

NGOsis very open. More than 150 of them have observer status and

many of these regularly attend its sessions and actively cooperate with
the Commission.” The Commission’s chronic shortage of funds makes
contributions from NGOsso importantasto bevirtually indispensable.

The Commission, though giving priority to its promotional activities,
has not suceeded so far in creating sufficient awareness of the African
humanrights system throughoutthe continent. It has convened joint
seminars with NGOs,” butit has not yet prepared thematic or country

studies.“ Academic freedom in Africa could be the topic of such a
study, which might prepare the ground for better knowledge of the
problemsat stake and for the creation oflegal instruments in this field.
Again, it has to be pointed out that neither the Commission norits
Secretariat are in a position to carry out such work, owing to a lack of
personnel and material resources, so that increased cooperation with
NGOsandinter-governmental organizations such as UNESCO should
be established.

Conclusions

We have seen that the ACHPRin Article 17 (1) broadly guarantees the
right to education, without specifying the content and scopeofthis right.
Taking into account the methodsofinterpretation the ACHPRallowsin
Articles 60 and 61, it can be concluded that the Charter covers the right
to education in all its forms, so that primary, secondary and higher
education — and academic freedom aswell — are included and guaranteed
under the Charter. Furthermore, the human rights of members of the

academic community are protected notonly by Article 17 (1) but also by
otherprovisions prohibiting discrimination and guaranteeing freedom of
assembly and association. Repeated reference to duties imposed on the
individual, however, and to the idea of preserving African traditions and
values, may limit the enjoyment ofthe right to education and academic
freedom in certain cases.
We havealso seen that the right to education can be invoked through

a complaints procedure. The Commission cannottake decisions on com-
munications submitted under this procedure, but can only draw the
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attention of the Assembly of Heads of State and Government to cases

revealing serious, large-scale human rights violations. To date no com-

munication is known to have been addressed to the Commission on the

basis of an alleged violation of the right to education, so that no

jurisprudence can be examined. The right to education can also be

discussed underthe state reporting procedure, and can form part of the
Commission’s promotional activities.

At present the ACHPR cannotbecalled an efficient instrument for

the protection and promotion of the right to education and academic

freedom in Africa. The Charter with its broad approach contains much

potential, but as yet this has not been explored owing to the short-

comings ofthe supervisory machinery andthelack of attention the issue

has attracted. The Commission, together with NGOs, hasto place edu-

cational rights among its promotional priorities, making it clear to state

parties that violations of educational rights are as severe breaches of the

Charter as violations of other rights. A more dynamic interpretation of

the Charter is necessary to strengthen and further develop the complaints

machinery, which, despite its weaknesses, can be a valuable instrument

for the protection of educational rights. The contribution ofnational and

international NGOs— in filing communications, contributing to thestate

reporting procedure and assisting the Commission in its promotional

activities — is vital to the furtherance and protection of the right to

education and academic freedom on the African continent.
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Educational Rights

DEVELOPMENT OF THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

Formal education in Kenya came with the entry of colonialism in the
nineteenth century. The main aim then was to produce technicians and

a support team for the colonial masters. Education was mainly the
domain ofthe missionaries. In most cases and for many years, the educa-
tion system did not go beyond secondary schoollevel.

As in many other aspects of coloniallife, the indigenous people were
discriminated against by the colonialists. There was further discrimination
through paymentof school fees, which most colonized people could not
afford. These and manyother factors ensured that the level of education
among the colonized, and also the number of educated colonized,
remained low. To the colonialists, the colonized needed only enough
education to make them useful.

AT INDEPENDENCE

During the struggle for independence, the freedom fighters made a
numberof promises, among them free education. After attaining indepen-
dence in 1963, the new government made goodthis promise and indeed
provided free education amongotherfree social services. It endeavoured
to cover virtually every school-age child in the country. It also provided
free education to the highest level possible in the country. There was
therefore rapid and extensive growth of the education sector soonafter
independence.

This approach to education saw the rapid expansion ofall sectors of
the governmentdueto the availability of trained staff. Despite the fact
that expansion wasrapid, it nevertheless contained an element of good
planning and proper channelling of resources.

Theright to education in Kenya was not only enhanced but respected
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at independence and shortly thereafter. There were few obstacles to
obtaining an adequate education up to the level desired by the student.
Butit did not take long before things took a drastic turn.

FEES FOR EDUCATION

Before and after independence, fees for education were rare; where they

existed, they were affordable. Some years after independence,fees started

to become a deciding factor in determining the educational rights of an
individual. Initially, fees were introduced from nursery schoolup to high
schoollevel. As time has gone bythere has been a gradual push to require
fees in all sectors of education and now this has been achieved.

All learning institutions in Kenya, from nursery schoolto university,

now have a fees levy. Slowly but surely, this has rendered education
unattainable for an increasing number of students. Thereis a high level
of school drop-outs, especially among communities with a low socio-
economicstatus. This has also broughtin the elementofdiscrimination,

especially against girls. Parents have found themselves faced with having
to make a choice between their male and female children. Due to cultural
and social beliefs, they have tended to favour males over females. Girls
have found themselves kept out of school more frequently than boys.

There were other forms of discrimination before and after indepen-
dence, but to a large extent these have been eliminated. For example,

several religious organizations were involved in the provision of educa-
tion. Apart from discrimination based on schoolfees, there was the more
serious kind based onreligiousbeliefs. To date, the government has not
addressed this form of discrimination fully, even though it has made
statements to the effect that nobody should suffer discrimination
because oftheir beliefs, or lack of them, when it comes to education.

Despite this, there have been some cases of victimization on religious

grounds.
A more subtle form of discrimination is advanced by a myth known

in Kenya as District Focus for Rural Development. In the educational
application of this system, schools are grouped into district, provincial,
and national schools. District schools are entitled to enrol 85 per cent of

the student population from the community around the school and only
15 per cent from elsewhere. The result is that in communities with in-
adequate schooling facilities, many school-going children cannot get
admission to schools with standards commensurateto their abilities. The
situation is made worse by the unequal development of educational
facilities in the country. While some communities have school vacancies
in excess of applicants, others have hardly enough to absorb even
qualified candidates. These inequalities have been caused by the govern-
ment’s bias towards certain communities whenit comes to the allocation
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of state resources. This approach to developmenthas boiled downto a
quota system which does not take performance into account. Since this
strategy was introduced,in the early 1980s, some regions of the country

have witnessed rapid growth ofthe educational sector while others have
stagnated.

The abovesituation has been compoundedbygiving the educational
system what the governmentcalls a more technical orientation. Granted,
the new system is technical, but it is not affordable to the wider sector

of the Kenyan society. The system is resource-intensive, draining further
the meagre resources of most communities. This has disenfranchised more
students and increased further the level of inequality in the provision of
education.

This form of discrimination has been difficult to deal with, since the
governmenthasgiven the impression that educationis freely available to
everyone and yet imposed a price which makes it unattainable to the
majority. This infringement of the right to education is more painful
since the governmentis diverting national resources for the benefit of a
chosen few. The diversion has been made possible by the so-called
harambee (pulling together) approach to development. This is meant to be
a developmentstrategy in which a community pulls togetherits resources
for the development ofits area. Under the disguise of this noble but
much abused strategy, the authorities have channelled large sums of
moneyfrom the national treasury to certain communities at the expense
of others. This has greatly increased the level of discrimination against
certain communities, minority groups and other vulnerable groups.

Academic Freedom and University Autonomy

Unions, including the teachers’ union, existed before independence in
Kenya. After independence, and with the establishment of university

education, a lecturers’ union, by then known as the University Staff
Union (USU), was officially registered as a trade union and gazetted
under Notice No. 1283 of 28 April 1972."

As has been outlined, since independence the government has not
only broken its promise to provide free education for all but has also
attempted to effect full fee-based recovery of educational costs and firm
control of the education system. Currently, the government controls
whatis being taught, whois teaching it, and even howit is being taught.
Its network of informers atall levels of education ensures that those who
teach toe the line or lose their jobs. The government has had to go
against fundamental, constitutionally guaranteed rights, including those
set out in international conventions to whichit is a signatory, in order to
achieveits stranglehold on the education system.
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The International Labour Organization (ILO) Convention No. 87
reads (in part): ‘all workers, without distinction whatsoever, have the

right to establish and join organizations oftheir own choosing’. Although
the ILO allows for governmentregistration of trade unions, such regu-
lations must not constitute such an obstacle to the establishment of an
organization that they amountin practice to outright prohibition or
discrimination. Further, the ILOstates that the right to organize belongs
to all categories of workers, including public employees:

The denial of the right of workers in the public sector to set up trade unions
where this right is enjoyed by workers in the private sector, with the result
that their associations do not enjoy the same advantages and privileges as
trade unions, involves discrimination as regards government-employed
workers and their organizations ... workers in both categories should have
the right to organize for the defence oftheir interests.

The Lima Declaration on Academic Freedom and AutonomyofInsti-
tutions of Higher Education underlines ‘the right to equal, non-discrimina-
tory education, freedom ofresearch and pursuit of knowledge’. At the
dawn of independence, the governmentwas keen to introduce university
education sothatit could have qualified personnel to manage the various
sectors ofthe state. The government, oralternatively the holders ofpower,
were very inadequately prepared to handle the products ofinstitutions of
higher learning. There therefore ensued a desperate attemptto establish
some form of control — by persuasion, force, or both. Most ofthe energies
of the authorities were expended in trying to determine how ideological
concepts were acquired, analysed and evenutilized. While the government
was busy trying to determine what was to be taught, by whom and how,

members of the university community were equally busy teaching what
they felt was relevant, with those they felt were competent, in the manner
teachers decided it should be taught. The following is a case study of
what happened in Kenya as a result of the obvious conflict between the
government on one hand andthe university community on the other.

In 1980, President Daniel Arap Moi announced that the University

Staff Union (USU) had been banned, together with the civil servants’
union, because of ‘over-indulgence in politics’. The announcement was

followed by a crackdown onthe leaders of the union. Some ended upin
detention withouttrial, while those who escaped arrest fled into exile:
somearestill there. Academic members of staff who were not teaching
what the authorities regarded as the right material were also detained or
forced into exile. Their students were not spared,either.

The authorities (both university and government) tried all sorts of
strategies aimed at subduing the student community, to no avail. The
students were eager to implement the ideals imparted to them bytheir
lecturers and nothing was going to stop them. Besides, the glaring
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contradictions that they were witnessing between the theory and practice
of both university and governmentofficials made them even more deter-
mined to put into practice what they had acquired in class.

Initially, the governmenttried to tolerate the open student protests
and demonstrations, but its patience could notbe sustained for long.It
tried to plant puppets in student leadership positions, but the students
quickly discovered and ousted them. Whenstudentagitation on popular
issues appeared not to subside, the authorities resorted to frequent and

long campusclosures in the vain hope that tempers would have cooled
by the time the students were recalled. This strategy never worked;
studentresistance always appeared to pick up whereit had left off.

At some point, the governmentstarted to introduce professional
students who were basically members of the Intelligence arm of the
government. These informers infiltrated the entire system of the
university — classes, halls of residence, and even the offices and other

administrative areas of the university community. Through this network,
the authorities started to identify and systematically to weed out those
students and lecturers it perceived to be anti-establishment. Several
students were either expelled, forced to flee the country, detained with-

out trial or even killed in very suspicious circumstances. The rest of the
student community was forced to sign several declarations committing
them to ‘good’ behaviour and conduct while on the campus. These com-
mitments were never honoured, needlessto say.

The authorities changed tactics and started banning any student gov-
ernmentthat it viewed as too militant for comfort. When this failed to
work, they decided to ban students’ central organizations and replace them
with non-effective and hardly functional ethnic-based, faculty-centred or
course-related organizations. They have ensured that any student bodyis
closely controlled and monitored by state security personnel.

Recently, the authorities threw caution to the windandstarted erecting
police posts on the campuseswith the single purpose of deterring demon-
strations or any form of unrest. Also, various university administrators
are currently heavily guarded bystate security, as if suddenly universities
have becomesecurity zones.

While all these heavy security measures are being undertaken, in-
security on the campuses has hit an all-time high. There are several
reported cases of vehicles being stolen from campuses withouttrace; of
computers, typewriters and other movable university property findingits
way out of campuses through heavily guarded buildings and gates. An air
of suspense, suspicion and fear engulfs our institutions ofhigherlearning.
While such an atmosphere prevails, academic freedom and excellence
will be the last attributes to be found within the universities.

The banning of USU wasa clear violation of the constitution of the
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Republic of Kenya which in Section 80 (1) states: ‘Except with his own
consent, no personshall be hindered in the enjoymentofhis freedom of
assembly and association, that is to say, his right to assemble freely and
associate with other persons andin particular to form or belong to trade
unions or associations for the protection ofhis interests’.* The lecturers
therefore have right, like other Kenyans, to belong to any trade union
or association oftheir choice.

THE CURRENT STRUGGLE

Since the banning of USU by the governmentin 1980, the repression
visited on the lecturers and students has not allowed the formation of
any meaningful lecturer or student body. With the return of the country
to pluralism, the lecturers saw this as the opportunity to revive their

banned union. An application was therefore lodged with the government
in 1993, seeking the registration of a union now renamed Universities
Academic Staff Union (UASU). The new union, as opposed to its
predecessor, representsall the universities in Kenya.

After holding the application for over a year without bothering to make
any response, and even after UASUreceived strong backing through the
unanimous passing of a motion in parliament, the government refused
to register the union. It argued that, in the words of the Registrar
General of Trade Unions,

The unionis used for unlawful purposes and as such peace, welfare and good
order in Kenya would otherwise be likely to suffer prejudice by reason of the
union’s registration as a Trade Union by persons purporting to be officials
of the union who have deliberately contravened Section 29A of the Trade

Union Act.’

The Trade Union Act (Cap. 233) gives the Registrar General sweeping
powers, though he is accountable to the Attorney General, the Chief
Legal Adviser of the government.’ It was difficult then, as it still is, to
understand andinterpret the pontifical words of the Registrar General
that the Union was being used ‘for unlawful purposes’. He did not
bother to state the nature of these unlawful purposes. This can suggest
only that the authorities had no plausible reason for refusing to register
the union other than their own narrow,selfish interest of survival at all
costs.

Since the refusal to register came a week after UASU had issued a
strike notice, all the academic staff members of the Union went onstrike
as scheduled on 29 November 1993 and continued their action until 14
September 1994, when the strike was suspended. Under the terms of
Section 18 of the Trade Union Act, UASUalso took the governmentto
court for contravening Sections 71, 72, 73, 79 and 80 of the constitution
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of Kenya. The case is still pending. Education International and its
memberorganizations in North America and Europe supported UASU
by intervening with the Kenyan government and by supporting a com-
plaint to the ILO.

Oneof the strongest opponents ofthe registration of our Union has
been the President of the Republic of Kenya himself. On several
occasions he has made public statements to the effect that the Unionwill
not be registered. During the swearing-in of new high court judges on
27 December 1993, he hinted that the whole idea of academics

clamouring for a union wasill-conceived, since they are part of manage-
ment. This is not true. One of the judges who was sworn in then ended
up handling the first UASU case, which was an appeal against eviction
of Union officials from university residences.

During his 1993/4 New Year’s Eve address to the nation, the Presi-
dent reiterated the government’s position on the Union. He went
further, instructing all the vice-chancellors who were in attendance to
facilitate the formation of welfare associations for each university, since,
according to his own interpretation, ‘the University Act only caters for
such bodies’. We regard this as a narrow interpretation of the Act, since
the staff associations mentioned in the statute can be either unions or
associations. In any case, the Act cannot supersede the constitution of

the Republic of Kenya, which clearly protects freedom ofassociation as
well as freedom of expression.

Ona third occasion, while addressing a public meeting on 25 February
1994,the Presidentcastigated the Union’sofficials for a range of alleged
misdeeds. These public statements were always followed by crackdowns
on union officials, many of whom werearrested and detained in police
cells. Some were even arraigned in court and charged, and several such
cases are still pending.

Despite repeated intimidation of the various organs of the univer-
sities, the University of Nairobi senate sub-committee formed to tackle
the strike took the view that ‘Academic staff have the right of associa-
tion, expression of their views and sale of labour, and therefore the

demand for a union waslegitimate.’ The committee further stated that
‘academic staff wanted the Unionregistered in order to exist legally and
be able to negotiate on staff welfare and the running of the University’,
that the ‘formation ofa staff welfare association has been overtaken by
events’ and that ‘the University Act does not prohibit the formation of
a union’. The committee therefore recommended that ‘the University
should recommendthe registration of UASU given that UASU officials
had lot of support’?

The committee also made this recommendation:

The university should be seen to champion freedom and should notcurtail
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channels of expression.... The university administration needs to have flexi-

bility to enable it to meet changing circumstances.It was inexplicable that in

a so-called democratic country an academic union could be refused

registration.*

One might have expected these recommendations, coming from very
senior members of the academic community, to receive due attention

from the administration. This was not to be. To the authorities, this was

another time-buying exercise, which clearly demonstrated that the

decision not to register was more political than anything else. The

President’s involvement in making sure that UASUis notregistered has
dared the courts to rule otherwise. So far, nobody has ventured to do so
as the following section will show.

THE JUDICIARY AND UASU

With the ruling of the Registrar General against UASU, which offered
an excuse rather than a reasonedjustification, and the President’s several
public pronouncements which UASU further interpreted as intimida-
tory, the Union decided to take the matter to court. UASU’s experiences

in the corridors of justice haveleft a sour taste and a vain longing to
awaken from a bad dream.

Faced by strike that threatened to rage on endlessly, the authorities
resolved to use nothing but coercive tactics. The entire UASU leadership
was dismissed between December 1993 and January 1994 (see Appendix).
The uniontherefore filed cases in court challenging theillegal dismissals,’
and thesearestill pending. But while making a ruling in yet another case
challenging the eviction of UASU officials from university residence
since their case chargingillegal dismissal had not yet been determined,a

five-judge bench of the Court of Appeal which included the Chief
Justice made the following ruling:

It is difficult to see in what sense the tenure oflecturers at the university of

Nairobi can properly be said to be statutorily underpinned.... The only

remedy the university can pursue against them [the dismissed lecturers]

would be a claim for damages for breach of contract.... They cannot com-
petently claim to be reinstated unless a statute to which they can point,

expressly conferred this right to them."

Security of tenure, which had been threatened in the past but not
removed legally, evaporated with this landmark ruling. The ruling
established a master—servantrelationship between the employer and the
employee. As employer, the university could now terminate the services
of an employee without necessarily providing convincing reasons for
such an action. While such a relationship between administration and
teachers prevails in our public universities, there can be no meaningful
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teaching and research. The lecturers will always be afraid that they may
step into sensitive areas andlose their jobs as a result. Teachers who can-
not reconcile themselves to such a dilemma but are not prepared to
challenge the system have opted outof the universities for employment
elsewhere. This has led to a serious brain drain, particularly from the
public universities.

The judges’ ruling caused quite a stir in Kenya and elsewhere. Two
journalists on the Kenyan magazine Peop, Bedan Mbugua and David
Makali, interviewed a renowned Kenyan lawyer on the ruling. The
lawyer, G. B. M. Karuiki, termed the ruling ‘udicial lynching and black-
mail tailored to meetpolitical expedience of the executive’.” The govern-
ment charged the trio with contemptof court and the same judges who
had made the contentious ruling proceeded to convict them. They were
sentenced to a fine with the option ofa jail term. The lawyer paid the
fine of about US$3,000, but the reporters opted to serve theirjail terms
(five and three months respectively), arguing that paying the fine was
tantamount to participating in denying themselves their own consti-
tutional rights.

The behaviour of the judges clearly shows that there are two sets of
rules in Kenya: one for the commoners and anotherfortherulers. If the
Attorney General wanted to charge anybody with contemptofcourt, the
obvious target was the President of the Republic of Kenya, who con-
tinued to make adverse comments about UASU whenit already had
several cases pending in court. This clearly demonstrates that no law can
be effective if there is no commitmentfrom the authorities to upholdit.
As has been clearly demonstrated in the several quotations cited so far,
there is no clause in the laws of Kenya that prohibits a person from
forming orjoining a union ofhis/her choice. This is why UASU believes
the reason hindering its registration is political rather than legal.

THE PRESIDENT AND THE RUNNING OF UNIVERSITIES

The President of the Republic of Kenyais at the same time the Chancellor
of all the public universities. He, in turn, appoints the vice-chancellors
and theprincipals of colleges. He also appoints the university councils
which are the governing bodies of the universities, while the vice-
chancellors serve as the chief executives. The vice-chancellors then
appointall the heads of the various organsofthe university.

The University of Nairobi Act, 1985, Section 10 (3), states that the
Chancellor

shall be the head of the University ... and may ... direct an inspection...

or an inquiry into the teaching, research or any other work ofthe university;

may arrange for visitation into the general administration and organization of

the university ... may from timeto timegive advice to the Council.”
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These powers ofthe President, together with his statutory authority and
possession of the right to appoint the senior managers of the public
universities, have politicized the institutions thoroughly. The President’s
controlofthe universities is extended further to coverall research carried
out in these institutions. No research can take place without express
approval from the Office of the President. There is also a standing
regulation that both lecturers and students must get clearance from the
Office of the President before attending seminars, workshops or con-
ferences outside the country. It goes without saying that many members

of the university community have been denied permission to travel,
either because the government does not approve of the meeting or
because the applicantis not in the good booksofthe system.It has been
correctly observed that:

the Universities seem to have lost their autonomy. There are hardly any
channels through which the membersofthe faculty including students could
articulate their problems ... the membersof faculty do not see themselves as
part of the University Management."

This, and manyother reasons stated below, form the basis for agitation
for a union by UASU members.

UASU’S Objectives

UASU wishes to be registered for the following reasons:

1 Academic members ofstaff have a right to associate, to express their
views, and to negotiate the terms and conditions of their employ-
ment,

2 Academic members ofstaff want their union registered so that it can
operate legally;

3 The governmentand the university administrations have beenaltering
the terms and conditions of employment without giving the academic

staff a hearing;

4 The Act of Parliament under which the universities operate does not
preclude academic staff from forming a union to represent their
interests;

5 Academic staff would like to be represented through UASU at
various levels/organs of the universities to encourage participatory

democracy in ourinstitutions of higher learning;

6 The universities should champion academic freedom through a body
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like UASU,which is representative not only in an industrial but also
in a professional sense.

Conclusion

UASU’sstruggle for academic freedom is no more than a microcosm of
the struggle of the wider society for both political and economic
freedoms. UASU therefore believes that academic freedom cannot be
fought for in isolation from these and other fundamental freedoms. For
the full meaning of academic freedom to be understood, it must make
sense in the context of these other freedoms.
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Appendix
List of UASU Leaders Dismissed by the Universities

UNIVERSITY OF NAIROBI

Dr Korwa Adar, Dr Omari Onyango, Charles Namachanja, Eric

Makokha, Churchill Kibisu.

KENYATTA UNIVERSITY

Dr Kilemi Mwiria, Dr Charles Maranga.

MOI UNIVERSITY

Dr Odek-Ogunde, Dr Richard Onyango, Dr Thomas Afullo, Nyaduwa

Odhiambo, Francis Opar, Njoroge Mwema, Francis Makanga.

EGERTON UNIVERSITY

Airo Akodhe, Wanjala Khisa, Gathogo K. Thuo, James Mwanjewe,
Kibiwott Kurgat, Francis M. Muchoki, Kimani N. Kimani, Yunis Khan.
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Academic Freedom

and the Right to Education
in Nigeria

Ogaga Ifowodo

Political Background

Nigeria, a former British colony, gained independence on 1 October
1960. A federation of 30 states and an autonomousFederal Capital Ter-
ritory, the country occupies an area of 923,768 square kilometres. The
provisional 1991 census figures put Nigeria’s population at 88,514,000,

making it the most populous black nation. One out of every 4 black
personsin the world, and two outof every 5 Africans, is a Nigerian. The

country is divided in half by her two rivers. The famous Niger from
which the country derives its namerises in Senegal, traverses West Africa
and enters the Atlantic Ocean in the south of the country, while the
Benueis the longest local river. The rivers meet in the middle of the
country and flow together to the coast.

The Hausa-Fulani and several other ethnic groups inhabit the northern
part of this geographical divide. To the south of it are, predominantly,

the Yorubas in the west and the Igbos in the east. There are many other
ethnic groupsofvarying sizes. Indeed, Nigeria is estimated to have about
450 ethnic groups, or 250 distinct ones if those with close cultural

affinities are merged. The south is mainly Christian, the north mainly
Muslim.

The Military in Government

The 1960 independence government was modelled on the parliamentary
system ofthe British, who installed it before departure at the negotiated
end of colonial governance. But the promise of democracyfor the young
nation state was rudely aborted by a bloody military coup on 15 January
1966. Led by a Major Chukwuma Nzeogwu,it was purportedly aimed at
cleansing the Augeanstables of the country’s political life. That coup led
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to the deaths of the first Prime Minister of Nigeria, Alhaji Abubakar
Tafawa Balewa, and the Premier of the Northern Region, Alhaji Ahmadu
Bello, believed to be the power behind the throne. Although southerners
were amongthe casualties, the coup was seen by the north as directed

against its interests.'! In July of the same year, a ‘revenge coup’ by

northern officers in the armytookplace. It led to the ousting of General
Johnson Aguiyi-Ironsi, an Igbo from the south, and the installation of
the very young Lieutenant-Colonel Yakubu Gowon,a northern officer.
The shadows of that coup were to lengthen into civil war in May 1967.
Since then,the political story of Nigeria has been what maybecalled ‘the
military colonization of the country’. It would seem that the Nigerian
army, with its unsavoury imperial origins, could not wait to put the newly
independent country under its boot: once the ‘pacifying’ troops of
imperial masters, the soldiers were now the minders ofthe new state. Of

35 years of‘flag independence’, 25 have passed underthe iron rule of
military despots. The only breathers have been the short-lived 1960-66
independence governmentand the second attempt at democracy from
October 1979 to December 1983 which ended in a coup led by then
Major-General Muhammadu Buhari.

Human Rights under the Military

The atrocities of the Buhari regime were many.In his first major press
interview, Buhari declared that he would ‘tamper with the press’. His
regime proceeded to unleash a reign of terror wherein practically any
attemptto exercise freedom of speech — by asking how soon Nigeria was
to return to civil rule, for example — was dubbed‘subversion’. Consti-
tutionally guaranteed fundamental rights were violated with impunity.
Under horsewhip and gun,citizens were frog-marched into a nebulous
programmeof‘salvaging’ the admittedly battered economy; a programme
that was aptly butironically defined as a ‘war against indiscipline’. Soon
enough,jails were bursting with citizens arrested for sundry offences (a
number of which could never be found in the statutes), their cases
beyond judicial review. The massive discontent engendered by the
regime’s self-assigned method ofnational salvation provided the pretext
for a palace coup by then Major-General Ibrahim Babangida, Buhari’s
Chief of Army Staff, and a member of the ruling Supreme Military
Council? Babangida’s loudly proclaimed avowal of respect for funda-
mental humanrights as a policy of governmentinitially endeared him to
membersof the middle class, especially those in the press and academia.
His early populist tactic of abrogating certain obnoxiousdecrees,’ notably
Decree No. 4 of 19844 — under which it was an offence for a journalist
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or publisher to write or publish anything which was ‘not true in every
material particular’> — and of throwing the seamyjailhouses open, pulled
the wool over the eyes of a traditionally voluble and critical press and
sections of the intelligentsia. It took the mysterious death by parcel-
bomb of Dele Giwa, editor-in-chief of Newswatch magazine, on 19

October 1986, to begin the change ofattitude towards the Babangida
regime. This was shortly after Newswatch reported proceedings of a
national debate on a new political dispensation and a timetable for return
to civil rule by a political bureau set up for the purpose. Events hours
before his death fuelled strong suspicions that the military government
had a handin it. When Giwa’s friend and lawyer commenced a dedicated
legal battle to find thekillers, with his sights trained on two top govern-
mentsecurity officials implicated in the murder, he faced endless harass-
ment by the government.

General Babangida’s attempt to turn, twist, manipulate and, finally,

manacle the entire country during the course ofhis eight-year transition
programmebrought the country out against him from June to August,
1993, when he was forced to ‘step aside’. The final straw was his annul-
mentof an election generally seen by local and international observers as
the ‘freest and fairest’ in Nigeria’s history: a verdict actually accepted by
Babangida in his annulment speech! Having sought through suborned
agents to thwart the election at the last minute and failed, he was

compelled to disclose a long-suspected ‘hidden agenda’ of remaining in
powerindefinitely.

Throughout those eight years, General Sani Abacha, Nigeria’s latest
military dictator, was de facto second-in-command. Thus it came as no
surprise that at Babangida’s departure — after the fall of a contraption
called an Interim National Government headed by a carefully chosen
business technocrat, Chief Ernest Shonekan — Abacha was able to take

over the leadership via another coup on 17 November 1993. As the
twenty-first century comes into view, therefore, the largest black nation
on earth is still in the clutches of its own army. The result has been the
enthronementofarbitrariness sustained solely on the medieval doctrine
of mightis right, for every coming of the military spells disaster for the
legal and political system. Its first port of call is always the constitution,
routinely suspended and modified in its first decree. When Buhari
overthrew the civilian governmentof Alhaji Shehu Shagari in 1983, he
promulgated the Constitution (Suspension and Modification) Decree
No.1 of 1984. Under the decree, no questionastoits validity or that of

any other decree made after its commencementwas to be ‘entertained
by any court of law’.° The provisions of unsuspended parts of the
constitution were to have effect subject to the modificationsspecified.
To ensure supremacy of decrees over the constitution, the Federal
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Military Government (Supremacy and Enforcement of Powers) Decree

No. 13 of 1984 was promulgated.” The preamble of this very short

decree is quite revealing of the atmosphere created by military rule in

Nigeria. It stated peremptorily that the coup of 31 December 1983 was

a military revolution that effectively abrogated the whole pre-existing

legal order in Nigeria except what had been preserved under Decree 1;

that by section 5 of Decree 1 no question as to the validity of any decree

or any law shall be entertained by any court oflaw; and that, by section

1 (2) of the said decree, the provisions of a decree shall prevail over

those of the unsuspendedprovisions of the constitution.

Then came the notorious ouster provision that was to become a

permanent feature of virtually all the decrees made by the military

governments of Buhari, Babangida, and, now, Abacha:

S.1 (2) (b) @ nocivil proceedings shall lie or beinstituted in any court for or

on accountofor in respect of any act, matter or thing done or purported to

be done under or pursuant to any Decree or Edict and if any such pro-

ceedings are instituted before, on or after the commencementofthis Decree

the proceedings shall abate, be discharged and made void.

(ii) the question whetherany provision of Chapter 4 of the Constitution has

been,is being or would be contravened by anything done or proposedto be

done in pursuance of any Decree or an Edict shall not be inquired into in

any court of law and, accordingly, no provision of the Constitution shall

apply in respect of any such question.®

By the combined effect of Decrees 1 and 13 of 1984, the military

governmentturneditself into a political monster accountable to no one.

Guns versus Education

The emergenceof military rule in Nigeria witnessed the gradual displace-

mentof social services from priority in the budget, their place taken by

defence and internal security. It could be said that in this Nigeria has

merely followed the confirmed path of dictatorial regimes. Invariably

unpopular, these seek to arm themselves with arms and armour, and

more arms and armour. In the heyday of the anti-apartheid struggle, the

argument was that Nigeria’s prominentparticipation in that cause, and

its honorary status as a frontline state, made the country especially

vulnerable to external attack. Shorn ofthat excuse, the repressive role of

the country’s military spending is unmistakable
It needs to be mentioned that, with the exception ofits self-inflicted

civil war of 1967-70, Nigeria has never had to repel invasionary forces

with the weaponspurportedly amassed for that purpose. If anything, the
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state of preparedness of the armed forces in Nigeria has deteriorated
steadily. Indeed, rumours have been rife that the huge allocations for
defence find their way into the secret accounts of the military top brass.
Only recently General Babangida — explaining how he got the funds to
build his palatial retirement home in Minna — told journalists that he did
not ‘retire as a poor man’.

Access to Education

There has been a steady growth in the numberofeducational institutions
at all levels in Nigeria. On the face ofit, this has meant increased access
to education. While at independence university education was confined
to the University College of Ibadan, established in 1948 to award the
degreesandcertificates of the University of London, by 1975 there were
six universities.” These were the so-called first-generation universities, a
response to agitations for higher education. By 1990, the number of
universities had riser: to 31, with a student population of 181,000 rising
to 232,000 in 1992. While in 1985 there were about 114 technical and
vocational institutions, by 1990 there were 240 with some 90,000 students.
And while in 1980 the total numberof primary schools was 36,783 with
a pupil population of 13,777,973, by 1993 the number was 38,254 with

an enrolment of 15,870,000.

As impressive as these figures may seem, they nevertheless conceal
the many obstacles to access. The 1979 Constitution of Nigeria — which
marked the second attempt at civil rule — stated as a fundamental
objective and directive principle ofstate policy the eradication ofilliteracy.
To this end government was to provide, ‘as and whenpracticable’, free,
compulsory and universal education; free secondary education; and a
free adult literacy programme.'?

This obligation wasrepeatedin theill-fated 1989 constitution, expected
to herald the third attemptatcivil rule butstifled at birth by its midwife,
the Babangida regime."' In pursuit of this objective, the federal govern-
ment adopted a nine-year compulsory educationpolicy. These nine years
are supposedto cover six years of primary and uptothree years of lower
secondary education.

SAP, School Fees and Other Impediments

The greatest success ever achieved in broadening access to education in
Nigeria was recorded by the governmentof the Western Region through
its universal primary education schemein the late 1950s and the 1960s.
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So successful was it that the Eastern Region copiedit and, eventually,it

was adoptedasa national policy in 1973. Whenlater the federal govern-

ment took control of schools previously run by missionaries and local

authorities, and there was an explosion in enrolmentfigures, difficulties

began to emerge in terms of adequately trained teachers, physical infra-

structure, books andotherinstructional resources. By the late 1980s these

problems had becomecritical, threatening to take the very life and

meaning out of education. Since primary education is the most elementary

step towards the formal acquisition of knowledge,its priority position is

a settled issue.
In 1986 Babangida ended a protracted debate on whether Nigeria

should take an International Monetary Fund (IMF) loan — together with

its notorious conditionalities — by giving in to the pressure ofinternational

creditors and implementing a Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP).

Oneof the conditionalities was the withdrawal of subsidies and sharp

spending cuts on social services. In no time education, like many other

social services, witnessed a rapid deterioration. Unable to cope with a

growing population and an ever-increasing enrolment, physical infra-

structures broke downfaster than they could be replaced. The result was

schools that lacked the most basic facilities. In some parts of the

country, it became a commonsight to see pupils learning under trees,

their classroomseither lost to rainstorms or just not built in the first

place. The few classroomsavailable were often overcrowded, with some

students standing to take lessons. At one point, it was commonto see

pupils carrying their own writing chairs and desks to and from school.

This deplorable situation was well illustrated in the states of Lagos and

Katsina. In Lagos, Nigeria’s largest city with 5.68 million people, the

problem is compounded by the huge population. A report revealed that

pupils resorted to boycotting classes in order to avoid being crowded into

the few classroomsavailable.’2 In some schools, as many as 80 pupils

were crammedinto a classroom which at maximum capacity was meant

to accommodate 40. This madelearning conditions extremely uncondu-

cive. Some school authorities resorted to merging senior classes to make
room for fresh intakes. Where even this arrangement was impossible,

fresh pupils were simply asked to stay away until accommodation could

be found for them. Consequently, some pupils would often set out to

schoolonly to wanderoff into the streets to play truant. In some schools

where the problem threatened to completely halt teaching, parents came

forward to build classrooms.
Thesituation in the post-primary schools in the state was nobetter.

The average population of secondary schools in Lagos was put at

between 3,000 and 4,000. With facilities continuing to deteriorate and

decline, the average classroom population was said to have swollen from
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50 to between 80 and 120. The chairman ofthe All Nigeria Conference
of Principals of Secondary Schools in Lagos State blamed the state of
affairs for falling standards. He said that overcrowding andits attendant
problems were nearing a crisis point. He feared that inadequate funding
might soon makeit impossible to conductinternal and external practicals
in schools. According to him,

the running cost given to schools has become grossly inadequate for the
soaring overpopulation whichhasalso madeit very difficult for principals to
meet the basic running expenses which keep rising by leaps and bounds.'3

In Katsina State, an investigation by the News Agency of Nigeria
(NAN) showed that more than half of the students in the state sat on
the bare classroom floor to take lessons.'* In all the schools visited,
almost all the junior secomdary school students — and some senior
secondary I & II — were found to have no writing desks and chairs. In
the teachers’ college in the state capital, Katsina, students were seen
perching on windowsills to take lessons. The few available seats were
usually contested keenly by both students and teachers. Furthermore, in
schools with boarding facilities, bedding was found to be grossly
inadequate. Students made beds by spreading mats or mattresses on the
bare floor, as there was also a shortage of serviceable beds.

In the midst of such a crisis, the introduction of school fees became
an irresistible idea. In the secondary schools, where token fees were
already charged, and in the universities where tuition and accommo-
dation fees were in place, the governmentplannedto raise them. But for
a while it was held up by stiff opposition from students, academics and
the public. Opponents of fee-paying latched on to the 1987 advice given
by the World Bank to African governmentsat a conferenceof university
vice-chancellors in Harare: that African governments, lacking the capacity
to sustain university education, should concentrate on primary and
secondary education.

But by 1994, with the economy much worse, the government could
hold back no longer. In at least eightstates, including the Federal Capital
Territory, Abuja, fees were imposedarbitrarily on primary and secondary
schoolpupils. Indeed, fees were already being chargedin a large number
ofthe states under different pretexts such as a developmentorparents’/
teachers’ association (PTA) levy, examination fees andscience practical/
laboratory fees. In somestates, the new fees represented an increase of
about 400 per cent compared with existing levels. The imposition offees
stirred widespread protest. The National Association of Nigerian
Students (NANS) — basing itself on the cardinal belief that education is
a right and nota privilege — gave a directive to all campuses to embark
on protests. The Nigerian Union of Teachers maintained that school
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fees would negate the policy that every Nigerian child should enjoy free

and compulsory education for the first nine years. But with or without

fees, the extreme economic hardship occasioned by the IMF’s SAP had

ensuredthat the great majority of people could hardly keep their children

in school. Most were and are unable to afford uniforms, books and other

writing materials, not to mention the daily fare to and from school. Many

school pupils attend school barefoot and in tattered uniforms. Those

whoare in schools outside their immediate vicinity walk long distances,

often arriving late or too exhausted to follow lessons. When schoolis

over, they face a long walk home, where they are constrained to work in

order to supplementthe family’s earnings, dwindling every day under the

weightofinflation.
In the view of Chief Gani Fawehinmi, wholed protests in OndoState

(the first to announce fees), about 80 per cent of the state’s population,

mainly peasantfarmers, could hardly afford to feed themselves.'> Asking

them to pay for education waseffectively to removetheir children from

school. He mobilized parents in Ondoto resist the government’s impo-

sition of fees. To Wole Soyinka, a governmentthatspentbillions of naira

on a transition programme and anelectoral process whose results from

the beginning were destined for the bonfire ‘cannotbe taken seriously

whenthey claim that they cannot provide funds for the education of our

youths’."6 To Dr Tai Solarin, a veteran educationist whose passion for

free education is legendary, the decision to introduce fees in schools was

‘cruel, scandalous and ridiculous’, According to him, no parent in a

decent society ought to pay a kobofor the education ofhis children up

to the secondary level.” The appalling state of education in Nigeria —

especially since the advent of the SAP — bears out the observation of

African intellectuals that

Intellectual freedom in Africa is currently threatened to an unprecedented

degree. The historically produced and persistent economic,political and

social crisis of our continent continues to undermine developmentin all

spheres. The imposition of unpopular structural adjustment programmes has

been accompanied byincreased political repression, widespread poverty and

immense humansuffering.'®

The Pupils Themselves Protest

Pupils themselves were among the first to protest actively. In EdoState,

apart from the N200 imposed asfees, some schools levied additional

sums. Some 198 students of Army Day Secondary School, Benin City,

petitioned thestate’s military administrator. They complained that whereas

the administrator had while introducing the new fee abolishedall other
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levies — including the PTA levy — they werestill being compelled to pay
an additional N30. This, they said, was made a condition by theprincipal
and bursar oftheir schoolforallocating them classrooms from the junior

to the seniorlevel. A 13-year-old pupil, Endurance Ozekhome, unable to
endure what school fees would do to her chances of education, filed a
suit in court. By the action, she soughtto restrain the state government
from implementing the decision to charge N350. She pleaded that the
decision was unconstitutional and, also, contrary to the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights. In a recent move made public by NANS,
five universities gave notice oftheir intention to charge tuition fees as
from the 1995/6 session.

Cultural Prejudices

Entrenchedcultural prejudices have also hindered access to education in
Nigeria. As in many parts of Africa, male children are generally more
highly regarded than female. Walls of tradition, nurtured over the years

by customs of succession, inheritance, marriage and religion, have all
gone to perpetrate discrimination againstthe girl child. Theresult is that
male children are sent to school, often in preference to female children.
And where resources are scarce male children are given priority.

But by far the worst form ofthis problem exists in the Muslim north
of Nigeria. There, early child marriage is the major obstacle confronting
the education ofthe girl child. It is commonpractice for girls hardly into
puberty — sometimes as youngas 9 years — to be withdrawn from school
and married off. This odious custom produced a national scandal in
February 1987 when one of many such victims, Hauwa Abubakar, was
married off to a man old enoughto be her grandfather. The bewildered
girl kept fleeing from her ‘matrimonial home’ and returning to her
parents — who,in turn, kept sending her back to her ‘husband’. Until the
husband — who could not see why his wife would not stay married — flew
into a rage and cut off her legs with a poisoned axe. Hauwadied shortly
after, in March. The phenomenon ofchild marriage has led to the
prevalence of a reproductive health hazard, vesico-vaginal fistula (VVF)
in the Muslim north of Nigeria. Its major cause has been shown to be
the inadequacy of the immature reproductive systems of these child
wives to support childbirth.

The adverse impact of cultural prejudices on thelives ofgirls is clear
from the imbalance in educational statistics, especially in the area of
technical or specialized education. In 1984/5, whereasthe total number

of males in technical vocational schools in Bauchi State, northern
Nigeria, was 1,179, there were no figures for females — almostcertainly
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because there were, in fact, no females. In Sokoto State, seen as the

Islamic capital, there were also no figures for females, while there were

2,876 males in such schools. In Plateau State, also in northern Nigeria,

there were 8 females as against 1,401 males.
Even in the overall primary and post-primary school enrolment

figures for the entire country, females trail males. In 1992, the total for

males in primary schools was 8,273,824, and for females 6,532,113. In

post-primary schools there were 1,979,045 males and 1,621,575 females.

Although comparative figures were notavailable,it is easy to deduce that

a similar trend exists in the higher institutions.In fact, females are more

than likely to fare worse at the higher educationlevel.

The Free Education Jihad of 1978

Even before the SAPandits train of woes, the Nigerian government had

made one attemptafter the other to introduce school fees — or, in the

view of students and academics, to commercialize, privatize and élitize

education. That the decisive step was taken only under IMFpressure can

be attributed, perhaps, to long-standing andstiff resistance from the

Nigerian people, and most especially from students. Ofall the resistance

efforts, the Free Education Jihad of 1978 — also known as ‘Ali Must Go’

— stands out. It all started with an attempt by the then military govern-

ment of General Olusegun Obasanjoto introducetuition fees for higher

education. The Minister of Education at the time was Colonel Ahmadu

Ali. The students, organized underthe bannerof the National Union of

Nigerian Students (NUNS), insisted that ‘education is a right’, Their

slogan was ‘Free Education at All Levels’. The government maintained

that ‘citizens must educate themselves’ and showed noinclination to

budge. With the entire weaponry of the Nigerian Armyatits disposal,

the governmentwasset to have its way by force. For two months — April

and May — about 200,000 armed men engaged students who had

resorted to lecture boycotts, sit-ins and peaceful processions on several

campuses to press their point. The unnecessary invasion of the cam-

puses took the protestto thestreets.
In the end the government’s war against the studentsleft a long trail

of deaths, maimings, detentions, expulsions, rustications and suspensions.

The casualties were not students alone, nor were they limited to the

universities, the main theatres of conflict. Five students were killed:

Akintunde Ojo of the University of Lagos and Nicholas Amai, Moham-

med Najib Daura, Gwusu Khasai and Nbbu Amuda Yusuf (all of

AhmaduBello University, Zaria). A primary schoolpupil in Zaria, Lasisi

Abubakar, and an unidentified secondary schoolstudentin the university
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town ofIle-Ife were also killed in the military’s rampage. An even more
pathetic case was that of a pregnant housewife, Arike Balogun, who was
shot near the campus of the University of Lagos. Three students —
Ekpein Appah, Offiong Aqua, Bukar Mbaha,all presidents of their

respective universities’ students’ unions — were expelled. The president
of NUNS,Segun Okeowo, wasalso expelled. For good measure, Chief
Gani Fawehinmi, counsel to the studentsin their long legal battles against
detention and expulsion, was detained and prosecuted for doing no
more than rendering professional services.

Academic Freedom and University Autonomy

The question of academic freedom and the autonomyofinstitutions of
higher education has been at the very centre of the relationship between
government and academics since 1978, when thefirst brazen attempt at

violation was made. In recent times — especially since 1988, and particu-
larly since 1992 — an unending battle between ‘gown and gun’ seems to
have engulfed higher education in Nigeria, to the point ofparalysis and
the loss of a whole academicyear in 1993/4. The origins of thecrisislie,
of course, in the notorious absolutism of unaccountable power. In the

early years of independence, government was more subtle in its attempts
to influence goings-onin the universities, more willing to use established

procedures. All that changed in 1978. With the invitation from a vice-

chancellor, Professor Iya Abubakar, to the military to invade the campus
of Ahmadu Bello University and quell a student protest there, the open
sesameto intervention seemed to have been given.
We have noted above the student casualties of that jhad for free

education. The report ofa judicial panel of inquiry into thecrisis claimed

that certain university teachers incited students at the universities of
Ibadan and Calabar and at the Ibadan Polytechnic. Then followed the
forced retirement of two vice-chancellors — Professor J. Ade-Ajayi of the
University of Lagos and Professor Iya Abubakar of Ahmadu Bello — and
the dismissal of several lecturers: Dr Bade Onimode, Dr Omafume
Onoge, Dr Wale Onimode, Dr Akin Ojo and Ola Oni (all of the Uni-
versity of Ibadan); Laoye Sanda(the Polytechnic, Ibadan); and Dr Edwin
Madunagu and his wife, Bede (University of Calabar). The Students’
Welfare Officer and the Senior Medical Officer of the University of
Lagos were also sacked andretired, respectively.

Although there has not been another ‘purge’ in the universities since
then, it is noteworthy that every major studentprotest has been seen as
instigated by the hidden hand ofcertain lecturers. Thus when in May
1986 the entire Nigerian student body stirred into massive lecture
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boycotts and thenstreet protests against the cold-blooded murder by the

police of four students at AhmaduBello, government madeits routine

accusation. This time it was containedin the report of a panel of inquiry

headed by a retired major-general, Emmanuel Abisoye. In tracing the

cause of endemic student protests,it said that ‘someteachers ... who are

members of ASUU"are not teaching what they are paid to teach’. The
panel went on to recommendthat

governmentshouldcritically look into this and if their role is inimical to the

stability of the government, these teachers should be flushed out ofthe

universities.

From all indications, government took the recommendation very

seriously, as it clearly corroborated the theory earlier propounded by the

1978 panel. By 1986, moreover, when the debate on whether or not to

take the IMF loan wasin progress, academics under ASUU andstudents

under NANSconstituted the major opposition.” Shortly before this, the

government had been attempting to meet the IMF’s conditionalities,

except trade liberalization, devaluation of the national currency by at

least 60 per cent and commercialization and privatization of public

enterprises. Students threatened protests if the loan was taken. This was

also at the time of the euphoria that greeted General Babangida’s coup

of August 1985, when students and academics were among the few

social groupsto reject the coup and its promise of a swift return to civil

tule. Lecturers and critics who exercised their right to freedom of

expression were branded‘radicals’ and ‘extremists’. The recommendation,

therefore, provided the government with a pretext for dealing with its
perceived enemies on the campuses.

This opportunity presented itself soon enough. Tired of waiting for

the government to act on its blueprint to save education in Nigeria,

ASUUgavean ultimatum and,atits expiration, came out onstrike from

31 May 1988. Atthe top of its agenda was a differential salary structure

and improved conditions ofservice to arrest the massive brain drain that

was threatening to explode into an academic epidemic. A meeting

requested by ASUU with the National Universities Commission (NUC)

was turned down.Indeed, there was no love lost at the time between the

Minister of Education, Jubril Aminu (a former vice-chancellor and

secretary of the NUC) and ASUU. ASUU’s opposition to the appoint-

ment of Aminu had been based on what it considered his ‘unpopular,

élitist, arrogant, sectionalist and rigid policies and actions’. A few days

into thestrike, the Minister ordered the teachers back to work within 48

hours. If they failed to heed the order, he said in a nation-wide broadcast,

the government would have no option but to deal with ‘the unfortunate
situation’.
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The Struggles of ASUU and NANS

THE ASUU STRIKES

On 8 July 1988 ASUU wasproscribed. Its president, Dr Festus Iyayi,2!
who was then fighting his dismissal by executive order in May 1987 from
his University of Benin teaching post, was forcefully ejected from his
university accommodation. Anotherlecturer at the university, Professor
Itse Sagay, was compulsorily retired and similarly ejected. Dr Barnabas
Agbonifo, treasurer of the university's local ASUU branch, was
dismissed. Also in 1988, Dr Patrick F. Wilmot, a reader at Ahmadu

Bello, was abducted from the campusby security men and deported on

a spurious espionage charge. Wilmot, a leading radical scholar, was
regarded as an authority on apartheid, decolonization and the activities

of multinational corporations doing business with then apartheid South
Africa (some serving and retired generals in Nigeria were rumoured to
be connected with these multinationals). Wilmot, a Jamaican, was at the
time married to a Nigerian. A month after, a female expatriate academic

with the university, Firinne Chreachin, also known for her radical views,

was in the same manner abducted and deported. She, too, was married
to a Nigerian at the time.

It was in 1992 that ASUU began thetitanic struggle for better con-
ditions of service and university autonomy. In February ASUUfiled a
trade dispute with the government, arguing that this was necessitated by
‘gross underfundingofall Nigerian universities, poor conditions of service
and diminishing university autonomy’. ASUU said the decision was
taken becauseall attempts to initiate a process of negotiation had failed
to yield positive results. The university teachers also criticized the govern-
ing councils of the universities as organs of the government within each
institution.

Stating that ASUU was‘determinedto savethe universities before the
system collapses altogether’, the teachers released a table ofsalaries
which university teachers get in countries like the UK, USA,Singapore,
Jamaica, Zimbabwe, Kenya and Malawi, comparing them with what

obtains in Nigeria. According to the table, a professorin Kenya, a poorer

African country, takes home US$7,000 yearly while his colleagues in
Zimbabwereceives $38,000. In Singapore, a professor earns $85,000

while his colleague in the USA takes home $61,475. ASUU showedthat
a Nigerian professor took homea paltry $2,700 yearly, less than half the
amounthis colleague in Kenya earns.” While the table used the starting

salary in those other countries to commencethe calculation, it used the
maximum amountpayable in Nigeria.

To press its grievances, ASUU held a meeting on 13 February with
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the then Minister of Education, Aliu Babatunde Fafunwa. The teachers

presented an ultimatum to the governmentthrough the Ministerto either

resolve the problemsfacing the universities or face industrial action. But

rather than respondseriously to the teachers” demands, the government,

on 12 May 1992,unilaterally suspended negotiations and announced

what ASUU described as ‘distorted figures’ in a so-called total package

awarding a 45 per centsalary increase, using a professoras reference. In

it, a professor was supposed to have been offered a package of N81,000

per annum. Apart from seeking to reduce ASUU’s grievances to a

struggle for salary increase alone, the government’s response was meant

to deceive the public and blackmail the teachers should they go back to

the strike they had suspended for negotiations.
On 20July the university teachers commenced theirstrike. In a state-

ment headed ‘Why ASUUis Resumingits Strike’, ASUU commented on

the cause of, and suggested solutionsto the crisis in the university and,

more generally, the education system:

The only solution to the crisis in the campuses, from which our students

suffer year to year, is adequate funding. But government does notplace the

necessary priority on Education. Government spends about1.4 per cent of

the Gross Domestic Product on Education and about 10 times more on

Defence. Yet in poorer countries, Education fares better: Kenya 6.1 per cent,

Togo 6.5 per cent, Ghana 3.6 per cent, Cameroun 3.0 per cent, Liberia 4.9

per cent. Whereas Ghana spends 24.3 per cent, Kenya 22.7 per cent, Togo

19.7 per cent of their public expenditure on education, Nigeria spends 6.6

per cent...

In order to revive the University system, we have made proposals suchas:

1. a RESTORATION GRANTto the Universities, the disbursement of

which is to be phased overfive years;

2. an ENDOWMENT FUNDunderan appropriate Trust Deed to finance

research;

3. a three-year ROLLING PLAN for recurrent grants allocation to the

Universities;

4. Federal Government’s contribution of a significant percentage of the

approved recurrent andcapital expenditure of ALL STATE UNIVERSI-

TIES.
5. Transference of Federal Government’s landed and other property in

Lagos and otherplaces to the Universities.

ASUUalso suggested an education tax for all companies doing business

in Nigeria, which would qualify as a tax exemption incentive. The declara-

tion ofthe strike ended on a defiant note: ‘Government may ban ASUU;

it mayjail ASUU leaders. But this will not solve the problem.’

All universities were directed to form a temporary teachers’ association
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in the event of the government proscribing ASUU,as it had in 1988.
Intimidating strong-arm tactics such as withholding salaries, dismissals
and ejections from university quarters were anticipated. True to ASUU’s
fears, the government proscribed the union on 22 July 1992. Admiral
Augustus Aikhomu, the military Vice-President, announcing the pro-

scription, said that ASUU had been prohibited from participating in any
trade union activity. A 48-hour ultimatum wasserved on the teachers to
return to work or be dismissed. They were also ordered to vacate their
official quarters on the campuses.

Polytechnic and college of education teachers began strikes in sympathy
with their university counterparts, leading to a total paralysis of academics
in the nation’stertiary institutions. Eventually, the government and ASUU
began a two-week negotiation. At the end an accord was reached,
although both parties said there werestill areas of disagreement. ASUU
describedit as ‘an interim measure which will serve as a first step towards
a more serious and radical solution to the problems plaguing the uni-
versity system’. The agreernent was signed on 3 September 1992, with a
tacit understanding that the ban on ASUU would belifted soon after.
But the government, in breach offaith, did notlift the ban until nearly
a yearlater.

Hopes that the agreement would give a new lease oflife to the
educational sector were clearly misplaced. With the ink of the signatures
yet to dry on the agreement paper, ASUU was giving notice that the
government wasin breach. By 1993 the agreementitself was to be the
biggest bone of contention. The result was that ASUU resumedits strike
on 5 May 1993. The decision to go back to strike was facilitated when
the Non-Academic Staff Union of Universities (NASU) polarized the
university community with its agitation for pay parity with academic
staff. New Education Secretary, Ben Nwabueze, seemingly gave muscle
to the non-academic staffs parity agitation by declaring that the agree-
ment was not binding on the government. He wenton to maintain that
his predecessor, Babatunde Aliu Fafunwa, who waspart of the govern-
ment’s team during the megotiations, was wrong to have agreed to a
separate salary structure for the academicstaff of universities. It turned
out that the governmenthadsigned agreements with non-academic staff
between 16 December 1992 and 29 March 1993 which were at variance
with the AASU agreement.

Even before 5 May, rumblings from the campuses had shown that the
3 September agreement would proveto be anything but the long-sought
formula for peace in the higher institutions. Theselatter problems were
caused by the undemocraticstyle of university administrators, appointed
in a mannercalculated to attach their loyalty to the government of the
day, rather than to the university. There were complaints from almost
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every branch of ASUUthat university administrators were not applying

the funds made available under the agreementto the right needs. This

issue was serious enough tolead to a strike by teachers at the University

of Ibadan on 4 January 1993. The Ibadan teachers’ grouse was that

despite a substantial release of fundsto the university, laboratories,class-

roomsandthelibrary remained dilapidated.
A good example of the heavy educational cost of such undemocratic

administration came from Lagos State University — embroiled in an

intractable crisis even before the ASUUstrike. Owing to the very serious

natureofthe crisis, ASUU directed its members at this university not to

resume work whenitcalled off its 1992 strike. It was the general under-

standing that the governor of Lagos State, who was visitor to the

university, would act to resolve the crisis as soon as possible.

Instead of working to restore normalcy, however, the university’s

council dismissed 30 academic and non-academic staff. The pro-

chancellor and chairman of the university's governing council, who

announced the dismissals, said that they were part of the institution’s

‘reorganization’. At about the same time, 34 students of the university

were under expulsion. The incident leading to their expulsion arose from

a peaceful protest by students of the university on 18 April 1992, in

response to a national protest directive issued by NANS. The protest

turned violent when a student, Kunle Shonowo, was shot by the police

(he died a few dayslater).

After a 17-month period of closure, the Lagos State government,

acting on the reportofa visitation panel, recalled all the expelled students

and all academic and non-academicstaff sacked during the crisis.

On 6 May 1993,the government movedin predictable fashionin res-

ponse to ASUU’sstrike. Justice Secretary Clement Akpamgbo announced

a new decree that would make education an essential service. Within the

meaningof the Trade Disputes (Essential Services) Act of 1977, workers

in any area designated as an essential service are forbidden to embark on

a strike. The Teaching Etc. (Essential Services) Decree of 1993 seemed

to have been designed specifically to counter the university teachers’

strike action.” Its salient point was that any member of an educational

institution who wenton strike for over a week would be deemed to have

resigned his appointment. Overwhelming opposition to the decree and

popular support for the teachers led the government, on 21 May 1993,

to ‘set aside’ the operation of the decree. Aikhomusaid the government

would employ dialogue to resolve the crisis caused by the strike. ASUU

reiterated its demands:

* recognition of the September 1992 agreement as binding on the

governmentanda reversal of the government’s earlier breach of the

agreement;
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* the commitment of state governments to the enactment of laws
appropriate to the agreementin respect of state universities;

* recall ofall illegally dismissed lecturers at the Lagos State University;

* the unbanning of ASUU.

The government, it soon appeared, was not really interested in
dialogue but was merely seeking ways to break the teachers’ strike. On
22 June 1993 the Guardian reported that all the striking teachers in
Nigeria’s universities had been sacked. Letters of dismissal had been des-
patched to the various universities and vice-chancellors had been asked
to compile a comprehensivelist ofall absenteestaff. A directive had also
been issued shutting downall the universities indefinitely. Vice-chancellors
were asked to advertise all vacant positions or face instant dismissal. The
universities that had been shut downcould only be reopenedif they had
recruited enough staff who were willing to obey the rules and codes of
conductto be spelt out by the government. The sacked teachers were at
liberty to reapply.

Once more, the teacherscalled the government’s bluff. Their defiance
was summedup in the view of the chairman of ASUU at the University
of Ibadan, Dr Izielen Agbon:

It is not a feasible line of action, butit clearly shows that governmentis not
interested in the Nigerian educational system ... no oneis intimidated by the
sack threat; no one will go back to work or reapply becausethere will still be
no tools for him to work with. We are all resolved on this because that is the
reason for our going on strike.

Eventually two panels, one after the other, were set up to mediate the
crisis. On 9 September 1993, the university teachers suspended their
strike, exactly four months and seven days after they had resumedit. In
1994, however, the governmentcontinued to do everything contrary to
the agreement, constraining ASUUto resume their strike again on 22
August 1994. By this time, attempts by the governmentto whittle down
university autonomy had producedintractable crises at the universities of
Abuja and Jos, at the Federal University of Technology, Minna and at
the Delta State University, Abraka. ASUUin these cases had insisted on
the agreed channel of appointmentand supported local ASUU branches
in their resistance to the imposition of vice-chancellors from above. In
addition to strictly academic grievances, ASUU included the political
issue of the time in its list. It wanted the immediate termination of
military rule, the official release of the outstanding results of the 12 June
1993 election and the swearing-in of the winner. It also wanted a broad-
based governmentofnational unity composed of democratic forces, and
a sovereign national conference.
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In answer to ASUU’s demand for proper procedure in appointing

vice-chancellors, the government appointed a sole administrator for the

Federal University of Technology. It also claimed to have paid N1.2

billion into the education stabilization fund, in fulfilmentof its responsi-

bility to provide fundsto the tune of N3billion over three years under

the 1992 agreement. As for ASUU’s renewed strike, the government

claimed that it was informed more by political than academic con-

siderations, and turned its back. ASUU maintained that the strike was a

last resort by university teachers to save the Nigerian university system

from total collapse. It asserted that 23 years of military rule had demon-
strated beyond reasonable doubt that meaningful university education
and academic life are impossible under a military dispensation. The
national implementation committee on higher education, which was to

have supervised the implementation of the 1992 agreement, had been

dissolved by the government, thus rendering the ASUU national moni-

toring team (set up with government approval) redundant.All efforts to

draw the government’s attention to its breaches of the agreement had

failed to yield results, ASUU said.
Although the strike was later suspended in response to renewed

indications that the government would enter into dialogue, nothing had

come of this by September 1995, leaving ASUU to contemplate yet

another return to strike action. At one pointit was as if the entire staff

complementofthe higher educational institutions — academic and non-

academic — were up in armsagainst the government. Strikes and threats
ofstrikes were reported involving local branches of ASUU,the Academic
Staff Union of Polytechnics, the Colleges of Education Academic Staff
Union, the Senior Staff Association of Nigerian Universities and the

Non-Academic Staff Union of Educational and Allied Institutions.

THE DEFIANCE OF NANS

NUNS was banned as fall-out of the Ali-Must-Go protest of 1978.

NANS,which successfully resurrected the tradition of radical student

unionism, faced continuous harassment. As in the case of NUNS, the

1986 Abisoye panel (see p. 63) recommendedtheabolition of a national

student organization and voluntary unionism on individual campuses.

NANS,however, continued to operate in defiance of the government's

ban.
After the AhmaduBello crisis the government, working through the

vice-chancellors, rectors and provosts of higher institutions, did not
spare any opportunity to expel, rusticate or suspend studentactivists. In

addition, a protest, or a suspected attemptat protest, was often sufficient

excuse for the concerned institution to be closed. On reopening,

stringent readmission conditions would be imposed on all students,
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irrespective of whether or notthey had participated in the protest. Very

often, letters were extracted giving an undertaking of good behaviour
and non-participation in any future protest. But then another outrageous
action by the government or a government-appointed vice-chancellor
would spawn anotherprotest.

In 1989, a massive street protest led by students rocked the entire
country, especially the southern states. Dubbed the ‘anti-SAPriots’ when
they later took a violent course, essentially these were demonstrations
against the extreme hardships enforced by the programme. It had
reduced students to a sorry state of immiseration, reducing someto bare
survival on two poor-quality meals a day. It had also produced a mass
exodus from Nigeria of well-qualified and experienced academics, leaving
most of the universities seriously depleted. After a general closure ofall
institutions of higher learning, the six universities seen as the hotbed of

the protest were shut down indefinitely. The phenomenonoflong-term
closure of universities on executive orders had made its ominous appear-
ance in 1988. Then, three universities were shut down indefinitely for

their role in the street protests that greeted the first withdrawal of an
alleged subsidy on petroleum products in fulfilment of one of the IMF’s
conditions.

Worried by a defiant NANS which enjoyed the loyalty of students,
the government promulgated the Students Union Activities (Control
and Regulation) Decree No. 47 of 1989. The decree stated, in part:

(1) As from the commencement of this Decree, studentparticipation in all

unionactivities shall be voluntary, and confined to individual campuses of

universities or institutions of higher learning or any other similar institutions.

(2) Nothing in this Decree or any other law shall prevent any Governing
Council, Vice-Chancellor or any authority or person in charge of or in con-

trol of any university, higher institution oflearning orsimilar institution from

making regulations for the purpose of controlling student union activities
within the aforesaid institutions.

The decree gave sweeping powersto the Minister of Education, ‘whenever
he is of the opinion that public interest or public safety so demands’, to
‘suspend for any specified period oftime, remove, withdraw or expel any
student (whether undergraduate, post-graduate or otherwise) from any
university, institution of higher learning or similar institution’. This power

was also exercisable by any person or authority authorized by the
Minister to do so on his behalf: the governing council, vice-chancellor,
or any authority or person in controlofthatinstitution. An appeal against
a decision by any of these persons or authorities could be lodged only
with the President and Commander-in-Chief of the armed forces, within
28 days. His decision on such an appeal wasfinal.”
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NANSremained defiant. In 1992, it embarked again on a national
protest; this time against the continuing implementation of the SAP and

for the immediate implementation of its Charter of Demands of 1980,

Academic Reforms (ACAREF), a minimum bursary of N5,000 to each

studentin a higherinstitution, the representation of students in senates,

councils and committees, and the abolition of tuition fees. Soon the

pressure to unban NANSbecametoo strong for the government to
ignore. Not finding it easy to lose face, especially as students continuously
refused to show remorse, the government decided to play the game of

giving conditions: NANS, it insisted, must renounce violence and

confrontation. The government then arranged a meeting with carefully
chosen representatives of Nigerian students on 23 April 1993 at which it

reiterated its conditions. The students agreed to these conditions and on
1 May 1993 the then Minister of Education, Ben Nwabueze, announced

the lifting of the ban.
Student reaction to the unbanning oftheir association was near-total

indifference. Many even saw the timing as a ‘dubious gimmick’ to set
students against ASUU, then embroiled in a bitter battle with the
government. NANSdescribed the government’s decision as deceitful. It
maintained its long-held position that

NANS’s legitimacy is deeply rooted among the Nigerian students and the
Nigerian masses as a whole. Our organization has never been banned,if the

military now realizes the fruitlessness of its own crimes and mistakes by
trying to ban an organization it did not form,it is another thing entirely.

A Half-literate Country

The endemiccrisis facing the nation’s educational system was bound to
exactits toll. As instability and long closures becamea recurrent feature
at all levels of the educational system, sub-standard schools began to
appear at the nursery/primary and secondary schoollevels. The higher

institutions, for their part, also began to churn out graduates of doubtful

quality.
Noneofthese developments took the country any nearer the objective

of Education for All by the Year 2000. In September 1994 twoauthorities,

speaking in different places, put the figure ofilliterate Nigerians at 47

million and 44 million respectively. The figure of 47 million was given

by Professor Lekan Oyedeji, an adult education expert and consultant to

the federal government and literacy programme sponsored by the

European Community. Thefigure of 44 million was given by Alhaji Sani

Ashaga,director of the agency for mass education in the Federal Capital

Territory. Of the total figure, he said, 61 per cent were women and 35
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per cent adult men. The figures show that about half of Nigeria’s
estimated 88.5 million people are still illiterate.

Notes

1 For instance, Lt-Col. Adekunle Fajuyi, then governor of the Western Region, played
the good host and died seeking to protect his guest, Alhaji Bello, then visiting the
region; and the then Minister of Finance, Chief Festus Okotie-Eboh, who was also

killed.
2 A change of guards, moreprecisely.
3 The military rulers govern by decrees in Nigeria.

4 The Public Officers (Protection Against False Accusations) Decree.

5 Notwithstanding whether the report was true in almost all material particulars. See
section xx of the said decree.

6 See section 5 of the Constitution (Suspension and Modification) Decree No. 1 of 1984.

7 Repromulgated as Decree No. 12 of 1994.

8 In which is contained the fundamental human rights provisions.
9 These were the universities of Ibadan (from the former university college), Lagos and

Ife (later the Obafemi Awolowo University); the University of Nigeria, Nsukka,
Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria; and the University of Benin: all were established

between 1960 and 1975.

10 Section 18.
11 We have noted above his annulmentofthe election that was toinstall the government

underthe constitution. Contained, however, in section 19 of the 1989 constitution.

12 In the National Concord of 20 January 1994.

13 He spoke during a courtesy call with his state executive on the military administrator
of LagosState.

14 Published in the Daily Champion of 14 March 1994,p. 10.
15 One of Nigeria’s foremost human rights lawyers and a noted educational philanthropist.
16 A renowned writer who won the Nobel Prizefor literature in 1986; he was Professor

of Comparative Literature at the then University of Ife until he retired in anger over
the rapid deterioration in higher education in the country. He has been known to
suggest a one-year moratorium during whichall teaching would stop in the universities
and a national soul-searching and salvage mission would be undertaken.

17 The kobois the lower denomination of the Nigerian currency, the naira.
18 From the preamble to the Kampala Declaration on Intellectual Freedom and Social

Responsibility, 29 November 1990.
19 Academic Staff Union of Universities.
20 The National Union of Nigerian Students (NUNS), which led the ‘Ali Must Go’ Free

Education Jihad, was banned in 1978. An attempt to resuscitate it as the National
Organisation of Nigerian Students did not succeed. But in 1980 it was reorganized
successfully as the National Association of Nigerian Students (NANS).

21 Also a noted novelist, who went on to win the 1987 Commonwealth Prize for
Literature with his radical civil war novel, Heroes.

22 Calculated on the 1992 exchange rate of about N20 to the dollar. It is presently about
N85to the dollar.

23 It was yet to be promulgated, but was announced ahead ofschedule to intimidate the
teachers into calling off their strike. It was later promulgated as decree No. 30 of 1993.

24 Section 1 (1) and (2).
25 Section 3 of the decree.
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The Impact of Zambia’s
6 Structural Adjustment Programmes

on Education
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James Matale and Anne L. Sikwibele

The world economic order has experienced great shifts since the end of

the Second World War. Social, political, economic and technological up-

heavals have compelled countries to review their economic foundations.

A structural adjustment programme (SAP) is a set of policy measures

which a country adopts to change theorientation of its economyin the

face of new circumstances. SAPs were applied to developed countries in

the 1950s and 1960s to close down state-run and subsidized enterprises

in textiles, leather and light engineering in the face of competition from

Third World countries. Developing countries, particularly those in the

Far East, commencedtheir developmentandindustrialization processes

in those sectors, taking advantage ofthe availability of raw materials, an
abundance oflabour and low technological requirements.

Following the energy crisis of 1973 and the consequent world eco-

nomic recession, the demand for adjustment shifted to developing
countries with economies dependent on the production of primary

commodities, and therefore threatened by reduced world demand, low

prices, substitution and technological obsolescence, amongseveral other

factors.
Zambia has been dependent on the production and export of copper

as its engine of development ever since the commencement of the

industrial exploitation of the mineral in the 1920s. Zambia’s economic

fortunes have beenclosely linked, therefore, with the fortunes of copper
on the world market. Strong demand for copper and buoyant com-
modity prices in the post-war era and until the mid-1970s spelled boom
for the Zambian economy. At independence in 1964, Zambia was a
middle-income developing country with a per capita GDP of nearly
US$600 per annum and good prospects for accelerated development.

Copper’s dominance in the Zambian economyisillustrated by the
fact that at independence it accounted for over 90 per cent of export

earnings, 60 per cent of GDP, 45 per cent of government revenue and
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15 per cent of formal employment. The pre-independence Dudley Seers
Report (1964) on Zambia’s development prospects, sponsored by the
United Nations, recognized the need for the governmentto diversify the
economy away from total dependence on copper, and to encourage
agriculture in particular.

The agricultural theme was repeated in the four post-independence
five-year developmentplans. Noreal effort was made to develop agri-
culture, however, as evidenced by poor budgetary allocations. Instead,
increasing amounts of resources were devoted to industrialization and

the pursuit of political independence in neighbouring countries — forit
must be recalled that Zambia wasat the centre ofthe struggle to attain
liberation and independence against colonial and minority regimes in
Angola (1975), Mozambique (1975), Zimbabwe (1980) and South Africa
(1994). Large outlays of budgetary resources were expended in direct

subventions to liberation movements and in strengthening Zambia’s
own defences against attacks from those countries.

The period after independence witnessed rapid economic growth as
the nationalist government invested muchof its revenue from copperin
the provision of services, infrastructure and employment opportunities

for its citizens. The government embarked upon an ambitious develop-
ment programme in accordance with the political agenda of the
nationalist movement. Many roads, hospitals, clinics and schools were
built throughout the country during the period after independence.
Manyindustries, based on import substitution, were established both to
process local raw materials into finished goods and to provide employ-
ment opportunities to Zambians.

The world economicrecession of 1973 resulted in stagnation in world
trade, decline in the terms of trade for commodities, high interest rates
and a decline in capital flows to developing countries. Internally, economic
growth was inhibited by such factors as huge budgetdeficits which had
to be financed by borrowings, poor managementofstate enterprises
resulting in loss-making and subsidization, high taxes, inappropriate
trade policies, an overvalued currency, low production and poor

productivity. Copper production, which peaked at 700,000 tonnes in

1972, declined progressively to 647,000 tonnes in 1975 and to 435,000
tonnes in 1986. Production in 1994 was 350,000 tonnes.

Responding to this downward spiral in the economy, the Zambian
government resorted to borrowing from both internal and external
sources. In the beginning, trade credit financing was preferred over bank
loans. Increased borrowing coupled with high interest rates soon raised
the debt burden from 40 per cent of GDP in 1975 to 400 per cent in
1986.

It was soon realized that Zambia’s problems could not be dealt with
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through trade credits alone. There was a clear need for development
financing, and for this the governmentincreasingly would turn to the
World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF). Therelation-
ship started with Stand-by Arrangements, for it was felt that the need for
assistance was of a temporary nature pending the recovery of copper
prices on the world commodity markets. After nearly 20 years of Stand-
by Arrangement support, Zambia negotiated with the World Bank and
the IMFfora fully fledged SAP in 1992.

Zambia’s SAPs

In 1973 Zambia was allocated a Stand-by Arrangementfacility of 19
million Special Drawing Right (SDR) units to cushionthefall in revenue
from copperarising from poor prices and reduced production volume.
This was followed in 1976 by another one-year Stand-by facility of the
same amount. Thefacility carried with it three conditions: the reduction
of subsidies; freezing the wages of public sector employees; and the
diversification of the economy. As terms of trade continued to deteriorate,
debt stock increased, budget deficits piled up and the pace of inflation
quickened, the government was compelled to extend its dependence on
multilateral financing. Credit financing was now only available to Zambia
at very stiff terms in view of its poor servicing prospects.

In 1978 a two-year Stand-by Arrangementcredit of SDR250 million
was negotiated with the IMF on conditions which included: the
rationalization of copper production; freezing of wages; devaluation of

the kwacha by 10 per cent; and the raising of producer prices for
agricultural commodities. Next, an Extended Fund Facility of SDR800
million was agreed in 1980, with more comprehensive conditionalities
aimedat fiscal and monetary reforms, reduction in copper production
costs, increase in copper output and a review of exchange rate and

foreign exchange management. This was followed by a one-year Stand-by
Arrangementcredit of SDR211 million in 1983, with a continuing wage
freeze to restrict local absorption, devaluation of the kwacha by 20 per
cent and an award of incentives to agricultural producers and exporters.

During the period 1984-6 a 20-month Stand-by Arrangement for
SDR225 million was agreed with the IMF. The conditions forthis facility
included the introduction of a flexible exchange rate policy through
foreign currency auctioning. As a result the kwacha depreciated from
US$1 = K2.2 to US$1 = K15.25 within a single year. The auction intro-
ducedvolatility in the exchange rate as well as inflation. The unpreceden-
ted depreciation of the kwacha exacted a heavy toll on the debt-servicing
burden of public and private institutions with loans and credit lines
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denominated in foreign currencies. Their attempts to meet their service
obligations began to falter and soon the debts became unserviceable.

In November 1986 a two-year Arrangement for SDR229 million was
put in place in order to continue with the reform programme. This
facility was cancelled in May 1987, however, following widespread unrest

in towns due to deteriorating living conditions caused partly by the
restructuring programme. There wasa short-lived attempt by Zambia to
go it alone in what was dubbed ‘growth from our own resources’. The
hiatus lasted for two years during which period debt servicing was

restricted to 10 per cent of export earnings and the flexible exchange rate
system of foreign currency auctioning was abandoned in favour of a
fixed rate of US$1 = K8.

The enormity of the economic and social problems facing Zambia
forced the government to seek accommodation with the World Bank
and the IMF. This madeit possible to receive assistance not only from
multilateral but also from bilateral agencies. Zambia’s economy con-
tinued to deteriorate, however, with no sign of recovery. Discontent with

the poor economic conditions facing Zambiansled to political agitation.
Riding on the back of the country’s discontent and promising to

reverse the economic degeneration of 15 years of one-party rule, the
Movement for Multi-Party Democracy (MMD) came to power in
November 1991. On the political front the MMDoffered a strategy of
plural politics, democracy and good governance. On the economicfront,

it campaigned for an open market economy, trade liberalization,
privatization of state enterprises and the reform ofthe public service. In
other words, the MMD promised to restructure the entire economic
system.

THE 1992 SAP

Taking advantage of a landslide election victory in which it won 80 per
cent of the votes cast, in 1992 the MMD government proceeded to

implement a more comprehensive SAP,as opposed to previous attempts

supported by Stand-by Arrangements. The programmeasoriginally con-
ceived consisted of an initial stabilization phase followed by a structural
adjustment phase. In the haste of implementation, however, no dis-
tinction has been made between the phases, and the resulting economic
instability has put the SAPat risk.

Zambia’s SAP is underwritten by the World Bank, the IMFandall the
Western countries which have pledged financial and material support to
the programme. The characteristic conditionalities of SAPs emanating
from the Bretton Woodsinstitutions are all in evidence: (1) domestic
demand management througha balanced budgetpolicy and the abolition
of subsidies; (2) trade liberalization; (3) privatization of the dominant
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state sector; (4) devaluation of the local currency and the liberalization
of exchange and interest rates; and (5) the reform of the public sector.

In the short term, the enforcement of these conditionalities has had
a negative impact on the economy and people of Zambia. The pursuit
of a balanced budget has resulted in deep cutbacks in government
expenditure as well as the adoption of a ‘cash budget’ policy which is
intended to restrict expenditure to cash actually available at any one time.
The abolition of subsidies, on the other hand, has raised production
costs and prices. The price of a 25-kilogramme bag of maize meal, the
staple food, has risen from K125 in November 1991 to K8,000 in July
1995.

Trade liberalization has brought about an influx of imported goods
which have displaced local products as these cannot compete favourably
on price and quality. Several manufacturing enterprises have had to
downsize their operations or close altogether, with the consequentloss
of employmentin an already depressed job market. Privatization of the
state enterprise sector has resulted in the rationalization of operations
and further labour retrenchment, and the reform ofthe public sector has
had a similar result.

The kwacha, which exchanged at US$1 = K50 in November 1991,

was devalued so rapidly that in March 1992 the exchange rate was US$1
= K135.It stabilized at US$1 = K750 during most of 1993/4, but by

July 1995 the rate was US$1 = K950.Similarly, interest rates rose sharply

and peaked at 150 per cent in May 1993. The devaluation of the kwacha
increased inflation, while the high interest rates increased costs and
stymied investment growth. Both devaluation and high interest rates
have had negative effects on the economy.

Generally, SAPs have had limited success in sub-Saharan African
countries because these countries lack the necessary social and organiza-
tional structures. Furthermore, SAPs are implemented without the
benefit of mechanismsfor dealing with the short-term negative conse-
quences of adjustment. It is widely acknowledged, for instance, that the
removal of subsidies, the rapid removal of price controls and the intro-
duction of user charges for education and medical services have resulted
in greatdifficulties for the majority of Zambians.It is now estimated that
over 75 per cent of the rural population live in a state of abject poverty
requiring government intervention. Yet the state does not have
established methodsfor dealing with the problem;it simply responds to
hunger crises when these are highlighted by the press. In the urban
centres, too, poverty has increased as a result of the high cost ofliving
and large-scale labour retrenchment arising from privatization,
rationalization and corporate failures.
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The SAPs and Education

Education is a very importantsocial sector because it yields a high rate
of return. Education also promotes development through improved
productivity and quality oflife, better nutrition and civic awareness.It is
therefore important that the education sector should receive the
necessary support in terms of resources and policy guidelines.

Zambia gave priority to education in the first decade after indepen-
dence. During that period, the tremendous growth of the sector was
prompted by a generous budget allocation. The policy of free education
gave impetusto this growth, increasing the social demand for education,
and an ambitious public sector investment programme was implemented.
The result was increased enrolmentsatall levels of education until the
mid-1980s; by then the world economic crisis, the drop in the copper
price andoil price hikes had combined to reduce government expenditure
on education drastically.

THE IMPACT OF STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT ON EDUCATION POLICY

One example of the influence of the SAPs on governmentpolicies was
the reintroduction of boarding and examination fees in public secondary
schools in 1986. This was the beginning of a cost-sharing policy to
enable parents and beneficiaries to participate in the financing of their
education. The effect of this policy has been negative in that some
parents who cannotafford the cost of fees and required materials have
been compelled to withdraw their children from school (Lungwangwa,
1993; Maimbolwa-Sinyangweef al, 1995).

Recentstudies show that parents make a muchlarger contribution to
cost sharing than government. Whereas parents pay about K55,000 per
child at primary school to cover various fees and school requisites,
government pays no more than K12,000 (Kelly, 1994). The New Eco-
nomic Recovery Programme(1987) and the Fourth National Develop-
ment Plan (1989) clearly state that ‘the responsibility for the education
of children rests primarily with parents andit is they who mustultimately
provide the necessary resources for education’. Cost sharing was later
extended totertiary education, with students having to pay a percentage
in fees and meetancillary expenses such as transport.

The high cost of education has imposed hardship on a number of
parents, many of whom have no income following the retrenchments
associated with closed enterprises and privatization. Although most
Zambian parents value the education of their children, many have been
forced to withdraw pupils from school. Oncechildren drop out of school
they join the thousands who roam thestreets or engage in petty trading
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Table 6.1 Private Primary Schools in Zambia
 

 

Year No. of private Enrolments Private school
schools in Grades 1-7 enrolments as %

of total

1980 18 5,800 0.6
1981 23 7,132 0.7
1982 23 7,303 0.7
1983 27 8,329 0.7
1984 29 7,761 0.6
1985 37 8,157 0.6
1986 42 11,493 0.8
1987 38 9,356 0.7
1988 na. 11,679 0.8
1989 na. 13,400 0.9
 

Source: Ministry of Education, Focus on Learning, p. 164.

Table 6.2 Private Secondary Schools in Zambia
 

 

Year No. of private Enrolments Private school
schools in Grades 8-12 enrolments as

% of total

1980 13 2,968 3.1
1981 18 4,176 4.2
1982 27 6,542 6.2
1983 39 8,573 7.4
1984 36 9,288 7.4
1985 39 8,314 6.3
1986 na. na. na.
1987 na. 8,691 6.2
1988 47 8,197 5.1
 

Source: Ministry of Education, Focus on Learning, p. 164.

without any hope of improving their lives.
The SAPs have also had an impact on the structure of education by

shifting the emphasis from a predominantly public school sector to one
with a mixture ofpublic and private schools. The Fourth National Develop-

ment Plan recommended the encouragementofprivate schools together
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with a cost-sharing policy. The Policy Framework Paper (1990) and the
Social Action Programme (1990) both justify and recommend the
expandedrole of the private sector, non-governmental organizations and
all interested parties. Although private schools were discouraged in the
1970s and early 1980s, the need to increase access to primary and secon-
dary education has brought aboutthis new approach, which also suits the
liberalizing environment of SAP economic policies. Tables 6.1 and 6.2
show therise in private schools and enrolments in them at primary and
secondary levels.

Increased local participation in the financing of education is a clear
manifestation of reduced funding under the SAPs. This raises the problem
of inequality: some urban neighbourhoods are better able to provide
supportfor their schools than their poorer rural counterparts, which lack
trained personnel and material resources. This applies especially at primary
and basic education level (Maimbolwa-Sinyangwe e¢ a/, 1995). A recent
study of basic schools (sbid.) found community support in educational
provision to be positive. Local community involvement took the form of
construction, rehabilitation and maintenanceof schools, andis likely to be
increasingly important with the decentralization of education in Zambia
and the introduction of managementboards. It has to be noted, however,
that parental and community participation has been constrained by
unemployment and incomeloss, or reduction, under SAP conditions.

Onesign of pressure on the education system is high drop-out rates at
different levels, especially at Grade 7 and Grade 9. Tables 6.3 and 6.4
record these levels and show thatlittle or nothing has been doneto solve
the problem.

With the government unable to meet costs or pursue firm educational

Table 6.3 Grade 7 Drop-out Percentages by Region and Year
 

 

Region 1991 1992 1993 1994

Copperbelt Province 73.4 72.9 76.2 74,7
Central Province 80.4 73.8 75.9 77.3
Luapula Province 68.0 53.8 65.5 68.0
Lusaka Province 74.6 83.8 87.5 79.6
Southern Province 69.8 50.2 74.0 63.2
Eastern Province 62.5 53.7 53.7 43.6
Northern Province 71.9 59.9 72.1 71.9
North Western Province 70.9 53.6 54.8 44.7
Western Province 74,2 60.3 58.4 57.6
Average 71.7 62.4 77.0 64.5
 

Source: Ministry of Education, unpublished statistics, 1995.
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Table 6.4 Grade 9 Drop-out Rates by Year
 

 

Year Drop-out rate

1987 79.98
1988 82.95
1989 82.22
1990 80.38
1991 79.75
1992 82.77
1993 83.47
1994 81.89
 

Source: Ministry of Educatiom, unpublishedstatistics, 1995.

policies, aid agencies have played an increasing role. Associated with this
developmentis Zambia’s shift in emphasis from thetertiary to the primary

level, joining a worldwide trend towards basic education and aiming to

meet the goals of Basic Education for All by the Year 2000. This wider
participation in education provision is not confined to the donor agencies.
A number of non-governmental organizations, private individuals and
churches haveset upfacilities to assist drop-outs, street children and other
students who cannot go to conventional schools. These efforts comple-
ment the government’s own scheme ofassistance for the poor through
scholarships and other social assistance projects run by the Ministry of
Community Development and Social Welfare’s Social Sector Rehabilitation
and Development Programme.

STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT AND THE DECLINE IN EDUCATION FINANCING

Thedecline in expenditure on education under the SAPs can be seen from
annual budgetallocations to the sector. With a base of 9 per cent in 1970,
expenditure on education fell from 13.4 per cent in 1985 to 8.7 per cent
in 1990 and 7.6 per cent in 1991. In 1993 budgetary allocations recovered
somewhat to 10.8 per cent, and the recovery continued in 1994 when
education accounted for 14.7 per cent of the budget. High inflation rates
in the country coupled with poor economic performance increased the
external debt burden from US$1billion in 1976 to US$7.2 billion by 1991.

With debt soaring so high, governmenthad to reduce fundingto the social
sectors to increase debt servicing and comply with donor conditions.

As a percentage of the gross national product, Zambia’s average invest-
mentin education in recent years stands at about 3.5 per cent, below the
sub-Saharan average of4.6 per cent. Furthermore, the moneyallocated to
education has declined in real terms as devaluation and inflation have
forced the kwacha’s value down.

The SAPs have also had an impactthroughtheuse ofthe ‘cash budget’
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system to control the spending of governmentministries. Inevitably, this
system has meantthat a numberoffunctions and projects have not been
implemented as desired. Salaries are paid late most of the time, for
example, and frequently there is simply no moneyavailable to purchase
basic educational resources. Under these conditions it comes as no sur-
prise when programmesand projects have to be cancelled because funds
cannot be found under the cash budget system.

THE IMPACT OF STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT ON SCHOOL ENROLMENT

The impact of structural adjustment on enrolmentis clear from a com-
parison of demographictrends, which show a rapid increase in the popula-

tion growth rate, and the numberofschool places available, which does
not show a corresponding increase.

Atthe primary level, enrolmentincreased only slightly from 1.5 million
in 1990 to 1.6 million in 1993. Secondary school enrolment rose from
182,000 in 1990 to 200,000 in 1993. At the university level there was a

slight rise in student numbers from 5,700 in 1990 to 6,500 in 1993.

Considering the high demand for secondary and higher education, and the
rapid rise in population, these increases could not havesatisfied the educa-
tional needs ofall eligible students. Enrolmentrates at secondary school
level have declined from 21.3 per cent in 1990 to 19.6 per cent in 1994.
At primary schoollevel, it is estimated that about 35,000 seven-year-olds
could not enter Grade 1 in 1990.

Meanwhile the education of pupils fortunate enough to be enrolled has
deteriorated in quality because of budget cuts. Per pupil expenditure on
primary education, for example, has been falling from US$33 in 1985 to

US$21 in 1991 and US$15 in 1993 (Kelly, 1995: 21). Capital expenditure
has also fallen to a point at which the expansion of classroom space can-
not keep pace with the eligible school-age population — and,again, the fall
in the kwacha’s value has influenced the type and quantity ofservices that
can be provided.

THE IMPACT OF STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT ON THE QUALITY OF EDUCATION

The decline in the quality of education under the SAPs has manifested
itself in several ways. First, the combination of reduced funding and high
inflation has imposed a dearth oflearning and teaching resources, dilapi-
dation of the educational infrastructure and overcrowding of limited
classroom facilities.

Second, more than 96 per cent of recurrent expenditure on education
has gone onsalaries, and very little or no moneyis left for institutional

purposes. Kelly (1995) shows how recurrent expenditure for learning
materials at the primary schoollevel has been declining from 2.8 per cent
in 1980 to 1.7 per cent in 1985 and zero in 1989. Running expenses also
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fell from 5.0 per cent in 1980 to 2.6 per cent in 1985,rising slightly to 3.2

per cent in 1989.
The share ofsalaries, meanwhile, rose steadily from 92.2 per cent to

95.6 per cent and 96.8 per cent in 1980, 1985 and 1989, respectively. Yet

salaries are poor and, together with the lack of other motivating factors,

this has led 4,000 teachers to leave the system since the mid-1980s. The

less experienced or untrained teachers are left behind, and they too lack

motivation and morale. Inevitably the quality of education suffers.

Thedecline in quality is also evident in the over-utilization ofavailable

physical and human resources. For example, in urban areas onefindsthat

the crisis that led to double sessions in primary schools has now enforced

treble and quadruple sessions. While this is the only way in which access
to education can be provided for many children, it also means that the

duration of instructional time is reduced to an average of two hours per

day compared with the average of five to six hours enjoyed by more

fortunate pupils. Teachers in these schools, having to teach more classes,

inevitably find it difficult to sustain concentration and to give their pupils

enough individual attention.

Conclusion

Zambia must go down the SAProadifit is to address serious economic

problems which have their roots in the decline of the copper mining

industry since the mid-1970s. It is evident, however, that the implemen-

tation ofstructural adjustment has been a painful experience for Zambians.

Since the intensification of the SAP approach under World Bank and

IMFsupervision, the economyhas all but collapsed, bringing deepening

and widespread poverty. A middle-income country as recently as the

1970s, today Zambiais classified as one of the ten poorest countries in the

world. Nearly 80 per cent of its population are classified as living in

conditions of abject poverty, unable to meet their basic needs of education,

nutrition, shelter and clothing.

The SAP-inducedpolicies of rapid cut-backs in governmentexpenditure,

economic liberalization and privatization have made Zambia’s education

system unviable.

* Lackof capital investment to expand educational facilities for a growing

population has caused critical shortage of places for school-age

children.

* In an attempt to mitigate the shortage of facilities, the few schools

available have become congested, providing inadequate and poor-

quality tuition.
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¢ Inadequate funding for capital and recurrent needs has resulted in
deteriorating infrastructure, low morale and a dearth of teaching aids.

* The attempt to pass on the cost of education to the beneficiaries and
their parents has failed because unemploymentand adjustment-induced
poverty have left too few Zambian citizens able to pay forthe privilege
of education.

Under these conditions education ceases to producethe all-important
human capital so necessary in development, without which underdevelop-
ment and poverty becomefurther entrenched.It is clear that, just as SAPs
are necessary, so the implementation of restructuring needs to be relevant
to and compatible with the economic and social structure of the
implementing country. Manycritics of SAPs have pointed out that their
stereotypical, inflexible approach expresses the mindset of the Western
technocrats who design them. It is time to introduce a more flexible
formula.
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Daan Bronkhorst

Exemplary Stories

The presentstate of freedom of expression and research in the People’s
Republic of China is a complicatedaffair. A large part, if not the essen-
tials of the story, can be told by looking at the biographies ofits
protagonists.

Yan Jiaqi, born in 1942, was sent to a ‘7 May Cadre School’ in 1970,

at the height of the Cultural Revolution. Such schools were actually
unofficial prisons for intellectuals. After his release, he started publishing

theoretical writings about socialism and modernization. He also joined
Beijing Spring magazine, the first dissident magazine in China. In 1985, he
becamethe youngesthead ofthe prestigious AcademyofSocial Sciences.
He madea lot offoreign trips, was received by President Reagan and the
Japanese prime minister, and generally showed a strong instinct for
getting to know important people. In the West, he became something

like the prototype representative ofliberal intellectuals, or leader of the
new reform movement. He advocated direct elections of representatives
and the rewriting of the constitution, noting that the present constitution
did not suffice as there was no control on its observance at the highest
level. In 1986 he becamethe vice-chairman of a Communist Party com-
mission for political reform.

In April 1989, however, he signed a letter which asked the party
leaders to recognize the students’ demands,and openly criticized Deng
Xiaoping for repressing democracy and the freedom ofthe press. Also
in that month, he swore the ‘intellectuals’ oath’ never to betray democracy
and ‘under no condition to submit to an emperor of the 1980s’. After
the 4 June massacre, he was on the wantedlist. He fled to France, where

he became the main foreign spokesman for the Federation for a Demo-
cratic China, and its first chairman. In France he wrote a book about a
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federal China: he proposed that China, Hong Kong and Taiwan would

be joined on a federal basis, in which China would give upits centralism.

Tibet, presumably, would turn into a confederal state.

In exile, Yan began to be regarded with more suspicion. His views

were considered utopian, his style in managing the Federation quite

authoritarian. Some even blamed him for prompting the students of

1989 on a suicidal path by his radical and irresponsible proposals. When

the Federation and the Chinese Alliance for Democracy metin exile in

late 1993, participants urged him to take over the leadership of both

movements, instead of maintaining a fruitful dialogue. Yan is now the

most prestigious Chinese political thinker in exile, but a complete persona

non grata in the People’s Republic.
Dai Qing, born in 1941, is the daughter of a founding member ofthe

Communist Party who was executed in 1944 by the Japanese. She was

then adopted by one of the Communist Party leaders. After the Cultural

Revolution, she became a prominent writer of ‘scar literature’, the half-

literary, half-journalistic writing about personal experiences during the

previous decade. One of her stories was significantly titled ‘No’. She

visited a foreign country, France, for the first time in 1981. In 1982 she

became a journalist and stopped writing literature. One of her most

impressive series of articles consisted of interviews with outstanding

scientists and scholars, including Yan Jiaqi and the astrophysicist Fang

Lizhi, a prominentuniversity reformer. She put her finger on many of

Chinese society’s neuralgic spots. Yet she was also criticized by liberal

intellectuals, for instance when she presented Chinese prisonsin a positive

light as a ‘humane system’.
She becamevocal in protesting the Sanxia Dam project in the Yangzi

River. This earned her a prestigious American award for ecological

activism. In the 1989 student demonstrations her position was unclear.

Saying that she was afraid the demonstrations mightturn violent, she

spoke in favour ofmilitary action until shortly before 4 June. She was

shocked by what happened, however, gave up her membership of the

Communist Party, and was then imprisoned for nearly a year. She said

afterwards that her prison time had been ‘humane’ and the interrogations

‘matter of fact’. Evidently, her Party connections had protected her

against the moreserious formsofill-treatment to which other prisoners

had been subjected. She wentto the USfor a year, and then returned to

Beijing, where she is now regarded aspivotal in Party debates on reform.

Liu Xiaobo, born in 1955, has been labelled the ‘maverick’ of Chinese

dissidence, having taken on an isolated position since his youth,living

from his articles of literary and cultural critique. He has on many

occasions blamed the Chinese intellectuals for their plaintive stand. He

has stressed how Western human rights heroes, such as Giordano Bruno
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whofor his brave heretic thinking was burntat the stake in 1600, com-
pare favourably with the traditional Chinese ‘literary gentlemen’ who
‘always have complained they were not duly recognized by their emperor’.
Echoing Hegel, he points to a revolutionary élan in the West as opposed
to the ‘slave mentality’ of China. Traditionally, he says, Chinese intellec-
tuals have behaved asservants andofficials, bound by stupid Confucian
notions. They have never seriously reflected on themselves, as Socrates
or Rousseau did. Even foreign Sinologists have taken on this attitude.
Liu’s first article, published in 1986, was titled ‘Looking back on that to
which one cannotreturn’.
On 2 June 1989, as one of a small group, Liu started a hungerstrike

to protest martial law. He was arrested on 6 June and spenta year and a
half in prison. Only then did a court declare him guilty, withoutclarifica-
tion of the charges. As since then it has becomevirtually impossible for
Liu to publish political articles, he hasstarted, at his own expense,a large

survey in which he has interviewed 1,500 people on the issue of ‘mass
culture’. Liu finds that China has becomea ‘big amusementpark’ with
an ‘orientation towards mediocrity which is probably unique in the
world’. ‘Perhaps one day we will have democracy and freedom,but then
we will not have a soul any more.’ Liu is now under permanentpolice
surveillance and virtual house arrest.

What do these three examples of present-day Chinese intellectuals
teach us aboutthe basic freedomsof expression, debate and research? At
the end of this chapter we shall return to a consideration of what they
represent. But first we should take a look at the Chinese education
system and atthe ways in whichintellectuals, and other Chinesecitizens,
are constrained in their pursuit of freedom.

Marxist-Maoist Education

Present-day Chinese thinking and ideology on education is rooted in
Mao’s talks at the Yan’an forum (1942) and was given radical expression

during the Cultural Revolution (1966-76), as was demonstrated, in
particular, by the virtually total demise of the social sciences. The period

from 1976 to 1989 saw a gradual opening ofintellectual and academic
freedom, with many scholarly bookstranslated from Western languages.
After the Tian’anmen massacre of 4 June 1989, this freedom has been
curtailed much more severely. According to the new Education Law,
which cameinto force in March 1995, education should besocialist and

based on Marxism-Leninism, Mao Zedong thought and ‘the theory of
socialist reconstruction with Chinese characteristics’. Education should
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emphasize such valuesas‘patriotism, collectivism,discipline and national

defence’. In recent years, however, private organizations and individuals

have been permitted to run schools. In late 1994, the Ministry of Educa-

tion said there were some 2,000 private primary and secondary schools.

According to opinion polls, students nowadays are rather openly

cynical about the state socialist system. Shortly after the 1989 massacre,

an official poll found that some 90 per cent of students supported or

sympathized with the student demonstrations. Asked for their idol, they

chose their contemporary Wen Yuankai, a science professor who was

very openly critical of the Party ideology and leadership, rather than the

official (and mostly defunct) Party models. In Beijing, one poll showed

that 60 per cent of students considered themselves ‘the generation that

pays no attention to authority’. The crisis in education has many mani-

festations. For academics, the situation is particularly dire in the social

sciences. The Marxist-Leninist ideology makes researchers timid about

undertaking projects — as has been the case since ‘Liberation’ in 1949,

apart from a shortspell in the late 1970s. Social scientists tend to prefer

theoretical research with a stronghistorical orientation. As the publication

of research results has become an important part of promotiondecisions,

faculties prefer research projects that are short and simple. Alternatively,

they try to raise funds by offering more superficial and popular kinds of

research writing. Many social scientists have simply ceased to play an

active role in research and publication, others have more cynically

complied with calls to do research which exposesthe‘evils of bourgeois

liberalism’. Only some have taken an openly oppositional stance or have

continued genuine research for scholarly journals that the Party has to

tolerate. Someofthis research has been quite spectacular. For example,

a 1987 Amnesty International report on torture in China was based

largely on case studies and analyses of the practice in academic Chinese

law journals.
Oneindication of the interplay, or rather frustrations, between social

science and Chinese society is the debate about‘civil society’. Very little

has actually been doneto develop theories aboutcivil society, compared

for example with academic and popular fora in Eastern Europe.

Remarkably, quite a number of scholars has drawn attention to the role

ofillegal secret societies in Chinese history — some 1,800 are known to

persist today. Interest in such societies grew amongdissidentintellectuals

when it became known that the Triads had offered substantial help to

dissidents who attempted to flee the country after the 1989 massacre.

Twolines of theory on‘civil society’ can now be distinguished. Domestic

theorists focus on the making of a modern society of law-abiding citizens.

Exiled intellectuals, including Yan Jiaqi, are concerned to create a private

realm that is independentofthestate.
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The crisis at the institutionsofhigher learning is greatly compounded
by the economic policies. The education budget is about 15 per cent of
the total state budget. Access to higher education has narrowed in recent
years owing to a considerable increase in student fees. Moreover,official

spokesmen have denounced Western countries for trying to lure
students away. Of 220,000 students sent abroad, only some 75,000 have
as yet returned. University lecturers are badly paid: an average first-grade
professor earns less than 300 yuan (US$50). Most of the professors are
old, at least over 40, and opportunities for younger lecturers are very
limited.

Communist ideology hovers over students and teachersalike. At least
four organizations constitute the institutional network for the non-
student population of the universities: the Communist Party branch, the
Communist Youth League, the Teachers’ Congress and the Educational
Union. Theyall function under the leadership of the Party. The Educa-
tional Union, the biggest organization, hosts many activities; but the
orientation is towards keeping people satisfied without confrontation
with the authorities — for example, by organizing recreational trips. The
Union has no powerto bring any serious complains to the authorities.

Appeals for Freedom by Intellectuals

Like systems everywhere in the world, the Chinese education system is
supposed to produce a population whichis better trained and mentally
equipped. China, however,is still a poor country. This helps explain why
an estimated 20 per cent of school-age children drop outbefore finishing
primary school. In the official terminology, anyone who can recognize
500 characters is considered to be literate. And all those who have
secondary or higher education are called zhishi fenzi, or ‘knowledgeable
elements’ — generally translated as ‘intellectuals’.

Apart from education, a few other avenues are open to those who

want to raise their knowledge and consciousness privately. Private
bookstores have been set up in Beijing and other cities since 1984.
Generally they have been very successful, though often hindered by the
authorities. Since 1989 over 2,000 bookshops annually had to close on

official orders. From universities, unofficial magazines, bookshops and

debating clubs, a Chinese ‘dissident’ movementhas gradually evolved.Its
first appearance wasin the late 1970s, centred around suchplaces as the
Beijing ‘Democracy Wall’. It was suppressed in late 1979. Ten years later,
a numberofpetitions was published by a new generation of dissidents.
One of the most famous letters was signed byscientists such as Fang
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Lizhi and asked for the release of Wei Jingsheng, the magazine editor

imprisoned since 1979. In February 1989 33 well-known intellectuals

supported Fang’s request, and there followed a similar letter by 43

intellectuals in March.
After the 4 June massacre in central Beijing, euphemistically called the

“Sincidents’, dozens of academic and other dissidents fled the country.

Among them was Fang Lizhi, a Western-type liberal who for years had

been labelled ‘the Chinese Sakharov’. Fang, however, has never taken on

the role of opposition leader in exile that many would have expected.

The democratic movement in exile is actually rife with intrigues and

personal ambitions. As German Sinologist Helmut Martin remarksin his

extensive overview of the movement: ‘In five years since 1989, the

movementhas not been capable ofcreating an alternative which could

becomea basis for action for future opposition parties.’

Meanwhile, in China, new life was blownintoa tradition of‘presenting

letters on behalf of the people’. It was a traditional way for Chinese

intellectuals to make their opinions about public affairs known to the

rulers. Nowadays, suchletters are sent to the legislators. A series of open

letters was issued in thefirst half of 1995. In February, 27 dissidents

addressed the National People’s Congress with a plea for the protection

of human rights andsocial justice. In May, another group protested the

arrest of some petitioners of the first group. A dozen more petitions

followed, signed by over a hundred academics, rights activists and

relatives of prisoners. Some of these asked fora ‘declaration of human

rights and freedoms’ and for ‘openness and pluralism’. Another demand

was an independentinquiry into the 4 June incidents and a completelist

of those who died. On 31 May, 45 Chinese scholars, scientists and writers

launched a worldwide signature campaign in support of the UN Year of

Tolerance.
Anolder declaration has been brought into the spotlight again, and

distributed through the Internet. The ‘19 Articles on Human Rights’

were adopted by the Chinese Human Rights Alliance in 1979 and posted

on the Democracy Wall in Beijing. The declaration has various salient

points. It says it is ‘absurd to write an individual’s thought into the

Constitution’. Every citizen must havetherightto public information on

such issues as the state budget, gross national income, military expen-

diture, production figures, population growth and unemployment

figures. Borders should be much more open and the government should

‘allow intelligent Chinese people to share in the treasures of mankind’.

Chinese citizens should also have the‘freedom to enter foreign embassies

to obtain information materials’. Sixteen yearslater, this declaration has

lost neither its appropriateness, norits urgency.
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The Labyrinth of Repression

The propaganda authorities employ various means of censorship. While
radio and TV are officially under full control, the licence system also
gives the government substantial control over the establishment of
newspapers. Licences can be withdrawn at any time, for any reason. The
Propaganda Department also issues systematic directives. Censorship
has tightened during the past few years. Editors of major newspapers are
asked to supply a list of mext day’s main news items. Nevertheless, the
numberof openlycirculated newspapers hasincreased, and stood at 2,100
bylate 1994. In addition, there are 250 TV stations, 950 registered cable
stations, the same numberofradio stations, and some 8,000 periodicals.

But while space for private initiative has grown in the media industry,
the situation is rather the opposite where expressions of independent
political and social thinking are concerned.In this regard, the control on
academic freedom is inseparable from overall political suppression. There
is a range of instruments:

* Most important, and unique in the world forits systematic character,
are the mechanisms of administrative detention and punishmentin
China. ‘Shelter and investigation’ or ‘re-education through labour’
have been used increasingly to detain dissidents and others without
charge for long periods — up to three years. No court has to pronounce
sentence in such cases.

* Officially, some 3,000 prisoners are being held, convicted of ‘counter-

revolutionary’ offences. The figure is far below the real number of
political prisoners; it does not include people detained for political
reasons but convicted of other offences.

* Charging individuals with the crime of ‘leaking state secrets’ has
become the newest weapon in the campaigns of the government,
propaganda departments and judiciary. In August 1994 Yu Meisun
was sentenced secretly to three years in prison on these charges. Yu,
a governmentofficial, had wide contacts in the intellectual world and
wrote manyarticles on issues oflaw and economics. He showed Party
documents to journalist friends, who published accounts of them in
official Party papers. But when the samearticles appeared in Hong
Kong journals, Yu wasarrested.

* The Party leadership has effectively put an outright ban on any co-
operation with foreign media. Foreign journalists — from Hong Kong,

for example — have not been subjected to these laws becauseit would
cause an international outcry. Correspondents of Chinese nationality

are in a different situation. Financial reporter Xi Yang, working as a
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Chinese correspondent for a Hong Kong paper, was arrested in

September 1993. He was sentenced to twelve years in prison for

reporting on China’s plan to sell gold on international markets.

Ironically, exactly one year later the Minister of Mineral Resources

provided a press conference with the same sort of details on China’s

gold output that Xi Yang had published.

* The Law on Detailed Implementation Regulations for the State

Security Law was adoptedon thesignificant day of 4 June 1994. The

Chinese system of secrecy is complicated. There are three grades:

‘secret’, ‘highly secret’ and ‘top secret’. Secrets include, for example,

major policy decisionsonstate affairs. One of China’s most prominent

journalists, Gao Yu, was arrested just days before she would take up

a scholarship in the United States, and sentenced to six years in prison

in November 1994,for‘illegally providing state secrets to institutions

outside the borders’. These ‘secrets’ were policy decisions taken by

senior Party officials, which had already been reported in the Hong

Kongpress, including the pro-Beijing papers. Gao Yu had also been

arrested in 1989 for taking part in the students’ demonstrations.

* Prisoners are being persecuted after release. Chen Ziming, a philo-

sopherand one ofChina’s most outspoken and consistent voices for

freedom of expression, was released on medical parole in May 1994

and hassince beenrestricted to the perimeter ofthe building in which

he lives. He mayreceive visits only from family members.

* Dozensofdissidents have been forced to go into or remain in exile.

Their namesappearona list issued secretly in May 1994 by the Minis-

try of Foreign Security. There are three categories: ‘most wanted’

persons whoshould be detained immediately whentrying to return to

China, ‘subjects who should be denied entry and returned immediately’,

and individuals whose attempts to enter China should be ‘dealt with

according to circumstancesof the situation’. Yan Jiaqi figures in the

first category. World-famous journalist and social investigator Liu

Binyan, 70, who once published the first book of interviews with

Chinese people ofall walks oflife, is in the second category. And
Fang Lizhi, now a professor of physics at the University of Arizona,

has been putinto the third group.

* Relatives are arrested. In September 1994, the mother of a Chinese

police official, Gao Peiqi, was arrested for ‘leaking state secrets’. Her
son lives abroad where he has denounced Chinese police corruption.

She wasreleased in May 1995, but her son was not informed of that

until four monthslater.
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* The so-called ‘non-governmental organizations’ in the People’s
Republic are actually organizations controlled by the authorities: the
trade unions, women’s organizations and even the ‘China Human
Rights Society’. They encroach on the already narrow space for free
debate and exchange. Organizations which are really non-official are
persecuted. In August 1995, just before the start of the UN Women’s
Conference, the police detained Ding Zilin, a Beijing university

professor who is the motherofa student killed on 4 June 1989 and
whohasestablished an organizationofrelatives. Hu Shigen,a lecturer
at Beijing Languages Institute received a prison term of twenty years
for involvement in the Free Labour Union and the China Liberal
Democratic Party. Yuan Hongbing, a Beijing law professor, was
arrested in March 1994 after he had sponsored an independent
workers’ union.

Three Ways of Thought in Modern China

Traditional Chinese civilization has been described, in a famous standard
work of Sinology, as built on three strains of thought: Confucianism,

Taoism and Buddhism. Thethree intellectuals whose biographies were
summarized at the beginning ofthis article may represent three contem-
porary ways ofintellectual life in China.

Yan Jiaqi, the exiled academic turnedpolitician, represents those who
have taken a daring stand against the communistideology andpractice,
but have shown traits of opportunistic behaviour after having been
offered a position on an alternative ‘democratic’ platform. His analysis
of Chinese society may be among the best available, but for now he
cannotassert any political influence in the People’s Republic. Wanting to
be ‘inside’ the political debate, he has effectively been forced outside.
Dai Qing has not been able to withstand the enormous pressures
emanating from the system and has opted for a position which wasall
too commonin traditional China. Sheis clearly of a reformist mind, but
because of her etanglement in Party politics she does not always appear
to speak her own mind. Liu Xiaobo is a rare example of a Chinese
intellectual who has continued whereverpossible to take a radical stand,
like some of the East Europeandissidents who gained international fame
during the years of‘really existing socialism’. In Liu’s view, the Party has
no revolutionary spirit whatsoever. It is just reinforcing the tradition of
dictatorship and submission.ButLiuis a lonely writer, often referring to
himself as a kind of Nietzsche, without followers or political clout. All

in all, Chinese intellectuals within and outside China are a diverse group.
What does this imply for the future of academic freedom? Some
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continue to hope for a breakthrough prompted by Western influence

and internationalization. An issue raised by Liu Xiaobo, however, merits

more attention from those outside China who have puttheir hopes on
this, the attitude so often adopted by Sinologists, other academics and

China watchers. Though many Sinologists were quite vocal in their

abhorrence of the 1989 massacre, only a few have sustained their protests.

The exchange between Chinese and foreign academic institutions is

probably livelier now than it ever was before. This may feed a suspicion

that Western academics are possibly more interested in their research

than in theplight of their Chinese colleagues. In the climate of the Cold

War, such behaviour towards, say, academics in Russia or South Africa

would have been opentocriticism. In the case of China, for some reason,

this lesson from recent history does not appearto apply.

China is more isolated now thanit was a few years ago. The prevailing

mood is one in which people are urged to better their economic
circumstances at the price of not demanding political freedoms. The

moodis also anti-American, stressing that China should emerge as a

regional superpower andcan expectlittle profit from Western liberalism.
There can be no doubtthatin terms of academic freedom, or any kind

ofintellectual freedom, China has survived as one of the most repressive
states in the world. This may change after the demise of its aged

leadership — or it may not change for a good many years, given the

entrenchmentof a repressive ideology in the People’s Republic, rooted

in a tradition just as repressive in manyof its epochs. No easy judgments

should be madeonintellectuals and academics whosefight for freedom

may not comeupto the standards or expectationsof those who havefor

years monitored East European dissidents.
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EdwardA. Allworth

Militant ideologists crave control over the thinking of their fellow men.

For centuries, formal education has served as one ofthe chief instru-

ments in their drive to establish and maintain ideological conformity in

Central Asia. Measures of propaganda and thought control applied

broadly throughout the society inescapably exerted a significant impact

upon the contentofinstruction in education atall levels. This prevailed

regardless ofvariations in the kinds of linkage between schoolandstate.

Although systems of schooling have notalways functioned under direct

government administration, usually they have remained under state in-

fluence. The inflow and outflow of ideas to and from the area never-

theless exerted an effect domestically and abroad. From the earliest

times, Muslim Bukhara and Samarkand, especially, drew students from

many parts of the Islamic world and exported their seminary graduates

to Western Asia, Tatarstan, the Middle East, and beyond. In the twen-

tieth century, students and scholars would again come and go, learning

and teaching on their arrival at either the Central Asian or a foreign

destination.
This history explains only one important aspect of the educational

panorama that now exists in Central Asia. Other explanations include

the intrusion of uninvited foreigners from anotherculture, the spread of

modernization (in this instance meaning open-mindedness and freedom

of thought), the superimposition of materialist discipline, and the onset

ofyet another version of conformity under one-manrule. Each ofthese

forces added complexity to the heritage of Central Asian attitudes and

ideas about the function of education in society.

Religious Education

Educational institutions characteristic of Muslim societies had domi-

nated Central Asian schooling from some time after Arab invaders
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broughtIslam to thecities of the region in the eighth century AD,until
the first decades of the twentieth century.!

Prescriptive rather than exploratory, Central Asia’s Muslim primary
schools (makéabs) and seminaries (madrassahs) expected’ students to
memorize, not to theorize. That held true whetherin the distant or the

recent past. The system’s two-stage offering generally succeeded in
dissuading learners from thinking independently, asking why, or looking
for an alternative to what teachers said. Even thatrigid system could not
prevent the occasional emergence of exceptional mathematicians,
philosophers, scientists and writers from the seminaries of the region.?

Early in the thirteenth century, Chinggis Khan’s Mongols laid waste

mostcities and institutions of Central Asia. As a result, the great semi-
naries through which the region gained a widespread modern reputation
date at the earliest to the fourteenth century. After another cultural high
pointin the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries under the Timurids and the
Shaybanids, a long economic, educational and political decline set in
until the late eighteenth century.

Philanthropy provided the common meansofsupportin this practice
of private education. Shah Murad (r. 1785-1800) in the Bukharanstate,
and other leaders in Khiva and elsewhere, revitalized the institutions,
drove out the human parasites draining their resources, and regulated
each charitable foundation (wé@gf) supporting education. Unlike the
seminaries, elementary schools usually depended upon the energy and
following of a single schoolmaster whose compensation came directly
from the families of the children enrolled. The energy generated by the
rejuvenation of the makfabs and madrassahs during thelate eighteenth
century created momentumin education and built a base for a revival yet
again in the late nineteenth century. That occurred during and after the
conquest and pacification of the region between 1800 and 1885 by the
Russians. This political change ended Central Asia’s frequent internal
wars for more than 100 years and broughtnewlife to its schools and
seminaries.

During the more than eleven centuries after Islam came to Central
Asia, instructors taught pupils and students what they should know by
heart, often in languages they did not understand. The thousands of
schools and hundreds of seminaries employed a standard set of writings
in their teaching, starting with one or two years’ work on the Haftiyak,
which combines passages adding up to about one seventh of the Holy
Qur’an in Arabic, a tongue which most Central Asian children, Tajik or
Turkic, did not know. Several years then went into reading and
memorizing the text of the Qur’an. Other assignments, either in the
Turkic or the Iranian Tajik languages, came from adult literature and
religious writings that posed huge problemsforilliterate beginners.3
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Only a small percentage of the youngsters attained competence in

written languages besides their own, which meantthat only a minute

fraction of the many pupils attending school then gained any under-

standing of the complex mystical literature set before them. This con-

sisted largely of poetry composed by earlier writers: Bedil, Fuzuli,

Mashrab, Hafiz, Nawaiy, Sufi Allah Yar, and thelike. A Russian scholar

visiting independent Bukhara in 1842, decades before the Russian Pro-

tectorate began, commented: ‘with the exception of the Farze-ain [about

religious duties of the individual], the students do not understand one

book they are made to read, and that, perhaps,is all the better, for it

would appear as if the choice had been made on purposeto lead them

astray’.* (His commentalludes to the elusive, purposely enigmatic style
ofall these eminent writers.)

Czarist Russian Schools for Central Asians

Into that environment in Central Asia, the West, as represented by the

East European Russians, introduced another system of teaching. As

early as 1782 in the northern parts of Kazakhstan (then called the Kirgiz-

Kaisak steppes by the Russians) the Czarist administration opened

schools at numbers of the small mosques for teaching Russian to the

Central Asians. The authorities deliberately recruited Siberian (Tobol)

Tatars as instructors in orderto block an influx of teachers from southern

Central Asia into the Kazakh schools.’ Russian Christian functionaries

regarded southern Central Asians as fanatics whosereligious persuasive-

ness could prevent the Kazakhs from embracing membership in the

Russian family of nations.
Within a few decades, Czarist officials came to regard intellectual con-

tamination by Tatar teachers as more threatening than the risk posed by

Central Asian teachers. Russians then exhibited a sensitivity to such

ethnic distinctions notyet felt by the Central Asians themselves. In the

nineteenth century, at the direction of the Ministry of Education in St

Petersburg, local administrators established a limited number of

Russian—Native schools’, and also pressed Central Asians to modify their

traditional curriculum. Through these and other measures, missionaries

based mainly in the City of Kazan endeavoured to bring Christianity to

Muslim Central Asia. The Czarist Minister of Education in 1869

enunciated the Russian government’s policy as ‘Russification [obrusente]

and fusion [of Central Asians] with the Russian people’, though thefirst

military governors in Central Asia adopted a practice of benign neglect

regarding the policy of ethnic integration. In connection with that

instructional effort, missionaries working as government officials
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established, with Czarist treasury funding, a numberofelementary schools
and a few gymnasia and pro-gymnasia (preparatory schools) of the
Europeantype.

Starting with a single grade school that opened in Shimkent (in
present-day Kazakhstan) as early as 1873, the network of Russian-Native
schools in Turkistan Territory expanded to 98 by 1909 and 120 by 1912,
when 6,213 pupils attended them.’ In the Tashkent gymnasiums, Central
Asian youngsters reached their highest enrolment by January 1883 (20
boys and 10 girls). Slavic students predominated, and the proportion of
non-Slavs in these gymnasia thereafter rapidly declined.’

Similar Russian-Native primary schools had some decadespreviously
appeared in the area of Kazakhstan (the earliest one founded in 1841 at
Khanskaia Stavka and eightin theterritory by 1866),° much ofwhich the
Czarist armies had conquered by the mid-nineteenth century. Aslate as
the first decade of the twentieth century, most Kazakh children, if they

wentto schoolatall, received tutoring in their own yurts. Visitors to the
Kazakhsin the period 1902—8 learned from the head of a Kazakh cluster
of some dozen yurts how he educated his children:

‘I have my own schoolmaster ... and he teaches my children and other
children who care to be taught’... [In] another tent, we found about a dozen

children sitting in a row, the teacher standing before them. Each child was

holding before him a fragment of what once had apparently been a book,
printed in Arabic and bound in paper boards; or perhaps the remains of
several books ... all were apparently reading as fast as possible and in the

shrillest possible tones ... the teacher called for silence, and.... He told us
that [his pupils] were now studying the Koran, that they never studied
anythingelse, and that they studied in this way for several hours daily.... The
marvelis that reading and writing can surviveatall under such a system.It
mustbe said that the survival is very limited.

Thoseprecious scraps of printed book pages guarded by Central Asian
schoolchildren at that time probably did not originate in the region.
Central Asia possessed no local printing or lithography until the 1870s.
It depended mainly upon the presses of Tatarstan for Turkic texts, but
for editions ofreligious scripture in Arabic, looked largely to the Middle
East."!

The different sub-areas making up the region experienced variations
in their educational patterns. Within Central Asia, the vast Turkmenistan

space between the Caspian Sea and the Amu Darya River — thelastlarge
territory there to fall to the Russians — finally came under Czarist control
in 1885. The first Russian-Native school opened there a decade later. By
January 1909, the Transcaspian Oblast, as the Russians called that area,

reported ten such schools functioning with 328 pupils,'? not a negligible
numberin the largely nomadic Turkmen society at the time, but far
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fewer than the 186 traditional Muslim makfabs counted there in the
1913-15 school years. They then provided instruction to 2,022 boys and
470 girls.

These Czarist institutions offered secular learning such as arithmetic
and Russian language to the pupils. Traditional Central Asian parents
shunned the Russian-Native schools, but those adults who worked for

or closely with the colonial government and its agents sometimes sent
their children to this alien institution. Also, occasionally the reformists in
the Turkistan population allowed their offspring to go there, especially
to study Russian and European languages andpractical subjects, such as
geography and mathematics, missing from the curricula in the standard
maktab or madrassah.

Paradoxically, the various Russian-sponsored educational institutions
soon aroused apprehension amongthe very conservative high Russian
officials and religious leadership responsible for supervising schooling
and other cultural activity throughout the Russia-wide Empire, including
their Central Asian region. To the Prokuror, the leading figure in the
Russian Orthodox (Christian) Synod, his personal observer in Central
Asia, Nikolai I. I’minskii, sent recommendations strongly opposing the

admission of Kazakhs and Sarts (urban Central Asians) to the middle
and higher educational institutions:

In my view, Kazakhs and Sarts should absolutely not be ... admitted to the

gymnasium. What sense does it make for them to haveclassical or modern
European languages? Somefinish the course and enter the university.... In
our universities and even in the gymnasiumscirculate European ideas of
nationality; saturated with these notions, in what relation must the aliens

stand toward the Russians?... The Sarts have a firmly fixed Muslim
character, whereas the Kazakh people arestill fresh, fond of knowledge, apt

and impressionable;it is still possible to inoculate them with Russsian ideas

and sympathy."

Despite such hopes held by officials, not only did the higher
educational institutions disseminate what the religious and government
employees considered dangerous ideas about nationality, group identity
and politics, but those institutions failed in the assigned political task of

Russifying Central Asians. The Synod’s observer wentonin a later com-
munication to recommendthat the authorities close the Tatar teachers’
institute, because ‘these schools [the other being the Kazan Tatar Muslim
teachers’ institute] through long experience showed their uselessness in
the matter of Russifying the Tatar Muslims’.'* The Tatar influence in
Central Asia became so strong in the field of education that Czarist
officials forbade Tatars to teach in Central Asian Russian-Native schools
and gymnasiums. But another sort of schooling came into existence just
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at the turn of the twentieth century throughout Central Asia that caused
those sameofficials to believe it created an even greater peril to Russian
interests.

Reformist (Jadid) Educational Efforts, 1900-17

Without government subsidy or support from the religious hierarchy,
the New Method movementandits schools (usu/-ijadid maktabi), small
in numbers, exerted a great impact upon the thinking of people in Central
Asia. Essentially, this indigenous movement found acceptance becauseit
travelled via Muslim carriers from Islamic provinces within the Czarist
Russian Empire, notably Crimea, Kazan Tatarstan, Bashgortostan and
Azerbaijan. Ottoman Turkey and Cairo, though foreign countries, also
contributed ideas of reform from segments in their own intelligentsia.
During their travels to those destinations, Central Asian traders,pilgrims

and restless intellectuals encountered Muslim travellers coming to
Bukhara, Samarkand and Tashkent from those very places. People and
ideas engaged in an increasingly active two-way traffic in and out of
Central Asia.

One specific example demonstrates the importance of that inter-
course and of the exchange amongdifferent ethnic entities in the Islamic
community. Although the migratory Kazakhs possessed scarcely any
seminaries on their own territory for the education of Kazakh youths,
they could rely upon New Method schools and seminaries established as
early as the 1890s in Kazan (Tatarstan) and Ufa (Bashgortostan). The
Ghaliya and Muhammediya madrassahs in Ufa, not far north of Kazakh-
stan, played a strong role for Kazakhsas well as Bashgorts. Hundreds of
young Kazakhs received training there and becameteachers, helping to
open up New Method schools in localities within Kazakhstan. A
Kazakh-language journal, Ay gap, reported the commentof one writer
about education: ‘Our Kazakh ethnic group, because the matter of
education was quite undeveloped, fell behind the rest of the ethnic
groups. That is why other ethnic groups looked down uponus. Thank
God! Recently, the number of educated people has increased among us,
and all our hopes are upon our young pupils.”'5 The rise of the reformist
school system within Kazakh territory prompted the Kazakhs to with-
draw support and their children from the Russian-sponsored schools.
This lent strength to the New Method while it weakened theinstitutions
planted in that area by the Czarist government.'®

Inside Central Asia, this movement for cultural reform attained

authority among Central Asians, because it carried on pious Muslim
teaching, but combined it with what then seemed a revolutionary -
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departure from traditional education — a phonetic method of teaching
reading and writing which allowed pupils to master the rudiments of
literacy comparatively rapidly in a strikingly illiterate region.It also taught
geography, history, arithmetic and other secular subjects. Officials
counted more than 70 New Method schools in Turkistan districts by
1917 and a number of others in the Bukharan and Khivan states.
Altogether, they trained an estimated 8,000 to 10,000 pupils.”

The organizers of these New Method schools and New Method
gymnasiums wrote manyofthe schoolbooks needed by their pupils and
teachers. Besidesthis, like the instructors in the old schools, the reform-
ists regardedliterature as a prime medium of education, but, instead of

returning to the medieval authors and poets, the reformists created their
ownstories, poems, plays and novelettes for the benefit of students and
emancipated adults. In addition, the reformists employed newspapers
and magazines, theatrical performances andhistories to disseminate their
message of the urgent need for social and cultural change in Central
Asia.

Threatened by this private and independent movement aiming to
educate the public outside the established institutions, both Muslim
religious officials and Czarist governors looked askanceat the reformist
efforts when the New Methodspread widely in their provinces. In 1910
the Czarist authorities in Turkistan shut more than 50 reformist schools
and, to curtail the spread of dangerous notions from elsewhere, outlawed

those that employed non-Central Asian Muslims as teachers. The Amir
of Bukhara, too, in 1913-14 closed all New Method schools known in
the Amirate. Religious leaders in Khiva vigorously opposed the few New

Method schools opened in the Khanate."®
The fear of the old-fashioned clergy and its hostility toward the New

Method schools came out clearly during a controversy over those

institutions in 1909 in Bukhara. The conservatives declared that ‘[The
New Method school] is contrary to the spirit of Muslim Law.In thefirst
year the pupils begin to read newspapers, in the second they demand
freedom, andin the third [they] dethrone His Highness and put him in
prison.” The conservative mullahs, terrified at the invasion ofoutside
attitudes and beliefs brought in by the printing press, outlawed the
reading of newspapers. Mass media at the same time began speedily to
undermine the primacy of the manuscript and the traditional calli-
graphers whocrafted it, another change that was anathematotheold-
fashioned clergy. Their near monopoly in thatfield had given them some
control over the content of copies handmadefor distribution.

The Czarist Governor-General of Turkistan, too, in 1909 complained
that ‘these New Schools, along with teaching these [secular] subjects ...
[purvey] ideas of obviously separatist and narrowly nationalist character.
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Andif such schools will be left to themselves, they will in the future be
hotbeds not only of pan-Islamism but also of pan-Turkism and pan-
Asianism.’”° Such feverish opposition to the reformist schools temp-
orarily set back the spread of the New Method,but could notstifle the
ideal of enlightenment gaining popularity in the region.

After November 1917, these reformist schools continued to function

alongside old-style religious schools in Central Asia during the first
decadeofthe Soviet regime. Theypersisted in a modified form following
the Bolshevik coup d’éat that brought down the Russian Provisional
Government which earlier in that year had displaced the decayed
Romanov dynasty ruling the Empire.

Soviet Instruction and Indoctrination

By 1922,the Bolshevik authorities faced the fact that the ‘Soviet school’
could not yet displace the thousands of Central Asian religious schools
for several reasons: (1) because of the powerful influence of local
tradition and of the mullahs throughout the population; (2) because the
available Soviet instructors had received but a few months’training; and
(3) because the Soviets lacked the means of improving the teaching
facilities. In addition, the reformist schools and their advocates obtained

government support during the period of the USSR’s New Economic
Policy (1921-5), which further weakened the financial base of Soviet
schools. The competition for students also influenced the situation when
Soviet schools, first denouncing the religious schools, found themselves
having to offer religious teaching to indigenous Central Asian children
during the fourth hour each day if they wanted to see pupils in the
classtoom.”!

The vigour of the reformist schools in this new environmentstartled
the Communist Party and the Soviet administration. Reformist schools
promised to lead the educated population in the direction of open-
mindedness and freedom of thought, both a severe threat to authorita-
rian ideology. Because of the communists’ antipathy to democratic argu-
ment and discourse, the strength of those schools turned education,
which had previously remained largely a cultural matter, into a sharply
political one.

The politicians and ideologists saw that the adaptive New Method
schools hadretained and enhancedtheir validity quickly in the Sovietera.
Central Asian communists recognized that the Soviet school as yet
remained grossly inadequate to the task of providing universal education
in their region. Despite that fact, the leading Uzbek communist, Akmiil
Ikramof, in a scathing address in 1927, denounced the reformist
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movementandespecially the people he called the‘old intelligentsia’ who

operated and promotedits schools. He declared: ‘We red [communist]

intelligentsia, always and everywhere well understanding the fact that the

danger from these “reformed” schools is worse than the danger from the

old [religious] schools, are prepared for the fight against the force that

stands at their head. And we emphasize, along with this, the categorical

impossibility that these schools may continue {to function].’ By 1928 the

region’s communists closed parochial and reformist schools ‘forever’, as

they thought.”
The independent thinking of the reformist figures loomedsolarge

and appeared so fearsome in communist minds during the 1920s and

1930s in Central Asia, as elsewhere in the USSR, that party officials

hounded a great manyintellectuals from their positions and condemned

them to death. In Central Asia, the victims in this orgy of political purges

included especially the most-read authors and admired teachers from the

reformist movement, such as the Kazakhs Aqmet Baytursin-uli and Mir

Jaqib Duwlat-uli, along with the Tajik Abdalrauf Fitrat and the Uzbek

Abdullah Qadiriy. With their removal from the scene, the leading non-

conformists of the era disappeared.
Throughout the years during which the communists controlled the

Soviet Union, their policies guided Central Asian schooling and higher

education from Moscow. A significant feature of that guidance found

expression in the conviction that the authorities in their concept of

education should utilize every conceivable forum and medium. Thus, to

deliver their messages, they employed not only classrooms but open-air

arenas, mosques, theatres, exhibition halls and lunchrooms. Media

included public readings, oral retellings, posters, books, magazines and

newspapers. Thatis, the new regime regarded every public communica-

tion as educational.
They exploited schoolbooks andliterature, poetry and religioustracts,

official proclamations, journalism and advertising, along with radio and

television broadcasts to disseminate information in ways considered

ideologically correct by the party and the government. The breadth of

this definition of education altered the conventional view of schooling as

a process through which pupils and students learned skills and informa-

tion from teachers and books. Education functioned as an instrumentof

ideological training once again, as it had in the traditional Muslim

seminaries and primary schools ofthe past.
After the 1920s, real Soviet schools began to emerge in Central Asia.

The Soviet-model universities and pedagogical institutions foundedin the

1920sstarted to affect the society. Rates of literacy rose gradually. The

proportion oflocal students reaching the higher levels in these institu-

tions for some years stubbornly remained minute. In higher education
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for at least two decades the predominant membership of student bodies
in Central Asia came from families of the Russians, Ukrainians, Jews and
numerousother Europeans resident in Central Asia. Professors delivered
nearly all lectures entirely in Russian, a languagestill sufficiently foreign
to most local people to prevent easy comprehension in a university
lecture hall. In the enrolment for the academic year 1928/9 in the
Central Asian State University, Tashkent, the leading higher educational
institution in the region, Central Asians from ten nationalities made up
22.5 per centof the student body, Russians 69.8 per cent.”

Perhaps the major educational development in Central Asia during

the next decades occurred during the Second World War. Nazi German
armies did not penetrate into Central Asia, but the conflict in Eastern
and Western Europe forced the Soviet government to transfer large
numbersofits highly educated people to the East for their survival and
security, away from the embattled sectors of the USSR. To the villages
and towns of Central Asia came many experienced scholars, writers,
poets, dramatists, editors, film makers and other cultural figures. One

direct effect of that displacement madea lasting impact upon the higher
educational structure and practice in the five capitals of the Union
Republics in the region.

The relocated scholars and the authorities in Moscow took action to
establish branches of the union-wide USSR Academy of Science in
Central Asia, starting in 1943. Simultaneously, the administrators shifted
whole scholarly institutions such as the Moscow Institute for Oriental
Studies into the area from the beleaguered cities. They also organized in
the Central Asian State University (SAGU) (later titled the TashkentState
University named for V. I. Lenin) in Tashkent in 1942 a new faculty for
Western philology and in 1944 a faculty for Eastern philology. Training
in European languages greatly improved as well, for many individuals
competent in English, German, French andclassical Western languages

suddenly becameavailable as instructors. Perhaps more important, they
broughtto the institutions of the area a higher standard than before of
pedagogical mastery of the teaching of language,literature and related
subjects.”

The proportion of Central Asians studying in higher educational
institutions (VUZy) of the region grew tremendously in the decades
following the Second World War. By the academic year 1976-7, for
example, in the VUZy of Uzbekistan, which served manynationalities in
addition to Uzbeks, the percentage of Central Asians had reached its
highest point to that date: 70.78 of enrolment, compared with 15 per
cent Russians and 14.22 per cent Jews, Tatars, Ukrainians and other
outsiders,?> a far cry from the imbalance that characterized the enrolments
in earlier decades. That large improvementin enrolments of indigenous
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studentsresulted not from a shift in the language ofinstruction to Uzbek
or another Central Asian tongue. Rather, the young generationsoflocal
people had bythattime learned Russian from theearly grades of primary
school and now had the competence to advance through the upper
levels of an educational system copied from that of Russia and generally
using Russian as its language ofinstruction. Soviet authorities put ever
greater pressure upon Central Asian schools to advance the teaching of
Russian in place of any other language, including the mother tongue.
Assimilation and Russification, the ideologists felt, could proceed most
rapidly when school children knew Russian as well as or better than their
own national language. Administrators and teachers gave this goal their
highest priority as late as the 1970s and 1980s. A formal report by the
Ministry of Education of Uzbekistan in 1978 pointed out that 22,000
persons taught Russian in the schools, that 82 per cent of them had
received a higher education and that 2,775 young specialists in the
Russian language had graduated and goneto assigned places during the
1978-9 school year alone.’®

In Kazakhstan’s capital, Almati, foreign visitors often encounter Kazakh
or Uyghuruniversity students who cannot speak their own tongue well
enough to express ideas and complex thoughts,either freely or without
mistakes. Those interviewed by the author of this report early in the
1990s regretfully admitted that this embarrassed them in the new environ-
ment of the decade. Their deficiency in the mother tongue obviously
resulted from the great emphasis placed upon living and striving to
succeed in a Russified environment and communicating in Russian to the
exclusion of Kazakh or Uyghur, in this case. More than an embarrass-
ment, their lack of commandofthefirst official language of the republic
handicaps some of the brightest and best-trained young people in their
desire to contribute to the strengthening of national awareness and group
identity of the Kazakh or Uyghurnationality in a time of drastic cultural
change. The imposition of a foreign medium of communication upon
the higher educational institutions did not constitute the only difficulty

faced by Central Asian students, but somefeatures ofthe system evolved
under Soviet conditions would soon change in certain republics.

University students in the 1970s and 1980s increasingly gained a
broader perspective concerning the affairs of the Soviet Union. Many
went to institutions in Russia or Ukraine, where many students had
contact with their more informed coevals from the Baltic or Central
European countries. In addition, radio broadcasts, growing numbers of
European and American students and other visitors, and greater access
than previously to publications issued in the West, all combined to make
the Central Asian professor and his students more aware of university
life and developments occurring abroad.
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Underthese conditions, the students in higher educational institutions
becameless passive, spoke more openly aboutpolitical and social affairs,
and displayed muchless caution in attitudes toward authority than did
their elders, whostill remembered only too well the terrible treatment of
intellectuals, writers and academic figures in the 1920s and 1930s.

This awareness of past abuses combined with a resurgent desire
among Central Asiansto assert their ethnic group identity, long checked
by CommunistParty policies against nationalism and by the ethnocentrism
of the Russians controlling those policies. On 17-18 December 1986
this urge for expression of ethnic feeling burst out unexpectedly among
university students in Almati. When they heard the news that the USSR-
wide leaders had abruptly replaced the Kazakh leader of the Communist
Party branch of Kazakhstan with a Russian, the students and towns-
people interpreted the act as one more demeaning moveagainst Kazakhs.
They took to the streets, massing and protesting in the square before the
main governmentbuilding in the city. Before the affair came to an end,
many hours later, militia members wielding clubs and more lethal
weapons had killed an unreported number and injured many more
students. A memorial to the casualities has appeared atthesite.?’

Conformity and Abuses of Freedom in the Independent States

When the USSR fell apart in 1991, the collapse compelled the five
Central Asian Union Republics to act independently. This caught them
badly prepared for their separate responsibilities. None of these
unfledged republics had ever faced decisions alone in the cultural field
or any other, so persistent andall-encompassing had the managementof
the Communist Party and Moscow’stutelage remained since the 1920s.
Amonginnumerable requirements in the sphere of education, the need
for a radical alteration in the organization and structure ofinstitutions
might have seemed one of the most pressing. Instead, the authorities,
themselves products of the Soviet ideology and system, opted for the
most part to continue the arrangements inherited from the previous
centralized state and its potent bureaucracy.

That decision carried with it the implication that many pernicious
practices widespread under the previous, Russian-dominated regime
would also survive under Central Asian leadership, as indeed they did.
Several teachers in secondary schools and in higher educational institu-
tions at different times recounted for the author of this chapter serious
incidents of pressure applied by politicians upon instructors. Usually,
they simply ordered the teacher to pass students who hadfailed, or to
raise low grades to levels that would qualify an applicant for admission
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to a university. One who refused to acquiesce soon found himself
arrested and serving a prison term. Under such conditions, bribery and
extortion are also frequent occurrences.

Once again, students brought upon themselves the wrath of the

militia sent by political authorities to stifle their protests. On 16 January
1992, soon after Uzbekistan declared its independence, severe student
unrest broke out in Tashkent State University, perhaps the Republic’s
main institution for higher education. The new government, like its
predecessor, blamed whatit called intrigue meantto discredit Uzbekistan
for this outbreak. It sent heavy militia and secret police detachments to
university campuses to rout students violently from their dormitories
and classroomsby force. Dispatches reported. the deaths of two students
and injuries by the score. In the aftermath, the authorities choseto exhibit
their toughness by closing down the entire university at once, sendingall
students to their villages and towns, and indefinitely halting their
university education.”

In contrast, Kyrgyzstan’s educators took specific steps to prevent
abuses commonin the years before independence. Students had pre-

viously received admission to higher educational institutions on the basis
of an oral examination. Thatlentitself to corruption, for questioners often
would ‘receive payment for good marks’, according to an educationist
from the republic. Now, in order to circumventthat practice, adminis-

trators initiated a programme of computer-verified tests for every
student applying to higher educational institutions.”
Human rights organizations in the West reported numbersofcases in

which teachers or students suffered deprivation of employment or
education for reasons unrelated to performancein school. Recently, an
instance of reprisals taken against a pupil in order to punish his father
for political dissent has become public knowledge. In March 1994, school

administrators expelled a twelve-year-old boy from the Turgut Ozal
Lyceum (named for the deceased president of the Republic of Turkiye)
in Ashgabat ‘because of the boy’s father’, Ak-MuhammedVelsapar, a
writer and social-political activist. Through this retaliation, the police
hoped to curb the father’s insistence upon using the right of free
speech.”

The Turkmenistan authorities took similar action in 1993 against a
memberofthe organization Agzybirlik (Society for the Protection of the
Turkmen Language), intending to stifle his criticism of undemocratic
government policies and actions. He reported that ‘(government
authorities] have tormented members of my family terribly, including my
younger brother ... who works at [an educational institution]. They
constantly harass him and have already twice told him “we know who
you are, so leave”. It’s a miracle heis still working at the moment.!
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This kind of extra-legal police activity, obviously condoned by the
political leadership, occurs continually in the three hard-line dictatorships
of the region, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. The Turkmeni-
stan case provides clear examples of unconstitutional measures taken by
the leadership andillegal behaviour onthe partof the militia (police), for
Articles 35 and 36 ofits statutes, accepted 18 May 1992, guarantee the
right of‘every single citizen’ to an education andto professional training
at the different levels.*

Theconstitutions of the other two authoritarian states of Central Asia
also include provisions promising some education to their citizens. The
draft constitution of the Republic of Tajikistan, broadcast 19 April 1994,
states in its Article 44 that ‘each person hasthe right to education. The
state guarantees access to free general education’, but goes no further.
Uzbekistan’s constitution, adopted 8 December 1992, provides in Article

41 that “Each[citizen] has the right to an education. The state guarantees
that [he/she] will receive a free general education. School matters are
under the surveillance ofthestate.’

Like school teachers who engage in political activity frowned on by
the authorities, professors and instructors in the university system of
Uzbekistan in the 1990s have increasingly experienced economic and
political discomfort when they have tried to express views that diverge
from those held by governmentleaders and officials. The police jailed
Pulatjon Okhunov, a school teacher in the Andijan sub-region, for his
‘anti-government’ activity in a parliamentary commission investigating
Uzbekistan’s favourable response to the coup d'état attempted against
President Mikhail S. Gorbachev’s government in late August 1991.
Authorities attempting to suppress actions in support of human rights in
Central Asia arrested Hazratqul Khudayberdiev, senior researcher in the
TashkentIrrigation Institute Saniiri and a human rights activist, on a
trumped-up charge of ‘anti-government’ activity on 9 December 1992,
when he returned from an international conference on humanrights
held in Kyrgyzstan. In January 1993 police laid a similar charge against
Shurit Ismatullaev, former assistant professor of mathematics, Tashkent

State University, ostensibly for ‘anti-government’actions butin reality in
reprisal for his work as co-chairman of the Birlik Popular Movement.
Manyother instances of such harassment of academic, journalistic and
literary figures have occurred in the Uzbekistan Republic under the
presidency of Islam A. Karimovsince 1992.¥

Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan, in themselves both closer to functioning
as open societies — though Kazakhstan exhibits a greater tendency than
Kyrgyzstan toward political one-man rule — appear to make the greatest
effort in Central Asia to expose their educational systems to worldwide
standards of performance and ideas of academic freedom. The consti-
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tution of the Kyrgyz Republic, adopted 5 May 1993,in its Article 32 goes
much further than the statutes of the remaining Central Asian docu-

ments. It establishes the right of each citizen to an education, making a
basic education both free and obligatory, and affirms cach person’s right

to receive it in a state school, free of charge. The constitution secures

access forall to professional, specialized and higher education, accord-
ing to the abilities of each applicant. It also opens up the possibility of
private education in institutions established underlawsofthe state. Like
the Uzbekistan constitution, Kyrgyzstan’s statute asserts the state’s

control over establishments for educational training.»
In Kazakhstan’s constitution, the language ofArticle 24 differs a little

from that of Kyrgyzstan by discussing the principle of private education

in greater detail. It asserts the right of each citizen of the Republic to an

education, including a free middle school, middle special school, and

higher education in state educational institutions. The statute allows for
the possibility of a paid education, and declares that the Republic will
assist in the developmentofprivate education, of science and of culture
with state support. No specific provision grants rights to supervision by
the state over education.*

The operative portion ofall these constitutional provisions parallels

Article 45 in the old USSR constitution adopted in 1977. Besides stating
the right of all citizens to education, it promised tuition-free middle

schoolinstruction for youngsters, and free textbooks. It also made pro-

vision for schools in the pupils’ native languages, facilities for night
school and homestudy, and the developmentof professional-technical
(vocational) and middle special and higher education, on the basis of ‘a
linkage between study and life, study and production’, meaning training
with a practical orientation.*”

That requirementreflected an early Soviet pattern in education. From
the time that the USSR leadership in Moscowestablished the Uzbekistan
and Turkmenistan Soviet Socialist Republics it had obliged students to
undertake additional work for the government outside the classroom,
often at manual labour. Beginning in 1925, the law required those
receiving stipends for study to earn their ‘free’ education by giving a
year’s paid service to the state for each year’s stipend they received.*

In addition, it soon became the practice to roust most able-bodied

teachers, professors, older pupils and students out of the lecture halls,

laboratories and schoolroomsandinto the fields during the weeks of the

autumn season forintensive cotton picking. This organized mobilization

of the academic community for voluntary unpaid field labour has

continued into the mid-1990s.
The Minister of Public Education, Republic of Uzbekistan, in a report

issued in Russian since his government’s adoption of the Law on
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Educational Reform in July 1992, fails to mention the cotton picking and
other distractions built into the educational calendar.*® He does refer
briefly to what he terms ‘negative tendencies’ in the educational system
during previous decades. He points to the monotony and formalism
suffocating instruction, doubtless the consequence of the conformity
exacted by administrators and delivered by teachers fearful of economic
and political reprisal. He mentions the weaknessof links between science
and industry and the oversupply ofspecialists coming out of the system.
Except for the paltry budgets so detrimental to healthy schooling and

university training that he mentions, most of his complaints point more
to problems of poor managementthan to governmentabuses of academic
freedom.

The Minister and most officials in Central Asia leave unmentioned
the very serious problem of censorship. It represents a side to gover-
nance inherited from Czarist and Soviet practice, one that leads to a
pervasive abuse of academic freedom and human rights generally. The
censoring of mail and press, publishing and broadcast media continues
in the authoritarian republics and to some extent elsewhere. Before the
partial opening of Soviet society by the reforms introduced underPresi-
dent Mikhail S. Gorbachev beginning in 1986, the network of censors

exercised great control over all expressions of fact, opinion or ideas.
Censorship still obstructs the attempts of the new republics to

innovate and enlighten the societies. Such matters as the creation and

circulation of new textbooks for schools and universities, endeavours
still centralized in these states, struggle under controls and censorship to
reach rational goals.*” The feeling prevalent among mostcitizens that
they must practise self-censorship may have damaged the freedoms of
speech, press, and performance arts even more than persistent surveil-
lance by official watchdogs. In Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan,
no internal free press exists. Exiles and emigrants print newspapers and
small magazines in Moscow,Istanbul and the USA and endeavour to

introduce them into Central Asia, with some success.*! The burden of

censorship not only enforces conformity with the state-centred ideology,

but also creates social tension that poisons the academic and cultural
atmosphere within the region,in spite of tentative structural advances or

the broadening of contacts with the outside world.”
Thus, continuance ofofficial censorship remains the second most

powerful measure, after compulsory academic conformity, employed by
undemocratic regimes in Central Asia to fend off the threat from dan-
gerous thoughts, those ideas that subvert undeserved authority and are

quite natural to the play of mind and imagination in creative educational
enterprise.

In the Central Asia of the 1990s, the ideologists of authoritarianism
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confront an expanding educational spectrum within the secular system.
Besides the small enrolments in the token Islamic seminary and institute
founded by the Soviet government in Bukhara and Tashkent decades
earlier, local authorities since 1991 have seen the thousands of youngsters

attending the new networks of maktabs, energetically established by
believers in the Farghana Valley and elsewhere. This has happened along
with the building and rebuilding of hundreds of neighbourhood mosques
largely at people’s expense and with their voluntary labour, a develop-
ment materially encouraged by aid from the governments of Saudi
Arabia and Pakistan. The phenomenon, like the independent Central
Asian republics’ re-entry into international trade and affairs, surely points
to a natural growth ofdiversity that will endow people ofthe region with
ever-broadening possibilities for a good education,in spite of the current
political attempts to dictate its limits.
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Academic Freedom and

Educational Rights in Pakistan
POO RE OCHO SHOTSSHES DEDESHEOCHKETES BES BEDE OEPOR DEORE ODE DEOREORHOESOE SES OTOH OREDETDOSRORESDEORED

Pervez Hoodbhoy

Pakistan presents something of a paradox among developing countries.
It has a vigorous economy which, for over two decades, has averaged a
growth rate of around 6 per cent per annum.Assuchit ranks among the
top ten most rapidly growing economies of the world. While Pakistan
can be compared most closely with India, the casual visitor to both
countries will note a relatively higher general standard ofliving in
Pakistan and will see less of the grinding poverty commonplace in India.
It is also a relatively open society which is closely integrated into the
global economy. Pakistanis travel extensively to the Middle East, Europe
and the United States for employment, and there is a free flow of goods
to and from the country. Since the end of martial law (1977-88) under
General Zia-ul-Haq, the Pakistani press has been fairly free to criticize
the government. In spite of steady pressure from Islamists, the legal
system continuesto belargely based uponsecular principles rather than
the Islamic Shariah (law). In contrast to Islamic countries like Saudi Arabia
and Iran, women in Pakistan can be seen unveiled in public places and,
like Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto, a few hold positionsof significance.
Thetelevision dish antenna has not been bannedin Pakistan although a
few religious groups have madethis demand.

From the point of view of intellectual freedom permitted by the
government to academics in the country’s universities, Pakistan can be
considered as only mildly repressive, at least in the post-martial law
period. Toillustrate the point, there is a legal requirement, dating back
to the martial law period, that no university teacher may publish in a
newspaper or journal any article which has not been cleared by the
‘competent’ authorities. In practice this rule is never implemented. The
cynic may well point out that Pakistani universities are intellectually
sterile and that, with the exception of a handful, there are no academics
whohavesocial criticism to make — andso there is not much to write
about, anyway. This is a valid issue which goes beyondtraditional concerns
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about academic freedom, and it will be considered in detail later. But it

serves to reinforce the contention that direct repression by the Pakistani

state has been at a lowerlevel than in many developing countries. As one

quantitative indicator of this level, since 1947 about 12-15 university

teachers, mostly junior faculty, have been dismissed from their jobs for

their political beliefs. Six have served jail sentences, and one has been

tortured by the authorities. None have been dismissed orjailed since

1988, when martial law ended with General Zia’s death in a mysterious

plane crash.

Unfortunately, the advantages provided by the near absence of govern-

mentrepression in the country’s universities, and reasonable social and

economic progress, have not sufficed to create either a free academic

environmentor a viable education system — one which would equip the

country’s citizens with the ideas and skills necessary for the modern age.

Pakistan’s education system compares poorly even with those in many

poorer, African countries. Responsible for this is the lop-sided nature of

Pakistan’s development, the unresponsiveness of successive govern-

ments to basic social needs, the unchecked corruption in government

education departments, the huge outlays on defence which consume

around 35 per centof the annual budget, and the dizzying pace at which

Pakistan’s population continues to expand. This last factor cannot be

overemphasized:in 1947, whenthe Indian sub-continent waspartitioned

into India and Pakistan, the territory which is now Pakistan had a popu-

lation of around 28 million. Today this number has increased to about

130 million, and the growth rate remains steady at around 3.1 per cent.

Indicators of the quality of life show a marked failure in the social

sector. Based upon considerations such as life expectancy, per capita

income, and educational attainments, the United Nations Human Deve-

lopment Report (1993) ranked Pakistan at 136 out of 173 states (India

ranks 146). Education in Pakistan is widely regarded as one of the

principal failings of the state to provide for its citizens. The figures

below are indicative of the quantitative dimensionsofthis failure.’

CRISIS OF QUANTITY

Children not in school 27.9 million

Illiterate adults (15+) 43.5 million

Mean schooling 1.9 years

Daily newspapers 15 per 1000 persons

Primary enrolment 57%

Secondary enrolment 22%

Higher education enrolment 19%
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The low participation rate ofchildren in education, as indicated by these
figures, is inextricably linked to the issues of poverty and the role of
children as wage-earners for their families. An estimated 10 million
children are part of the Pakistani labour force and, with the exception of

certain occupations such as mining,child labouris notillegal. Working
conditions for children are not regulated by laws, and unions of adult
workers are not interested in child-related issues. The murder in April
1995 of Iqbal Masih, the 13-year old Christian leader and president of
the Bonded Child Carpet Workers Association (BCCWA),briefly stirred
national discussion on the wider issue of child labour. This was partly
provoked by the cancellation, after the murder, of millions of dollars’

worth of orders by European and US carpet importers who, under
pressure from human rights groups in their respective countries, declared
that they would not import carpets produced by child workers. A com-
prehensive study of child labour in India and Pakistan is now available.?

The scarcity of educational opportunities, while an importantfailing
ofthestate, is a dimension of Pakistani education which has beenreadily
acknowledged by all Pakistani governments. Such admissions are useful
when attempting to solicit international sympathy and financial aid for
education. But scarcity may not be the most importantfailing of an
educational system which suffers from at least four major ailments, the
cure for which cannot be sought by any meansotherthan bycreating a
national will for change and far-ranging policy reforms. These ailments
are:

* Poorquality of instruction and management in governmentschools,
colleges, and universities. The stress is overwhelmingly upon memori-
zation and reproduction of textbook materials. There is large-scale
cheating in examinations. Violence on campusesby studentgroupsis
common. Manysuch groups are armed with high-powered automatic
weaponsfreely available in the aftermath of the Afghanistan war.

* Twisted goals of education and misrepresentation of historical facts,
designed to serve the ideological ends of the Pakistani state. It is
significant to note both what is taught and what is not. To create
enmity against India is considered a goal of school education and is
vigorously pursued. In the process of appointment of university and
college faculty, candidates are often asked questions on the ‘Ideology
of Pakistan’ and on Islamic matters.

* A two-tracked system of schools and universities, one side of which
is high-cost, high-quality private while the otheris low-cost, low-quality
government. The excessive disparity in educational opportunities
reflects the highly skewed distribution of income and power in
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Pakistani society. This disparity perpetuates and enlarges the chasm

between the privileged and unprivileged.

* Religious sectarianism and violence, due to a fast-growing third track

ofreligious seminaries (madrassahs) which are run byreligious groups

in the country, often in competition with each other and often with

foreign funding. Students in these institutions are brutalized regularly,

thrashed mercilessly, and brainwashed into blind obedience. The

meteoric rise of the Pakistan-trained Ta/iban (religious students) as a

powerful military force in Afghanistan has focusedattention on the

highly political nature of the madrassahs in Pakistan.

In the remainder ofthis chapter, the implications for academic free-

dom and educational rights posed by each of the four issues will be

discussed in some detail.

Poor Quality

Are declarations of educational rights? meaningful without a definition

of education and at least someyardstick of quality?* Take, for example,

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights whichstates that free primary

education is a fundamental right, or the World Declaration On Edu-

cation For All which was adoptedatJomtien (Thailand) in 1990. Probably

because it was too hard to arrive at a consensusat these meetings, there

was no specification in the resulting documents of what constitutes a

minimum standard of basic education. While this may have been a prag-

matic necessity of the time, one cannot evade this fundamental point

indefinitely. To do so will leave states with the possibility of declaring

arbitrary increases in primary education without there being commensu-

rately large increases in real learning. With time, as loans and grants by

international donors become conditional on educational performance,

the temptation for states to cheat may becomelarger. Hence a universal

criterion setting minimum standards for primary education is highly

desirable. In principle one should have universal definitions of edu-

cational quality for other levels, too, but this is probably too difficult to

achieve.
The question of educational quality in Pakistan must be seen against

the backdropofits formal education system. This is divided into a five-

year primary schoolstage, a five-year secondary schoolstage, two years

of ‘intermediate’ studies, and higher education in colleges and univer-

sities leading to Bachelors and post-graduate degrees. We shall now

examine the quality of performanceat each ofthe three stages in turn.
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PRIMARY SCHOOLS

In Pakistan, especially in rural areas, primary schools have poorly
qualified and poorlypaid teacherswithlittle interest in their work. Once
employed, as governmentservants they are almost impossible to sack.
Most schools lack drinking water and toilets, and relatively few have
proper blackboards, chairs, and desks. Almost no schools have brightly

coloured posters, charts, or other learning aids. Learning consists of
memorizing the textbooks. This is generally achieved by repeatedly
chanting sections of the book. The teaching method is highly authori-
tarian, questioning is discouraged, and physical punishments are
routinely inflicted. Students in rural areas and poor urban neighbour-
hoodsare often expected to bring their teacher gifts or do his or her
personal chores. The harsh school environmentis responsible for very
high dropout rates and accounts for a participation rate of less than 25
per cent at the high school] matriculation level. Corruption in govern-
ment departments exacts a heavy toll — it is estimated that there are tens

of thousands of ‘shadow’ teachers drawing full salaries who ‘work’ in
about 10,000 ‘ghost schools’all over the country. These are schools that
exist on paper only but are paid for out of government funds for
education.
A recent UNICEF-sponsored survey entitled ‘Basic Competencies of

Children in Pakistan’, undertaken in 1994 by the National Institute of
Psychology at Quaid-e-Azam University, Islamabad, sheds considerable
light upon the performance of primary schools in the country.5 The

object of the survey was to assess the proficiency of 11-12 year old
Pakistani children in life-skills knowledge, reading, writing and arith-
metic. Typical questions asked in the life-skills part were: ‘Who is the
prime minister of Pakistan?’ and ‘Whyis it good to use latrine?’

Questions were asked in Urdu,the national language. The study sampled
2,582 children in 180 different locations in Pakistan and included remote
areas as well ascities.

The findings of the survey showedthat Pakistani children are reason-
ably competent in rote reading, numeracy andarithmetic, writing from
dictation, and reading from the Holy Quran (compulsory subject). But
reading with comprehension,life-skills knowledge, and letter writing
ability are extremely poor. It was found that children not attending
school were in fact quicker at mental mathematics. The quantum of
skills absorbed in the average school environment was found to be so
small that over three-quarters ofall fifth graders do not qualify as being
literate according to the international definition of literacy. The
conclusion is inescapable: Pakistani primary schools are largely
dysfunctional.
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SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Secondary schools are generally better off than primary schools in terms

of physical facilities, but the quality of teachersis little better. Several

other factors also impoverish the quality of instruction. The most basic

oneis the curriculum which, by an act of parliament, is uniform for the

entire country. No deviations are permitted. Devised by ‘experts’ in the

Ministry of Education, the curriculum often has the wrong emphases,

contains outdated concepts, and does not provide for a relevant and

useful education. There appears to be a preoccupation with the propaga-

tion of Islamic and national ideological doctrines rather than the

education of children in useful disciplines. This issue will be dealt with

at length subsequently.
A second factor is the poor quality of textbooks prescribed by the

government. Government-run Textbook Boards were brought into

existence about 15 years ago to provide cheap textbooks to students.

These have degenerated into thinly veiled profiteering rackets. The

officials of these boards, together with their favoured authors, make

huge profits by producing sub-standard, badly written and unattractive

books that have frequent conceptual, pedagogical, and printing mistakes.

In a situation where teachers havelittle independent knowledge oftheir

subjects, and the textbook is virtually the only source of knowledge, the

consequences ofthis are serious. Fortunately, the government has now

agreed in principle to allow private publishers to compete for officially

prescribed textbooks.
Even more damaging than the lack of good textbooks is the absence

of a fair, reliable, and accurate system of educational assessment. Paki-

stani education is strongly examination-driven: examinations determine

what books students learn from, the topics they consider important, the

skills they choose to develop or neglect, and the qualities they value in

their teachers. As the culmination of the educational process, exams are

considered to be the yardsticks by which the success orfailure of learning

is to be measured. Unfortunately, locally administered examinations have

become unreliable for judging student performance. They merely test

rote learning and frequently have wrong orill-posed questions. Corruption

is widespread, even by the government’s own admission.It is estimated

that about a third ofall students cheat, and officials make huge profits

by leaking papersoraltering results.
The upshotof the combinedfailings has been poor internalization of

skills at the secondary schoollevel. This is easier to measure in maths

and science than in other subjects. A survey of proficiencies in these

subjects, carried out in 1983, placed Pakistani studentsin class 11 at par

with Japanese students in class 6. Reading and writing skills are also

seriously deficient.®
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UNIVERSITIES

Universities have grown in number from just one in 1947 to 24,
including four private sector universities, in 1995. The total enrolmentis
less than 75,000 students, which is less than 2 per cent of the eligible
population. This means that the vast majority of Pakistanis do not have
opportunities for pursuing university education. Yet it can be argued
plausibly that higher education in the governmentsector has expanded
so rapidly that quality has had to besacrificed in the pursuit of quantity.
This expansion was also at the expense of primary and secondary
education, and took place in spite of the fact that it was impossible to
have adequate numbers of qualified and competentteachers to staff the
new institutions. In consequence, the majority of Pakistani universities
werestill-born and have yet to showsigns ofvitality.

Pakistan’s state universities today present a vast intellectual desert
with occasional oases. Serious discussionsofscientific, philosophic, social,
and political issues are infrequent and these too takeplace in only three
or four universities. Research is carried out in just a handful of university
departments. The overwhelming majority of faculty in the state univer-
sities are recruited internally, creating a cycle wherein former students

move over to teaching positions. Faculty promotions are essentially
independent of performance and exercise of patronageis oftencritical in
landing a job. There being no quality criteria, no university teacher has
everlost his job for incompetenceand salaries are determined entirely by
seniority. The influx of outsiders as faculty, once substantial at selected
universities, has almost completely stopped because of manifestly
unattractive working conditions, as well as the salary structure.

From theearly 1950s to the early 1970s, there had been a Left-wing
presence on most Pakistani campuses. But, belonging firmly to the pro-
American, anti-communist ‘Free World’, the Pakistani state considered
Leftist student power as a threat to be countered with numerous
stratagems. These included introducingpaid ‘students’ as counter-forces,
bans on the hiring of left-wing university faculty, and various levels of
censorship for progressiveliterature. Islamic forces, ideologically opposed
to socialism, were deliberately cultivated; the Islami Jamiat-e-Talaba
established itself as the dominant force on many campuses with the
implicit, and sometimes explicit, backing ofthe state. But in the 1990s
the picture is quite different andtheleft wing is nowhere to be seen. This
essentially happened after General Zia’s martial law, and studentpolitics
was marked by a return to more primitive, basic loyalties. Today
students, as well as teachers, are generally split along tribal, ethnic,
linguistic, or sectarian lines. Many student groups haveaffiliation to
someparticular brand of Islam. Students and teachers belonging to the
Abmediyya sect, which was excommunicated from Islam by an act of
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Pakistan’s National Assembly in 1974, face harassment, threats, and

physical beatings. Since the Afghan war, automatic weapons have

becomefreely available and are displayed by opposing groups on cam-

puses.It is still customary for the governmentof the day to nurture a

‘friendly’ student group andto aid it againstits rivals.

Thepresent situation in the state universities is such that students —

and their parents — demand degrees without simultaneously demanding

that these should have a modicum of actual learning associated with
them. The university system obliges, continuously loweringits standards.

The government, which is by far the largest single employer, does not

discriminate between candidates on the basis of real competence or

achievement and merely goes by marks and divisions. So, while the

employmentutility of certificates and degrees to individuals remains

high, the social utility of university education in Pakistan has become

doubtful.
This bleak picture of Pakistani universities has profound implications

for academic freedom. As remarked at the beginning of this chapter, the

curbs imposed by governmentare relatively inconsequential today.

Rather, it is the suffocating Islamist-dominated atmosphere in the

universities, generated by students and teachers, which is hostile to

genuine enquiry and open debate — as well as to music, painting, and the

fine arts.’ This is whysolittle social commentary andcriticism originates

from the universities. Paradoxically, the vibrancy of the Pakistani press

owes almost everything to people from outside — free-wheelingintellec-

tuals, journalists, retired judges and lawyers, and so forth.

Twisted Goals

Declarations on universal education are silent about an issue of great

importance: should education be concerned with the propagation of

only truthful facts and statements? Conversely, does the propagation of

slanted facts or outright falsehoods — designedto suit the exigencies and

ideological needs ofa state — also qualify as education? Goinga step yet

further, are the rights of a child violated if he or she is subjected to

deliberately falsified information in the process of education? One hopes

that future declarations on education and humanrights will attempt to

deal with such admittedly complex questions. Fortunately, on another

importantissue the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights is clear

and unequivocal. It states that “Education ... shall promote understanding,

tolerance and friendship amongall nations, racial or religious groups,

and further the activities of the United Nations for the maintenance of

peace’.
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These considerations suddenly became important to the question of
educational rights in Pakistan after General Zia took over the reins of
the state. Pledging to divorce education from liberal and secular ideals,
he saw education as an important meansofcreating an Islamized society
and an instrument for forging a new national identity based upon the

‘Ideology of Pakistan’. The first task was to rewrite history books, a task
which began in earnest in 1981 when the general declared compulsory
the teaching of Pakistan Studies to all degree students, including thoseat
engineering and medical colleges.* Shortly thereafter, the University
Grants Commission issued a directive to prospective book authors
specifying that the objective of the new courseis to ‘induce pride for the
nation’s past, enthusiasm for the present, and unshakable faith in the
stability and longevity of Pakistan’. To eliminate possible ambiguities of
approach, authors were given the following directive:

To demonstrate that the basis of Pakistan is not to be found in racial,
linguistic, or geographical factors, but, rather, in the shared experience ofa
commonreligion. To get students to know and appreciate the Ideology of
Pakistan, and to popularize it with slogans. To guide students towards the
ultimate goal of Pakistan — the creation of a completely Islamized State.”

Thenceforth, historical truths became a casualty to ideological expe-
diencies: all of a sudden the ‘Ideology of Pakistan’ emerged as the
historical force which had motivated the movement for Pakistan, Jinnah
(its leader at partition in 1947) became a manoforthodoxreligious views
who soughtthe creation of a theocratic state, and the religious w/ama
(leaders) emerged as the genuine heroes of the Pakistan Movement.

It will not be opportune here to engage the reader in a detailed
refutation of the above historical distortions. It may suffice to remark
that, in stark contrast to later textbooks, no textbook written prior to
1977 contains mention of the ‘Ideology of Pakistan’. Nor does one find
any mention ofJinnah as seeking to be thearchitect of a state ruled by
Islamic Law. Further,it is a fact that the role of the w/ama in the creation
of Pakistan had been a very mixed one — manyreligious leaders had
opposed the creation of Pakistan because of the secular nature of
Jinnah’s leadership, as well as other reasons. Textbooks written after
1981 also contained blatantly racist caricatures of Hindus and openly
sought to enhance communal antagonisms. Hindus were portrayed as
cunning and treacherous, obsessively seeking to settle scores with their
erstwhile masters, and sometimes as physically dirty.
An effort has been made by the present government of Benazir

Bhutto to rectify some of the above distortions in textbooks. Butthis
has yet to show solid results. Many officials in the education departments
have affiliation with the right-wing Jamaat-e-Islami party and see it as
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quite proper that students should be roused to anti-Indian and ant-

Hindu sentiments. For example, the 1994 curriculum document for

primary education, issued by the Ministry of Education’s National

Bureau Of Curriculum and Textbooks, specifies that Class V children

should, among other things, be able to:

* Understand Hindu and Muslim differences and the resultant need for

Pakistan.
* Acknowledge and identify forces that may be working against

Pakistan.

* Understand India’s evil designs against Pakistan.
* Understand the Kashmir problem.
* Make speeches on Jehad and Shahadat (martyrdom).

While General Zia continues to be blamed by the present government

for virtually all the ills in the country, the fact is that, when confronted

by Islamists, the government of Benazir Bhutto retreats hastily and

endorses and perpetuates Zia’s policies. For example, a law to protect

the Holy Prophet against blasphemy, which carries death as the

minimum penalty,is still in effect. Appointments to the Federal Public

Service Commission, and to colleges and universities, still require that

candidates be knowledgeable in matters related to Islam and Pakistan.

This is true for candidatesin all fields, including scientific and technical

ones. Questions that have been asked in the recent past include:

* What are the names of the Holy Prophet’s wives?
* Recite Dua-e-Qanut (a rather difficult prayer).

* Give the various names of God.

The few candidates who have refused to answer such questions, on

groundsthat they are irrelevant, have been turned down. While the

policy of asking questions ofthe type listed above remainsin force, less

emphasis is placed upon it in present times.

Two-Tracked System

The amount and quality of educational opportunities in Pakistan vary

greatly both geographically and across different sections of the popula-

tion. This is not surprising because Pakistan is a country of tremendous

diversity with quite separate peoples at widely varying levels of cultural

and economic development. There are areas inhabited by tribes where

life is mean andrough,rural areas where traditional feudal relations remain

intact in spite of the growing mechanization ofagriculture. Many feudal

lords continue to opposefiercely the establisment of schools in their
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areas of domination. Thentherearecities exhibiting both the sophistica-
tion and squalor typical of Third World urban centres.

Within thecities, the quality of schools varies enormously. Basically,
however, there are two tracks. On oneside are good-quality, English-
medium private schools that prepare students for the ‘O’ and ‘A’level
examinations of Cambridge, Oxford, and London universities. The

results obtained by these students, on average, is superior to that of

English students. A large percentage of students pursue higher education
overseas, and many obtain admission and scholarship to prestigious US
universities. The fees charged by such schools make them totally
inaccessible to all but a tiny percentage of Pakistanis. Typically, the
annual cost of educating one child at a middle-level school ofthis kind
is around US$900, whereas the average incomepercapita is around $450.
Nevertheless, there is a large demand for such schools from a growing
upper-middle class which has the meansto pay for it. Cheaper, more
indigenous, private schools, subscribing to local matriculation boards,
have also made their appearance in increasingly large numbers.’ Most
are in rented houses or rooms, and thereis effectively no government
control on quality. They are the market’s response to an opportunity.

The other track is that of government schools, the failure of which
has fuelled directly the growth of the private sector. These schools are
mostly Urdu-medium (Urduis the national language), free at the primary
level, and cheap at the secondary. Proper school buildings and play-
grounds are more commonthanin private schools. As discussed earlier
in detail, however, they are sorely deficient in the quality of instruction,
use poortextbooks, administer appallingly bad examinations, and generally
have poor or corrupt administration. While teachers are better paid in
government than private schools, their performance is substantially
poorer. Most Pakistanis have no choice but to send their children to
government schools.

In a country where the distribution of wealth and power is highly
skewed, private education at the primary and secondary level represents
a true dilemma. On one hand, equality of opportunity is impossible to
have with the present two-tracked system. Arguably, this is also a
violation of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which states
that ‘primary education shall be free and compulsory for all; secondary
education shall be available and accessible to all; in addition, free
education and financial assistance in case of need shall be introduced
progressively’. To deny quality education to the majority is to perpetuate
a system ofinherited privileges: by its very nature, private, for-profit
education is discriminatory.

Nevertheless the reality of the situation is that privatized schools
cannot be done away with because the government’s ability to administer
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education properly has been eroded with time. One must understand

that the governmentof Pakistan does not govern Pakistan in the same

sense that, say, the government of Germany governs Germany. In

Pakistan the state is weak, and becoming weaker with the assertion of

primal loyalties in every sphere ofnational life. General Zia started this

trend, butits sustained growth is due to the country’s political culture.

Political parties have contributed to this state of affairs by playing on

people’s primal loyalties for immediate gains. The upshotofall this is

that the government hassteadily lost the will to effect reform and

improve governance. No governmentin Pakistan is now able to enforce

its own writ in such key areas as law and order, environmental protec-

tion, tax collection, banking and economic administration, and so on.

Realists accept that the ability of the state to provide or administer

quality education has diminished to the point that it is incapable of

delivering on its promises. Governmentrepresentatives — even the small

minority who mean well — are aware ofthe situation butuse the standard

public rhetoric of the government’s commitmentto educational progress.

In private audience, however, the high-level and middle-level leaders of

the country freely admit that the cancer of corruption andinefficiency in

government has spread to the point where it cannot be controlled.

Improvementof educational quality is seen by them as possible only in

the private sector. Thereis scarcely a governmentfigure of any standing

whose children study in a government school; this stark fact speaks

volumesbyitself.

Religious Sectarianism

Thetraditional vehicle of Islamic education is the madrassah, an institu-

tion which was founded in 1067 AD by Nizam-ul-Mulk in Baghdad.

Madrassahs exist today throughout the Islamic world and their teaching

style and content has changedlittle with time. With the emergence of

Islam as a militant political force globally, their role in Pakistan society

is undergoing a dramatic change. Althoughreliable statistics do notexist,

it appears that both the number of madrassahs and student enrolment are

growing very fast. Presently there are around 8,000 Pakistani madrassahs

with an average enrolment of about 120 students each. If present rates

continue,it is estimated that in 20 years the numberofstudents in these

institutions will equal that in regular schools.
There is no set curriculum in Pakistani madrassahs, including those

which follow the dars-i-nizami. In most institutions, pupils are expected

to sit at the feet of their masters and receive religious training. The

Deoband schoolsystem is an exception;there is a well-defined curriculum
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including memorization of the Quran, exegesis, traditions of the Holy

Prophet, theology, Islamic law, and someofthe ‘rational sciences’. The
latter include philosophy, logic, arithmetic, and (pre-Copernican) astro-
nomy. The overwhelming emphasis, however, is on the religious matters.

Madrassah students gain few vocational skills, and most graduates
aspire to become mullahs associated with some mosque.Little stress is
placed upon reading and writing in the commonly understood language,
Urdu. Literature and poetry are not taught. Textbooks are often in
Arabic, but neither students nor teachers have sufficient mastery of
Arabic to absorb the contents. With the exception of outstandingly
qualified mullahs, called akmas, few understand the difficult language of the
Quran. Learning in the madrassabs takes place largely through memoriza-
tion — and that in an alien language.

The mullahs who tun mzadrassabs see themselves as educators with a
special responsibility. A powerful wx/lah, who boasts of overseeing the
operation of a chain of 135 madrassahs in the province of Punjab, told the
author of this chapter that merely teaching children to read and write in
schools was pointless:

Whatis gained if you teach [the Urduletter] aéffor aam [mango]? It does not
make them better Muslims.It is of no use at all. No, you should teach them:

alif for Allah, bay for bundoog [gun], ‘ay for sop [cannon], and jeem for jehad
Then, and only then, is education meaningful.

Some madrassahs are less prone to inflicting physical violence on
students, but the overwhelming numberare cruel by modern standards.
Most Pakistanis are vaguely aware thatlife in madrassahs is harsh, but
there has been inadequate documentation and only a latent recognition
of this fact. A survey conducted by the Department of Social Work at
Punjab University found appalling evidence:"!

* 83 per cent of children were beaten with wooden andiron rods, and
66 per cent were forced to become murghas — a humiliating and often
painful form of punishment.

* About 17 per cent of children were chained by the feet for not
learning their lessons well enough. Verbal abuse is common.

* About 83 per cent of children did chores for their teachers, and 26
per cent were also forced to perform physical massage. Sexual abuse
is not unusual.

¢ A majority (57 per cent) of children were sent outside the madrassah
to collect food or money,or to sell books from house to house.

In another survey, a team of the AGHSChild Rights Cell visited a
madrassah at Piplan near Mianwali in June 1994.'2 They discovered 46
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students, aged 4-18 years, in chains. The students had horrendoustales

to tell about their mullah teacher, Syed Bashir Hussain Shah. The team

took photographs, interviewed the children and their teacher, and then

informed the administration and police. Pictures of the children in

chains were published in newspapers, and the matter got some inter-

national coverage. Subsequently, the madrassab was raided andthe child-

ren liberated. But in November 1994, a government enquiry found the

mullab innocent of any wrongdoing, including chaining the boys.

Mullahs claim — with some truth — that the parents who bring the

children for religious training to the madrassahs also bring chains with

which the boys are to be boundif they are disobedient or seek to run

away. Parents, which really means fathers, also give permission to the

mullah to beat their offspring as much as is needed to make them learn

the necessary virtues. This brings us to the question: who are the students

consigned to living in the residential madrassahs? Most are children of

impoverished parents, often from a different part of the country. In the

madrassah, they will get enough to eat, be given clothes to wear, have a

bed to sleep in, etc. A few children belong to parents who are enthused

with religion and believe the saying that on the Day of Judgement the

parents ofa hafiz (one who has memorized the Quran) will be blessed by

a luminous crown.It is almost unknown for reasonably well-off parents

to send their children to residential madrassabs, although some do send

them for Quranic instruction to day schools.
Girls play almost no part in madrassah education. Co-education is

strictly forbidden. Even separate seminaries for girls are rare because tra-

dition placeslittle emphasis upon their training — they are considered to

have mindstoo inferior in quality to bear the weightofreligious matters.

Such discrimination may well be considered a blessingin this case.

Theissue ofreligious education has recently come to public attention

because of the alarming spread ofsectarian hatred and violence in the

country. Worshippers of different Islamic sects, believed to be mostly

madrassah students or graduates, have attacked each other savagely. This

has involved numerous assassinations of leaders, bombs tossed into

mosquesfull of praying believers, and a particularly gruesomeseries of

murders in Karachi in 1995 when Shias praying in a mosque were

rounded up and shot one by one in cold blood. A group called the

Anjuman-e-Sipah-e-Sahaba (Soldiers of the Prophet) openlycalls for the

declaration of Shias as non-Muslims and for their physical elimination.

This group, together with otherslike it, has a ready stock of warriors and

martyrs in the madrassabs that it operates. Funding comes from local

sympathizers, the government’s Zakat (charity) fund, and from Saudi

Arabia. Powerful feudal lords are major contributors to these insti-

tutions. Shia madrasahs are supported by Iran.
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Confronted with a potentially catastrophicsituation, in January 1995
the Federal Cabinet announced that the government intended to ban
direct foreign funding of all madrassahs as well as to track down those
which were fanning sectarianism. Military training in madrassahs would be
forbidden; many madrassahs impart full weapons training as preparation
forjehad in Afghanistan, Kashmir, and elsewhere. It was also announced

that an anti-sectarian bill will soon be presented in the National
Assembly. However, this was easier said than done. Religious leaders,
usually deadly rivals of each other, nevertheless joined together to
condemn ‘government interference’ in the running of madrassabs and
denounced it as an assault upontheir religious freedom, and part ofthe
‘international conspiracy’ against Islam.

While the sort of laws being contemplated may serve somewhat to
stem the tide of sectarian intolerance, in the opinion of many they are
toolittle and toolate. For one thing,it is extremely difficult to prove that
a madrassah is engaged in a sectarian act. Much ofthetrainingis oral,jehad
is a religious duty and hence rightfully taught, and inspiring hatred
through the art of rhetoric has a long and honourable tradition. In
principle almostall #udlahs condemnsectarianism, but they are quick to
accuse others of subscribing to this. Sunnis and Shias, Barelvis and
Deobandis readily condemn each other as deviants from the True Path.
All are united in declaring Ahmadisas heretics. Pakistani madrassahs not
only violate the basic human rights of children, but also provide the
fanatics who dream of a bloody revolution bringing to triumph their
particular brand of Islam.

Conclusion

The Pakistani state has failed to provide the overwhelming majority of
its citizens with the means to basic education, or to guarantee education
of reasonable quality to those who do haveaccess to schools, colleges,
and universities. There are over 85 millionilliterates in a population of
130 million. The Bhutto government's plans for enhancing literacy
appear ill-structured, are ad hoc in approach, and therefore seem to be
heading for the same fate as numerousliteracy drives in the past. Large-
scale corruption in the federal and provincial education ministries has
stymied educational progress. Public examinations have lost credibility
because of frequent abuses such as the sale of examination papers and
faked degrees. The low priority given to education is reflected both in
the small budgetoutlay and in the choice ofa federal minister of education
with few sound ideas and evenlessintegrity.

Pakistani education violates the educational and human rights ofits
citizens in fundamental ways. Education of reasonable quality is not
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generally available. The growing economic power of feudal lords, and

their enhanced influencein parliament, has inhibited movement towards

universal education. In the predominantly feudal province of Baluchistan,

for example,the literacy rate among females is around 1 per cent. A still

more alarming fact is that Islamic revivalists continue to consolidate

their control over curricula and textbooks at the school level. Truth is

sacrificed to ideological need in the teaching of history, and educationis

seen as a means ofproducing a generation steeped in pro-Islamic and

anti-Indian values. At the university level, there is little direct govern-

mentinterference in terms of dictating curricula or forbidding faculty

members to express dissenting views in newspapers or journals.

Expressions ofdissent are rare, however, because of self-censorship; the

intolerance of heavily armed right-wing Islamic student groups, mostly

opposed to the government, provides natural brakes.
The failure of the state to provide universal education has led to the

very rapid growth ofreligious seminaries or madrassahs. Students are

taught few useful skills and are regularly beaten and brutalized. With

their strongly sectarian agendas, these institutions produce graduates

whosubstantially raise the level of intolerance in society at large and

denyotherstheright to free expression. The torrentof fanatical graduates

from these institutions will pose the single greatest threat to civil society

in Pakistan in years to come.
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Structural Adjustment,
l Gender and Education

in Central America
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Maria Angélica Fauné

The Aftermath of Crisis and Structural Adjustment

Structural adjustment came to Central America in the midst of one of
the worst crises in the region’s history. After reaching a growth rate of
4.4 per cent in the 1970s, the combined performance of Central American

economies droppedto a bare 0.9 percent in the 1980s following a series
of macro-economic imbalances and a sharp fall in overall output.

The causes of this dramatic downturn included the exhaustion of the
import-substitution model; severe setbacks on the international market
for three ofthefive pillars of the region’s foreign trade (cotton, sugar
and beef); and the plunge taken by the international prices of coffee and
bananas.

Economic depression was compoundedbythe devastating effects of
the escalation of revolution and counter-revolution in El Salvador and
Nicaragua and state-sponsored violence in Guatemala. As well as a high
toll in humau, life, the spread of conflict led to a massive uprooting of
peasants and indigenous people, as rain forests and remote mountain
areas became the main theatres of war and chosen targets of scorched
earth tactics.'! Meanwhile national budgets cracked under the weight of
heavy military and security expenditures,’ and private capital took flight
in the face of social and political instability.

It was in this context that Central American governments committed
themselves to the implementation of adjustment policies sponsored by
the IMF and the World Bank, in an attemptto deal with budgetdeficits,
recurrent balance of payments problems, macro-economic distortions
andtheservicing of huge foreign debts.* Some ofthe adjustments included
downsizing the public sector; the privatization of major state-owned cor-
porations; cutting down expenditures in education, public health, housing,
social security and infrastructure; and the termination of subsidies on the
production ofcereals, the staple food of the region’s population.
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Efforts to revitalize and redirect the economies followed the usual
modernization pattern, seeking to make them more competitive in foreign

markets through incentives to promote non-traditional exports and to

attract new maquilas into the area.> The balance sheet of the adjustment

process showsthatthe policies implemented since the crisis did not go

beyond a series of short-term stabilization efforts. The structural changes

that Central America needsarestill pending. Except for Nicaragua, fiscal,

monetary and financial indicators show a slight improvement. Yet
revitalization and modernization have not been achieved.

Economic growth hasfailed to make significant progress: quite the

opposite is true. Unemployment and underemploymentare on therise,

and with them theservice sector and the informal market. Sixty per cent
of the economically active population (EAP) in rural Central America

operates in the informal sector (self-employed workers, independent

artisans, etc.), as well as about a third of the EAPin the area’s capitals,

except for San José (Fauneé, 1995).
This trends highlight the fact that structural adjustment is deeply

involved with the growth of poverty and particularly extreme poverty in

Central America (Table 10.1). The number of people matching the

official definition of ‘poor’ grew from 12.2 million to 18.1 million in the
decade 1980-90. Peasants and indigenous people were hit the hardestin
that process. In the rural areas, people living in extreme poverty grew

from 46 to 62 per cent during the sameperiod,totalling some 10 million
in 1990. The gap between rural and urban areas propels massive
migrations to the capitals, further accelerating poverty reproduction.

Under conditions of negative per capita growth of the GNP (-1.5 per
cent from 1980 to 1990), the high 2.7 per cent rate of population growth
will inevitably increase poverty. Together with the drastic cuts on public
expenditures mandated by structural adjustment, both factors will
seriously undermine chances of reaching political stability through the
various pacification efforts.

In the 1990s demilitarization of the region will throw out of work
some 150,000 membersofregular and irregular military forces alike, who

will join the 2 million new poor pressing for jobs, land and resources.
New formsof social violence will erupt unless the pacification process
can counton resources andinstitutional meansto guarantee theresettle-
ment of discharged military and guerrillas, as well as thousands of dis-

placed families. New groups may continue to take up armsto assert their
right to makea living, requesting the implementation of the social and
economic guaranteesthat are part of the peace agreements. Letting these

demands go unheeded renders the democratization and pacification

efforts increasingly vulnerable.
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Table 10.1 Central America: Increase of Poverty and Extreme Poverty, 1980-90

(% Total Rural Population)
 

 

 

Extreme Rural

Countries Poverty poverty poor

1980 1990 1980 1990 1980 1990

Costa Rica 27.3 27.7 13.6 18.5 33.3 38.8

El Salvador 70.2 75.4 51.1 52.3 76.9 84.9

Guatemala 63.8 75.8 31.5 52.2 66.7 86.1

Honduras 67.6 76.5 56.8 62.7 67.5 79.3

Nicaragua 63.8 744 33.3 41.8 76.9 87.8

Panama 52.6 54.2 26.3 25.8 75.8 78.8

Region 68.2 68.8 37.6 25.8 69.7 79.0
 

Source: Pérez and Pichardo (1995). Prepared by the authors from data compiled by ECLAC and FLACSO.

The Feminization of Poverty

The growth of poverty runs parallel to a progressive increase in the
number of households headed by women. Because of military violence
and high rates of teenage pregnancies and run-awayfathers,a third ofall
households in the region are run by women. This figure climbs to
beween 40 and 60 per centin areas that are severely affected by poverty,
violence and displacement.© A combination ofall these factors changes
the traditional pattern of income generation, since women now have a
central role, either to compensate for the decreasing buying power of the
male provider or as the sole or principal providers of income.
Women come outas the architects of the survival strategies of these

typically big families, which grow further with the arrival of discharged
former combatants and/or refugees returning home unemployed and
moneyless.’ It is women who manage to guarantee family survival in the
midst of conditions that aggravate the traditional tendency towards the
feminization of unemployment and underemployment.This is particularly
acute among women who seek employmentfor the first time and who
account for some two-thirds of the total. Such a high figure clearly
shows women’s will to becomepart of the workforce, as well as the dis-
criminatory behaviour of the labour market which leads to a rate of
female unemployment twice as high as the male rate in all Central
American countries except Honduras (Fletcher and Renzi, 1995).
A rigid gender division of job opportunities that discriminates against

womenis the rule in both the established market and the informal sector.
Womentoil long hours in low-productivity, low-pay jobs. Forty-four per
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cent of economically active womenin the region’s rural areas are unpaid
houseworkers, against a bare 2 per cent of womenclassified as house-
wives, highlighting the fact that women have almost no access to property
in land.

Inequality shows in women’s salaries as well as in their working con-
ditions. Urban female workersall over Central America earn 20 to 30 per
cent less than men performing the same kind of work, and enjoy even
less job stability and legal protection than their male counterparts.
Women whojoin the packing and processing plants in the modern
agribusinesssector orthe textile industry are hired on a temporary basis,

do piece work, lack social security and are exposed to severe occupational
hazards. Forthe rest, almost the only option open to Central American
women is self-employment in the informal economy to increase the
family earnings. In 1990, 50 per cent of employed womenin Nicaragua
worked in this sector; in Panama it was 40 per cent; in El Salvador and

Guatemala, 35 per cent (Fletcher and Renzi, 1995).
Although the informal sector may appear to have a workforce made

up mostly of women, in Guatemala it accounts for 66 per cent of male
workers in the lowest income brackets, against 34 per cent of women.

Womenenter the informal market at a disadvantage, having to compete
with menfora place of their own in the streets, or turn their homesinto
workshops. The market also forces them to take upactivities that are less
productive, poorly remunerated, and socially less valued because they are
seen as extensions of their housework. More than 60 per cent of the
womenin the informal sector are servants, or work on their ownselling

consumeritems such as meals, fruit, food, cosmetics and cigarettes.
Inequalities that handicap womenin the labour market or deny them

a fair share of productive resources are compounded byother factors
such as their unequal access to basic education, the persistence of the
traditional sexual division of labour in the reproductivefield, and a high

and early fecundity.
These are the principal causes of a growing tendency towards the

feminization of poverty in Central America, manifesting itself in the
over-representation of women amongthe poorest groupsin the region.
Dominant male-centred perspectives help to make this process almost
invisible, since the vulnerability of poor women, teenage motherhood
and female-led families are associated with female natureitself. But studies
on this subject show that the fact that women have to work longer and
harder (14 to 16 hours a day) for the aforementioned reasonsis at the
root of the deterioration in the quality of women’s lives (Fauné, 1995).

Combined with an increase in domestic violence, such trends increase
the price that womenare paying in order to mitigate the social costs of

economic adjustment and democratization in Central America.
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The Impact of Cutbacks in the Funding of Education

From the mid-1960s to the late 1970s the educational level of the people
of Central America, and of womenin particular, experienced a substantial
improvement. Enrolment in elementary schoolroseandilliteracy declined
faster among women than men. Although this developmentlevelled the
field to a considerable extent, the advance wasrelative: in early 1980 the
illiteracy rate reached 40 per cent in Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua.

Progress achieved in the 1960s and 1970s was reversed in the 1980s,

when political and military strife engulfed the region and structural
adjustmentpolicies mandated drastic cuts in public expenditure. Between
1980 and 1990, per capita public investment in education and health
dropped from US$109 to US$43 in Nicaragua; from US$49 to US$29 in

El Salvador; from US$46 to US$34 in Guatemala; and from US$335 to

US$298 in Costa Rica. Public expenditure on education and health during
that period increased only in Panama, going from US$257 to US$333
(Fletcher and Renzi, 1995).

Funding cuts of that magnitude caused a plunge in education and
health indicators, accruing at all levels the significant differences that
already characterized the area’s standing in those two fields. The existing
gaps between the various countries widened further, highlighting, by and

large, two main blocs. On oneside, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Honduras

and Guatemala showed the lowest indicators in public education within
Central America, as well as in the rest of the Latin American region. On
the other, Costa Rica and Panamaenjoyed the best indicators in the
region (Costa Rica’s illiteracy rate of 7 per cent was the best on the
continent.)

The crisis also increased the educational imbalances among the
different segments of society in all countries of the area, redrawing the
traditional socio-educational pyramid. The new onehad a very large base
of people with only elementary school education or no schooling atall,
amounting to 75 per cent of the population aged 10 years and up in E]
Salvador and Nicaragua, 87 per cent in Guatemala, and 65 per cent in
Costa Rica. Those who had noschooling represented half of all those
people in Guatemala, and a third in the other three nations. In the middle

section, people with high school studies amounted to 23 per cent in El
Salvador, 11 per cent in Guatemala and 30 per cent in Costa Rica. On
top of the pyramid, a reduced group of university graduates represented
4 per cent of the population in El Salvador, 3 per cent in Guatemala and
10 per cent in Costa Rica (Garcia, 1993).

By gender the composition of this pyramid underwent some changes
in the 1980s, especially in E] Salvador and Nicaragua, as a result of armed
conflicts in both countries. In the rural areas most affected by warfare
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the process that had allowed women to makesignificant progress at the

elementary level during the two previous decades came to a complete

halt. On the other hand,illiteracy among men dropped sharply due to

basic schooling provided to recruits by the armed forces. Meanwhile, in

the urban areas where the majority of medium- and high-level education

institutions are located, a drop in male enrolment caused by increased

drafting by the military led to a feminization of high schools and univer-

sities.
Structural adjustment policies consolidated the differences affecting

women’s education as well as the imbalances between men and women,

especially in the field of basic schooling. Traditional illiteracy patterns,

therefore, have been reinforced, with higher rates among rural and

indigenous women. Guatemala is the worst case in this respect, with an

illiteracy rate of 45 per cent among womenagainst a male rate of 37 per

cent. In rural areas, where the majority of the indigenous population

lives, 78 per cent of womenare illiterate (Table 10.2). Elementary school

enrolment among menis also stronger than among women.

The gap has disappeared only in the middle of the pyramid, demon-

strating something of a tendency towards feminization of the middle

school system. Inequality persists at the top, where male enrolmentat

the university level continues to be substantially higher than female enrol-

ment (Table 10.3).

The main reason for concern, however, is the presentsituation at the

base of the pyramid. A high rate ofilliteracy and a low rate of female

enrolment, particularly within the indigenous communities, help to

reinforce the feminization of poverty, since education is a crucial factor

determining fecundity patterns and women’s participation in the labour

market. Statistics show a slower rate of change in fecundity patterns

among poorly educated rural and indigenous women and a muchfaster

one among women with high scool education. In Costa Rica women

whoareilliterate or have less than 3 years of schooling have an average

Table 10.2 Central America: Illiteracy Rates by Gender and Area of Residence
 

 

Urban Rural

Male Female Male Female

Guatemala 20.0 35.5 59.9 77.6

El Salvador 12.7 22.2 48.9 57.2

Honduras 17.6 24.0 52.1 56.8

Nicaragua 16.1 22.1 63.8 67.0

Costa Rica 4.0 5.7 16.6 17.5

Panama 5.6 7.0 35.5 41.1
 

Source: IICA/FLACSO, Centroamérica en cifras (1991).
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Table 10.3 Central America: Educational Levels by Gender (% for People 10 Years of Age and

Older)
 

 

 

Level Costa Rica El Salvador Guatemala Honduras Nicaragua

M F M F M F M F M F

None 7 7 23 29 3445 23 24 28 28

Basic 58 57 49 46 524 59 57 48 48

Medium 27 29 24 22 11 10 14 17 20 21

High 8 7 4 3 3 1 4 2 4 3

Total 100 ©100 100 100 100 ~=—100 100 ~=100 100 ~=—:100
 

Source: Garcia and Gomariz (1989).

Table 10.4 Fecundity Rates in Central America: Differential Factors (Education, Ethnic Group
and Area of Residence)
 

 

Costa Rica El Salvador Guatemala Honduras Nicaragua Panama

Rate 3.5 5.2 6.1 6.2 5.9 3.1

Urban 3.0 3.3 5.3 3.8 5.5 3.2

Rural 41 5.9 6.6 8.2 Al 6.1

Indigenous - - 7.0 - - -

EDUCATION:

0 years 5.9 6.0 6.7 - = -

0-3 years 5.9 5.2 6.5 = = 6.1

Medium and high 2.6 2.5 3.2 3.4 _ -
 

Source: Garcia and Gomériz (1989), based on data by CELADE.

Table 10.5 Central America: Educational Levels of Women in the Urban Informal Sector, 1993

(%)
 

 

Countries Illiterate Elementary School

Costa Rica 47 32.1

El Salvador 24.0 28.5

Honduras 18.2 40.2

Guatemala 36.3 15.4

Panama 2.1 18.5
 

Source: Fundacién Arias, La participacdn de la mujer en el SIU (1993).
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of 3.3 children more than women with high school education. That

average is 3.5 in El Salvador and Guatemala (Table 10.4).

Limited access to education for poor women,who are in the majority

in the region, is the main reason for the high fecundity rates prevailing

among rural and indigenous womenin particular (an average of 5 to 7

children), as well as for the early age at which they start having children

(between 10 and 14 years of age). The direct link between fecundity and

education reinforces the incidence of this variable on the feminization of

poverty. For a variety of reasons in Central America, high fecundity rates

are equivalent to a deterioration in standard ofliving and quality oflife

for women: amongthe hazardsare the health risks of early motherhood

and frequent pregnancies, and the heavy economic burden of a big
family in a social context characterized by run-away fathers.

Education also plays a determinantrole in human capital formation,

providing, together with a professional background, the necessary tools

to advance in the labour market and achieve a better economic return.

The lack of equal educational opportunities severely affects women on

both counts.Illiteracy and the limited access ofwomento basic schooling

are obstacles to vocational and labour training, excluding women from

better-paid jobs. The available data show that women in the Central

American informal sector have a low level of schooling (Table 10.5).

The fact that education among women whoheadpooror extremely

poor households is inferior to that of men places their families in a

situation of greater vulnerability in terms of employment, access to
resources and the management of their projects. These conditions

becomecritical among indigenous women, since most of them do not

speak Spanish.
From this point of view, lack of investment in the education of

women, particularly of poor women who are heads of households,

forestalls the reduction of fecundity rates as a major determining factor

of poverty, especially among women. Aboveall, neglecting women’s
education ensures the continuance of the vicious circle of poverty

perpetuation andits inter-generational transmission.

Sexist Education and the Denial of Equal Opportunities

Apart from the severely negative effects of disinvestment in education,

discrimination against women in school must also be blamed on the

prevalent Central American educational system, particularly in terms of

quality and pedagogical approaches. Studies conducted region-wide show
that discrimination is rooted in the curricula, teaching methods and

materials, as well as in social relations developed in the schools. These
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are, after all, the factors that determine how men and womensee social
realities, the way they behave and the values and principles that guide
humanrelations. They also help define the manner in which men and
women represent themselves, as well as their motivations, expectations,
levels of self-esteem andattitudes towardslife.

Such a process takes place precisely at a stage of personal develop-
ment in which the contents of socialization turn into solid and hardly
questionable realities. Therefore, in spite of the achievementofa relatively
fair degree of participation by womenin education, gender continues to
be a major factor as far as vocational decisions are concerned. Starting
in high school womenareless inclined than men to choosetechnical and
vocational subjects; when they do, their preferences are for traditional

‘women’s work’ such as secretarial jobs and domestic management. The
same happensin the field of labour training. Research donein the frame-
work of a 1994 UNIFEM/UNICEFproject confirmed that a majority
of women choosetechnical courses ahead of the academic curricula that
could pave their way to university studies, and that the courses they
choose mirrortraditional definitions of sexual roles.
A similar situation was found atthe university level, where womenare

more inclined towards those careers traditionally defined for them, such
as education, health and other social services. There was also a clear

tendency for women to pursue those careers that men are showingless
interest in, and in particular those that have lately experienced a process
of feminization such as philosophy, psychology andliterature.

The presence of women in ‘male’ careers is still very limited region-
wide. Women make upless than 10 per cent of all Guatemalan students
enrolled in engineering courses (17 per cent in Costa Rica, 20 per cent
in Honduras). Careers such as law and medicine are less gender-
segregated and in some countries, such as Nicaragua, they even show a
process of feminization to the extent that a majority of the students
enrolled are women.

Conclusions reached by specialists in this subject (Gonzalez, 1988), as
well as researchers with the UNIFEM/UNICEFproject, indicate that
prevailing sexism in the curricula as well as in the teaching materials in
general is the principal transmission agent of sexual stereotypes that are
openly discriminatory against Central American women. Sexist discrimi-
nation is presentin all books and textbooks used bygirls and boysin all
public and private schools in the region, ranging from the pre-school
level to sixth grade in elementary school, and in all curricular subjects
from Language and Social Studies to Natural History and Mathematics,
amongothers.

All areas examined have shown a disproportionate presence of male
figures, going from 75 per cent in texts used in Costa Rica and El
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Salvador, to 81 per cent in Guatemala and Honduras. Those texts also
depict a male-dominated labour world: for every three men at work there
is only one woman. On the other hand, trades and professions most
frequently mentioned in connection with men are those of prominent
historical figures, scientists, technicians, industrial workers, landowners,

ranchers, pilots, police officers, politicians and presidents.
Women are shown cooking, washing, feeding or teaching; girls are

depicted helping their mothers and grandmothersin those activities, and
playing with soft toys and doll’s houses. In other words, female figures
are mainly associated with roles and activities solely related to repro-
duction and domesticity, such as motherhood, child care and house-
keeping. Men depicted in domestic settings are always resting or reading.
The same books also attribute specific values and attitudes to men and
women. Female figures are affable, gentle, affectionate, passive and sub-
missive (92 per cent). Male stereotypes are the following: authoritative,
serious and tough (82 per cent); having strength, energy and vitality (87
per cent).

High school textbooks reinforce alk those models and stereotypes.
They display males in even greater numbers and with a more pervasive
presence in working settings and social functions outside the family
group — those associated with the professions, technical areas, agriculture
and science. There are no artists or athletes, while historical political
figures are overrepresented as character role models. Female figures are
always depicted as teachers and housekeepers, thus reinforcing the
woman—mother-homeset of associations. Such stereotyping strongly
limits the optionsoffered to girls and adolescents in termsof their future
social and labour positions.

Even moresignificant than male dominance and stereotype reinforce-
mentis the invisibility of female figures in the public sphere. Women are

not depicted as industrial workers, farmers or artisans; nor do they make
contributionsto their nation’s history, to public policy or to the develop-
mentof science and technology. Sexist teaching materials and textbooks,

in particular those produced by public education authorities, continue to
nurture the vision of a dominant male figure astride the public sphere.
Menare put forward as the principal protagonists of history and the
architects of science and technology, while women see themselves
relegated to their homes and families as passive witnesses of history and

development.
It is clear that some of the major obstacles to achieving equal oppor-

tunities for women are embedded in school curricula and socialization
patterns that reproduce the prevailing gender system. The educational
establishment thus fails to offer women the freedom to choose any
professional area, regardless of the traditional sex roles defined by
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society. Central American womencan expect only the sort of education
that will prepare them for a labour market that does not recognize them
as an economically active part of society, as agents of development and
organizers within their communities. Instead, this is a market that segre-
gates women,inflicting on them special economic and social hardships.

Confining women to the domestic sphere, the Central American
education system ignores women’s decisive contribution to agriculture,
industry, trade, technology development, family income and community

organizing. This is why the state treats women as mere subjects of
development, excluding them from the benefits of social policies, in-
cluding programmesto fight poverty.

Women’s opportunities in the labour marketplace are not equal to
those of men. The female workforce is concentrated in the service
sector, reaching shares as high as 71 per cent in Costa Riea and 65 per
cent in Guatemala. Women’s participation in the industrial sector is
substantially smaller than men’s; Costa Rica’s 23 per cent is the highest
rate in the area. In the agricultural sector, where menarethe sole land-
owners, recognized female participation accounts for a mere 8 per cent,
since most women work as temporary labourers and unpaid members of

the farmers’ families. Women account for 40 to 50 per cent ofprofes-
sionals and technicians among self-employed workers, the industrial
sector and maquilas. Yet, only 15 to 20 per cent of them are managers or
administrators.

The Central American women’s movement has been making serious
efforts to overcomethis situation since 1975. Oneofits achievementsis
the ratification, by all governments in the region, of the 1979 United
Nations Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
against Women.Article 10 (c) of the Convention commits state parties
to ‘The elimination of any stereotyped conceptof the roles of men and
womenatall levels and in all forms of education by encouraging co-
education and other types of education which will help to achieve this
aim and, in particular, by the revision of textbooks and school pro-
grammesand the adaptation of teaching methods’.

With the support of UNIFEM and UNICEF, the women’s move-
menthas also sponsored efforts by governments and social organizations
region-wide to promote concrete actions towards changing traditional
sexual stereotypes and imagesthat textbooks and other teaching materials
are helping to perpetuate.
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Notes

1 Central American conflicts displaced an estimated 3.5 million people. In Guatemala in

particular, massacres and scorched-earth operations accounted for the ‘disappearance’

and deaths ofthe inhabitants of entire villages.
2 Defence expenditures in El Salvador rose from 19.1 per cent in 1979 to 45.7 per cent

in 1988, when E! Salvador received military assistance from the United States valued

at US$439.8 million.
Combined capital flight from 1980 to 1990 totalled US$4,972 million. (FIDEG,1993).

Service of the foreign debt amounted in 1990 to 123 per centof the region’s GNP.

The decisive factor behind the development of a maquila sector in Central America

was the setting up of plant in the region by Asian countries. Japanese capital

established a base in Costa Rica, South Korea’s investors in Guatemala and E]
Salvador, and the Taiwanese in Nicaragua and Honduras, attracted by several com-

parative advantages: low tariffs, a well-trained workforce, a high rate of unemploy-

ment that pushessalaries down, weak labour laws and the closeness to the United

States market (AVANCSO, 1994).
6 To mention only onecase, in Guatemala military and political violence resulted in

250,000 widows, according to official estimates.

7 At the present high fecundity rate, women in rural areas have an average offive

children; among Indian women the average is seven.
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1 l Academic Freedom and

Political Events in Guatemala

PEERS OSE OES ETE EDE CREPES RESET OES EES DELES DECOEH ES BEDESSESRESESEESDECREOE SDE CEHRESDECETOREEROOAS

Raul Mokna Mejia

Guatemala is a country immersed in a deep economic,social andpolitical
crisis. Any sort of developmentended in 1954, since when it has suffered
such a regression that half a century has been wasted. Today, after more
than 40 years of repressive military rule and more than 30 years ofinternal
armed conflict, a peace-seeking negotiation processis finally opening
political space and leading towards a transformation of the state and
society.

The years 1994 and 1995 have been extremely positive for changing
the status quo. The agreements signed by the government of Guatemala
and the Unidad Revolucionaria Nacional Guatemalteca (URNG) during
this period are shaping the conditions for a new Guatemala, yet to emerge.
Already there have been importantresults, such as the presence of a UN
Mission for the Verification of the Comprehensive Agreement on
Human Rights in Guatemala (MINUGUA)after 21 November 1994,
and the participation of the democratic Left in national elections held on
12 November 1995.
The purpose of this chapter is to identify the way in which academic

freedom, together with university life, has been constrained by state
policies based on the ideology of the National Security Doctrine. Vis-a-
vis the internal armed conflict, the dominant sectors of Guatemalan

society adopted a counter-insurgency strategy that has caused hundreds
of thousands of deathsandotherserious violations of human rights. The
National University has been oneofthe institutions that has become a
target of these violations, and academic freedom has been under attack
because ofthe state’s hostile perception of university participation in
national politics.

The chapterdeals first with the historical context, beginning in 1944.
The second part assesses the National University’s role in Guatemalan
politics. In the third part, the approach to academic freedom in Gua-
temala’s university system is analysed. Finally, in the last part, an
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evaluation is made of the possible short-terrn outcomes in Guatemala,

given today’s conditions in the country and its expectations for the

future.

Historical Political Context

THE 20 OCTOBER 1944 REVOLUTION

Conditions in Guatemala today cannot be understood without reference

to the ‘Democratic Spring’ from 1944 to 1954, when the regional
implications of the Cold War led to US intervention. The events of 20

October 1944, the ‘October Revolution’, were the explosive culmination

of a march towardsliberty led by opposition leaders, students, workers

and teachers. They ended 14 years of dictatorship which had denied

fundamental freedomsand violated basic human rights.
The policies of two successive governments (those of Juan José

Arevalo, from 1945 to 1950, and Jacobo Arbenz, from 1951 to 1954)

were notto the liking of the US government. The United Fruit Company

wasable to play onthis dissatisfaction after the land reform of 1950 and

to instigate US intervention to terminate the democratic revolution in

July 1954. An invasion-backed coup set the stage for what Guatemala

has experienced over the last four decades: continuous and unsolved

conflict between a necessary revolution and a violent counter-revolution.

COUNTER-REVOLUTIONARY AND ANTI-POPULAR GOVERNMENTS

Thetriumph ofthe invasion launched from Honduras by Colonel Carlos
Castillo Armas — planned, financed, organized, moved forward, and

sustained by the CIA — in July 1954, not only cut short the revolutionary

process but released a steady flow of humanrights violations that set

back the history of Guatemala. Castillo Armas did notlast long, how-

ever: in 1957 he wasassassinated by his close associates.

In 1958, General Miguel Ydigoras Fuentes was elected to replace

Castillo Armas. Ydigoras’s government was repressive, corrupt and anti-

nationalist, conditions that were more evident after the triumph of the

Cuban Revolution at the end of 1959. Within the Guatemalan armyreal

disagreement and discontent developed among lower-ranking officers.

This sentiment, growing, was expressed in a military rebellion on 13

November 1960. The rebellion failed and its leadership, with some

troops, fled to the mountains in eastern Guatemala; there they found

refuge and organized as a permanentforce. It was from this movement's

ranks that the first Guatemalan guerrilla leaders emerged,after reaching

the conclusion that only armed struggle could liberate Guatemala.
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REBELLION AS A LAST RESORT

Ydigoras’s failing government produceda political vacuum in the coun-
try. The opposition by wide sectors of the population to his policies and
widespread corruption were met with higherlevels of political repres-
sion. Social and economic problems, and the closing ofpolitical spaces,
sparked popular and democratic demonstrations in March and April
1962. Although this non-violent movementoriginated in the struggles of
the student movementon thestreets of Guatemala City, based on social
and economic demands,in no timeit transformeditself into a broad and
united opposition to Ydigoras’s government.

Thestate’s response was a military attack on the university premises,
resulting in the deaths of somestudentleaders in the School of Law and
injuries to others. This military action, with no concern for the livesit
cost, was the key factor in suppressing the movement. The army saved
the government, butit also killed non-violent forms of change. The
originsof intensive guerrilla organization can be traced back tothis action.
A year later, in March 1963, the army’s High Command was mandated

by the dominant sectors of Guatemalan society — armed forces, private
sector and USinterests — to take over the government by means of a
military coup. This was the approach used to confront insurgency. In
effect, what had started on 13 November 1960 as a military rebellion had
been transformed by 1962 into a guerrilla movement which could count
on the support of dispossessed sectors of the Guatemalan population.
They hadreachedthe conclusion that popular and democratic struggles
could not modify the Guatemalan repressive state, and that an armed
struggle would be required. In other words, they resorted as a last resort
to the right to rebel against tyranny and oppression, expressed in the
Preamble of the Universal Declaration on Human Rights.

THE NATIONAL SECURITY STATE

The first counter-insurgency campaigns were launched from 1963 to
1966. Colonel Enrique Peralta Azurdia, headofstate after the coup, had
the sad privilege ofinitiating the practice of forced disappearancesin the
Americas. The victims included the entire central committee of the
clandestine Communist Party, the Guatemalan Workers Party.

Under a new constitution, drafted with the army’s interests in mind
and approved in 1965, presidential elections took place. Julio Cesar
Mendez Montenegro,a lawyer, capitalized on the rejection by the popu-
lation of the army andits candidates, and obtained an electoral triumph
in 1966. The army nevertheless launched the greatest counter-insurgency
offensive in Latin American history. The guerrilla struggle also intensified
during this period, with a clear upsurge of urban warfare in the main
cities. The army and the economic élite responded with the creation of
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clandestine repressive groups in charge of abductions,killings and forced
disappearancesofall those who were suspect in the eyes of the security
and armedforces. Politically motivated violence increased to levels never
seen before in Guatemala.

Within a political environmenttotally lacking in fundamental freedoms,
it was not difficult for General Carlos Manuel Arana Osorio to be elected
to preside over the government from 1970 to 1974, and to direct Gua-
temala’s repressive machinery. In 1974 the elections were won by
General Efrain Rios Montt, with the support of a wide movement which

included Social Democrats and Christian Democrats. However, the

decision made by Arana Osorio and the army’s High Command was to
give the presidency to General Kjell Eugenio Laugerud Garcia. Rios
Montt could not defendhis triumph onthe streets of Guatemala, and was
appointed as military attaché of the Guatemalan Embassy in Madrid.

INTERNAL ARMED CONFLICT AND FURTHER MILITARIZATION

Between 1974 and 1978 the guerrilla movement, which had been stifled
by the counter-insurgency campaigns from 1966 to 1970, reappeared as
a significant force in Guatemala’s political life. In addition, Central America
as a whole was experiencing a period ofintensifying social and political
tension, mainly in Nicaragua and El Salvador.

As usual, the elections in 1978 presented three military options.
According to the system used by the army’s High Command,the former
Minister of Defence would be the next President, with no attention paid
to the actual vote. Amid widespread accusations ofelectoral fraud, once
again the political rights of Guatemalans were brushed aside and Lucas
Garcia wasinstalled as President of Guatemala. Assassinations and forced
disappearances rapidly increased, targeted on the mostactive sectors of
the social and political opposition. In 1980 forced expulsions of people
living in the cities began. On 31 January 1980, security forces, under
direct orders of the Minister of Interior and the Chief of the National
Police, and against the expressed will of the Spanish Ambassador,
assaulted the Spanish embassy in Guatemala and set it on fire: 39
personsdiedin this raid. The Spanish government immediately broke off
relations with Guatemala but the repressive machinery, with a green light
from the US administration, continued its actions. From the US view-
point, the triumph of the Sandinista Revolution in Nicaragua in July
1979 had madeit imperative for the Guatemalan governmentto halt
opposing social and political forces at any cost.

Lucas Garcia attacked all social elements that could offer real or
potential opposition to the policies defined by the army underits National
Security Doctrine. Leaders and militants of the Social Democrat and
Christian Democrat parties were executed without trial or simply
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‘disappeared’. Their fate was shared by trade union leaders, thousands of
workers and campesinos, students, university administrators and professors,
teachers, professionals, priests and otherreligious people,artists, journa-
lists, intellectuals, and hundreds of casual victims.

In January 1982 URNG wasformed bythe Ejercito Guerrillero de los
Pobres (EGP), the Fuerzas Armadas Rebeldes (FAR), the Organizacion
del Pueblo en Armas (ORPA)and the Nucleo de Direccion del Partido
Guatemalteco del Trabajo (PGT).

RUTHLESS COUNTER-INSURGENCY CAMPAIGNS

On 23 March 1982, the army deposed Lucas Garcia and called upon
General Efrain Rios Montt to take charge as Head ofState. The move-
ment was not a spontaneousone,butthefirst step in a well-calculated

strategy to break out of international isolation and restructure the govern-
ment and army to confrontthe recently organized URNG.Repression in
the cities was ‘legalized’ by means of the Special Tribunals, while in the
countryside the generalized campaign of genocide and ‘scorched earth’
was unleashed. The 17 months of Rios Montt’s government became the
crest of the repressive wave initiated by Lucas Garcia. Rios Montt,
counting on the propaganda sponsored by the Reagan administration,
was able at the beginning to confuse the international community, but
by August 1983 his deterioration wastotal. Information about what the
army had doneto the rural population,especially the indigenous people
in the highlands, was filling the international media: more than 440
villages destroyed; one million people forcibly displaced; 200,000 refugees
in neighbouring countries; widows and orphans everywhere; and the
number of assassinated or forcibly disappeared people higher than
50,000.

In August 1983, Minister of Defence General Oscar Mejia Victores
met with the Commander of the US Armed Forces Southern Command
on a battleship close to the Guatemalan coast. A few dayslater, he led
the military coup that overthrew Rios Montt, and became HeadofState.
Counter-insurgency campaigns continued with intensity, although their
ability to affect the guerrilla forces diminished because of the moredif-
ficult topographical conditions deep in the Guatemalan mountains and
jungle. The ‘dirty war’ against the population continued, in tandem with
sophisticated military measures.

MILITARY CONTROL OF THE POPULATION

‘Modelvillages’ were set up to relocate forcibly the campesino population
that had been uprooted from their villages and lands but stayed in
Guatemala. Some ofthese villages were used as ‘re-education camps’,
where brainwashing techniques were used to secure the loyalty of the
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population to the military project. In a second stage, these villages were

grouped in geographical spaces which euphemistically were called ‘poles

of development’. Inhabitants of these areas were forced to provide work
for the army, with no pay,to desist from cultivating land, and to request

special permits to move outside limits established by army officers.
The most far-reaching project for military control, however, was the

system ofpatrullas de auto-defensa civil (self-defence civil patrols) commonly
referred to as PAC. This system of forced militarization affected at one

point more than one million males between the ages of 14 and 61years.
This humancontingent has been instrumentalized by the armyfor several
purposes:to presenta first line of protection for military installations; to

carry on surveillance of guerrilla presence in the areas of conflict; to
occasionally confront guerrilla units; to impose military authority on
rural inhabitants; to perpetrate crimes and abuses; to provide work for
the armed forces, with no pay; to maintain the climate ofintimidation
and fear; and basically to impose military control on members of the
PAC andtheir families.

MILITARIZED CIVILIAN GOVERNMENT

The year 1985 was used by the Mejia Victores government to generate
political expectations in terms of a change to civilian government. The
army was aiming at a militarized regime with a democratic fagade. That
year a new constitution was drafted, preserving the counter-insurgency
nature of the Guatemalanstate.

Despite the army-controlled electoral process, the presidential elec-
tions of 1985 provedto be a very importantlessonin the political history
of Guatemala. It was demonstrated that any opportunity given to the
people of Guatemala to express their opinion would be used. People
voted against the army. The majority support for Vinicio Cerezo and the
Christian Democrats was not due to their plans andpolicies, but to the
fact that they had never co-governed with the military, nor assumed
public commitments with the armed forces. Vinicio Cerezo won by a
wide margin. He realized that there was popular support for him and
widespread rejection of the army. Recognizing the need to break out of
international isolation, he initiated his period of rule with frank and open
statements about the recent dark past. He solemnly promised to leave
behind political repression and to halt violations of humanrights.

THE PEACE-SEEKING NEGOTIATIONS PROCESS
Despite several years ofintense military struggle and brutal repression by
the government, it had becomeclear by 1986 that no military victory by
either side was possible. Repression and counter-insurgency carried out
by the army were effective enough to impede a revolutionary outcome.
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But it was also evident that Guatemala’s dominant groups could not
solve the worst social, economic and political crisis in the country’s
history. This assessment, combined with the fact that in 1986 there had

been a transition from military to civilian government, opened the door
to a URNGproposal for a negotiated political solution to Guatemala’s
internal armed conflict. The governmentdid not respondto this proposal.
In October 1987, however, after the Esquipulas II Agreement had been
signed by all Central American presidents, the first talks between the
Guatemalan political parties and URNGtookplace in Madrid.

Thefirst real opening for the peace-seeking process occurred in 1990,
when the National Reconciliation Commission (formed under the pro-
visions of the Esquipulas II Agreement) met with a URNGdelegation in
Oslo, Norway. An agreementwas signed by the twointerlocutors, giving

rise to what was termed the “Oslo process’. In 1991, newly elected Presi-
dentJorge Serrano Elias, an industrial engineer, overcame the opposition
of the army by presenting the peace agreementas an honourable way out
for an allegedly defeated revolutionary movement. He appointed a
delegation, half civilian and half high-ranking officers of the army, to
meet with URNG’s General Commandin April. Both parties ended the
meeting by signing the Mexico Agreement, which provided the frame-
work and agenda for a long-term negotiations process between the
government and URNG.

In July 1991, the two parties signed the Queretaro Agreement, which
established the blueprint for future democracy in Guatemala. This
hopeful step was immediately contradicted, however, by the obstacles
placed by the government and the armyto block the discussion of an
agreement on humanrights. This issue was the subject of negotiations in
countless sessions, until a definite stalemate was reached in early May
1993. Soon afterwards, on 25 May, President Serrano Elias, with the sup-

port of the army, suspended the constitution and closed Congress, the
Supreme Court and the Office of the Procurator for Human Rights (or
ombudsman for human rights).

After the inauguration of the new President, Ramiro de Leon Carpio,
a lawyer and former ombudsman for humanrights, the process reached
a definite impasse. The military and other dominantsectorstried to take
advantage of the new situation — having a prestigious President who had
the support ofcivil society and the international community — in order
to reverse the advances in the peace-seeking negotiations process from
1991 to 1993. The proposal finally formulated by the government to
reinitiate negotiations with URNGattempted to bring the process back
to ‘ground zero’.

Atthe end of 1993, the UN Secretary-General was requested by both
parties to take a moreactive role in reinitiating the negotiations. When a
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meeting was convened for the first days of January 1994, it was already

evident that the government’s October proposal hadfailed.

A NEW FRAMEWORK FOR NEGOTIATIONS IN 1994

In January 1994 the two parties met in Mexico City under the auspices

of the Mexican government and signed the Framework Agreement on

10 January 1994. On 29 March 1994the two parties signed the Compre-

hensive Agreement on Human Rights. This agreement established inser

alia a system ofverification by the United Nations. Both parties requested

that the UN Secretary-General organize a mission for the verification of

humanrights and compliance with the terms ofthis accord.
The signature of the Comprehensive Agreement on Human Rights

triggered two importantactions. In the first place, the National Confer-

ence of Catholic Bishops — which had required signature as a condition

of its becoming involved in the ASC — appointed Monsignor Rodolfo

Quezada Toruéd as the President of the Assembly on 15 April 1994.

Immediately afterwards, the formation of the ASC was set in motion.

Second, the UN Secretary-General sent a preliminary mission to Guate-

mala in order to assess the financial and technical requirements for the

permanent mission ofverification.
On 17 June 1994 the two parties signed the ‘Agreement on the

Resettlement of the Populations Uprooted by the Armed Conflict’. The

agreementdoes not refer only to the approximately 80,000 refugees in

Mexico willing to return to Guatemala (40,000 are refugees in official

camps and the rest are the ‘dispersed refugees’), but also to the more

than one million people forcibly displaced within the country, forced as

refugees into other neighbouring countries, or self-exiled by governmen-

tal repression, particularly during the early 1980s.
On 23 June 1994, the Government of Guatemala and URNGsigned

the ‘Agreement onthe Establishment of the Commission to Clarify Past

Human Rights Violations and Acts of Violence that Have Caused the

Guatemalan Population to Suffer’. The mandate of the Commissionfailed

to meetall expectations, butit will seek truth and contribute to justice.

Finally, on 31 March 1995the historic Agreementon the Identity and

Rights of the Indigenous Peoples was signed. This agreementclearly

states that Guatemala should be redefined,by constitutional amendment,

as a multi-ethnic, plurilingual and multicultural nation.
The last two items on the negotiations agenda are ‘Social and Eco-

nomic Aspects. Agrarian Situation’ and ‘Strengthening of Civilian Power.

Role of the Army in a Democratic Society’. The ASC timeously presented

consensus documents for the consideration of these two items: once they

ate fully discussed, the negotiations process will enterits final stage, and

the Firm and Lasting Peace Agreementwill be ready for signature.
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Role of the National University in Guatemalan Politics

The Universidad de San Carlos de Guatemala (USAC), the National
University, is more than three hundred years old. It was established in
1676, the third university created in the Americas by the Spanish colo-
nizers, under the direction of the religious orders. It became Central
America’s main centre for the study of philosophy and the pursuit of
higher learning at the time when the Capitania General del Reino de
Guatemala wasa political entity encompassing all territories from Chiapas,
Mexico, to Costa Rica.

Because of its prominence, the university was called upon to play a
significantpolitical role. It provided academic support for the ruling élite
and contributed to educating its governing cadres and professionals.
Philosophers, theologists, lawyers and physicians were trained within the
university. At the same time, however, it provided the space for open

discussion of the ideas that were coming from abroad. Many of these
ideas were contrary to the interests of the Spanish crown.

This subversive role was more visible when the winds of political
independence started to blow all over the Americas. Movements to
become independent from Spain started in the early 1800s, with the
examples of Mexico, Colombia and Argentina. USAC wasthe natural

place for Central American independentistas to conspire against the Spanish
government. It was the centre for news coming from all other political
movements, both in the Americas and in Europe. Finally, on 15 September
1821, Central America as a whole, under the name of Guatemala, declared
its political independence from Spain.

Within the many struggles that followed, USAC was required to plan
political roles. Although the institution as such was always a source of
support for the government, students and a few professors were always
taking advantage of the academic environment— and sort of academic
freedom — to organize and act against the status quo. Central America
wentthroughseveral stages. First, it became part of Mexico for a couple
of years. Then it separated from Mexico, lost Chiapas, andfinally frag-
mentedinto five countries: Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua
and Costa Rica. The university became a Guatemalaninstitution, its pur-
poseto serve the governmentofthat country. Its political role continued
underconstantly changing political conditions: authoritarian governments
and dictatorships, armed conflicts with other Central American nations,
the Reform of 1871 and subsequent expulsion ofreligious orders, the
introduction ofcapitalism and the various effects of world events.

It was in the early 1900s that the student movement pushed the
university into assuming an anti-dictatorship stand. The Asociacion de
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Estudiantes Universitarios (AEU), the organization of university students,
was created in 1917 by student leaders such as Miguel Angel Asturias.
This association played an extremely decisive role in the struggle against
dictator Estrada Cabrera, who was forced out of governmentin 1920.
Between 1920 and 1944,the university was forced to modernizeitself.It
was reshaped according to the professions needed at the time, with a
new emphasis in technological areas such as engineering and agronomy.

The political role of the National University was emphasized again
during the last years of the Jorge Ubico dictatorship. He had come to
power in 1930, and elected as President of Guatemala with the support
of important groups within the country. Then he manipulated his re-
election for a second term, and transformed his government into a very
authoritarian regime. There was strong resistance to this development
from within the National University, not only from the student move-
ment but also from professors and some administrators. Building up
gradually over the years, resistance took shape as a force for change in
1944. Manysectors of Guatemalan society started to repudiate the Ubico
regime, and the student movement and intellectuals were among the
leading forces. In June 1944, a march organized by teachers on the
streets of Guatemala City was confronted by the police, who fired on the
crowd. Maria Chinchilla, a teacher, was killed, releasing a flood of events
that led to Ubico’s resignation and then to the October Revolution of
1944. When the fighting began early on 20 October, students, pro-
fessionals and army people were in the forefront of the armedstruggle.

Therevolution recognized thepolitical role of the National University
by guaranteeing its autonomyin the new constitution of 1945. A specific

law was approvedforthe university, giving it a very fundamental social,
economic andpolitical role: ‘The University shall analyse the problems
that Guatemala faces, and shall contribute to their solution.’ This role

and the autonomy given to USAC madeit possible for the university to
participate responsibly in Guatemala’s political life. It is important to
note that the constitutional provisions for USAC have not been changed
in the last 50 years, despite the fact that more conservative constitutions
have been introduced in 1954, 1965 and 1985. Neither has the Ley
Organica de la Universidad de San Carlos de Guatemala been changed.
Although some changes are now needed in this law, the university
community has abstained from promotingits transformation because of
the fear that the fundamental aspects of the National University might
be changed by reactionary congresses.

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ACADEMIC FREEDOM AT USAC

USAC,like many other national universities in Latin America, was re-
shaped by the Cordoba Reform of Argentina. The 1944 October Revo-
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lution fully validated this new university vision, and the governments of
Arevalo and Arbenz gave complete support to its elected authorities.
However, due to the fact that many students and progressive professors
movedto positions within the revolutionary governments, the student
movement, as such, shifted to conservative positions. It was not strange,
then, that after his election as President of GuatemalaJacobo Arbenz had
to confront the political opposition of the student movement. Demon-
strations by university students on the streets of Guatemala were part of
a CIA-defined strategy for destabilizing the government.

After the overthrow of Arbenz in 1954, the roles reversed. Con-

servative students, professors and professionals moved from the univer-
sity to governmental positions, while the Left occupied the spaces within
the student movement. Very few progressive professors and intellectuals
remained at.the university, because most supporters of the revolutionary
governments had to go into exile. However, the opposition role played
by the AEU,as a voice for the voiceless, soon led to open confronta-
tions with the Movimiento de Liberacion Nacional’s government. In
1957, a march of university students on the main streets of downtown
Guatemala City was met by security forces, which opened fire on the
students. Some students were killed and many others wounded, crimes
which were committed with total impunity.

The next confrontation took place in 1962, when Ydigoras was the
President of Guatemala. The two-week student rebellion was later known
as the Jornadas de Marzo y Abril. It started when university students
took to the streets of GuatemalaCity to protest an increase in the urban
transport fare, which affected students and workers. The university’s
governing body, attentive to the widespread clamour of most sectors of
Guatemalan society, requested that President Ydigoras resign.

At that point the dominant groups in Guatemalan society asked the
army to step in and suppress the movement. Military units were sent to
the locations where students were holding meetings. At the School of
Law somestudents were killed when one ofthe military units opened
fire. Student leaders were persecuted and jailed as a new waveofpolitical
repression began. After these events, which as we have seen werethelast
attempt by popular and democratic forces to solve Guatemala’s political
problems by non-violent means, many students and workers joined the
ranks of the guerrilla organizations.

This military action, followed a year later by the overthrow of Ydigoras
by the army, announced the new role that the army was to play within
the Guatemalan state and society. It became the backboneofthe national
security state. The army as an institution was in direct control of Guate-
mala from 1963 to 1966. During this period of time, the student
movementandits allies on the teaching staff and in the administration
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at USACdirected their energies towards the transformation ofthe uni-
versity itself.

From 1963 to 1970, while the country suffered wave after wave of
repression, two academic currents swept through USAC. One came
from above, determined by the university authorities. With the support
of the US Agency for International Development (USAID) and the
University of Michigan, a system of Estudios Basicos had been intro-
duced at USAC. Theother current came from below. There was a strong
movement demanding a University Reform, founded on the principle
that the priorities of the university system should be defined by the needs
of the Guatemalan people.

The two currents led to very different consequences. After a few
years oftrial, the system of Estudios Basicos was rejected by students,
and the university authorities were forced to dismantle it. The University
Reform, on the other hand, was adopted byall sections of the academic
community. It began with a redefinition of the role of the School of
Medicine, declaring preventive health services to be the first priority.
Other academic units followed, redesigned with a similar emphasis.

THE ELECTION OF PROGRESSIVE UNIVERSITY AUTHORITIES

With the struggle against the system of Estudios Basicos and the parti-
cipation in the University Reform, the student movement gained strength
and recognition. Students who had been involved in the Jornadas de
Marzo y Abril in 1962 had finished their studies and become professors
and professionals, some with graduate studies abroad. Forthefirst time
since 1945, conditions were conducive to the appointmentof progressive
academic authorities. In 1970 Rafael Cuevas del Cid, a well-known law

professor and Dean of the Schoolof Law, was elected as rector ofUSAC
from 1970 to 1974, with the support of students and progressive
professors.

Amongthe main achievements of Cuevas del Cid the following can be
cited: defence of the autonomyofthe university; exercise of the analytical
and advisory role given to USAC by the October Revolution of 1944;
support for University Reform; recovery of academic standards; and
putting the university at the service of the least privileged sectors of
Guatemalan society.

In 1974, both a new President of Guatemala and a new Rector of

USAC were elected. We have seen that, although the national elections
were won by General Rios Montt, the reins of government were handed
to General Laugerud Garcia. Roberto Valdeavellano, the Dean of the
School of Dentistry, was elected Rector of USAC.Becauseofhisillegiti-
macy as President and a good personal relationship with Valdeavellano,
Laugerud Garcia established from the beginning a good understanding
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with USAC.It was a period when economic constraints on the university
were lifted, leading to physical and intellectual development.

The main policy achievementof this period was the expansion of the
university system to cities and towns other than the capital city and
Quetzaltenango. Regional centres were established in various towns, and
new professional options were generated. The most important contri-
bution of the National University occurred in 1976, however, after an
earthquake hit Guatemala City and the highlands. A significant amount
of the infrastructure was damaged, and more than 20,000 persons were

killed. USAC joined efforts with those affected, as well as with inter-
national volunteers, and contributed human and material resources to

rebuilding various towns andvillages.
The good relationship between the government and USAC ended

with the elections of 1978 when General Lucas Garcia wasinstalled as
President with a clear mandate from his powerful backers to launch a
huge wave of repression against the popular and democratic movements.
At USAC,progressive sectors chose among three democratic candidates,
and elected economist Saul Osorio Paz as Rector from 1978 to 1982.
Strategists from the private sector and the army viewed thiselection as
a socialist take-over of the National University.

The situation of the university deteriorated rapidly between 1978 and
1980. Two importantclashes occurred in 1978. First, on 31 May the army
perpetrated the massacre of Panzos, where more than one hundred
campesinos who were demanding their right to land were killed in the
central plaza. USAC was amongthefirst outspoken critics of this crime,
demanding an investigation. After setting up a fact-finding committee
with the participation of university representatives, the army bluntly
rejected any further inquiry.

The second clash came outof a studentprotest against an increase in
the urban transport fare in Guatemala City in October 1978. When
students confronted the security forces on the streets, Lucas Garcia
virtually declared war on USAC. On 20 October 1978, when the popular

and democratic movements were celebrating another anniversary of the
October Revolution, the leader of the AEU,Oliverio Castafieda de Leon,

was chased by security, military and paramilitary forces in the Central
Plaza, and waskilled on 6th Avenue.

After a careful analysis of the violations of human rights suffered by
members of the academic community at USAC during the period 1978—
82, it is possible to reach the conclusion that no otheruniversity in Latin
America — where harsh repression exerted against national universities is
not uncommon — has ever suffered such a direct and wide-ranging
attack.

The worst wave of repression hit the National University in 1980. In
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January, campesinos from El Quiche went to Guatemala City to denounce
the assassinations, abductions and torture of many people at the hands
of the military, who suspected that the victims had been guerrilla sym-
pathizers. The campesinos had the supportofuniversity students and trade
unionists, who joined them onvisits to variousinstitutions, including the
National Congress and USAC. On 31 January 1980, the campesinos and
their supporters peacefully occupied the Spanish Embassy, in order to
transmit an international denunciation. Under the orders of the Minister
of Interior and the Head of the National Police, and against the will of
the Spanish Ambassador, police and paramilitary forces stormed the
Embassyandsetit on fire.

With this mad action, President Lucas Garcia made the repressive
policies irreversible: things could only get worse. For the university, which
strongly condemned the actions at the Spanish Embassy, the spiral of
violence intensified. USAC suffered all imaginable attacks: bombs ex-
ploded on several campuses, including the regional centres; the central
campus was raided on 14 July 1980, with 11 students killed; a down-
town university building was machine-gunned, with six people killed; the
central campus was also invaded with tanks, causing damage to many of
the buildings.

Professors were abducted and vanished,like Julio Ponce, the Director
of the School of Psychology. Others were killed inside their cars, some-
times together with their wives, on the way to the university or going
home. Student leaders were chased and killed or disappeared, as in the
cases of Alejandro Coti, the main student leader at the School of
Engineering, and the presidents of the student associations of Medicine,
Humanities and Law. Members of the university’s ruling body also
suffered persecution, including its legal adviser, Hugo Rolando Melgar,
who wasassassinated, and USAC’s Rector, Saul Osorio Paz, who had to
go into exile. Despite the fact that progressive people abandoned the
university, repression was kept constant to ensure that the new authori-

ties did not contribute to solving the political crisis. In this way, the
military did not need to intervene directly; USAC was simply emptied of
its human resources, by means of death or exile, in order to drain its
commitmentto the vast majority of the Guatemalan population.

Repression against the university continued on a moreselective basis
from 1982 to 1985. Manypolitically active people who stayed in the
country or who returned from exile paid with their lives for the risk they
took. In 1984, the entire leadership of the AEU was disappeared and/or
killed. The same happened again in 1989. New episodes of abductions
andkillings, mainly of students, also occurred underthe civilian govern-
ments of Vinicio Cerezo, Jorge Serrano and Ramiro de Leon. Inall
reports presented by Special Rapporteurs or independent experts on
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Guatemala since 1984,in all fact-finding missions by the Inter-American
Commission on Human Rights, andin all three reports by MINUGUA,
special consideration is given to the continuousviolation of the human
rights of members of the academic community at USAC.

Academic Freedom and the Social, Economic and Political

Situation in Guatemala

USAC’S CONTRIBUTION TO ACADEMIC FREEDOM

The Lima Declaration on Academic Freedom and AutonomyofInstitu-
tions of Higher Education was approved by the WUS General Assembly
in September 1988. The analyses and debates on this issue took a fair
amount of time within WUSstructures, particularly in the National
Committees. WUS-Guatemalaplayed significant role in promoting the
discussion among the Latin American National Committees, andlater in
defending the Latin American views — the Cordoba Reform’s legacy —
vis-a-vis the views of representatives from other parts of the world.

As this chapter has demonstrated, for Guatemalans academic freedom
wasless a theoretical approach and more practical experience. If USAC
had not made full use of academic freedom in its everyday life, the
oppressive system would not have defined USAC as a centre of sub-
version. Nevertheless, the university’s commitmentto the majority of the
Guatemalan population could find channels for expression only because
academic freedom was the constant praxis of USAC.

Article 3 of the Lima Declaration states: ‘Academic freedom is an
essential precondition for those education, research, administrative and

service functions with which the universities and otherinstitutions of
higher learning are entrusted. All members of the academic community
havetherightto fulfil their functions withoutdiscrimination of any kind
and without fear of interference or repression from the state or any
other source.’ Basically, USAC confronted the Guatemalan state and
other forces (the clandestine repressive apparatus) which were attempting
to impede the university’s participation in analysing and proposing solu-
tions to national problems. USAC defendedtherights ofits researchers,
professors, students and administrative personnel to carry out their
obligations, with no limitation or discrimination whatsoever. Thestate,
for its part, continued to condemntheuniversity for being opento Leftist
intellectuals and professors.

USACwasat the centre of the defence ofwhat is contained in Article
4 of the Declaration: ‘States are under the obligation to respect and to
ensure to all members of the academic community thosecivil, political,

economic, social and cultural rights recognized in the United Nations
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Covenants on Human Rights. Every member of the academic com-

munity shall enjoy,in particular, freedom of thought, conscience,religion,

expression, assembly and association, as well as the right to liberty and

security of person, and liberty of movement.’ The university guaranteed
those conditions within the institution, and strongly demandedthatthe
state respect them,notonly for the members of the academic community,

but for every citizen of Guatemala as well.

Representatives of WUS Latin American Committees strongly sup-

ported the inclusion in the Lima Declaration of Articles 10 and 11, which

state the following: ‘All institutions of higher education shall guarantee

the participation of students in their governing bodies, individually or

collectively, to express opinions on any national andinternational ques-

tion’; and ‘States shall take all appropriate measures to plan, organize and
implement a higher education system without fees for all secondary

education graduates and other people who might provetheir ability to
study effectively at that level’. During the history of USAC,the participa-
tion of students in its governing bodies has been a very positive
experience, not only in terms ofinternal affairs, but also regarding the
role of the university in national politics. USAC also believes that funding
for the university should come from sources other than the students’

pockets, and that the university should be opentoall those citizens who
demonstrate capacity.

It has also been the practice at USAC to comply with Article 15, which
states: ‘All institutions of higher education shall address themselves to
the contemporary problemsfacing society. To this end, the curricula of
these institutions, as well as their activities, shall respond to the needs of

society at large. Institutions of higher education should becritical of
conditionsofpolitical repression and violations of human rights within
their own society.’ It was due to the fulfilment of these aspects that

USAC becamea target of state repression. The actions taken by the
National University to prevent the state selling off Guatemalan’s natural
resources, the opposition to laws that favoured only the very rich, the
denunciation of the repressive policies used by the Guatemalan army,

the demand for humanrights — all these were reasons for the state to
accuse USAC ofbeing a ‘centre for subversion’, and to attack the
institution and its members.

Finally, since 1945 USAChas maintained struggle to preserve,byall

means, the content of Article 18 of the Lima Declaration, which says:

‘The proper enjoyment of academic freedom and the compliance with
the responsibilities mentioned in the foregoing articles demand a high
degree of autonomyofinstitutions of higher education. States are under

the obligation not to interfere with the autonomy of institutions of

higher education as well as to preventinterference by any other forces
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of society.’ The struggle for autonomyis, basically, the struggle to main-
tain the essence of a national university. Only within an environment of
freedom to make its own decisions can a university community seek
truth and knowledge. University autonomy has been the fundamental
unifying factor within USAC duringthe last 40 years, and it has also been
a very sensitive issue for the Guatemalan population at large. For this
reason, even at the crest of the repressive wave, the state preferred not
to interveneofficially in the operation of the university. It chose instead
to control USACbyterror.

THE DEMISE OF USAC AS A POLITICAL FORCE

Up to 1980, USAC demandedtheright to act regarding the economic,
social and political situation in Guatemala because the dominantsectors
of Guatemalan society had not madeany effort to transform either the
society or the state. In other countries, perhaps, national or state uni-
versities can dedicate themselves to their own academic development,
but in Guatemala it would beirresponsible not to act in the interest of
change within state and society. As we stated at the beginning ofthis
chapter, Guatemala is immersed in a social, economic and political crisis.

Guatemala is not a poor country. Despite its internal armed conflict
and permanentcrisis, there has been economic growth. Problemsarise
with the distribution of economic wealth. Wealth is constantly accumu-
lated in a few hands, while the vast majority of the population, mainly
formed by indigenous peoples, barely survives. Social and economic
conditions have deteriorated drastically in Guatemala for the last 15
years. In this period, the percentage of the population living below the
poverty line has increased from less than 50 per cent to more than 85
per cent according to UN figures — and two-thirds of the population
presently live in extreme poverty. As we have seen, this has been the
period of the worst militarization and repression in Guatemalan history,
and also the period when USAC,underterror and intimidation, stopped
performing its role as the conscience of Guatemalansociety.

As a matter offact, since 1980 the entire university system has retreated
from political life and self-censored its activities. Fear has been the
pervading factor that has made universities, their authorities, researchers
and professors, and even students freeze in time. As a consequence, when

the state policies of genocide and scorched earth were implemented,
USAC could not react. When the peace process in Central America was
initiated in 1987, USAC was not even considered as a member of the

National Reconciliation Commission. And when the Asemblea de la
Sociedad Civil (ASC) was created in 1994, USAC was only one small
componentof oneofthe eleven sectors of society. In summary, USAC
almost disappeared from political life.
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The USAC‘freeze’ applied not only to national participation, butalso

to academic development. Despite the efforts made by many members

of the academic community, including the university authorities, the

academic level of USAC has droppedsignificantly. Today, fortunately, a

renovation movement has been started, calling for a new University

Reform. This reform will havea limited effect, however, unless state and

society also change.

SOCIAL INJUSTICE AND THE NEW POLITICAL PROCESS

Comparative social and economic indicators for the Americas depict

Guatemala as just second to Haiti in terms of the unsatisfied needs of the

majority of the population. According to the UNDP’s 1995 Report on

Human Development, Guatemala occupies position 112 out of 174

countries in terms of the human developmentindex. Thesituation is even

worse, however, because most ofthe figures correspond to the govern-
ment’s estimatesand notto reality. For instance,the rate ofadultliteracy

is officially 54.2 per cent, while studies in Guatemala demonstrate that

more than half the adult population does not know how to read and
write. The percentage of the population aged between six and 23 years

and attending school appears in the report as 43 per cent, which does
not correspondto the real situation of the abandoned rural population.

Despite these reservations regarding the official figures, these indexes

are still of grave concern. The infant mortality rate is 48 per 1,000 live

births. The numberof inhabitants per physician is 4,000. Public invest-
ment in health services is only 2.1 per cent of the GDP. In all three
factors related to health, the situation in Guatemala is the worst in

Central America. Thereis a similar situation in education, where public

investmentis only 1.4 per cent of the GNP.
If the overall figures already show crisis, social injustice appears

more clearly when the demographic composition is taken into account.

Atleast 60 per cent of the population lives in the rural areas and more

than 70 percent of the population is indigenous. Visitors to Guatemala

acknowledge that there are two Guatemalas: the one of the urban areas,

with certain access to goods and services, and rural Guatemala, where

poverty prevails. Based on the above-mentionedreport, the ratio between

the 20 per cent of the population with highest income and the 20 per

cent with lowest incomeis 30 to 1, while in Costa Rica the sameratio is

13 to 1.
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Conclusion:

the Peace Process, the Future and the National University

The most promising aspect of Guatemala’s political life is that all the
necessary conditionsare present for achieving a profound transformation
of state and society. Although there is still strong opposition from the
most conservative sub-sectors of society — within the armed forces, the
very rich families, some governmental officials and some foreign interests
— the correlation offorces is shifting towards change. This will not come
solely from the electoral process, as was confirmed by the conservative
government which emerged on 7 January 1996.It is nevertheless the only
possible outcome of the peace-seeking negotiations process.

Four converging factors explain why Guatemala’s peace process is
nearing completion: perceptions of national and international realities;
the correlation of forces; national and international pressures; and new
social andpolitical dynamics within the country. Perceptions held by the
dominantsectors have played a very importantrole in the past, leading
them to opposepolitical solutions to Guatemala’s problems. Amongthe
perceptions now proved to be wrong were:

1 That resorting to brutal repression would allow the government to
defeat and destroy both the revolutionary and the mass movements;

2 That thefall of the socialist bloc wouldlead to the collapse of URNG;

3 That the US government would continue to be an unconditional
supporter of the dominantsectors of Guatemalan society, whatever
policies they implemented;

4 That the peace-seeking negotiations process could be used to defeat
URNGpolitically;

5 That if conditions in Guatemala turned out badly for the armed
forces, the army could resort to a military coup; and

6 That the international community would tolerate a militarized regime
with a civilian fagade.

The perceptions of the dominant sectors are now different, and are
shared by most Guatemalans:that their country, in order to gain inter-
national respect and obtain badly needed resources, must be democratic
and free of humanrights violations; that URNGis a legitimate party in
the negotiations, and is accepted by the international community and
most of the Guatemalan society as representing theinterests of the vast
majority of the population; and that peace, to merit the term ‘firm and
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lasting’, must encompass profoundsocial and economic transformation
and the end of discrimination against the indigenous peoples.

These new perceptions, which reflect new national and international

conditions, have led to new attitudes. A new correlation of forces now

exists which cannot be measured in strictly military terms. Clearly the

military capacity of URNG is not as great as that of FMLN in El

Salvadorat the peak of the conflict there. Moreover, the power of the
Guatemalan armed forcesis far greater than the Salvadorean army’s ever

was. In social and political terms, however, an increasing number of

sectors of the population support URNG?’s political positions. At the
sametime, the army andthevery rich suffer increasingly intense internal

isolation. Most Guatemalans perceive a decaying old order, where both

state and society are fast approaching a collapse, but where the demo-
cratic and popular sectors, as shown by the performance of the Frente

Democratico Nueva Guatemala (FDNG), seem to be getting ready to

form a new society and establish a new state.
The international correlation of forces is also favourable to a pro-

found change in Guatemala. The US government, whichin the past has

played a very negative role, is now taking ‘the right side’ — supporting
democratization, demilitarization and respect for human rights. The
‘Group of Friends’ has madeit clear that the friendship it wants is with

the peace process and not with the Guatemalanstate. Western and Latin

American countries now share a common concern for humanrights and
democracy in Guatemala. The Catholic Church andthe vast majority of

other Christian Churches have joined efforts to promote peace with
justice and democracy in Guatemala. Significant support has been given
by international NGOs to the Guatemalan people, as the campaign in
favour of the Nobel Peace Prize for Rigoberta Menchuin 1992 clearly
demonstrated. The human rights community has long exerted strong
pressures on successive Guatemalan governments to demand funda-
mental changes in society. Additionally, indigenous peoples of the

Americas and other regions see the struggle in Guatemala as the most
advanced struggle so far to guarantee an indigenous people, in this case
the Mayans, their real place in society. Certainly, the international
correlation of forces is overwhelmingly favourable to the Guatemalan
majority.

The mechanism devised for the negotiations permits national and
international pressures to act. Beginning in January 1994, the role of
moderator ofthe talks was given to Jean Arnault, personal representative

of the UN Secretary-General, who brought with him thefull weight of

his organization. In addition, the Group of Friends was formed. The
ASC, meanwhile, provided a safety valve for national pressures. The
incorporation into the discussion of the civil sectors has given URNG
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and the governmentvery clear mandates regarding how best to defend
the interests of the majority of the population.

The final factor that gives room for hope of an accelerated peace
process is the internal dynamic of the country. As mentioned before, the
political system is exhausted, despite the recent national elections. The
population has rejected institutions, political manoeuvres and processes
it sees as illegitimate orirrelevant. On the other hand, there is a growing
and militant mass movement, accompanied by a new political democratic
Left. Mobilizations of people are taking place everywhere and constantly,
as evidenced by numerous new grassroots organizations. All political
analysts agree that the real core of FDNG,the popular and democratic
movements and the Mayan organizations,extends its support well beyond
the 10 per cent of votes obtained by its candidates in the general election.
What will emerge from the peace process? The goal desired by the

vast majority of the population, as well as by URNG,is ‘Firm and
Lasting Peace’. That wasthe all-encompassing concept agreed upon by
the government of Guatemala, URNG,all sectors of Guatemalan society,
and the international community. Yet this sort of peace is not possible
in Guatemala without the creation of a new state and a new society. The
presentstate is theoretically based upon the 1985constitution, except that
this constitution andits associated laws have been violated systematically.
Even if respected, however, the 1985 constitution provides a foundation
based on the National Security Doctrine. It gives the army the role of
guaranteeing both external and internal security, and with this gives the
armed forces a hegemonic position in society. A total demilitarization of
state and society musttake place in Guatemala. In the immediate future,
this means curbing the privileges and prerogatives of the armed forces —
most importantly by eliminating impunity forviolations of humanrights
and other abuses. Institutions of civil society must be strengthened in
order to overcomethefallacy that only the armed forces can provide
governability, stability, order and security. Mechanisms for the full
enjoymentofcivil andpolitical rights must beestablished, including new
mechanismsfor participation in political life by the indigenous peoples,
women, and other formerly marginalized sectors of society.

In fact, society itself must be transformed. The new constitution should
acknowledge the new character of the Guatemalan nation, as indicated
in the Agreement on the Identity and Rights of Indigenous Peoples:
multi-ethnic, multicultural and multilingual. The defacto apartheid which
excludes the Mayan people mustend. All formsofdiscrimination — race,
age, gender, sex orientation,religious or political beliefs — should be
abolished. Access to the productive apparatus should be guaranteed for
all in Guatemala, for which purpose the state should play a supportive
role. Land for the campesino population, together with loans and technical
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assistance, will be indispensable. Moreover, the means for training

sectors of the rural population for jobs in industry and services will also

be necessary. A society that has lacked social services during most of the

twentieth century will need large investments in education, health and

social security. All state-supported projects should be creating jobs,

taking into accountthat the country’s population growsat a 3.2 per cent

annual rate and that more than 60 per cent of the economically active

population is unemployed or underemployed. Guatemala must recover,

in a very short period of time, from half a century of backwardness.

For Guatemalans the task is not insurmountable if the proper

conditions and adequate resources are provided. The Mayan people have

endured almost 500 years of exploitation, discrimination, oppression and

repression. There are many examplesof social and political resilience: the

political spring from 1944 to 1954, after 14 years of dictatorship; the

recovery from the earthquake of 4 February 1976; and the stubborn

resistance of the Guatemalan people to decades of repression. As

Guatemala’s current experimentin political participation demonstrates,
the potential exists for a vibrant and hopeful future. If the people of

Guatemala are given new conditions through the ‘Firm and Lasting

Peace Agreement’, and a minimum ofresources — by reallocating state

funds and channelling contributions from abroad — a new country will

emerge, perhaps the first of its type in the twenty-first century, with

lessonsforall the struggling peoples in the world.
USAC was not simply a sidelined presence when Guatemala con-

fronted the important moments of 1944 and 1976 — onepolitical, the

other social — but also contributed to the positive outcomes. If the

transformation ofstate and society needed now is to be accomplished,

USAC must recoverits role as a truly national university. The entire

university system of Guatemala must contribute its highly qualified

human resources to the forthcoming transition, and USAC should

provide leadership andinitiatives. At the same time, in a very dialectical

process, the transformation ofstate and society in Guatemala will also

induce and give room to profound transformations within the university

system. In any case, the provisions of the Lima Declaration will be an

important blueprint for recreating the National University as a pillar of

the new state and society.
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] 2 Race and Educational Inequality
in Brazil

  

Fulvia Rosemberg

This chapter will examine therelationship between race and formal
education in Brazil, emphasizing three areas: access to education by the
various racial segments of the population; the quality of the education
available to them; and the search for an interpretation ofthe inequalities
observed. Since at least part of this discussion will be based on an
analysis of census data, somepreliminary information on the following
subjects is in order: the Brazilian education system; the notions of race
and racism in Brazil, and the information-gathering process behind
educational andracial indicators.

The Brazilian Education System

The Brazilian education system hasfive levels. Following the adoption
of the 1988 constitution, pre-primary education includes day-care centres
and pre-schools, theoretically embracing children in the 0-7 years age
group. The primary system offers, again in theory, eight years of com-
pulsory education beween the ages of seven and 14 years; the secondary
system offers a propaedeutic branch and a vocational one;higher education
requires candidates to pass a rather demanding entry examination; and
the post-graduate level offers Masters degrees and doctorates.

Mostpublic universities are under federal jurisdiction, while primary
and secondary institutions generally fall under the jurisdiction of the
various states, and pre-primary schools are basically the province of
municipal authorities. The country also has a large network ofprivate
educational institutions coveringall five levels. These are fairly diverse in
the quality of the education they offer and in the population they serve.
Private non-sectarian and religious schools catering to the wealthy run
parallel to private schools offering low-quality education to poor people
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on the peripheries of the country’s majorcities. As well as this two-tier
private system, education for younger children, particularly at the pre-
primary stage, is provided by another network of private, non-profit
institutions which are either community-based or philanthropic, and

enjoy public subsidies.
The majority of middle- and upper-class families pay monthly tuition

rates as high as five times the national minimum wage to send their
children to good primary and secondary private schools, making sure
that they will be equipped to pass the compulsory entry examsatthe best
universities, which are also the public, tuition-free universities. This bias

in the Brazilian system showsvery strongly in the national educationbill:

per capita spending on higher education is 18 times higher than the
figure for the elementary and secondary levels. (Silva, 1992, p. 107).

Education in Brazil is therefore highly discriminatory against poor and
— as we shall see below — also against black people. Yet it offers equal
access on a gender basis.Illiteracy, schooling and achievementrates are
the same for men and women among membersofthe samesocial and
racial groups. As in many other countries, gender discrimination shows

itself in the Brazilian education system through the differentiation of
options between ‘male’ careers such as science and engineering and
‘female’ careers in the humanities. Discrimination is also apparent in the
recent history of the teaching profession, which has becomea virtual
female preserve at pre-primary and primary levels (Rosemberg, 1994).

Contrary to what common sense would indicate, the inadequacy of
the Brazilian education system is not to be found mainly in the lack of
school openings,but in the high repetition rates affecting poor students
in particular. These are the bottlenecks in Brazilian formal education
according to Ribeiro (1990): (1) access is virtually universal (93 per cent),
while an absolute lack of access is prevalent in the north-eastern region
— the country’s poorest, with a high numberof blacks — where 70 per
cent of children do not have access to school; (2) drop-out rates are
negligible for the first and second grades in primary school and become
significant only by fourth grade; (3) repetition reaches 50 per cent among
first graders. Just to reach sixth grade, therefore, Brazilians spend an
average of 8.5 years in primary school, which would be enough to

complete the compulsory programme.
As a result of this low rate of achievementBrazil still shows high rates

ofilliteracy — close to 20 per cent amongall those seven years old and
over in 1990 according to the National Household Surveys (Pesquisa
Nacional por Amostra de Domici’lio, PNAD,1990). Thisilliteracy rate is
by no meansa legacy of the past. It is recreated by each new generation

of Brazilians as a result of the system’s low level of efficiency (Ferrari,
1985). This is why the Brazilian school system has been described as a
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‘farm ofilliterates’ (Comisséo Nacional pata o Ano Internacional do
Analfabetismo, in Romio, 1990).

Race and Racism in Brazil

Like many other Latin American countries and the United States, the
enslavement of black Africans and their descendants marked a long
period in Brazil’s history up to 1888. First as a legacy ofslavery and then
because ofracist practices, this country has experienced the coexistence
of rather strong racial inequalities and prejudices along with mythical
notions such as‘racial democracy’ and‘genial racism’.

As opposed to the American emphasis on descent, Latin American

countries, and Brazil in particular, have developed a racial classification

that takes into accounta person’s phenotypeas well as his or her socio-
economicstatus. Therefore, far from defining a racial dichotomy,racial

classification in Brazil avoids genetic determinism to allow for crossing
the colour line. As a popular aphorism hasit, “Money turns you white’.

This rather flexible racial classification is intimately linked to the
mythical Brazilian ‘racial democracy’, which earned academic legitimacy
thanks to Gilberto Freyre’s widely known Casa Grande ¢ Senzala. It also
helps, to a certain extent, to explain the scant attention paid so far in

Brazil to scholarly research onracial inequalities.
Credit for substantiating and attempting to understandracial inequali-

ties in Brazil goes to the so-called SA0 Paulo Schooland particularly to
Florestan Fernandes, whose research revealed deep inequalities between.
whites and blacks and desctibed tacial telations after the abolition of
slavery as relic of the old regime, inconsistent with the new social order
taking shape within a competitive society divided along class lines. Yet,
this group ofscholars took the optimistic view thatracial discrimination
would disappear gradually thanks to the industrialization process. The
Sao Paulo Schoolstrongly influenced the Brazilian educational approach
to the racial issue. While recognizing thatthere is a strong concentration
ofblack students in the poorer segmentsofsociety, that view holds that
the problems affecting the education of the black population are
exclusively poverty-related, thus ignoring the race factor.

Along with other researchers (Hasenbalg, 1976; Silva, 1983; Rosem-

berg ef a4, 1986), I have examined the interrelations of race and class
from a different perspective. Without denying that the fate of blacksis
linked not only to the fate of other subordinated groups and classes, but
also to the political and structural evolution of Brazilian society, this
approach aimstoassess the specific impact ofrace on access to material
and symbolic goods.
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Carlos Hasenbalg (1979) studied social mobility among whites and

blacks in Brazil, showing that inequalities do not simply derive from the

differences that can be observed at the starting points of both groups,

but are mainly the result of the unequal opportunities available to them
following the abolition of slavery. Among other contributing factors, he

emphasized an immigration policy permeated by ‘racist nuances’, leading

to the marginalization of blacks, as well as to the reinforcement of a

regional pattern of population distribution that affected both groups.
The outcome was a concentration of blacks in the less developedareas,

and particularly in the north-east, where jobs and educational oppor-

tunities were severely restricted, while white people settled mostly in the

developed south-east.
Nevertheless, recent research consistently shows that even in the

more developed geographical areas social indicators on infant mortality,

life expectancy, income, schooling and basic health care, among others,

pointto a sustained deterioration in the living conditions of black people.

As a matter of fact, blacks are worse off than whites belonging to the

same income group.

Educational and Racial Indicators

Statistics on education are collected, processed and disseminated by the
Federal Education Department (Servigo de Estati’stica da Educagao e¢

Cultura, SEEC/MEC) and the Brazilian Institute of Geography and

Statistics (Fundagao Instituto Brasileiro de Geografi’a e Estati’stica,

IBGE). Since 1931 MEChas been responsible at the national level for

the production of local data on primary education. Census-like surveys
are conducted once a year amonginstitutionsin the public and private
educational networks to collect information on schools, teachers, tech-

nical and administrative staff and pupils enrolled at the variouslevels.
MECdata have beencriticized repeatedly by researchers, who question

in particular the credibility of the information disseminated by the

Department (Gusso, 1983; Barreto, 1984; Willadino, 1984; Fletcher and

Ribeiro, 1988). Criticism was particularly harsh following the release of
the 1980 census, whenserious discrepancies were detected between the

information on primary education that was disseminated by MEC and
data coming out from IBGE. The Department’s data showed a number

of registered students that was significantly higher than the figures
provided by IBGE’s sources. Possible explanations for these inconsis-

tencies ranged from intentional manipulation of the data to the use of

different procedures (such as the timing of the surveys) or approaches,

since with Brazil’s high rate of population mobility the number of
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registrations does not always match the actual number of students.
A significant discrepancy between both sources was also observed in

data pertaining to pre-primary education, although this time in the
opposite direction. Reviewing the information collected by IBGE (1987)
on pre-primary pupils against the number ofregistrations counted by
MEC,we detected a 40 per cent gap (Rosemberg, 1989). Our explana-
tion rests on the fact that two different sets of pre-primary schools
coexist in this country: legally registered establishments that abide by the
rules promulgated by the educational authorities, and ‘underground’

institutions that are beyond anyofficial control, operating under names
such as ‘day nurseries’, ‘initiation classes’ and ‘children’s socialization
centres’.

Data gathered by MECincludevery little information on the social
and demographicprofiles of the pupils. The Department’s research is
circumscribed to thelocation of schools (urban/rural), and the sex and
age of the students and teaching staff; it systematically ignores race.
IBGEis in charge of the population census and the National Household
Surveys (PNADs), which are conducted once a year. Both collect data
on education, but their research on children’s education starts with five-
year-old pupils in pre-primary schools.

The population census and PNADSsprovide the opportunity to relate
several social and demographic indicators (place of residence, sex, age,

family income, housing, etc.) to educational profiles. But notall census
and PNAD surveys are equally generous as far as the racial composition
of the population is concerned. Only seven ofthe ten general population
censuses conductedso far in Brazil included a question on colour. Such a
question first started to be asked in 1940 but was dropped in 1970 under
the military regime. It was reintroduced in 1976 on an experimental basis
following public pressure,in particular from black people’s organizations
and the academic community. More recent information on race has been
gathered through the general population census in 1980 and 1991, as
well as through every PNAD since 1987.' The approach to collecting
information on race has also changed through the years, creating an
additional degree of difficulty when one attempts to compare data
gathered bydifferent sources and in different decades.

Census takers were instructed in 1940 to require informants to
classify themselves as black, white or yellow, and to ‘draw a horizontal
line in the appropriate box whenever such a classification was not
feasible’. This approachresulted in the creation of a generic group of so-
called pardo (brown). The same procedure was used in 1950. The 1960
census wasthe first to consider five options: white, black, yellow, brown
and Indian. ‘People identifying themselves as mulatto, caboclo (part
Indian) and cafuzo, as well as Indians living outside Indian villages or
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posts, would beclassified as brown.At the timeof the publication ofthe
census data, those who had identified themselves as Indian were

included in the brown category’ (Oliveira ef a/, 1985, p. 9).
A PNAD conducted in 1976 gathered information on race using an

open procedure and a closed one. An analysis of the answers to the open

question (What colour are you?’) showed that while there was a wide
variety of responses (close to 135 different colour classifications were
mentioned), 95 per cent of the answers dealt with seven classifications,
four of which were consistent with the options in the closed question:
white, black, yellow, brown.”

The 1980 and 1991 censuses, as well as PNADs conducted in 1982

and 1985 and from 1987to the present, researched race asking heads of
household to self-classify in one of four groups: white, black, yellow,

brown. Thelatter category included classifications such as mulatto,‘half-
breed’ Indian, caboclo, mameluco (of Indian and white parentage), cafuzo,

among others.
Not all the information gathered through the general population

census and PNADsis handled in the same wayat the processing and
dissemination stages. Taking into accountthe large variety of methods
that can be used to organize and process the information, only data
earmarked for publication are selected initially. The remaining informa-
tion is processed to meet the demand of IBGE’sstaff as well as external
requests. This procedure generates special tables that are used by
researchers or published in a variety of ways. Data contained in PNADs
and census reports are undoubtedly more accessible and subject to a
wider dissemination. Special tables are not available to the general public
but are restricted to persons such as scholars, planners and activists, in
spite of increasing public demand for a democratization of information.

Thestory of the suppression of research work based on special tables
from the 1976 PNAD offers an exemplary lesson in this respect. An
IBGEteam prepared and analysed a tabular plan to measure the intensity
of racial discrimination in terms of black participation in the labour
market (including income), the education system and ‘miscegenation’. A
mimeo version ofthis research, which was completed in 1981, spent two

years on the waiting list at IBGE’s print shop. It was eventually printed
in 1983, but the Institute’s managers did not clear it for public dis-

semination. After two more years of suppression the research was even-
tually released in 1985 as originally printed, and under the same cover
andtitle — The Place ofBlacks in the LaborMarket. Onlythe publication date
had been changed, together with the names of IBGE’s managers, who
were no longerinterested in denying racial discrimination in the country
(Oliveira et al, 1985).

The paucity that characterizes the collection and dissemination of
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statistical information in Brazil has been denounced as a strategy aimed
at barring the racial question from any national discussion of economic,
political, social, cultural and educational priorities. In the last few years,
however, and particularly since the beginning ofthepolitical transition
from the military regime (abertura) and the revival of social movements,
several groups andinstitutions haveanalysed racial relations on the basis
ofdata pertaining to the demographic characterization of the population,
mortality profiles, fertility, participation in the labour market, the
situation ofwomen and educational profiles.’ We shall attempt a detailed
examination of unequal access to formal education mainly on the basis
of data collected by the 1990 PNAD,published as The Color of the
Population IBGE, 1995).4

Access to Formal Education

The racial composition of Brazil’s 146.8 million people in the 1991
census wasas follows: 55.3 per cent white, 39.3 per cent brown,4.9 per
centblack, and 0.5 per cent yellow (Asian Brazilians, mainly of Japanese
descent). Going by the notion thatall people who consider themselves
black or brown belongto the black race, 44.2 per cent of Brazilians are
black. Racial composition varies strongly from one physiographic region
to the other. White people predominate in the south-eastern (82.8 per
cent) and southern (66 per cent) regions, which are the country’s richest.
In the northern and north-eastern regions, Brazil’s poorest, brown are in
the majority (71 per cent and 65.3 per cent).

Racial discrimination readily shows when the incomelevels of people
ten years old and over are compared: the median incomeof blacks and
brownsis less than half the average for whites (Table 12.1). Whether or
notit is caused by the income gap, racial discrimination impacts on
different levels of humanlife. Infant mortality rates among blacks (105
per 1000) and brown (77 per 1000) are higher than among whites;life
expectancy at birth for blacks and brown (59.4 years) is significandy
lower than for whites (66.1 years).

Non-whites are exposed to racial discrimination in the labour market and
generally have to face social opportunities structured in such a way as to
place them at a disadvantage vis-d-vis white people .... Therefore, we know
thattheinferiorlife conditions that blacks and brown are subjected to as a
result of past and presentracism, start at conception and will stay with them
for life (Hasenbalg, 1992a, p. 12).

As in all other aspectsoflife, blacks and brownsare also penalized in
the educational sector. Besides facing greater difficulties in gaining access
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Table 12.1 Average Nominal Income of Persons Ten Years Old and Over by Colour and Sex,

Brazil,* 1990
 

Total Male Female
White 20,782 31,831 10,604
Black 9,076 12,863 5,409

Brown 9,428 14,140 4,803
 

Source: 1990 PNAD in IBGE (1995, p. 103).
* Does not include the rural population in the northern region.

to schoolandstaying in it, blacks get their education from low-quality

institutions which are responsible for rates of failure that are higher than

those observed among whites. In general terms, research on educational

opportunities has found different school profiles for Asian Brazilians,

whites, blacks and browns, showing the latter two groups at a dis-

advantage in termsof access to school and progress through it, something

that is usually slow and uneven for them (Rosemberg ef a/,, 1986; Rama,

1989; Hasenbalg and Silva, 1990; Barcelos, 1993). As Hasenbalg and

Silva have said, ‘these inequalities can be explained neither by regional

factors nor by socio-economic circumstances’ (1990, p. 12).
Table 12.2 displays four indicators of educational opportunities for

whites, blacks and browns by physiographic regions, highlighting racial

inequalities in the educational sector and providing at the same time the

opportunity to assess the impact of economic conditions on discrimi-

nation. We can observe that both in the country as a whole and in each

ofits physiographic regions blacks show the worst educational indicators.
Amongotherthings,illiteracy rates are higher among blacks and browns
than among whites; the percentage of blacks and browns with less than

one year of schooling, or no instruction at all, more than doubles that of

whites. At the same time, we find in the country as a whole and in

several ofits physiographic regions a higher proportion of whites with

eight or more years of instruction, while the opposite is true for blacks

and browns combined, who show a number of uneducated people larger

than the numberofindividuals with eight or more years of schooling. In

these circumstances the presence of blacks with higher education is

minuscule. While 7.7 per cent of whites who are seven years old and

over have higher education,only 1.2 per cent of blacks and 1.6 per cent

of browns do (1988 PNAD in Barcelos, 1993, p. 21).
Although enrolment rates indicate that more white children and

adolescents go to school than blacks, the gap in this respect does not go

beyond 10 per cent, hence showing a lowerlevel of disadvantage. This

indicates that while blacks have less access to school than whites,

discrimination against them is more intense within the school system
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through frequent failure. Luis Cla’udio Barcelos (1993) has researched

this subject among students of different racial groups working on the

basis of the 1988 PNAD.Heobserved in all age groups a small pro-

portion of blacks who had not failed grades and a big proportion who

had. In the 14-year-old group, 34.9 per cent of whites, 72.6 per cent of

blacks and 65.4 per cent of browns were more than two grades behind,

while 27.7 per cent of whites and only 6.1 per cent of blacks and 8.3 per

cent of brown had notrepeated grades (Barcelos, 1993, p. 22).

Whyis it that blacks face greater barriers than whites in the education

system? The first answer usually elicited by this question blamesracial

inequalities solely on socio-economic differences, both at the family level

and in those regions where blacks are a majority, as in the case of the

north-east, the poorest in the country, where most people are brown.It

is argued that black children and adolescents face bigger difficulties

because their families are poor, and therefore they have to work more

and harder than white children.
I have shown in a previous study that this argument is simplistic

(Rosemberg, 1987). It is true that black families are poorer on average

than white families and that black children and adolescents work harder

than white ones (Barros and Santos, 1991). Nevertheless, research con-

ducted in the state of Sao Paulo, the country’s richest and most popu-
lous, showed a smaller rate of repetition among white pupils than among

blacks, even when comparing children and adolescents from families
belonging to the same income group and with the same degree of
participation in the labour market. In other words, black pupils would
always show a higher rate of repetition than white ones, even among
students who do not work or who belong to the growing segment of
students who attend classes and work at the same time (Rosemberg,

1987, pp. 21-2).
These findings provide an important clue leading to the following

conclusion:in general terms, black and white pupils do not always attend

the same kind of school.

Schools for Whites and Schools for Blacks

Is there a difference between the schools attended by white pupils and
those attended by black students? It is reasonable to suspect that a
difference exists, since some studies indicate that even the public system
offers a different kind of school to poor pupils.> This two-tier educational

supply, which manifests itself in the different rates of educational
spending per capita in the various regions (ranging from US$28.5 in the

rural north-east to US$197.2 in the rural south-east), was pinpointed by
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Lia Rosenberg (in Brazil, Ministério da Educagao, 1990, p. 78) in an
important research effort conducted in Sao Paulo’s metropolitan area.
Studying schools attended by poorchildren, she found that, instead of
getting more andbetter resources, those schools haveless of everything.

Poorstudents attend schools that schedule a limited number ofclass hours,
in order to accommodate a larger numberof shifts, and experience a fast
teachers’ turnover, thusleaving little room for students to succeed. Theseare
notjust the schools ofpoor people and much less schoolsfor poor people, as
the Department of Education claims, but poor schools (Rosenberg, 1990;
emphasis added).

Besides the concrete conditions observed in such schools, a research
Project in Rio de Janeiro also highlighted what scholars describe now as
the ideology of impotence. ‘The teacher perceives his or her pupils as
non-teachable subjects, generating a sort ofself-fulfilling prophecy.’ A
differentattitude is to be observed in schools for middle-class students,
where there is educational optimism and aboveall the determination to
preserve the institution’s good image, which shows in their efforts to
establish a good working relationship with the parents, as well as to
ensure the success ofthe students (Dias, 1979; Hasenbalg, 1987 in Pinto,
1993, p. 27).

I shall thus attemptto highlight indicators of the fact that whites and
blacks from families in the same income group (an indispensable test to
detect racial discrimination) usually do not attend schools of the same
quality. Starting with children’s education,it is striking to find a larger
proportion of poorand black children in third-rate day-care centres and
pre-primary schools, which generally are those enjoying subsidies. Poorly
trained staff and exiguous premises bear witness to the low quality of
these institutions. Even worse than thatis thesignificantly high number
of 7-9-year-old children, most of them black andliving in the north-east,
whoinstead ofattendingfirst grade, as they are entitled to by law, are
being kept in day-care centres and pre-primary institutions. A quarter of
all Brazilian children attending pre-school are 7-9 years old. The per-
centage ofindividuals in such a situation is down to 18 per cent among
the nation’s white children and climbs to 43 per cent among black
children living in the north-east (1988 PNAD in Rosemberg, 1991a,
p-33).

The expansion of children’s education in the 1980s (Rosemberg,
1991a) provoked the proliferation nation-wide of these low-costinsti-
tutions staffed by untrained and underpaid teachers and instructors; at
community-run day-care centres and pre-schools they often volunteer
their services. In an attempt to bring down thehigh repetition rates
prevalentin the first few years of primary school, the public system also
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Table 12.3 Quality Indicators for Regular Primary Schools by Race. State of Séo Paulo, 1982

(%)
 

 

Whites Blacks

Attending regular primary schools in the private network 10.7 29

Attending regular primary schools in the evening private network 11.4 36.0

Attending regular primary courses in daily sessions of over 4 hours 22.2 13.2
 

Source: 1982 PNAD, in Rosemberg (1991c).

Table 12.4 Distribution of Persons Attending Regular Primary Courses by Average Monthly

Family Income, Race and Numberof School Daily Sessions. Sao Paulo State, 1982 (%)

 

 

Numberof hours/race Family income

Up to 3 MMW* More than 3 MMW

White (total) 936.544 (100%) 2.204.707 (100%)

Up to 3 hours 3.1 2.7

+ 3 to 4 hours 81.3 72.3

4 hours and over 15.6 25.0

Black (total) 460.744 (100%) 583.089 (100%)

Up to 3 hours 3.8 42

+ 3 to 4 hours 83.4 82.1

4 hours and over 12.8 13.7
 

Source: Special tables of the 1982 PNAD in Rosemberg (1991c, p. 228).

* Minimum monthly wages.

started to develop so-called ‘initiation’classes (also dubbed‘preparation’

or ‘alphabetization’ classes), where children could stay either until they

learned how to read and write or until they dropped out for good

without ever having entered primary school (Rosemberg, 1995).

Research work on first grade in the state of Sao Paulo revealed that

the absolute majority of blacks (97.1 per cent) enrol in public schools

where the quality of education tends to be lower than in the private

institutions. To understand the forces that push blacks in the direction

of public schools it is important to bear in mind not only that these

schools are tuition-free, but also that the territorial coverage of the

private network of schools is not aleatory. Very few private secondary

schools are located in the poorest areas surrounding Sao Paulo, the

state’s capital. In the Brasilandia district, where some 40 per cent of the

population is black, only two private schools offered courses at the

secondary level, while 55 of them had such courses in a region em-

bracing sub-districts with a smaller black population (Franco, 1983).
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Althoughthe number ofblacks attending private schools is cxtremely
small, the kind of private schools available to them are those that offer
the worst evening courses in Brazil (Table 12.3). The higher proportion
of blacks in private evening schools points at a perverse aspectin the
system. At the time whenthis information wascollected, evening public
schools, most of which offer supplementary instruction, required an
entry examination.® Thealternative available to students who were in-
timidated by or whofailed such a test was the private evening schools
attended by a majority of black pupils.

Shorter hours devoted to teaching is one of the reasons why the
primary schools attended by black students from relatively poor families
provide low-quality education. Whether they are public or private insti-
tutions,offering daytimeor eveningclasses, does not make any difference
(Rosemberg, 1991c, p. 286; and see Table 12.4).

Longerschool hoursdo not simply mean that a studentstays one more hour
at school. As a matteroffact there is a connection between the duration of
the schoolday, the numberofclassshifts and thesize of the school. Andall
those aspects have to do with the quality of the school, facilitating adminis-
trative operations, which leads to better organization to the advantage of
teachers and pupils, or providing executive officers with greater flexibility to
conducteffective adjustments in terms of managementpractices, assess-
ments and planning (Rosemberg, 1991c, p. 119).

In my view the characteristics of schools attended by a high pro-
portion of blacks, which are the worst schools in the country, can
explain race-based differences in terms of achievement, since students in
the same socio-economic segment whoattend better schools show more
progress than those in Lia Rosenberg’s ‘poor’ schools. There are more
blacks than whites in such schools.

Conclusions

To understand the process of educational discrimination I would offer
two explanationsthatare related to racism in a complementary fashion:
discriminatory practices within the schoolandterritorial segregation of
black populations throughout the country.

Summarizing the results of research efforts as well as criticism by
black leaders, Regina P. Pinto (1993, p. 26) describes the school as an
environment that is ‘hostile’ or at least indifferent to the problems
affecting racial relations inside educational institutions and in society at
large. ‘This hostile environmenthas been detected in both the curricula
and the teaching materials pertaining to a great variety of academic
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subjects and careers, as well as in the nature ofrelations among students

and between teachers and pupils’ (Pinto, 1993,p. 26).

Research has been conducted atleast since the 1970s on textbooks

used in different careers and at different educational levels, as well as,

literature aimed at children and adolescents, uncovering the strong

prejudices that such materials convey: from under-representation of

black role models to the disparagementof black people and the outright

omission of their contribution to Brazil’s culture (for a summary of such

research see Negrao and Pinto, 1990). .

Studies in the education sector have also highlighted discriminatory

practices that draw a negative portrait of black people in terms of their

intellectual abilities (Figueira, 1990). Excluding blacks and addressing

them with derogatory nicknames is far from rare among students, but

teachers ignore such behaviour mostofthe time (Figueira, 1990).

Everything points to the fact that the school, which could and should con

tribute to changing racist ideas or at least inhibit racist practices, ends up

contributing to the perpetuation of discrimination, either through direct

actions by educational agents, or as a result of theirfailure to act in the face

of the discriminatory nature of teaching materials and the racist behaviour

that takes place in the classroomsdayin, day out(Pinto, 1993, p. 27).

In this hostile environment where their racial identity is disqualified,

black children and adolescents may use certain means of resistance,

ranging from passivity to aggression (thelatter being generally condemned

by their parents), with important consequencesin terms of their psycho-

logical well-being and academic performance (Teixeira, 1992).

Trying to understand poor performance amongblackchildren, I have

advanced elsewhere the notion that the ways ofracial segregation in

Brazil are hard to apprehend,since segregation in this country, as opposed

to the Jim Crow legislation in the United States or the regime of apart-

heid in South Africa, was never legalized in any way. In the Brazilian

case,territorial segregation of blacks links with the economic segregation

observed in Latin American societies.
In order to comprehend the causes of racial discrimination in the

Brazilian education system I want to suggest that certain dynamics — the

opposite of those usually found in the discourse of educators — are at

work. In other words, race rather than economic conditions may be the

equalizer for the black population. In the eyes of white people race

equalizes opportunities both in terms of having access to the education

system andbeing able to remaininit, treating blacks just as poorpeople.

This interpretation finds support in studies devoted to racial discrimi-

nation in Brazil which state that whites do not recognize as equals, and
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therefore discriminate against, black people who are able to advance
socially (Fernandez, 1984; Hasenbalg, 1979).

It is also possible that, in the face of discrimination, even black
families enjoying better socio-economic conditions either tend tolive in
poorareas or to use the same social services as white families belonging
to a lower socio-economic level. This kind of coexistence could in
principle reduce tensions resulting from racial confrontation, thanks to
increased chances of encountering black families, but also because socio-
economicdifferences could in part contribute to preventing a more open
expression ofracial prejudice in the context of personal relations.

In my opinion this hypothesis can provide important clues to the
understanding and correction of the dynamics ofracial discrimination.
But better quantitative and qualitative studies on the territorial dis-
tribution of educational services and the use that the different racial
groups make of them would be necessary to that end.It is in order,
therefore, to start investigating the means that families use to handle
racial prejudice and discriminatory practices.

Before a child reaches schoolage, for example, the family can control
his or her social intercourse to a certain extent, in order to provide
protection from or defence againstracist practices. In a study devoted to
the socialization ofthe children of the black élite, Irene Maria Barbosa
(1983, p. 61) underlines the protective cover that the family provides,
‘delaying as much as possible the irruption ofracial problems. The
duration of such protection would depend on theirruption ofthe race
problem, which will always cause tensions and impacts that are bound to
interfere decisively with the developmentoftheir relations with whites
as well as with other blacks’. In this sense, education may provoke
ambiguousreactions in certain black segments. On one hand,there is a
recurrentperception ofits importanceto social mobility (Pinto, 1993)in
terms of reaching a higher status and ofkeeping it, too, since status
becomes more unstable with each generation, as Hasenbalg (1992b) has
shown. Onthe other hand,there is the threat represented by the school
as a white institution, being ‘the sceneofthefirst and decisive inter-racial
tensions experienced by black children’ (Barbosa, 1983, p. 98). Attempts
to overcome such ambivalence towards strong educational aspirations
that are barely achievable in the white school have been made over the
years whenever black organizations proposedthecreation of, or in fact
created schools for black children only. Is complete segregation the
desirable solution? Should the solution instead be the US system of
quotas for blacks?

I believe that a policy of quotas would noteasily win approval in
Brazil, where such an option would be considereddiscriminatory owing
to the complexity ofworking out

a

legal statute defining whois black. A
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more viable road to overcomingracial inequalities, as well as to denounc-

ing and defeating the strategy of silence on Brazilian racism — a silence

that is even more overpowering in other Latin American countries —

would be to create more and better schools wherever major concentra-

tions of poor andblack populations are located. Social policies aimingat

a greater degree of equality, particularly in the educational sector, would

certainly benefit black children and adolescents too.

Translated by Carlos Varela
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Notes

1 This dearth of information on race is recurrent in Latin America. The following

countries have notcollected data on this subject for many decades, and in two cases

for almost a century and more: Venezuela (since 1876), Bolivia (1900), Argentina

(1914), Nicaragua (1920), Honduras (1945), Dominican Republic (1950), Peru (1961).

Ecuador dropped census questions about race in 1950 and again in 1962.

2 The remaining three classifications were claro (light), moreno claro (light mulatto) and

morano (mulatto). ‘The latter accounted for almost one third ofall responses’. Silva,

1983, p. 200.
3 For an assessmentofrecent research on racial inequality in modern Brazil see Lovell

(1991).
4 Data collected through the 1991 census could not be used since they have not been

released in their entirety. PNADs suffer from a serious limitation when used as a

source for preparing estimates, because they do not gather information in the

northern region on accountofits vast area and low population density.

Such a difference has been observed by Kozol (1991) in the United States.

The supplementary system provides instruction to older people who could not attend

the regular syste, and doesit in a shorter school cycle.

a
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1 Defending Educational Rights
in Colombia

“Abjantro“Alarex Gallego and

Ce’sar Torres Ca’rdenas

 

Freedom to Receive Education

Theintentofthe drafters of the 1991 constitution and the 1994 General
Bill on Education notwithstanding, school work in Colombiastill requires
teachers to impart knowledge, values and skills that will ensure the

advancementof their pupils in the educational system ortheir integra~
tion into the labour market. But knowledge acquired in this fashion
cannotconfer any new meaning on the students’life. Its only purposeis
to provide students with a certain degree oftraining that will be tested
further on,either to assess whether they are ready to be promoted to the
next educationallevel, or to evaluate their skills and abilities to perform
as workers. Teaching methods and materials are thus designed to serve
an evaluation system that emphasizes the ability of pupils to commit
things to memory.

Clearly, freedom to receive education cannotexist unless the know-
ledge, values and abilities acquired in school allow students to make
sense of their ownlives andthelives of their communities, and school
work becomes more than an exercise in mnemonics and training for
passing exams.

Freedom to Teach

Teachers’ training in Colombia is provided by three different sets of
institutions: higher teachers’ schools, teachers’ colleges and provincial
training committees. Thefirst two provide the basic training while the
latter, acting through them,offers in-service training. Advanced training
and Masters programmesare also available in the universities, but it is
important to emphasize that there are no PhD coursesin this area.

Teachers are trained and ‘retrained’ essentially as curricula adminis-
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trators. They acquire and develop over the years the ability to impart a

specific kind of knowledge that is substantially alienated from the lives

of both teachers and students, and unconnected to other forms of

knowledge existing outside the educational system.

This approach turnsteachers into bureaucrats who operate the educa-

tional machinery but havenosignificantinfluence on the design of public

policies in this area. The goals of the educational sector and the role of

teachers are dictated by rather anonymousandinvisible agents. Teachers’

training prevents them from assessing their own performances. While

ensuring their effectiveness within the classroom, such a background

makes them unawareofthe general context in which they operate and

therefore prevents them from changing it in any meaningful way. The

result is a severe restriction of the freedom to teach, since only a wider

knowledge of education and pedagogy allows teachers to enjoy this

freedom.

Freedom to Engage in Scientific Research

Research in education is seriously restricted in Colombia for two main

reasons. Oneis that higher education institutions, which conduct most

of the country’s research activities, lack the necessary resources. The law

requires universities to allocate 2 per cent of their budgets to research,

but they are unable to comply. Apart from that, teachers’ colleges have

neglected research by focusing most oftheir efforts on training. The

second reason is that, although quantitative studies are important, too

much emphasis in this area hurts qualitative research, preventing progress

towards a deeper understanding of the country’s educational situation.

Under these circumstances freedom to research has turnedinto a chimera.

Conflict, Education and Freedom

The different levels and peculiar features of academic freedom in

Colombia occur in the framework of a multiplicity of armed conflicts.

Each and every party seeks to secure a piece ofterritory for the purpose

ofestablishing its brand ofpolitical and economic hegemony. Educational

ideas and practices cannot avoid being affected. The legislative process

is also a reflection of war, mirroring the balance of power at a given

moment. Indeed, laws may generate new scenarios for confrontation.

This conflict is the cradle of the present educational laws and perhaps

a reason for their inconsistency and lack of precision in certain areas.
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While abiding by the demands of multilateral agencies in the financial
and cultural arcas, Colombian educational laws have also taken into
account the views of a broad spectrum ofpolitical and ideological ten-
dencies. These have ranged from a lobby of secular Christian ultra-con-
servatives, including some members of Congress,to intellectual groups
carrying sound academic, democratic and pedagogical credentials who
are occasionally able to influence aspects of educational policy. The
legislative process has also been influenced by the teachers’ unions,
which representa variety ofpolitical and pedagogical currents as well as
different professional demands seeking to safeguard the interests of the
rank andfile.

The 1991 constitution, defining education as a right, embraces the
basic freedom to receive an education, the freedom to teach and the free-
dom to engage in scientific research. The right to education and these
three freedoms are also recognized in the 1994 General Bill on
Education, which empowers the state to regulate the supply of edu-
cational services and recognizes the autonomyofthe various educational
communities to design institutional educational projects and local, pro-
vincial and national educational development plans. The ability of
educational communities to enjoy their autonomytothefull requires an
effective protection ofthe three freedoms,and the opportunity to shape
them into the design ofinstitutional projects and educational develop-
mentplans.

As a matter offact, the context in which these freedoms might
flourish best might be onedirectly affected by the armed conflict, since
the individuals coming into the educational system bring with them
different cultures determined by their place in the confrontation. The
educational establishment would thus become an open forum for the
permanent intercourse of the multiplicity of interests and cultures
converging in it. A new way of coexistence amongrivals, distinguished
by the ability to enjoy diversity, would have to take root within the
nation’s educational institutions. Yet neither the establishment nor the
prevailing pedagogical practices make room for such a convergence.
Instead they erect barriers to participation,restricting academic freedom.

The Nation Belongs to the Bank

The situation in the Colombian educational sector is dictated by the
tendencies governing educational policies in Latin America as a whole.
Paradoxically, multilateral financial agencies pressfor the privatization of
public educational services, while we are still unable to answer the basic
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question of how to provide an educational coverage that would uphold

the right to education and guarantee the exercise of academic freedom,

according to the various local and national projects. In fact, the state

should provide the resources necessary to achieve that kind of coverage,

in order to overcome the inequality of opportunities affecting over 50

per cent of Colombians who live in poverty or extreme poverty and

cannotafford to pay for educational services.
Far from guaranteeing academic freedom and the right to education

by providing the administrative and financial means to implementparti-

cipatory educational plans, educational policies developed by recent

Colombian governmentsare part of two broadstrategic designs: turning

the educational sector over to municipalities and the private sector.
Thesepolicies are prescribed by the World Bank. In a 1987 ‘Sectoral

Memorandum’entitled Colombia: Financing and Efficiency in the Educational
Sector, the World Bankstated the following:

Taking into account the expenditures in the regular State budget, another

important point is that the country mustfind other financial sources for this

sector, public as well as private.... In order to achieve the goals in primary

and secondary education, the present system ofresourceallocation in this

sector must be revised, and the operating budget mustbe integrated into a

process of decentralized planning, so as to place the responsibility for

evaluating, controlling and implementing expenditures in the hands of muni-

cipal and provincial authorities. (World Bank, 1987, p. 14).

The implementation ofthis proposal aims at ensuring administrative

decentralization and political centralization. This is precisely the opposite

ofa policy seeking to upholdtheright to education. Following the path

prescribed by the World Bank, increased managerial and planning

powers for the Department of Education have been proposed, while

municipal authorities are burdened with the task of financing the educa-

tional system with borrowed money, private investments and heavier

taxation. If this is the state’s interpretation of academic freedom and

autonomy,it departs widely from the political principles of sovereignty,

justice and equity that need to be respected if the poorest communities

in the country are to make sense of those two freedoms.
Strengthening the educational institutions and making room for the

broaderparticipation of educational agents whoare directly involved in

their managementis an attempt to reinforce demandfor the purpose of

improving the system’s efficiency, in the expectation of raising produc-

tivity and revenues andultimately showing up well among the country’s

economic indicators. From a purely economic perspective, the state

must continue to play a fundamental role in education as the guarantor

of standardsoflearning that are established according to the requirements
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ofa balanced global development (in other words,capital reproduction
in the absence ofserious economic disruptions). Since the supply and
demand of knowledge andskills are nowadays crucial to achieving and
maintaining the levels of competitiveness demanded in a free market
economy, education has becomea strategic factor in the development
Process.

Therefore, the new role ofthe state in the educational sector will be
dictated by the demand for educational services. Emphasis is no longer
placed on the supply side, or the state’s role as provider of educational
services, but on theability of the civil society to manage the educational
sector, according to standards developed by national authorities to
mirror international guidelines. What we have here is a redistribution of
social control functions once vested in thestate.

Theeffects of sucha policy areall too evident. Thestructural. causes
of unequal access to education in Colombia are decades old, but the
truth is that the new model has been unable to improve educational
coverage, as shownbyrecentstudies on access,retention and repetition
in primary, secondary and higher education:

* Theilliteracy rate amongthe populationten years old and over is 12.2
per cent.

* Only half of some 13 million school-age individuals manage to have
access to regular education.

* The public sector meets 43.3 per cent of the demand for pre-school
education, 82.8 per cent at the primary level, 62.4 per cent at the
secondary level and 40 per cent at the university level.

* Public education infrastructure has shrunk and seriously deteriorated
over thelast ten years.

* Closeto 80 per cent ofchildren enter primary school at six or seven
years of age and take 6.1 years to complete thefive-year cycle.

* Seven outoften pupils in the same age group stay at least five years
in school and start dropping out when they reach 11 years of age;
drop-outrates increase after ages 12 and 13. Economic pressures may
be the reason why the poorest students (one in four in every age
group) start to drop outat 12 years ofage, after attending classes for
approximately six years.

* Retention figures shown by enrolment records actually hide a
pervasive problem of temporary desertion. It appears that children
whotake seasonal jobsin agriculture drop outfive or six months into
the school year, to come back to the same grade the following year.
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* First grade repetition rates are close to 45 per cent.

* The repetition rate among poorpupilsis likely to exceed the national

average. Assuming that it doubles the average rate for pupils above

percentile 50 in the incomedistribution structure,first grade repeti-

tion rate among poorstudents would then beclose to 60 per cent.

* Studies on repetition suggest the following causes: (1) Spanish is not

the student’s mother tongue; (2) inability to devote enough time to

homeworkandinsufficient teacher—pupil interaction; (3) lack of text-

books to back up the student’s individual work; (4) high age dis-

parities in the classroom; (5) teaching is not adequately connected to

the students’ real life experiences and surroundings; (6) inadequate

introduction of the pupils to reading and writing; (7) lack of teachers

trained to work with special groups.

This picture highlights the state’s inability to provide efficient educa-

tional services, indicating among other things that high drop-out and

repetition rates are caused by educational programmesthatareirrelevant

to the real needs ofthe different cultures and population groups in the

country. Allowing communities to choose the kind of education they

want might improvethesituation. In the last few years neo-liberal policy-

makers have invoked those same figures to ask for a reduced public

financial role and a greater private-sector intervention, while keeping the

design of educational policies in the hands ofthe state’s Department of

Education.
The neo-liberal view of the majorills affecting higher education holds

that they are causedprincipally by the fact that the majority of the people

cannot afford to pay tuition. They propose to solve this problem by

directing the available financial resources away from the universities,

channelling them instead to students by means ofsoft credits. Such an

approach assumes that the budgets of the public universities can be

balanced through the revenues generated by tuition fees. The fact of the

matter is that this item covers only 5 per cent of operating costs.

Therefore, neo-liberal policy makers favour increases in tuition and

other academic fees high enough — eventually — to meet 33 per cent of

operating expenses.

Further reinforcing the privatization process, tuition fees will be

financed through bank loans. For thefirst few years loanswill be given

only to students enrolling in public universities, but later on the system

will embrace private institutions. All these measures seck to weaken

public universities lacking the necessary resources andinfrastructure to

compete with private universities.
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Legal Protection: Weaving the WebofCitizens’ Rights

Meanwhile, in the midstofthis development, new formsofrepresentation
and recognition of the social purpose of education are helping to bring
aboutthe possibility of an alternative educational project founded on the
exercise of the right to education bycitizens themselves.

Art. 86 of the Colombian constitution empowers any citizen to
initiate legal actions(ttelas) before any magistrate, seeking protection of
his or her fundamental rights. More than 80,000 such actions have been
filed so far — a significant numberfor a constitutional device that was
adopted only four years ago. Even more important, in terms of academic
freedom,is the fact that close to 65 per centofall swéelas have been
prompted either by the denial ofthe right to education or the violation
of other rights in the context of an educational institution. These are
some ofthe rights involved in the s##elas pertaining to the field of
education:

. Right to equality. Plaintiffs seek protection against discrimination for
economic, physical or other reasons, demanding equal accessto all
levels of education.

Right to privacy. Titelas filed in this area seek respect for personal
options that do not impair academic life.

Religious freedom. Actions involve the right to chose one’s religion
as well as the right notto receive religious education.

Rightto petition. 7ie/as initiated in this field request various educa-
tional bodies to account in public for their decisions, giving citizens
the chanceto debate and evenchallenge them.

Right to work. Tutelas filed in this area have resulted in the protection
of a variety of workers in the educational system from being dis-
charged asa result of ideological or professional differences with the
authorities.

Freedom to teach and freedom to receive education. Actionsinitiated
by individuals at different levels in the educational system demand
that the various pedagogic proposals be public, in order to allow
educational agents to exercise the right to choose.

The right of parents to choose the education they want for their
children. Tuselas seek to reaffirm the public nature of education,
requesting broad public knowledge of projects developed by the
different educational institutions,as well ascitizen participation in the
decision-making process.
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Apart from being effective tools for protecting fundamental rights,

tutelas also convey collective concern over a matter of social interest,

such as democratizing the educational system by guaranteeing citizens

full participation in efforts to give education a new meaning. The fact

that more than half the /utelas filed so far pertain to the educational field

mayalso betelling us that the right to education is Colombia’s most

threatened right — after the right to life, that is.
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1 Militatization and Privatization in
Peru’s Educational System: an Update

  

Carlos Varela and Sinesio LépexJimenez

Academic freedom has been dealt a crippling blow in Peru since WUS
last reported on a mounting campaign against educational rights and the
autonomy of universities and other institutions of higher education
under President Alberto Fujimori (Academic Freedom 3. Education and
Human Rights, London, 1995). On 25 May 1995 the Peruvian Congress
passed Law No. 26457 granting its Executive complete control over 444-
year-old San Marcos University, the oldest in South America, and
Teacher's University Enrique Guzma’n y Valle (La Cantuta), byreplacing
their elected authorities with ‘Reorganizing Committees’ appointed by
the governmentandinstalled behind a shield of heavily armed troops. A
weeklater, Congress broughta third national public university (Hua’nuco’s
Hermilio Valdiza’n) into the ‘teorganization’ process. This onslaught
tookplace almostexactly four years after the President ordered the army
to set up permanent camp in San Marcos and La Cantuta, which the
governmentcalled‘terrorists’ nests’. As a matter offact, on 21 May 1991
Fujimori, a former president of the Peruvian National Assembly of
University Rectors, personally joined in the occupation of San Marcos by
special forces led by tanks and armoured troopcarriers.

The adoption of Law No. 26457 in the Fujimori-controlled, single-
chamber Congress was a multiple assault onlegality that targeted parlia-
mentary rules of procedure, existing education laws and, aboveall, Peru’s

constitution. At the behest of the government, Fujimori supporters in
Congress fired the rectors and deputy rectors in San Marcos and La
Cantuta and dismantled the Faculty Councils — the democratically
generated bodies in which teachers held two thirds of the seats —
effectively wiping out the principle of autonomy enshrined in the
Peruvian constitution. By the same blow, the government's steamroller
in Congtess also suppressed therole of studentsinall governing bodies,
violating the 1983 University Act (Law No. 23733) which guarantees
their full participation in the managementof university affairs.
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The President’s supporters rammed ‘University Reorganization’
through Congress, resorting to the same unlawful meansthey had used
to trample on the independence of the judiciary and to grant impunity
to military officers involved in grave human rights abuses. Fujimori’s
majority introduced thebill directly to the plenary in the early hours of
the morning, ignoring rules that require previous examination of any
legislative initiative by all relevant committees. Congressional procedures
were also violated when governmentsupporters ruled that the draft had
been rightfully carried, although it did not muster the required majority
for bills intended to modify higher-ranked laws. Furthermore, the

drafters of the bill, seeing no reason to share their motives with therest
of the country, skipped the preamble to concentrate only on the operative
paragraphs.

The unwritten party line to justify these actionsreferred to intelligence
reports claiming a resumptionof‘subversive activities’ in the universities

targeted for ‘reorganization’. The president of the National Assembly of
University Rectors, who happensalso to hold the office of Second Vice-
President of Peru, explained Law No. 26457 on ‘national security’
groundsfollowing a four-hour briefing meeting with Fujimori. But after
four years of continuing armed occupation such a canard just would not

fly.
Summarizing the effects of a massive military presence on both

campuses,one ofseveral students’ press committees that were created in
San Marcos after the enactment of Law No. 26457 reported that

Troops are stationed in the university’s mess rooms on a permanentbasis;

there are sentry posts on the roofs of each and every building; soldiers patrol
the halls while a ‘cold war’ atmosphere prevails in the classrooms. Systematic
intimidation of studentsalso includes frequent identity checks against name
tolls prepared by military intelligence.'

The army did not stop at bloodless intimidation. On 18 July 1992 a
paramilitary group supported by military personnel stationed at La Can-
tuta kidnapped one teacher and nine students belonging to this univer-
sity. This action, seemingly in retaliation for a devastating bombattack
perpetrated in Lima by Shining Path terrorists, was carried out barely
three months after President Fujimori and the armed forces threw the
constitution out of the window, shutting down Congress andinstalling a
so-called ‘Emergency Government for National Reconstruction’. Both
the government and the military denied any responsibility for the
kidnappings, starting a shrewd campaign of lies, open threats and other
heavy-handedtactics to cover their tracks. ‘Protection afforded to the
perpetrators of the disappearances at La Cantuta proves that the
Government is unwilling to abandon the use of disappearances as a
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secret weapon in its counter-insurgency strategy’, warned Americas
Watch, the influential US human rights NGO?
A laborious investigation conducted by opposition MPs with the

backing of national and foreign human rights NGOs and key anony-
mous sources led one year later to a site where the partially cremated
bodies of the ten victims had been buried. A dissident army general
disclosed the involvementofseveral high-ranking officers in this crime,
but President Fujimori and the army high commandshieldedall but one
of them from prosecution. In February 1993, after a lightning four-day
trial behind closed doors, a military tribunal imposed lenient prison
sentences on six lower-ranking officers. The following month, a survey
conducted in the Peruvian capital showed that 66.1 per cent of those
polled believed the outcome of the military proceedings to be ‘untrust-
worthy’, while 54.5 per cent described the sentencesas ‘lenient’ and 84.7
percentsaid thatthetrial left out several guilty parties.

Denial of Educational and Democratic Rights

The academic community denounced the 25 May assault on San Marcos
and La Cantuta as a blow to democratic institutions and educational
rights. In the wordsof the teachers, students and administrative staff of

San Marcos Law School, Law No. 26457 is a ‘dangerous sign of the
increasing authoritarian character’ of Fujimori’s government, as well as a
further step towards ‘denying the majority of the people access to higher
education’. The rape of academic freedom and autonomywasseen as an
essential element in a strategy seeking to neutralize opposition to the
transfer of public universities to the private sector. In other words,
‘reorganization’ should pave the way for a smooth adoption of two
majorbills sponsored by the government: a General Education Act and
a new University Act.

The unlawfulsituation generated by Congress facilitates the indis-
criminate sacking of teachers and students leading the opposition to the
‘Reorganizing Committees’ forcibly installed at San Marcos, La Cantuta
and Hermilio Valdiza’n universities. In a chilling reminder of the 1992

massacre, two students disappeared following a night raid performed by
the military at La Cantuta, going unaccountedfor six days while in the
hands of the dreaded National Anti-terrorist Directorate (DINCOTE).
Also at La Cantuta, ten teachers were fired and resident students were

ordered out of campus dormitories.
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The Privatization Strategy

Massive unemployment, widespread poverty and high malnutrition and

school drop-out rates had turned higher education in Peru into a

privilege even before the present government’s efforts to privatize public

universities. Under the prodding of the World Bank, the first moves to

undermine the principle of free education camein the early days of the

so-called ‘extra-constitutional regime’ crafted in 1992 by Fujimori and

the military. A series of executive acts passed in late December 1992

included, among other things, the creation of a Municipal Education

Council as a private agent which would take over public educational

activities. While charging tuition fees, municipal’ schools would also

receive public subsidies.
In 1993, a new constitution drafted by Congress limited free higher

education to two categories of students: those who showa ‘satisfactory’

performance and those who are unable to pay tuition. Strong popular

rejection of this sharp departure from a deeply rootedtradition offree
education for all became one of the main sources of opposition to the

new constitution, ultimately carried by no more than a 2 per cent margin

in a national referendum.
On 4 May 1994 the government addressed letter of intent to the

IMF, committing itself to implementing a ‘system of direct budgetary

allocation to the schools, on the basis of the numberofregistered stu-
dents’, through private ‘promoters’ of educational services. In the second
half of the same year, however, in a clear admission of the damage that
a major debate on education could do to Fujimori’s plansfor re-election,
the governmentchoseto disengage from that subject until after the 1995
elections.

Against various drafts proposed by the National Assembly of Univer-
sity Rectors and teachers’ unions, among other segments of the academic
community, Fujimori’s congressional majority is putting forward a new

University Act aimed at curtailing the autonomy of higher education
institutions. The government’sbill seeks to achieve that goal by replacing

the Assembly of Rectors with a ‘National University Council’ headed by
a presidential appointee who would be accountable only to the Supreme

Court. The Council would include, among other members, two represen-

tatives of the Department of Education and three delegates appointed by

the main federation of business groups, but only four rectors and just
one delegate on behalf of professional associations.

Another major goal of the government’s draft is to restrict to the

lowest level of the decision-making process (the University Assembly)

the proportion ofseats traditionally held by students in all governing

bodies (33 per cent). Under the same provision, studentrepresentation
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in the various faculty councils would be reduced to one delegate, thus
effectively abolishing the democratic system of governance based on
equal representation ofteachers, students and alumni that was generated
by a continental reform movementfirst initiated in Co’rdoba, Argentina,
in 1918.

Notes

1, Students Press Committee, San Marcos University Law School, Report on Government
Intervention in Peruvian Universities (Lima: 1995).

2. Americas Watch, Anatomy of a Cover Up. The Disappeared at La Cantuta (New York:
1993).

3. Associon Pro Derechos Humanos (APRODEH), Dela tierra broto la verdad. Crimenm e
impunidad en el caso la Cantata (Lima: 1994).
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Academic Freedom in the Middle East:

] Institutional Legacies and

Contemporary Predicaments!

 

Steve Niva

A scholar in Kuwaitis called in for interrogation by security forces and
threatened with prosecution for his ‘subversive’ writings — a social
science text which discusses issues of wealth and powerin Gulfsocieties.
In Yemen, pressure is exerted on professors and departments not to
hold seminars that touch onpolitical issues, which results in the arrest
and beating of an economics professor oneday after holding a seminar.
In Saudi Arabia, textbooks and reading materials are strictly monitored
and offending sections excised, while in the Israeli-Occupied Territories
separate military orders ban 18 books, claimingit is ‘necessary for the
security of the area and public order’? In Syria, the ruling Baa’th party
exercises close control over faculty appointments while in Iraq that
country’s ruling Baa’th party determines admission to higher education.
Across the region, students, teachers and their organizations are routinely

the target of political crackdowns. Following the 1980 military coup in
Turkey, the new rulers promptly purged some 2,000 university faculty and
imprisoned manyothers, while in 1985 Jordanian security forces arrested
42 faculty and students for union activities at Yarmuk University.

These incidents are a small sample from a much wider and pervasive
catalogue of abuses andlimitations of academic freedom in the Middle
East. To different degrees across the region these examples indicate a
pattern ofviolations of academic freedom that ranges from direct cen-
sorship and interrogation to institutionalized control and manipulation,
from restricting educational materials to storming university campuses.
While someofthe accused or threatened have avoided outright censure
or arrest, others have been dismissed, demoted, imprisoned orexiled for
some political heresy expressed in the classtoomorin print. Theeffects,
needless to say, have been dismal for education andintellectual inquiry
in the region.

Individual cases of censorship, intimidation andarrest of scholars and
students are the most obvious cases of the infringement on academic
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freedom in the region which are addressed in a numberofinternational
conventions on the right to education and the specific application, in the

context of an educational system, of Articles 18, 19 and 26 of the Inter-
national Bill of Human Rights — freedom of thought, conscience, opinion
and expression, and the right to education directed at the full develop-
mentof the human personality. More specifically, they are clear infringe-
ments of the standards set out by the World University Service’s Lima
Declaration on Academic Freedom and Autonomy ofInstitutions of
Higher Education (1988), which defines academic freedom as the‘free-
dom of members of the academic community, individually or collectively,
in the pursuit, development and transmission of knowledge, through
research, study, discussion, documentation, production,creation, teaching,

lecturing and writing’.
What is more difficult to document and address are the systematic

and structured ways in which various regimes seek to embed and
reproduce their rule and ideological strictures in educational systems and
institutions — a typical tendency of educational systems in the Middle
East, as elsewhere. This is done through controlling curricula, books and
educational facilities as well as monitoring who can teach and providing
incentives for those who serve the goals of state power and prestige.
These methodsoften result in situations where limitations on academic
freedom need to be understood in the broader context of a multitude of
institutional pressures and inertia, as well as self-censorship. In what
follows, this chapter will attempt to outline this broader context of

systematically embedded limitations and restrictions on academic free-

dom characteristic of the Middle East.

Historical Legacies

The dismal situation of academic freedom in the Middle East needs to
be understood in the context of three broad historical legacies. Thefirst
is the rich and vibrant heritage of intellectual inquiry and educational
institutionsthat has characterized muchofthe Islamic and Arab historical
experience and wasa central source ofintellectual stimulationto thinkers
in Europe during its darker periods. This tradition has contributed to a
cultural context in which education is an important value and symbol of
societal advancement. The second is the establishment of Western
educational institutions and the adoption of Western methodsoflearning
and scholarship that accompanied the direct and indirect spread of
European power and social organization, hastening the end of the
Ottoman Empire in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.‘
Perhaps the most important legacy for present purposes, however, was
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the institutionalization of educational systems as part ofstate-building
projects embarked upon by the leaderships of newly created states
before and after formal independencein the early part of the twentieth
century andlater.

Althougha few private institutions and universities which originated
as Western church projects have remained, with the American University
ofBeirut, the American University of Cairo and some West Bank univer-
sities the most prominent examples, the vast majority were nationalized
or newly established around the time of independence. Educational
systems were set up to serve the needsofthe newly created states which
for the most part embarked upon centrally directed path of develop-
ment. This context defined the role and function of education and
universities, whose primary task was socialization and training for the
personnel and resources necessary for development and national unity.
‘Thestate naturally played the major role in directing this process through
its ministries of education or information, through its security forces,

and by subordinating the goals of academic production to the pressing
needs of the moment. Concern for university autonomyandcivil liberties
was, in general, thought to be subordinate to social and economic
development and national unity; often it was claimed that such refine-
ments should be postponed toa later stage of development, The perceived
need for stricter state control in the post-colonial period has also been
driven by the massive increase in populationsinvolvedin the educational
process. Between 1960 and 1980 the numberof students enrolled in
higher education increased eight-fold from 163,000 to 1,304,000.

For academic freedom in educational systems and_ institutions,
however, the logic of state-led development has been far from benign,
particularly as the ideals and imperatives of post-independence develop-
ment havegiven way to the mundane imperatives of regime preservation,
patronage and corruption, often with the acquiescence of Western
powerswith interests in the region. By andlarge, rigid systems of state
interference, top-down administration and state control have emerged.

Nevertheless, there have always existed pockets ofresistance and spaces
for independent work. At different times, Cairo and Beirut have stood
apart as academic andintellectual centres for the region as a whole, with
varying degrees of openness. Beirut’s intellectual role has been seriously
impaired bythelast 15 years ofcivil war and the devastation wroughtby
the 1982 Isracli invasion. Egypt today, with about 12 per cent of the
region’s population, accounts for a third ofthe students and institutions
of higher learning, and is still a magnet of sorts for intellectuals and
academics. The countries with the highest ratio of university-level
students per 100,000 population are Israel (2,746), Lebanon (2,634),

Jordan (1,992), Egypt (1,918) and Syria (1,665).
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Institutionalized Pressures and Intellectual ‘Security’

The political structures which characterize most governments in the
region — from the traditional conservative monarchies like Saudi Arabia
and Moroccoto authoritarian ‘republics’ like Iraq and Syria — leavelittle
room for students or teachers to pursue research or express opinions
that might challenge the established order. Overt state interference in
higher education in particular is the norm rather than the exception.
Thus it is important to recognize that individual cases where thestate
has publicly intervened to discipline, harass or arrest offenders are less a
sign of the state’s repressive machinery at work than of lapse in the
general machinery ofstate order and reproduction.

For example, through its ministries of education and information or
its security police the state often supervises the appointmentof faculty,
at least to the point of maintaining veto power.In Syria, the ruling Baa’th
Party exercises close control over faculty appointments, and professors
cannot give public lectures on any subject without securing a permit
from the security forces. One professor who expressed some unacceptable
views found himself quickly assigned to a low-level bureaucratic postin
a governmentministry. In Iraq, where typewriters and copiers are licensed
and strictly controlled, and membership in the ruling Baa’th Party
determines admission to higher education, the degradationofintellectual

life allows for little pretence of free inquiry.
In Jordan, party affiliation is not a prerequisite for appointment to

faculty, for the very reasonthatpolitical organizations have been banned
ortightly restricted since 1975. A teacher must, however, have no record
of opposition to King Hussein’s rule. A certificate ofgood conduct from
the mukhabarat (security police) is required for employment in govern-
mentschools: private schools must sendlists of their employees to the
mukhabarat each term for approval.®

In the traditional family-run states of the Gulf — Saudi Arabia, Kuwait,

United Arab Emirates, Bahrain, Qatar and Oman institutional vetting
reflects the patterns of loyalty and kinship asserted bythe ruling families
and their claims to legitimacy. In Saudi Arabia all applications for
admission to education institutions pass through the Committee for
Intellectual Security, a special organ of the Ministry of the Interior.
Another function of this committee is to classify writers and scholars
according to their political viewpoints and draw uplists of those who
threaten the country’s intellectual and cultural ‘security’.

Fearful that the state had lost control over various sectors of public
and private life, the military rulers who took power in Turkey in 1980
made a special point of ensuring that the state-run education system
remained under careful scrutiny. What was unique aboutthe 1980 coup
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was the army’s unprecedentedassault on intellectuals and their activities.
They purged some2,000 university faculty, and established a centralized
curriculum through the Higher Education Act of 1981. A Higher Edu-
cation Council oversees everything from an academic’s personal attire
andpolitical affiliation to the number of examinations he or she can
administer. Though in practice not always invoked, the Council provides
a convenient mechanism for punishing dissident academics and it also
prepares short lists for university rectorships and faculty deans. In 1984
the universities instituted ‘personnel evaluation forms’ which assessed

the beliefs and habits of faculty members andtheir families.* In the
words of one Turkish citizen a few years after the coup,

Instructionin the universities ... has been reducedto the state of high school
drilling or parrot learning. Alll the universities are firmly in the grip of the
state, via the monolithic Higher Education Institute. They have no
autonomy.”

There are, however, promising signs of change that are continuing to
this day. In May 1989, the Turkish Social Sciences Association held its
first major conference since the 1980 coup, which, along with a growing
number of conferences and meetings, signals major improvements in
Turkey’s situation.

The main exception to this pattern of overt state interference in
higher education in the Middle East is Israel, but the exception is in
practice limited to its Jewish citizens. Palestinian citizens of Israel are
frequently harassed if they are politically active on Arab issues either in
Israel or in the Israeli-Occupied Territories. The Ministry of Education
has refused to permit a university to be established in the Arab city of
Nazareth, which limits higher education options for Palestinian citizens

ofIsrael to the Israeli Jewish-dominated universities. In addition, Pales-
tinian students generally do not study engineering or the sciences
becauselocally available jobs in these fields require ‘security’ clearances
that Palestinian citizens of Israel are unable to obtain. Further, a 1986
report which documented the dramatic inequalities between Jewish and
Arab educational systems concluded that ‘[tleaching is one of the few
professions readily open to Palestinians but stringent vetting by Shin
Beth [security police] before appointment and the restrictions and
frustrations of teaching in Arab schools are major deterrents’. '°

ForPalestinians in the Israeli-Occupied West Bank and Gaza, the

situation has been far worse, although some changesarelikely to occur
as a result of the 1993 signing of the Declaration of Principles between
the Israeli governmentandthe Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO).
Throughout nearly three decades of military occupation, Palestinian
educational institutions, activities and participants have been under the
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scrutiny of the Israeli military occupation authorities, who have placed
restrictions on who can teach and what can be taught, as well as
subjecting the educational system to numerous closures and violent
assaults. Government Order No.854, issued in July 1980,‘stipulates that
staff and students must obtain the written approval of the military
governorin order to join the university. Moreover, staff members who
have been detained, even for a questioning that did notresult in charges,
are forbidden to lecture’. "

The Palestinian human rights group Al-Haq reported that since the
beginning of the Palestinian uprising in 1987 the net of military restric-
tions on education has been tightened.'? Of particular consequence was
the permanent closure of all Palestinian universities and other institu-
tions of higher learning, which in the case of the leading institution, Bir
Zeit University, lasted four and a half years. During this period, the

student-teacher relationship became a criminal one, unless it had the
approval of the military authorities. In September 1988,for instance, the
Israeli military closed the Nablus-based Friends of Al-Najah University,
announcing that they had discovered two lecturers contravening
regulations by conducting an engineering class in its building.”

The other side of exclusion is recruitment. In Egypt, under the rule
of Gamal ’Abd al-Nasir and Anwar al-Sadat, security police recruited
students, professors and administrators to report on their colleagues.

Such techniques ate commontoday in Jordan, Syria, Iraq and elsewhere.
A former Syrian censor reported that

Asearly as elementary school,files are kept on each student and transferred
to secondary schools and so on [which] ensures that the authorities have

records ofall your activities, friends, and other important details. Teachers

and headmasters are responsible for the compilation ofthosefiles.... In the

universities, half of the academic staff are, in fact, working for the

intelligence service."

In the case of Iraq, Iraqi exile Ra’d Mushatat explained how the
regimerecruits intellectuals, particularly writers or artists, ‘into its services
by offering all sorts of material incentives, housing, money, etc. ... in
return for which you are taughtintelligence work’ and becomeforall
practical purposes a ‘consultant for the Ministry of Information’.

Many governments attempt to extend their reach beyondtheir borders.
Iraq hasfor years tried to dominate the Arab Political Science Association.
Wealthy Gulf countries, notably Saudi Arabia, have used patronage of
education in poorer Arab countries to insure influence outside their
borders.
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Banned Books and Other Dangerous Subjects

Many regimes are predictably vigilant concerning what materials —
textbooks, research materials, teaching devices — are allowed into their
countries. In virtually every Middle Eastern country, books must be
cleared for publication or import through the Ministry of Information.
In addition, the basic curricula — subjects, issues and positions discussed

— are often closely monitored in keeping with the regime’s ‘security’
needs. In Jordan, books that can be sold in the market or ordered by

schools and institutions must be approved by theofficial censor, the
Bureau of Publication. In Egypt, the Camp David Agreement between
Egypt andIsrael led directly to the alteration of textbooks under the
rubric of‘cultural normalization’ with Israel."

The Israeli Ministry of Education controlsall curricula and materials
in that country, butit is the ‘Arab Department’ of the Ministry which
exerts tight control over curricula and syllabi for Israel’s Palestinian
citizens, and closely scrutinizes works on Arab nationalism and Arab
literature. In the Occupied West Bank and Gaza,Palestinians wishing to
study their own history and society have manydifficulties obtaining books
for courses. The military censor over the years has banned thousandsof
books andarticles. ‘In this state of uncertainty,’ writes an Israeli journa-
list, ‘Palestinian professors ofliterature, sociology, history, Middle East

studies and sociology find it almost impossible to draw up course
readinglists without putting their studentsat risk.”!”

The mostsensitive type of information that regimes seck to control
is most often found in the domain of the social sciences, particularly
questions such as income distribution and the political influence of
different social forces and classes. As a result many Middle Eastern
academics complain aboutthe irrelevance and overly theoretical nature
of classes and texts in the social sciences. This concern to shape the
curricula is not simply restricted to institutions within one particular
country, In Saudi Arabia, the National Security Council issued an edict
in 1984 requiring presidents of universities and educational attachés in
Saudi Arabian embassies abroad to instruct each graduate student to
submit a copyofhis or herdissertation to the Council before submitting
it to the university.'8 The practical result of this orderis to deter students
and academics from researching sensitive political and social issues.
Saudi students studying in the USare often peremptorily and without
explanation sent a ticket home when the consulate or embassy in
Washington DC feels that their academic work or extracurricular
activities are ‘out ofline’. In the fall of 1986, some 100 students were
sent such tickets.”

‘Islamization ofeducation’is revolutionary Iran’s contribution to the
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catalogue of violations of academic freedom in the Middle East. Right

after the revolution in 1979, the new Minister of Education, M. A. Rajai,

declared that ‘academic freedom is a colonial ploy to corrupt Islamic
youth and prevent Islamization of education’.2” Today responsibility for
‘all spheres of higher education’ in Iran rests with a Supreme Council of

the Cultural Revolution whose resolutions havetheforce of law with no

parliamentary review. Ghulam Ali Haddad-Adil, the official in charge of

‘Islamification’ of textbooks, declared that ‘the point of view that

governsthe rewriting of textbooks is this: everything mustbe Islamic’. 7!

The Iranian Minister of Higher Education admitted that as a result of

‘purges’ and voluntary departures,‘the total teaching strength [of Iranian

universities], which was 12,000 before the revolution, dropped to

6,000”.
Similarly, although its programme differed in content, in 1978 the

Baa’thist Iraqi regime implemented a five-year plan to ‘Baa’thize’ the
educational system: only Baa’th party students could attend the universi-
ties and colleges, and only party members could train to be teachers. The

RCC (Revolutionary Command Council) also decreed thatall personnel
of the ‘armed forces, internal security forces and Presidency of Public
Intelligence shall be admitted in all universities, colleges, institutes and
schools’.4 In response, hundreds of non-Baa’thist academics fled the

country while many who remained were placed in jails or given

meaningless posts in the state apparatus.
In the countries of North Africa, including Egypt, less tightly

controlled access to research materials and the relative openness to
foreign scholarship — particularly to Arab nationals who havefled their
own countries — means a wider range of intellectual inquiry and course
selection than in most other parts of the region. But everywhere some
subjects are off limits. In Morocco, for instance,critical debate aboutthe
viability of King Hassan’s monarchy is taboo, while in Algeria until
recently, works that directly challenged the FLN’s monopoly on power
ran the risk of prohibition. In Tunisia, applications for a political science
department at the University of Tunis have been continually rejected.

Politics and Education: Universities Are No Sanctuary

Thestate, for its part, has shown less reluctance to regard the university

as a sanctuary ofany kind. In an extreme example, the Shah ofIran sent
his American-trained commandos into Teheran University in January
1962, into Tabriz University in the spring of 1973 and into Pahlavi

University in Shiraz a year later. In 1986, Jordanian police stormed the

campus of Yarmuk University using tear-gas, cudgels and gunfire to
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break up student demonstrations, leaving behindat least three dead and
200injured.

Students, teachers and their organizationsare routinely the targets of
political crackdowns. Independentstudent and teacher unions have been
hit hard in Morocco. In 1981, following riots over food price increases,
security police rounded up membersofthe National Union of Moroccan
Students, sending 21 to prison for terms of up to three years for
disturbing the peace. In 1985, 42 faculty and students were arrested for
union activities. In Jordan, following clashes at Yarmuk University in
1986, six administrators and 15 professors werefired and their teaching
permits terminated forbeingless than supportive ofthe security police’s
violent assault on student demonstrators. In Tunisia, which has the
reputation of having one of the more liberal Arab governments, a
Tunisian human rights group in 1985 voiced their ‘sorrow over the
deterioration ofthesituation in the universities of Tunisia, the imposition
ofsecurity centresinside someofthese universities and the abrogation of
the principle of electing deans offaculties ... and deep concern aboutthe
recent decision concerning the conscription of tens of students’

Often,it is simply the example ofpolitical activism and the circum-
vention ofstate-controlled structures that threatens governments. Thus,
in Qatar, even though a demonstration was directed againsttheIsraeli
invasion of Lebanonin July 1982, the authoritiesstill arrested 73 students
in Doha. In a similar case, Jordanian security authorities dismissed 32
students for demonstrating against the US attack on Libya in April 1986.

Exile, voluntary or otherwise,is often the fate of academic as well as
other dissenters. The Israeli governmentroutinely deported Palestinian
academics and students who were politically active against the Israeli
Occupation. In May 1987 Israeli military authorities deported Khalil
Ahour, student leader of Al-Najah University, and Marwan Barghouti,
headof the student council atBir zeit University, for allegedly organizing
pro-PLO rallies. In August 1989, Bir zeit University physics professor
Taysir Aruri was among a group of deportees. The pattern continued
when, in December 1992, Israel deported to Lebanon 415 Palestinians
accused of being Hamasactivists, many of whom were teachers and
educators.

Sometimes the price of political activity is imprisonment or even
death. Tawfiq Rushdi, an Iraqi, was alreadyin exile, teaching philosophy
in South Yemenat the University of Aden, when he was murdered by
assassins from the Iragi embassythere. Iraqi opponentsof the regime in
Baghdad claim that of the approximately 4,000 people executed or tor-
tured to death between 1968 and 1981, nearly a quarter were academics
and students.’
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Academic Freedom at the Crossroads

At the present time a great deal of discussion and activity is directed

towardsthe possibility that — with recent steps towardstheliberalization

of political systems in some Middle Eastern states such as Jordan,

Tunisia, and Turkey, along with the agreements signed between Israel

and some ofits Arab neighbours — a new climate may be emerging of

respect for individual rights and freedoms, including academic freedom.

It is certainly the case that during the past decade in the Middle East

there has been a growing popular rejection of the trade-off demanded by

the state: the sacrifice of basic freedoms and human rightsin the interests

of‘national unity and security’ or ‘in defence of the revolution’. Groups

such as the region-wide Arab Organization for Human Rights (AOHR),

and others that work in individual countries, have emerged to play an

importantrole in the fight for academic freedom. At the same time,

human rights NGOsbased in the West, such as Human Rights Watch,

Amnesty International and Middle East Watch, have becomea source of

pressure and scrutiny to which regimes are increasingly responsive. In

addition, with the recent advances in communications technologies and

global interdependence,it is simply becoming moredifficult to police the

transmission of ideas and materials, which show increasingly scant

respectfor the sanctity of state borders and controls.

Despite these developments, however, the continuing rule of narrowly

based political regimes bent on maintaining their power and control, and

the institutionalized inertia of state intervention, patronage, and self-

censorship in the different educational systems and institutions, ensures

that the struggle for academic freedom will continue to be a pressing

issue in the region. For the mostpart, what passes for political liberali-

zation in the region consists of state-directed attempts to consolidate

their rule in the face of growing global pressuresto privatize nationalized

institutions and to cushion regimes from popular opposition to IMF and

World Bank structural adjustment programmes which have dramatically

lowered regional standards ofliving and incomes.” One contradictory

consequenceof these recent changes in political structures, particularly

the trend towards economic privatization, is that scaling back state

participation in the institutions of civil society such as education may

also decrease educational opportunities by diverting necessary funds and

infrastructural support elsewhere. This vacuum maybefilled by power-

ful private or external actors who, with their financial patronage, will be

able to direct academic agendas andresearch thatare at odds with local

and democratic aspirations.
It is in this context that a new issue confronting the possibilities for

increasing academic freedom has appeared: the increasing influence of
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Islamist social movements and forces on educational systems and
institutions. Aside from the obviouscase ofstate-initiated ‘Islamization’
in Iran, Islamist activists in Jordan, Egypt and Algeria, as well as other
Arab states, have pressed for radical changesin the curricula, goals and
conduct of educational systems in a mote Islamic direction. In some

instances, these efforts have been successful, in part because many
regimes have opted for accommodating certain opposition groups rather
than engaging in deeper changesin their restrictive political systems. In
other instances, Islamist activists have intimidated scholars and/or led
campaigns against their advancement. A notable case in this regard was
the 1992 Cairo University administration decision to deny a specialist in
Quranic and hadith studies, Nasr Hamid Abu Zayd, tenure in the Depart-
ment of Arabic Language andLiterature on the grounds that he was an
unbeliever. Nevertheless, the growing frequency of these pressures is a
significant indicator of the extent to which educational systems and
institutions continue to remain subject to the political manoeuvring of
regimes benton preserving their power:this is not accurately accounted
for by describing the problem as one of‘teligious’ versus ‘secular’
principles of education and academic freedom.

Academic freedom in the Middle East thus stands at a significant
crossroads. On one hand, growing pressures to liberalize states and
increase the scope of autonomy ofcivil institutions such as those in
education and higherlearning, as well as the growing presence of human
rights actors and monitoring, have contributed to significant improve-
ments, At the sametime, to the extentthat these shifts are limited to
top-down attempts to preserve regime and state power, or attempts by
powerful individuals, corporations or external actors to take over the
power that states relinquish, basic issues of academic freedom will
remain on the agenda for the foreseeable future, even if their com-
plexion has beenaltered slightly.
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in Armenia

KrikorA. Tarkhanian

 

Armeniais a landlocked, mountainouscountry in the Southern Caucasus
with a total area of 29,800 square kilometres. Its neighbours to the east
are Azerbaijan and the Republic of Mountainous Karabagh;to the west
is Turkey; to the south, Iran; andits northern neighbouris Georgia. The
roots of Armenian history are deep; this is the land referred to in the
Bible as Ararat, and it was the first country to adopt Christianity as a
state religion. The Armenian alphabet was created in 405 AD, and the

language belongs to the Indo-European group.
Duringits 3,000-year history Armenia has been subjected to numerous

foreign invasionsbuthasclung toits ethnic identity. In 1918, only three
years after suffering attempted genocide, Armenia succeeded in estab-
lishing an independentstate, though it lasted for only two and a half
years before, in 1920, the country was divided between Bolshevik Russia
and Turkey. Theidea of independence nevertheless remainedalive in the
hearts of both Soviet and Diaspora Armenians, and on 21 September

1991 a referendum declared the independence of Armenia. Indepen-
dence coincided with harsh regional political and military conflicts, a
blockade imposed by Azerbaijan and Turkey, and recovery from the
devastating earthquake of 1988.

Accotding to official data, in 1994 the population of Armenia was 3.7
million, of whom 68per cent lived in cities and towns, 51.6 per cent
were female, 31.6 per cent were under 16 years ofage, 54.9 per cent were
between the ages of 16 and 60, and 13.5 per cent were above 60 years
of age.

The Educational System

PRE-SCHOOL EDUCATION

In 1991 Armenia had 1,283 nursery schools, day-care centres and kinder-
gartens attended by 143,200 children. Todaythis figure hasfallen owing
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to decreasing state financing and poor conditions such as food shortages

and inadequate heating. The authorities offer a dual solution. They

proposeto cut the numberof pre-school educational institutions and to

allow the establishmentofprivate or specialized kindergartens, some of

which may be state-ownedinstitutions that charge fees.

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOL EDUCATION

Primary and secondary education in Armenia consists of three levels:

elementary (school grades 1-3); middle school (grades 4-8); high school

(grades 9-10). Today there are about 1,400 schools in Armenia with

576,500 students and 60,100 teachers, 3,200 of whom quit between

1 September and 15 October 1994 over low wages.
Armenian schools have used different educational methods over the

last 70 years. Until the 1960s teachers played a dominant role in

Armenia’s schools, with an authority and standing that reached beyond

the school system. Oneresult was

a

literacy rate of nearly 100 per cent

in Armenia. After the 1960s, however, attention was focused more on

the quality and standardization of textbooks. Both approaches had

positive results: Armenian schools became world-class. Later, however,

they were unable to keep up with the pace of development in world

education, and over the last ten years standards have declined sharply.

Textbooks have become obsolete, teaching methods have remained

unchanged, and teachers have become agents of government propaganda.

As Robert Stebanian, Head of Psychology at the Armenian Ministry

of Education, hassaid:

now the society neglects the schools, although Soviet schools were once

considered among the best in the world. Along with the collapse of the

school system which made teachers leave the schools (mainly over low

wages), the publishing of textbooks was delayed. The school turned into a

certificate-issuing institution. The school was neglected. Although education

was free and compulsory, every graduate was forced to hire a private tutor to

be able to pass entrance examinations to a University or Institute. The school

became extinct and something needs to be changed. But where and how

should the changes take place?

Measuresneedto be taken to endthe schoolscrisis. The first problem

is social security for the teachers, for on this their professional and social

needs depend — in any country, and under anypolitical and economic

circumstances. Until this problem is addressed,it is illogical to ask the

school for answers to other fundamental questions, like what to teach

and how to teach. In the realities of a market economy no programme

can havea lasting favourable effect on the system of secondary education

if it does not pay the teacher a good wage.
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School Reforms

The Republic of Armenia is in the grip of an economic,political and
legal crisis and cannot at present provide a legislative programme of
reform for the schoolsystem. It is obvious that a state switching to a
market economy maynotprioritize investment in secondary education.
Its only solution is to shift the financial responsibility to parents, who
would grasp the necessity of such a measure if it was explained to them
appropriately. Armenia has experienced a similar policy its Soviet past
(after the Second World War schools charged tuition in support ofsocially
vulnerable families for a certain period oftime).

Secondary schooling is the basis of Armenian statehood. That is why
ic should be understate control. The school should neverbe left to the
private market. This, of course, does not exclude the possibility of
private schools. According to Rafael Ghazarian, Chairman of the Parlia-
mentary Committee on Education, Science and Culture, and a member

of the AcademyofSciences:

An attemptis being made to transfer part of the excruciating burden, which
is on the shoulders ofthestate and which it can no longercarry ina decent
manner, to the shoulders of parents.It will be done through paid education.
‘That's the main problem;all the rest is of secondary importance. Theproblem
of textbooks will eventually be solved, but solving the aforementioned
problems is not going to improve the social status ofthe teacher con-
siderably.

Today the government has to compromise andthefirst sactifice is a
free secondary education. We do notreject paid education but are con-
vinced that the essence of constitutional requirements should not be
violated. Equal opportunity to receive free secondary education should
be provided for all, without excluding paid education. The Soviet
constitution reads: ‘The right to education is based on free education of
all kinds and compulsory secondary education forall.’

The constitution of the Ministry of Education is less clear: ‘The
Ministry provides compulsory elementary and basic education, and
establishes conditions for secondary education.’ What does ‘establishes
conditions’ mean? Did we notalready have them? The problem lies in
maintaining those conditions. This ambiguous statement allows too
many interpretations. A better formulation would keep the essence of
the constitutional statement while allowing for paid education. The aim
would be to ‘provide complete free primary education and provide a
partially subsidized secondary education forall students, with academic
scholarships for those students excelling in academic competition’. The
key word here is competition, which is going to ensure that able but
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financially insecure students will get an education, while incompetent

students requiring secondary education will have to pay. In other words,

the rules are the same for everybody: compete successfully and study at

society’s cost.
Finally, it is unwise to implement wide-scale reforms withoutscientific

pilot programmes. We should not rush into irreversible reforms until

circumstances are suitable and the outcomepredictable.

Higher Education

In the Middle Ages there were several universities in Armenia. They

offered courses in theology, pedagogy, philosophy,languages, chronology

and other sciences. Sanahin University was established in 966 AD and

offered courses in rhetoric, philosophy, medicine and music. In the

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries the blossoming art of manuscript

writing became one of the major fields of study.
The most famous centre of higher education in medieval Armenia

was the University of Gladzor. The major fields of study included the

natural sciences, philosophy andthe arts. They called Gladzor University

a second Athens. Tatev University, established in 1390, had departments

of social sciences, humanities, manuscript writing and music. Armenian

clergy and scholars were educated at the Echmiadzin Academy of

Theology (established 1874), the fount of Armenian Christianity. Yerevan

State University was established during the first Armenian independent

republic (1918-21) in May 1919, and becamethe country’s major educa-

tional and scientific research centre.
In 1993 over 20,000 students studied in 84 vocational schools, where

workers were trained in more than 120 trades. Between 1981 and 1993

enrolmentfigures declined by 60 per cent. There are 16 higher education

institutions and 76 upper-secondary vocational institutions. These train

specialists in 135 and 120 professions respectively. In 1993, over 50,000

students studied in the higher education institutions, a decline of more

than 80 per cent compared with 1990; in otherinstitutions numbers fell

by more than 65 per cent. New enrolment in the higher and upper-

secondary vocational institutions has halved.
There are 38 private higher educational institutions which charge

tuition fees. These train specialists in 60 professions, with an emphasis

on economists and lawyers. In 1994 16,500 students studied in private

universities and paid tuition fees.
In 1989, the number ofspecialists with a professional education was

13.2 per cent. According to the data of the 1989 general census, 6.4 per

cent of the population had higher education. In 1990 one in 58
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university graduates went on to post-graduate study. One in 130 was a
technical sciences graduate and one in 87 a university graduate.

Today Yerevan State University has 19 departments offering training
in 33 fields and has produced over 50,000 graduates since 1919. In 1991,
the American University of Armenia opened in Yerevan, offering
masters degree programmesin engineering, business administration and
political science.

Human Rights and the Right to Practise a Profession

Socio-economic and political changes in the republics of the former
Soviet Union struckfirst at education, science and culture. They also
struck, very hard, at menofletters. Historically, these men have been the
pulse of the people,feeling the consequencesofdestruction more than
others. The officials who came to powerafter the ‘velvet revolution’ not
only failed to solve the nation’s problems,butalsofailed to bring about
the promised social justice, destroying many valuable achievements of
the recent past. Evaluation criteria changed fundamentally, and a great
part of the Armenian intelligentsia gradually lost its importance and
professional status. First and foremost, the state contributed to this
situation byfreeingitself of every kind of obligation and responsibility.
Today there is no state interest in education or science, no state
responsibility for the welfare of the teacher,thelecturer, the scientist or
the researcher. Armenia is not short of people able to carry forward its
spiritual andintellectual values, or of professionals who can develop the
nation’s scienctific and technological capacity. What is lacking are
capable authorities to bring ideas and planstoreality, and to organize
intellectual work ona scientific basis. The state hasartificially created a
situation where people must make their own decisions regarding lifestyle
through elaborate self-preservation mechanisms and self-regulation.
Thereis no doubtthattheprinciple ofsurvival throughself-reliance has
had a negative impact on science, causing considerable damage. Thisis
true of research centres such as the Armenian National Academy of
Science, and of colleges and universities as well as individuals. Once
Armenian science and scholarship ranked it very high among the
republics of the Soviet Union. Today, somescientists are convinced that
they cannotexpectstate support and so chooseto rely on foreign grants.
A few years ago Raphael Ghazarian called the attention of the

Republic’s governmentto the efficiency measures that had to be taken
to prevent the demise of national systems of education and science. The
merger of the National AcademyofScienceswith colleges and universities
was proposed as anultimate goal, and the appropriate measures to be
taken were outlined.
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Targeting Efficient Projects

‘T’m confident that we have chosen the right strategy, focusing on the

elaboration of mechanisms for financing individual research projects. It

boiled downto enabling individuals, innovators, departments, and centres

to come out freely with their proposals for themes and programmes.’

This is how Raphael Ghazarian evaluates the strategy for educational

renewal developed during the years 1992-3. After the proposals were

submitted they were to be reviewed by the selection committee which

would then rank them in the order of their significance for today’s

Armenia and its prospective needs. Government wasto play its part by

allocating money for the chosen projects without delay. It was the

research programmesand projects that were to be financed,not this or

that centre or individuals.
The governmentdid not react to this proposal, although Armenia’s

colleges and universities also favoured it because under present circum-

stances they are deprived oftheir principal sources of finance. “We are

signing contracts with various ministries, boards and science-based

production associations to train qualified specialists for them’, says

Vostanik Marukhian, Vice-President for Research at the Yerevan

University of Engineering. Basically it is the same method offinancing

the project which is likely to become the mostefficient. It is a method

which might stem the outflow oftechnical intelligentsia and provide

necessary replacements for those who have left. The proposal has never

been implemented, however, and the crisis of education and science,

deepening for a few years, has now brought aboutthe so-called ‘brain

drain’.

Causes and Consequencesof the Brain Drain

Thetask of preparing highly qualified professionals is not an easy one.

It is a very complex, time-consuming and labour-intensive process. A

brain drain therefore causes significant harm to the Republic. Without

strong scientific, technological andintellectual inputs, social, political and

economic progress is virtually impossible. Later on we shall have to

estimate ourlosses but, for now, why don’t wetry to restrain the adverse

effects? A brain drain takes on several forms. People started to move

from the fields of science, arts and literature into the lucrative fields of

banking, government and business. Education and science were the

worst affected by brain drain. In Soviet times 30 per cent of researchers

were unpromising people. They were very unproductive. Had the brain

drain pushedthese people out, science may even havebenefited. Usually,
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however, it was the more capable, enterprising and bright people who
left, to the detriment of the whole scientific system. The losses are
indeedsignificant, reaching 30-35 per cent ofthe total numberofpeople
engaged in scholarly andscientific research. In the 1993-4 academic year
110 faculty members (including six fall professors and 56 associate pro-
fessors), and 81 in 1994-5(six full professors and 41 associate professors)
left the Yerevan University of Engineering. Some of them picked up
jobs more orless related to their research field, but the majority are
computerscientists (a few highly specialized researchers among them)
whose absence will be felt for years to come. The resulting vacancies
haveto befilled by underqualified individuals, according to Vostanik
Marukhian. The middle-aged generation which is leaving is not being
replaced by a younger generation because too few graduates proceed to
master’s and doctoral studies. In 10-15 years the shortage ofspecialists
will be critical.

It is not difficult to appreciate the economic motives which speed the
brain drain. Currently the monthly salaries of a full professor, an asso-
ciate professor and a doctoral student are 3500, 3200 and 2800 drams
respectively, and a college studentscholarship is worth 2200 drams(the
exchange rate is US$1 = 400 drams). Remuneration does not provide
even a minimum subsistencelevel.

Transfers from the academic world to other fields within Armenian

society, although undesirable, are not altogether unproductive. Inreparable
loss, however, has been caused by the daily growing number of pro-
fessionals emigrating to the Commonwealth of IndependentStates (CIS)
or more distant countries. Oflate, though, the brain drain has more or
less stabilized, partly stemmedby the introduction oftargeted financing
of specific projects.

PRE-EMPTING THE BRAIN DRAIN

Thesetting up of a coordination body,ofa so-called ‘investment system’,
would be a good preventative measure. This, too, was proposed two
years ago by the Parliamentary Committee on Education, Science and
Culture but, again, there was no governmental reaction to it. The idea
was to set up a database of the intellectual (professional) workforce to
provide precise information on how many specialists there are in
Armenia, in whatfields and with what expertise, and what job offerings
there are in other countries, This information would help make the
chaotic and spontaneous emigration process morecontrollable, opening
it to some degree of regulation. Take the case of young researchers
signing contracts and leaving for temporary employment and/orintern-
ship abroad. The monitoring system would provide information about
the terms and timeframes of the contracts of these specialists, who
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would gain experience and upgrade their knowledge and skills. This is

one ofthe ways of pre-empting the brain drain. At the same time young

researchers working abroad can make inquiries and gain information

about possible foreign investment in Armenia, and subsequently pass

that information on to the databank. That would help the investment

system to regulate itself and to make better decisions about specific

research fields, themes andinstitutions.

In discussing ways to counter the present difficulties faced by

Armenian scholars and scientists, it should be noted that the Armenian

state has stimulated the developmentofcertain spheres, including those

that strengthen the defenceofits independence — a new areaofpolitical

concern.It also seems worth suggesting that those branches of science

where our achievements have won world recognition should be

supported by the state. Amongthese are astrophysics,industrial chemis-

try, micro-electronics, laser technologies and microbiology.

A Return to Trade Unions?

The present effects of the social crisis are not the only cause of the

outflow of talent. Fear and uncertainty regarding the future are equally

important. At this point we can conclude that the Republic of Armenia

not only does not further but restricts the human and civil rights of

people in the fields of science and education. For example, state

financing of National Academy ofScience employees was delayed from

January to July in 1993. It was delayed for a longer period in 1994, and

the six-month contracts were cancelled after only 2-3 months. This was

a violation of human and professional rights. Without secure financing

of their fundamental activities and sponsorshipby the state the research

centres cannotcontinue to function. Perhapsrealizing this, the authorities

rescinded their 1994 decision to withhold fundamental financing.

The defence ofthe rights of workers in science and education raises

the problem ofrenovating the trade unions. The unions should renounce

the traditional drawbacks of the Soviet trade unions, should be reasonably

independentofthestate, and should bein a position to protectthe rights

of employeesin these fields. For a brief period oftime trade unions were

quite active, but more recently they have caved in under authoritarian

pressure. Gross violations of democracy and humanrights during thelast

elections give no sign of easier times ahead.
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‘Fortress Europe’ and the
Professional Qualifications
of ‘Thitd Country Nationals’
 

Hernan Rosenkranz and Ute Kowarzik

While free movement, with the gradual abolition of frontiers, seems to
be one of the mostattractive aspects of the European Union (EU),less
reassuring is the parallel emergence in each memberstate ofan internal
colony of settled communities, largely made up of immigrants and
refugees from outside the EU whoare often described as ‘third country
nationals’. So far they have notenjoyed therights to non-discrimination
on the groundsofnationality and free movement of persons which are
at the root ofthe idea of a European Union. These communities, no
matter how longsettled, face unassailable internal frontiers which will
constrain their attempts to contribute to the dynamics of the European
economy.

Unrecognized Qualifications: a Waste of Human Resources

An example is the question ofrecognition ofprofessional qualifications.!
Recent reports have pointed out that most refugees in Europe come
from an urbansetting and have goodlevels of education; a substantial
number of them hold academic and professional qualifications and have
had considerable work experience. A recent report by the British Home
Office, spelling out the findings of a survey undertaken with 263
refugees in the United Kingdom (UK), notes that

Over a third ... had been to university before applying for asylum, Some
were students when they applied and had notfinished their courses, but a
quarterdid have a degree, some of them postgraduate degrees. Another 8 per
cent had professional qualifications (eg. in law).

Thedistressing conclusion, however, is that most of them are either
unemployed or underemployed in jobs well below their capabilities and
skills. Doctors, teachers, engineers, nurses, dentists and many other
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professionals find themselves chronically unemployed or doing menial

jobs.
This experience is not confined to Britain. The Mobile Advice Service

of the Red Cross in Berlin found that many refugee professionals

coming for advice were condemned to unemployment because they

could not obtain recognition of their diplomas.> A study in Sweden

found that ‘An increasing number of highly qualified immigrants were

being placed in low-qualified jobs, where they had no use for their

formerskills.’* That this is an unjustifiable waste of human resources —

and a cause ofgreat grief for those concerned — goes withoutsaying.

Whyis it happening?
The complexity of the range of causes should not be underestimated.

A short summary wouldinclude: lack of knowledge ofthe local labour

environment and job-searching techniques;difficulties with the language

of the host country; lack of local work experience; lack of suitable infor-

mation and guidanceservices; lack of appropriate systems ofassessing

and accrediting overseas qualifications; lack of statutory funding for

refugees during the process of requalification; the precarious legal

situation of those who havenot yet obtained formal refugee status; and

employer prejudice against refugees.
While the emphasis varies from place to place, most third country

nationals in Europe are barred from their professions by a mixture of

factors ranging from legal restrictions to blatant discrimination based on

stereotypical perceptions of refugees. However, the obstacles people

face whentrying to get employment cannot beattributed entirely to the

fact that they hold overseas qualifications. The HomeOffice’s findings

show that ‘over half of those with professional qualifications gained in

Britain were still unemployed’.> An adequate strategy should recognize

the web of obstacles which blocks the legitimate expectation of

professional refugees to engage in their particular occupation.

The 1951 UN Convention and the Right of Refugees to Practise

their Professions

If the question of professional requalification raises numerousissues,

which one takes precedence? There can be no doubtthat the spotlight

falls first on the legal bases and instruments for academic and pro-

fessional recognition. No further progress can be made if proper legal

and institutional mechanismsare not set up, and arbitrary, unreasonable

restrictions in this area are notlifted. This is in agreement with Article

19 of the 1951 United Nations Convention and Protocolrelating to the

status of refugees, which says that
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Each Contracting State shall accord to refugees lawfully staying in their
territory who hold diplomas recognized by competent authotities of that
state, and whoare desirous of practising a liberal profession,treatment as
favourable as possible and, in any event, notless favourable than that
accorded to aliens generally in the samecitcumstances.*

Two elements of Article 19 should be highlighted. The first is that
professional refugees must be given treatment asfavourable as possible or
at least equal to that accorded to other foreigners. The second element
refers to diplomas recognized by competent authorities — a crucial proviso which
in practice leaves the effectiveness of Article 19 in the hands of
recognizing/registering bodies. In other words, the right to practise a
profession (as distinct from the basic right to engage in wage-earning
employment)’ dependsontheliberality of the system of recognition.

Systems of Recognition

We define a profession as one requiring advanced education and special
training. A professionalqualification should be backed bya certificate of
achievement* awarded by an advanced education institution — usually,
but not always, a university. Recognition entails two related notions:
regulation and recognition. Regulated professions are governed by rules
and directions set up by an authoritative body. Furthermore, the holder
of a qualification must register with the competent authority. While
national certificates of achievement normally entail registration and the
licence to practise a vocation or profession, the same will not apply to
holders of overseas qualifications. Hence a more precise concept of
recognition definesit as the process whereby an overseas qualification is
granted formal acknowledgementbythe regulating/registering body so
thatits holder is allowed to work in areas normally reserved for holders
of national certificates of achievement.

Whatis the rationale behind regulation in societies where free-market
principles are on the rampage and deregulation is the catchword?Itis
argued that customers purchasing professional services need to be
protected, through legislation, to ensure high standards. Others have
argued that professional regulations are entry barriers to protect, not the
customer, butthe oligopolistic positions of the currentpractitioners.’

There is no uniformity among membersof the EU on the system of
recognition of qualifications held by third country nationals. Some
countries regulate all professions and others regulate some professions
only." Regulation is widespread in the medical and paramedical fields
(medicine, nursing, dentistry, pharmacy) and also in law, architecture,
accountancy and social work. Engineering may be regulated in some
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countries, but not in others. Sometimes regulation applies to occupations

in the public sector only and not to employmentin the private sphere.

Neither is there uniformity in regard to the nature ofthe regulating/

registering bodies. The regulating body can sometimesbethe central or

federal state; in other cases,it is an autonomousbody,or a university. In

Germany, for example, the recognition of foreign academic qualifica-

tionsis set out in the constitution of the federal states with the exception

of medicine, which is the central state’s responsibility. Anybody wishing

to use a foreign academic degree for professional purposes must obtain

statutory permission from the relevant ministry of the federal state of

residence; in somecases(teaching qualifications, health professions) the

applicant must pass a special state examination.

Other countries, like the UK, designate some qualifications for recog-

nition (medicine, teaching, architecture, pharmacy, dentistry) but not

others (economists, engineers). In some cases, such as teaching, the

registering body is a governmentdepartment; in others, such as medicine,

it is an autonomousstatutory body. In Spain, the foreign certificates of

achievement must beassessed and accredited by Spanish universities, and

then converted into Spanish diplomas. This entails a more orless auto-

matic licence to practise a profession.

De Jure and De Facto Professional Recognition

A refugee — andin general, third country nationals — wishing to enter a

profession in the host country will be confronted by one of the

following twosituations:

1 If the profession is regulated in the host country, there will be the

need to seek dejure professional recognition;

2 If the professionis not regulated, the refugee will normally be at a dis-

advantage relative to those holding national certificates of achieve-

ment when seeking employment; this is the question of how to

achieve defacto professional recognition.

Defacto professional recognition might be moredifficult to tackle than

de jure professional recognition. Disseminating information on foreign

qualifications to employers might be an expensive and not necessarily a

successful exercise. A more promising approach is to have an authori-

tative assessing agency (as distinct from a regulating body) which defines

and compares overseas qualifications with national equivalents.!'! The

question here is how to ensure that the assessment process doesjustice

to the foreign qualification.’ A variant of this idea is to set up, perhaps

by bringing in the university institutions, a comprehensive system of
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assessmentand accreditation of prior learning and experience through
appropriate tests and the building of portfolios which might eventually
lead to the awarding of national qualifications.

If de facto professional recognition ends up requiring assessing and
accrediting agencies to persuade employers ofthe professional competence
of holders of overseas qualifications, the distinction between regulated
and unregulated professions becomesblurred; the difference is one of
shades rather than substance. A crucial distinction remains. De jure
recognition stems from legislation; de facto recognition is ‘a matter of
growing social awareness constituting a sociological phenomenon which
can be encouraged by appropriate action but notlegally imposed’.

The Need for a Fair and Consistent Assessment

Such assessment by an authoritative body should indicate the level,
scope andcontentofthe professional qualification expressed in terms of
a comparable national qualification. If a substantial difference can be
demonstrated between the specific competencies required by the national
qualification and the competencies achieved through the foreign
qualification, suitable adaptation courses should be set up to bridge the
gap. It should be a matter of principle that what is assessed is the
overseas qualification rather than the individual holder.

Many requalification procedures fall short of these requirements. In
thefirst place,there are huge disparities between assessment procedures
and evaluations of non-European qualifications by members of the
European Union. Similar lack of uniformity is to be found between
authorities of the same country. For example, while in Germany university
qualifications from certain Russian universities are regarded as having
equal weight to German university diplomas, in the UK they ate con-
temptuously accorded a standard betweenA levels and first degree. A
Russian medical diplomais, therefore, evaluated as lower than a bachelor

degree by the assessing body in the UK (British Council/NARIQ),
although the General Medical Council, the UK medicalregulating body,
is willing to accord them equal status to British medical qualifications.

In the case ofregulated professions, a confusing array of disparate
proceduresprevails. Sometimesit is a question of going to an interview,
taking further training and passing a set of examinations. In other cases
the professional fate of the applicant depends on a single examination;
in a few cases,the test is to do well throughouta period oftraining. It
might well be that different requalification procedures are required by
the various professions. The fact remains that procedures tend to be
cumbersome,idiosyncratic and evensecretive, and that often they do
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not facilitate the requalification process. Most of the time what is
assessed is the individual and not the qualification. These features pale
into insignificance, however, when the main stumbling block comes to
light. What the requalification procedures have in commonis that they
are expensive, sometimes as prohibitive as US$20,000. In general,
countries have no statutory provision to facilitate the requalification
process.

Thus Article 19 has become an unfulfilled promise, another good
intention hatched bycivil servants which governments have nopolitical
will to pursue. It nevertheless makes sense on both humanitarian and
economic grounds. The humanitarian argumentis the devastation felt by
those refugees who are barred from practising their professions. The
struggle for recognition of their qualifications places an additional
burden on refugees whoalready feel the pressure ofsettling in a new
environment. Twocase studies from Britain (pages 233 and 234) illustrate
the cumbersomeprocess refugees have to endure in seeking recognition
and economic viability.

There is also the economic argument. Professional training, which
required an investmentof time and specialized teaching in the refugee’s
native country, and which comesas ‘free gift’ to the host country, is
wasted nonetheless by the paralysing complexity of requalification pro-
cedures that reduce thousands of refugee professionals in Europe to
despair.

Even if we resolve the issues of requalification by more transparent
and coherent approaches to recognition of professional qualifications,
another major hurdle exists. Entering the labour market remains for
many refugees a critical barrier to economic independence in most EU
member states. Although persons with full refugee status have equal
rights with citizens, asylum seekers and those with de facto status or
temporary permission to stay are often barred from taking up employ-
ment. Discriminatory practices as well as legal restrictions’? create
unnecessary hardship for refugees struggling for economic survival.

Conclusion

The question of mutual recognition of academic and professional

qualifications has been the subject of conventions and agreements at a
European level. The UNESCO Convention of 1979 on the recognition

of periods of study, diplomas and degrees of higher education insti-
tutions was conceived with the intention of increasing mobility of
students, as well as graduates, for the purpose of further study or

integration into the labour market, albeit in the European region only.
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Case Study: Ms L, Medical Doctor, from Iraq

MsLisin her midthirties and a refugee from Iraq with full refugee
status. Somesix years ago she had to leave her country with her
family for political reasons. Theyinitially went to Egypt where she
studied medicine, assisted by a UN grant. She obtained her medical
qualification after 8 years of study which included a year ofpractical
work in a hospital.

The family then moved to Syria where she completed a post-
graduate degree in gynaecology and obstetrics. After working for
two years in a hospital she passed the examination required by the
Syrian Ministry of Health which enabled her to work as a senior
doctor in a hospital. As return to her country became impossible,
the family finally settled in Britain in 1992.

Wanting to work in her profession Ms L was surprised to find
thatall her studies and work experience as a medical doctor were
notrecognized in Britain and that she hadto sit a test to be able
to practise her profession. She decided to take up clinical attach-
ment(work experience placement) to familiarize herself with the
British health system.

The experience of working in a British hospital came as another
shock. The disrespectful and condescending treatment she
received from the consultant she worked with undermined her
confidence. The consultant’s attitude, not only towards her but
towardsforeign doctors in general, appalled her. He clearly treated
British doctors more favourably, marginalizing the input that the
foreign doctors made. This made her feel depressed and under-
valued, but she was unable to communicateherfrustration.

While communication at a professional level using medical
terminology was not a problem, day-to-day language, and especially
colloquial terms, turned out to be a barrier. After six months she

left the hospital and decided to improve her English to be able to
stand up for herself. She attended a six-month language course,
during which her English improved rapidly.

She then applied to attend the course leading to the PLAB test.
After seven monthssheis still waiting to hear whether she has
been accepted on the course ~— valuable time wasted for someone
who wants to work in her profession and needs the income to
support her family.  
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Case Study: Mr K, Teacher from Ethiopia

Mr is a political refugee from Ethiopia who soughtasylum in
Britain four years ago. He received ‘exceptional leave to remain’,
which entitles him to remain in Britain for a specified period.

Whenhe cameto Britain he was an accomplished teacher with
over ten years of teaching experience in secondary school. He had
successfully gone through the Ethiopian education system and
entered university to study biology and chemistry for four years,
graduating as a Bachelor of Science.

Arriving in a country where he did not know anybodyhefelt
lost and isolated. Not knowing where to turn for help he became
increasingly depressed. Nevertheless, he slowly began searching
for a way of entering his profession, discovering the hurdles he
had to leap before becoming acceptable to the British system.

He had his qualification assessed by NARIC, which told him
that his Ethiopian BSc was not equivalent to the British degree,
but was valued between an A-level and first-year university. This
surprised him as some Ethiopian friends with the same degree had
been accepted on a post-graduate course at a British university a

year earlier.
Meanwhile, he worked at improving his English to sit the

English Proficiency Test, a prerequisite to being able to teach in
Britain. To widen his skill base he also attended a part-time
managementcourse, gaining a diploma. He is now waiting to be
accepted on a two-year course for a British teaching qualification.

During all this time he has had to live on income support.
Living on state benefit is very alien to his culture, a situation he
would rather not be in. But for the momentthere are few other
options. Sustaining a positive outlook is a struggle whensolittle
value is placed on the substantial knowledge and work experience

he brought with him to Britain.
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More recently the Council of Europe and UNESCOdrafted a con-
vention (June 1995) on the recognition ofhigher education qualifications
in the European regionto facilitate the process of recognition. Why not
go a step further and encompassqualifications of‘third country’ nationals
who qualified in their home country?

Meanwhile Article 19 should be honoured by the contracting parties
to the UN Convention on Refugees by meansofsuitable arrangements
whichinclude:

1 The establishmentofrational and consistent procedures for assessing
and accrediting professional qualifications in both regulated and
unregulated professions.

2 Making available free and appropriate advice and information on
professional requalification.

3 The setting up of appropriate bridging and adaptation courses when
the requalification procedures require further training and the up-
dating ofskills. Language courses suitable to the standards which are
demanded by a particular profession should be provided.
Requalification procedures should bestatutorily funded to make sure

that no refugee is barred on financial grounds from the right to practise
their profession.

Notes

1 A number of agreements have ensured the mutual recognition of European
professional qualifications held by nationals of the European Union.For an account
of the currentsituation, see On Recognition ofQualificationsfor Academic and Professional
Purposes, Commission of the European Communities, 1994, However, in some
countries, like the UK, these agreements will not apply to ‘third country’ nationals
holding European qualifications. This situation creates the anomaly that European
qualifications are better accredited and recognized when held by European nationals
that when held by third country nationals — an anomaly which maybein breach of
Article 19 of the 1951 UN Convention on Refugees.

2 The Settlement of Refugees in Britain, Home Office Rescarch Study 141, 1995, p. 49.
Mobile Beratung — Bildung undBeruf, Motivations — und Orientierungshilfenfur Aussiedler/innen
and Migrant!innen, Deutsches Rotcs Kreuz, Landesverband Berlin im Rahmen der
Gemeinschaftsinitiative HORIZON, Oktober 1994,

4 ‘The integration of immigrants: towards equal opportunities’, paper presented by
Christian Rabergh to the Council of Europe, 1992,

5 The Settlement of Refugees in Britain, Home Office Research Study 141, 1995.
6 The concept ofa liberal profession is not without ambiguities. A Spanish dictionary

defines it as a ‘profesion intelectual en la que no existe ninguna subordinacion entre
el que la efectua y cl que acude a susservicios (notarios, procuradores, medicosctc.)’
— an intelicctual profession where there is no obligatory relation between those who
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provide the service and those who request it (notaries, attorneys, doctors etc). A
French dictionary defines the professions liberales as those ‘qui n’appatticnnent ni a
Vindustrie, ni au commerce, ni a la fonction publique (medicine, barreau, etc)’ - those
notconnected with industry, commerce, or public functions (medicine,law, ete). The
English dictionary does not identify a specific concept for liberal professions, but
defines a profession as an ‘occupation, especially one requiring advanced education
and special training, eg the law, architecture, medicine, accountancy’. The concept of
profession as occupation originated in the sixteenth century — until then it had meant
‘taking of vows in a religious order’. The notion of‘liberal’ refers to those atts con-
sidered ‘worthy of a free man’ and goes back to the fourteenth century.

7 The tight of refugees to engage in employmentis recognized by Acticle 17 ofthe 1951
Convention.

8 certificate of achievementis any academic, vocational or professional certificate by
an education/training provider showing the holder’s level of skill, knowledge ot
working competence. The need to back professional qualifications with certificates of
achievement raises the question ofwhat to do when the refugee, owing to the usvally
difficult circumstances surrounding her departutre from het native country, is unable
to produce any document atall.

9 An example from the UKillustrates this point. Owing to a shortage of medical
doctors in the late 1960s, the UK encouraged an inflow of overseas doctors,
particularly from the Indian sub-continent. In the 1970s, when the deficit was
overcome, the medical establishment expressed concern over the standards of these
doctors and withdrew fall recognition of Pakistani and Sti Lankan qualifications.
Ultimately, the recognition of most foreign medical qualifications became dependent
on passing a rigorous test. See Onerseas Doctors, Experience and Expectations, a teseatch
study by the Commission for Racial Equality, 1987.

10 To be moreprecise, whatis regulated is the right to use a professional title. Thus, in
Germany, private industry or commerceis free to employ the holder of a foreign
certificate of achievement in whatever position they choose, without the need to
obtain statutory permission. The rightto use a specific professional title, on the other
hand, requires a licence to practise a vocation orprofession conferred uponthe holder
bythe regulating body.

11 A Council of Europe network of National Equivalence Information Centres (NEICs)
has been set up in some European countries to provide information on academic
qualifications gained in Europe. Some ofthem might be able to assess qualifications
gained worldwide.

12 It has been strongly argued that assessing bodies systematically undervalue qualifi-
cations from African and other Third World countries.

13 On Recognition for Academic and Professional Purposes, Commission of the European
Communities, 1994.

14 Requalification of a pharmacist in Britain, for example.
15. In Germany,Ireland and the Netherlands employers are obliged to offer a vacancy

to a national and EU memberfirst before employing a third country national.
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Appendix
The Lima Declaration on Academic Freedom and

Autonomy ofInstitutions ofHigher Education

SeuAveeesensusensenssesesnseasasessenesssnsnsessuRensensessesenseteaneLsusessunsunseeensasse

Preamble

The SivctyEighth General Assembly of World University Service, meeting in Limafrom 6 to 26
September 1988, theyear ofthe 40th anniversary of the Universal Declaration ofHuman Rights,

Bearing in mind the extensive sct of international standards in the field of human

rights which the United Nations and other universal and regional organizations have

established, in particular the Universal Declaration of HumanRights, the International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the International Covenant on

Civil and Political Rights, and the UNESCO convention against Discrimination in

Education,

 

Convinced that the universities and academic communities have an obligation to
pursue the fulfilment of economic, social, cultural, civil and political rights of the
people,
Emphasizing the importance ofthe right to education for the enjoymentof all other
human rights and the development of humanpersons and peoples,

Consideringthat the right to education can only befully enjoyed in an atmosphere
of academic freedom and autonomyofinstitutions of higher education,

Recognizing the essential vulnerability of the academic community to political and
economic pressures,

Affirming thefollowing principles pertaining to education:
a) Every human being has the rightto education.
b) Education shall be directed to the full developmentof the human personality and

the sense ofits dignity, and shall strengthenthe respect for humanrights, funda-
mental freedoms and peace. Education shall enable all persons to participate
effectively in the construction of a ftce and egalitarian society, and promote
understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations and alll racial, ethnic or
religious groups. Education shall promote mutual understanding, respect and
equality between men and women. Education shall be a means to understand and
contribute to the achievement ofthe major goals of contemporary society such as
social equality, peace, equal developmentofall nations and the protection of the
environment.

©) Every State should guarantee the right to education without discrimination of any
kind as to race, colour, sex, language,religion, political or other opinion, national

or social origin, economic condition, birth or other status. Every State should
makeavailable an adequate proportionofits national incometo ensure in practice
thefull realization ofthe right to education.

d) Education shall be an instrument ofpositive social change. As such,it should be
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relevant to the social, economic, political and cultural situation of any given

country, contribute to the transformation of thestatus quo towards the full attain-

mentofall rights and freedoms, and be subject to permanentevaluation.

Proclaimsthis Declaration.

Definitions

1. Forthe purposes of this Declaration
a) ‘Academic freedom’ means the freedom of members of the academic com-

munity, individually or collectively, in the pursuit, development andtransmis-
sion of knowledge, through research, study, discussion, documentation, pro-
duction, creation, teaching, lecturing and writing,

b) ‘Academic community’ covers all those personsteaching, studying, research-
ing and working at an institution of higher education.

©) ‘Autonomy’ means the independence of institutions of higher education from
the State and all other forcesof society, to make decisions regardingits intce-
nal government, finance, administration, and to establish its policies of edu-
cation, research, extension work and otherrelated activities.

4) ‘Institutions of higher education’ comprise universities, other centres of post-
secondary education and centres ofresearch and culture associated with them.

The above-mentioned definitions do not imply that the exercise of academic
freedom and autonomyis not subject to limitations as established in the present
Declaration.

Academic Freedom

& Academic freedom is an essential pre-condition for those education, research,
administrative and service functions with which universitiesand other institutions
ofhigher education are entrusted. All members of the academic community have
the right to fulfil their functions without discrimination of any kind and without
fear ofinterference or repression from the State or any other source.

4. States are under an obligation to respect and to ensure to all members of the aca-
demic community, those civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights recog-
nised in the United Nations Covenants on HumanRights. Every member ofthe
academic community shall enjoy, in particular, freedom of thought, conscience
religion, expression, assembly and association as well as the right to liberty and
security of person andliberty of movement.
Access to the academic community shall be equal for all members of Socicty
withoutany hindrance. Onthebasis ofability, every person has the tight, without
discrimination of any kind, to become part ofthe academic community, as a
student, teacher, researcher, workeror administrator. Temporary measutes airned
at accelerating defacto equality for disadvantaged membets ofthe academic com-
munity shall not be considered as discriminatory, provided that these measures
are discontinued when the objectives of equality of opportunity and treatment
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10.

i.

12.

13.

LIMA DECLARATION

have been achieved. All States and institutions ofhigher education shall guaran-
tee a system of stable and secure employmentfor teachers and researchers. No
member of the academic community shall be dismissed without a fair hearing
before a democratically elected bodyof the academic community.
All members of the academic community with research functions have the right
to catty out research work without any interference, subject to the universal prin-
ciples and methods ofscientific enquiry. Theyalso have the right to communi-
cate the conclusions oftheir researchfreely to others and to publish them without
censorship.
All members of the academic community with teaching functions have the nght
ta teach without anyinterference, subject to the accepted principles, standards
and methods ofteaching.
All members of the acadernic community shall enjoy the freedom to maintain

contact with their counterparts in any part of the world as well as the freedom to
pursue the development oftheir educational capacities.

All students of higher educationshall enjoy freedom of study, including the righ:
ta choose thefield of study from available courses and the rightto receive offi-
cial recognition of the knowledge and experience acquired. Institutions of higher
education should aim to satisfy the professional needs and aspirationsofthe stu-
dents. States should provide adequate resources forstudents in need to pursue
their studies.

All institutions of higher educationshall guarantee the participation ofstudents
in their governing bodics, individually or collectively, 10 express opinions on any
national and international question.
States should take all appropriate measures to plan, organize and implement a
higher education system without fees forall secondary education graduates and
other people who might prove their ability to study effectively at that level.
All members of the academic community have the right to freedom ofassocia-

tion with others, including the right to form and join trade unions for the pro-
tection oftheir interests. The unions ofall sectors of the academic communities

should participate in the formulationoftheir respective professional standards.

The exercise of the rights provided above carries with it special duties and
responsibilities and may be subject to certain restrictions necessary for the pro-
tection of the tights of others. Teaching and rescarch shall be conductedin full
accordance with professional standards and shall respond to contemporary prob-
Jemsfacing society.

AutonomyofInstitutions of Higher Education

14. All institutions of higher education shall pursue the fulfilment of economic,
social, cultural, civil and political rights of the people and shall strive to prevent
the misuse ofscience and technology to the detriment of those rights.
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15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

All institutions ofhigher education shall address themselves to the contemporary
problemsfacing society. To this end, the curricula of these institutions, as well as
their activities, shall respondto the needs ofsociety at large. Institutions of higher
education should be critical of conditions of political repression and violations of
humanrights within their own society.

All institutions of higher education shall provide solidarity to other suchinstitu-

tions and individual members of their academic communities when they are
subject to persecution, Such solidarity may be moral or material, and should
include refuge and employmentor education forvictims ofpersecution,

All institutions ofhigher education should strive to prevent scientific and tech-
nological dependence andto promote equal partnership ofall academic commu-
nities of the world in the pursuit and use of knowledge. They should enoourage
international academic cooperation which transcends regional, political and other
barriers.
‘Theproper enjoyment of academic freedom and the compliance with the respon-
sibilities mentioned in the foregoing articles demand a high degree of autonomy
of institutions ofhigher education,States are under an obligation not to interfere
with the autonomyofinstitutions of higher education as well as to prevent intet-
ference by otherforces of society.

‘The autonomyof institutions of higher education shall be exercised by demo-
cratic meansofself-government, which includes the active participation ofall
members of the respective academic communities. All members ofthe academic
community shall have the right and opportunity, withoutdiscrimination ofany
kind, to take part in the conduct of academic and administrative affairs. All govern-
ing bodies of institutions of higher education shall be freely clected and shall
comprise members of the different sectors of the academic oommunity. The
autonomyshould encompass decisions regarding administration and determina-
tion ofpolicies of education, research, extension work, allocation ofresources
and other related activities.
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